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Preface

The purpose of this study was to develop a handbook that could be used to

provide Initial training on the discipline of configuration management to configuration

managers and other program office personnel. In addition, since the applicability of

each of the four Individual configuration management processes for a program office is

dependent upon which stage of the system acquisition life cycle the program is

currently In, this thesis began the process of Identifying suggestions to help the

configuration managers apply configuration management to a program In the full-scale

development phase. Future research could be done to provide the same type of

information for the other phases of the system acquisition life cycle.

In writing this thesis I have received a great deal of assistance from others. I want

to thank my faculty advisor, Mr. William Dean, for his diligence in reading, and

providing comments on, the contents of the handbook. I would also like to thank: Ms.

Peggy Jones, Ms. Debbie Martin, Ms. Dodis Rebolt, Ms. Beverly Warren, Ms. Patty

Wolpert, Mr. Ron Anthony, Mr. James Haynes, Lt Col Steve Kuprel, and Lt Dave Suh;

who as configuration managers at Aeronautical Systems Division tjok time out of their

busy schedules to read, and provide comments on, the handbook.

Finally, I wish to thank my family (Sandy, Christopher, and MWlissa) for their

understanding and patience when their husband, and father, was In "that mood.'

James E. Corbin
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Abstract

This study resulted In the development of a Configuration Manager's Handbook

that is Intended to assist Air Force program offices and configuration management

personnel apply the principles of configuration management to a product under

development. The handbook can be used as a training document for in-coming

personnel to a program office. It begins by briefly discussing the system acquisition

life cycle as the domain in which a program is developed and the role of systems

engineering In the development and design of the product. Configuration management

is then introduced as a technical management control system that complements the

technical actions undertaken during the systems engineering process. The handbook

then proceeds to Introduce, and In subsequent sections describe, the four processes

that comprise configuration management: configuration Identification, configuration

audits, change management, and configuration status accounting. Finally, the uses of

these processes for the program In full-scale development are discussed. This

includes providing suggestions for the contents of Operating Instructions that should be

produced by configuration managers to describe the specific applications of

configuration management principles within the program office, and of Statement of

Work tasks that should be required of the contractor.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A HANDBOOK FOR CONFIGURATION MANAGERS

WITH APPLICATIONS FOR THE PROGRAMJSYSTEM

IN FULL-SCALE DEVELOPMENT

I. Introduction

This thesis will provide a handbook that can be used as an Initial In-house training

guide on the role of configuration management in the acquisition of a system to

individuals being assigned to the configuration management branch/directorate (and it

can also be used to explain configuration management to prograr/project managers)

of the program office. In addition, the handbook will present applications of

configuration management for the program/system in the full-scale development phase

of the system acquisition process.

General Issue

The recent developments associated with the possible reunification of Gemlany.

the democratic reforms being undertaken in the Eastern Bloc communist countries, and

the Implementation of the acquisition changes resulting from the Defense Management

Review will have long lasting effects on the Department of Defense. Two of the results

from these developments which will have large impacts on the acquisition environment

are the pressure of shrinking budoets and thq shortages of Qualified personnel at, '

force stnrcture is reduced. However, even %ith these impacts. progra macquisilion

managers will remain under contir~uous pressure to provid, systems that meet the
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using commands' Increasingly sophisticated performance requirements, that are

logistically supportable, and that are developed within cost and schedule constraints.

One of the disciplines that the program manager can use to help achieve success in

an acquisition program Is configuration management.

During the system acquisition process, program managers can use configuration

management as a technical management control system over the technical actions

undertaken during system design. The configuration management process allows the

program manager to measure achieved performance versus required performance; and

to ensure that adequate documentation Is maintained to monitor and control the

identity of the developed system for future reference. By correctly applying

configuration management throughout the system's life cycle, the program manager is

assured of the definition, and control, of the technical content of the contract (3"12).

Through configuration management, the configuration of each operational unit is

known, and the supporting command's ability to support these operatonal units is

enhanced.

Although current acquisition strategy in Department of Defec-se (DOD) directives.

and in various DOD, service, and governmental agency regulations, prescribes specific

requirements (policies) with regards to the accomplishment of specific activities in the

area of configuration management (3:10), there is currently no type of handbook,

training aide, or quick-look reference g. le, that can be used by the configuration

managers in the program office to better assist them in performing their

responsibilities. In fact, the rule-of-thumb has been for 'new* members a mivino in a

program office to be asssigned to the configuration management directorate and team

by way of "on-the-job-training." The result in many program offices has been

inadequate training and the resulting ineffective application of configuration

management to the developing systems. A common risk in the transition o! a produ-1



from Its development stage to its production stage has been the failure of the program

office to have established, applied, and maintained an effective configuration

management process during full-scale development (12:19). Mr. Thomas Shaw,

Engineering Vice President of Sanders Associates Inc., states that this lack of an

effective application of configuration management:

...leads to many pitfalls including an unknown baseline, excess production
rework, poor spares effort, stock purging rather than stock control, and an
inability to resolve field problems, all of which contribute to increasing program
costs and lengthening program schedules. (12:19)

Specific Problem

An effective configuration management system within an acquisition program office

Is the result of the combination of a complete, contractually established configuration

management program performed by the contractor, and a complete, established

configuration management program in the the program office. Currently, governmental

configuration management employees are tandomly assigned to the program office

through some type of personnel office action (that is the military members are

assigned by the program manager upon arrival oi, permanent-change-of-station orders.
and the civilian members are assigned to configuration management after being hired

by the program office). Their initial contact with the discipline of configuration

management is by a supervisor, or co-worker, providing some regulations, standards.

and•or directives for them to read and 'digest.' These individuals are then provid,.-:Jd

(the timing to attend depending t•-pn the program offie's ability to obtain training

spaces) Air Force Institute of Technology-offered short courses (SYS 028. Introduction
to ConfQurat.on Management, and SYS 228. -.iied Configuration Minaomenlt as

their education base, along with the volumes of military documents.

After completing these courses. the configuration managers return to the system

program offices where they' are often called upon to establish a configurn.it"o
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management program, including the contractual requirements to be levied on the

contractor, with only minimal (if any) assistance/guidance from experienced

configuration managers. Lacking this interface, and given the wait for the training

space to be approved and provided for the employee, there should be some method of

providing initial training to the fledgling configuration manager. Using that Intimatating

stack of military regulations and/or standards does not work weN. Something else must

be available to provide assistance and guidance to these configuration managers in

setting up a configuration management program for the program office.

Thus, the research objective is to develop a training handbook which will provide

them with both an overview, and many details, of the discipline of configuration

management as it applies to system development. This will require that each of the

processes that compris'a oonfiguration management be identified and discussed in

some detail. In addition, for the handbook to be useful for configuration managers

after their training has been started, It should also provide suggestions and insights to

be used in the application of configuration management during the various stages of

the system qcquisltion life cycle. Since the role of configuration management becomes

increasing'y important towards the end of the concept demonstration/validation phase

and the start of the full-scale development phase of the life cycle, the handbook will

include applications/requirements that can be levied on the contractor, and those that

can be performed in the program office, to provide for a successful configuration

management program for a major system during the full-scale development phase of

the svstem acquisition cycle.

Invusiiqative Questions

To accomplish this research objective, the tour processes of configuration

management [configuration idei tification, configuration audits and design reviews.
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change management (to Include configuratieon control Lnd change control), and

configuration status accounting] will ue identified and asses.ed as to what constitute

their essential activities which should be included as infor'mation in a training

handbook. In addition, what specific activities/requlrerients associated with each of

the processes should be required of the contractor, and/or performed by the

configuration manager In the program office, to meet the configuration management

requirements dudmg full-scale development, The investigative questions of this

research are therefore:

1. What should be included in the developed handbook that will (a) assist in the

training of configuration maniagers such that they understand the configuration

identification proc.•ss of configurati. : management, and (b) assist configuration

manager<- to determine how !o F-;ply configuration Identification requirements (with

respect ,o tOose expected of the contractor and those expected of the program office)

for a product in the full-scale development phase of the system acquisition life cycle?

2. What should be included in the developed handbook that will (a) assist in the

training of coifigutation managers such that they understand the role of design reviews

in the systems engineering process and the role of configuration audits In the

configuration management process, and (b) assist configuration managers to

determine how to apply conIguration audit requirements (with respect to those

expected of the contractor and those expected of the program office) for a product in

the full-scale development phase of the system acquisition life cycle?

3. WNat should ve included in the developed handbook that will (a) assist in the

training of configuration managers such that they understand the change management

process (as it is apptied to both the technical and non-technical portions of the

prngrarn! of confiouration manalgement, and (b) assist configuration managers to

determine how to apply charige marnagement requirements (with respect to those
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expected of the contractor and those expected of the program office) for a product

(and a program) in the fulI-scale development phase of the system acquisition life

cycle?

4. What should be included in the developed handbook that will (a) assist in the

training of configuration managers such that they understand the configuration status

accounting process of configuration management, and (b) assist configuration

managers to determine how to apply configuration status accounting requirements

(with respect to those expected of the contractor and those expected of the program

office) for a product In the full-scale development phase of the system acquisition lite

cycle?

Scope of the Research

In answering the above Investigative questions, the research will begin by

examining the role of configuration management in the system acquisition process and

provide Information on how the four processes are employed to assist the program

office during system dovelopment. Due to the military applications of this research, the

maic sources of Inform-ation will include military standards, regulation, pamphlets, and

reports of joint Industry,'Government configuration management workshops. Emphasis

will be placed on the functions of configuration management which should be

Implemented to assure supportability of a system when it is in the Government

Inventory.
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I1. Uterature Review

Method of Treatment and Organization

This literature review provides background Information for the development of a

handbook that (1) can be used to provide Initial training on the discipline of

configuration management to configuration managers and other program office

personnel, and (2) provides suggestions and guidance to the appication of the

configuration management processes for the full-scale development phase of the

system acquisition life cycle. First, the concept of configuration management (CM) and

the factors which establish Its need will be addressed. After the concept has been

defnned, the four processes of CM will be examined for their role in the acquisition of

systems a'nd system development.

Corcopt of Configuration Manaqement

The system acquisitton 1'.e cycle Is the framework for the process through which

the military services procure their weapon systems. To assure that the design

decisions blng made as the weal: )ns sys,,)m is under development address the

Impact on all elements of tho system, and not just the Immediate component beirng

designed, the system dusign evolves through a proce~s unat is known as systems

engineering (3:67). Configuration r.. 'agement is ussd ,o monitor this process, and to

assist the program office in documer .ig the design qualified to meet the s,. ,m

performance requiremlents. Comiguration management provides a technical

management control system, complementi"• tne actions of the systems engineering

process, to ensure that the results are in-'oiporated into tt.a appropriate design

documentation and that the documentation L, then placed under Government control at
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an appropriate point in the life cycle. Configuration management is a set of

engineering practices that an organization can use to Insure the Integrity and continuity

of the program Information, engineering data, and design decisions that are made

during the course of a project (13:54; 4:1). According to military standards and

regulation, configuration management is:

A discipline applying technical and administrative direction and surveillance to:
(1) identify and document the functional and physical characteristics of a
configuration item; (2) control changes to those characteristics; and (3) record
and report change processing and Implementation status. (9:2; 8:5)

The use of the CM processes requires careful selection of the documentation to be

acquired and is Implemented based on the size and complexity of the program, the

stage of the acquisition life cycle, and the quantity of units of the Item to be purchased

(4:10). The CM processes assist the program manager In achieving system

performance, a realistic schedule, and logistics supportability (6:2). In addition, CM

allows for latitude in the design and development of the system at the same time ',hAt It

introduces control at appropriate times in the acquisition process (6:2). Configurat!-.n

managers perform this CM process through configuration identification, configuration

audits and design reviews, change management (which Includes aspects of both

configuration control and change control), and configuration status accounting.

Configuration Identification

Through the use of configuration Identification, technical documentation (including

specifications, drawings, and parts lists) is selected that describes both the functional

and physical characteristics of hardware and software components (2:B-5). Using the

appropriate documents, the configuration Identification is used to establish baselines

which contractually define progressively more detailed descriptions of the items being

8



bought and which provide a basis for measuring the contractor's technical progress by

comparing it to these contractual requirements. These baselines are established at

points In a program when It is normally deemed necessary to establish a definable and

manageable departure point for the development and production of the system (8:5).

The baseline, plus any approved changes to it, constitutes the current contractually

binding technical definition of what the Government expects the item/system to

accomplish.

Baselines. Baseline management Is an important aspect of the function of

configuration Identification. The requirements In the baseline comprise the contractual

agreements about the technical basis for the system (2:B1-4). As the contractor

progresses with design and development, the baselines are used to provide more

detailed definition of the system performance and design. Configuration management

Is usually concerned with establishing three baselines: functional, allocated, and

product.

Functional Baseline. This is the first baseline established dunng the

development and acquisition of a system. The functional baseline is used to formally

document the performance, Interfaces, operational requirements, design constraints,

and logistics support constraints (7:10). At the highest level in the system, these

functional requirements are usually contained In a single system specification that

comprises the contractual technical definition of the system capabilities. This technical

agreement provides the technical basis for the development process of the system

(4:4). With the system level requirements agreed to, the program will then proceed to

identify critical elements which are technically defined in the next baseline.

9



Allocated Baseline. Once the top-level system functional requirements have

been generated, the contractor turns his attention toward the development of

requirements for the major subsystems. The allocated baseline for each important

subsystem (called a configuration Item or CI) Is used to more completely define and

document the functional characteristics of that Cl as a part of the overall system (4:4).

The configuration identification documentation used to define these Cl functional

characteristics is either a development specification (for hardware 1Is) or a

requirements specification (for computer software CIs, CSCIs) (5:16). The

development and requirements specifications define the functional characteristics,

Interfaces with other subsystems, establish any design constraints (e.g., logisltics,

personnel, security) that pertain to the component, and include the tests required to

show compliance of each of the CI/CSCIs to their performance characteristics (5:84).

When established as the allocated baseline for a CI or CSCI, this technical contract

provides the basis for the contractor to proceed into detailed design, development,

building of test prototype, and testing of the Cl or CSCI.

Product Baseline. After the contractor completes the design and testing of

each CI/CSCI and successfully demonstrates that the CI/CSCI meets the specified

technical requirements previously stated, the contractor provides the detail design

documentation that is used to establish the product baseline (5:16). That

documentation normally describes the exact physical design (in terms of drawings,

computer source codes, and/or parts lists) of the C0/CS01, the required performance

characteristics that should be tested during production, and the acceptance tests to

verify these characteristics (7:12). This last baseline establishes the technical criteda

for the manufacture and subsequent acceptance of production units of the CI/CSCI.
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Configuration Audits

The second of tie major areas of configuration management is configuration

audits. As the contractor completes the design and testing of the system and its

CI/CSCIs, the Government checks each CI/CSCI for compliance with the requirements

of its baselined configuration Identification. The configuration audit function of CM

"verifies and validates the achievement of the performance requirements by the

CI/CSCIs and the system and the complete and accurate documentation of its detailed

design prior to control being turned over to the Government (2:B-9). To accomplish

these efforts, both functional and physical configuration audits are performed. In some

cases, where system level tests are required to verify system performance

requirements have been met, the Government may also require the contractor to

conduct a functional system audit(s) (formerly referred to as a formal qualification

review) (6:12).

Functional Configuration Audit. At separate functional configuration audits each of

the CI/CSCis developed by the contractor or one of his vendors is examined to verify

that the CI/CSCI has achieved the required performancý, specified in the allocated

baseline (4:6). The audit will provide formal acknowledgement that the CI/CSCI design

has met the requirements defined in the development or requirements specifications

(5:71). The successful completion of the functional audit insures that the performance

defined in the allocated baseline has been achieved, and that the CI/CSCi's

configuration is ready to be released for production (5:72).

Functional System Audit. As the program undergoes development, the

requirements associated with the system's functional baseline are allocated down to its

Cis and CSCIs, and these requirements are used to establish and define each of the



CI/CSCI's allocated baseline. For most programs, once all the CI/CSCIs performances

requirements have been verified through their functional configuration audits (FCAs),

the system performance has also been verified (5:72). In cases where a very complex

system Is involved, a functional system audit (FSA) may be required to evaluate the

results of the system level tests to verify that the performance requirements specified

In the current approved System/System Segment Specification have been met (6:12).

Even if thought to be appropriate for the program, unlike FCAs, the FSA is not a

prerequisite for the program to conduct a physical configuration audit (PCA) (5:72).

Wherever possible, however, the system level verifications should be accomplished as

a part of the FCAs so that system-level problems are Identified prior to the CI/CSCI's

PCA (10:83).

Physical Confiquration Audit. When production units (or operational copies of

computer software) of the subsystem are ready to be delivered, a comparison of the

actual deliveral item to the technical documentation must be performed. The physical

configuration audit is performed to verify that the detailed design cited In the product

specification matches the 'as-built" unit configuration (4:7), The audit includes a

detailed review of "engineering drawings, specifications, software listings and design

documents, and other technical/manufacturing data used in producing the configuration

Ite-" (2:B-10). In addition to the design documentation, the contractor's engineering

change release system is reviewed to verify that the contractor has the ability to

control changes to the detailed design documentation (4:7). When the contractor has

successfully completed the physical configuration audit, the product baseline is

normally established and the Govemment takes control of the detail design.

12



Chancqe Management

Once the contract (a new one at the start of each of the phases of the system

acquisition life cycle) has been signed by both the contractor and the Government, and

as each technical baseline Is established, there must be procedures In place to

regulate any changes proposed to the documentation that comprises either the
4

program's technical or contractual baselines. The program office is able to control

these baselines through the application of change management. Change management

involves the evaluation, coordination, and decision (approval or rejection) of all

proposed changes (2:5-3; 3:85). Change management is composed of two parts -

configuration control and change control.

Confiquration Control. The procedures used by the contractor, configuration

managers, and other program office personnel to regulate the flow of proposed

changes to the technical documentation constituting the system's functional baseline,

or Its CI/CSCI's allocated and/or product baselines are referred to as configuration

control (4:1). According to Military Standard 4808, configuration control Is:

The systematic proposal, justification, evaluation, coordination, approval or
disapproval of proposed changes, and the implementation of all approved
changes In the configuration of a C1 after formal establishment of Its baseline.
(7:6)

Thus, configuration control assures that the complete impact of a change to an

established configuration Is considered prior to an approval/disapproval decision being

made. Additionally, configuration control insures that the proposed changes are

beneficial. Will the change correct a deficiency, improve the operational capabilities or

logistics supportability of the system, effect a cost savings, or beneficially affect

approved delivery schedules (2:B-10)? Documented changes to the baseline take one

of three forms: engineering change proposals (EC.Ps), deviations, or waivers.

13



Enqgineerinq Change Proposals. If a change should be made to requirements

contained in basellned configuration identification, an ECP is submitted which provides

sufficient information to document all impacts of the proposed change (4:7). As the

configuration identification of the product evolves, the amount of Information required in

the ECP increases (because of the amount of information controlled by the baselines).

For the functional baseline, an ECP may only describe specification wording changes

plus the qualitative impacts of the change on the performance requirements or logistics

support of the system (4:7). However, as the system matures and a product baseline

is approved, the discussion of the Impact of the change can include changes in part

design, retrofit requirements, and specific Impacts on the logistics supportability (e.g.

spares, test software) of the system (2:B-10; 4:7).

Deviations or Waivers. When temporary relief (usually for a single deliverable

unit of the CI/CSCI) from a technical requirement in an approved baseline Is required

because the existing requirement Is deemed to be the preferable, the contractor

submits either a deviation or waiver depending upon the assembly status of the unit(s)

proposed to be affected (5:25). This relief allows a temporary departure from the

approved design to a less-desirable design, but It Is supposed to be the permanent

configuration ior the unit(s) involved. If the deficiency to the baseline is identified prior

to the fabrication!manufacturing of the unit involved, then a deviation is submitted

(2:5-3). A waiver Is submitted when the deficiency is discovered while the unit involved

is being assembled or has been submitted for acceptance (2:5-3).

Change Control. The procedures used by the contractor, configuration managers,

and other program office personnel to regulate the flow of proposed changes to

contractual requirements that do not impact the baselined technical requirements are

14



referred to as change control (2:5-3). The documents that are used for this aspect of

change management are known as contract (task) change proposals (CCPITCPs)

(2:5-3). CCP/TCPs are primarily written against the requirements listed in the
4•

Statement of Work tasks, In contractually required delivered plans (e.g., test plans,

System Engineering Management Plan), and contract data requirements lists (2:5-7).

The program office must plan for reviewing and approving these CCP/TCPs In a

manner similar to its established process for controlling ECPs (3:85).

Configuration Status Accounting

The first three aspects of configuration management establish the program

baselines, validate the development effort and documentation of the resultant design,

and provide a means to assure that the Impacts of a proposed change are reviewed

prior to Its approval or disapproval. However, current and historical information relating

to these three areas must be stored and availabie In a management Information

system. Configuration status accounting 'provides traceability of the documentation,

units, and activities resulting from the other three arep of CM" (4:8). The status

accounting information system prokldes information required to Identify the current

configuration baseline and the status of both change proposals and implementation

actions (9:tl); It may also track the priority of the changes, the schedule for completion

of implementation activities, and the progress to date (5:30). Configuration status

accounting also provides the means to track proposed changes from the time they are

first submitted until they are approved or disapproved (4:8). If the change is approved,

then status accounting provides the means to track all the proposed impacts of the

change and the means to track and verify the implementation (2:B-14). Without

configuration status accounting. program and/or configuration managers would not

15



have a way to monitor and track the implementation of, and the results obtained from,

the other three qualities of configuration identification, auditing, and control.

Summary

From the literature reviewed, It can be concluded that maintaining a strong

configuration management function Is an important contribution of the technical viability

of a program. Configuration management encompasses the engineering management

practices and procedures used to oversee the functional and physical characteristics of

a system as defined in the appropriate documentation. Using CM, the program

baselines are Identified, established, and verified to meet the requirements. CM also

provides the structure for assessing proposed changes and for tracing all actions

against the current baseline. In the hectic world of program acquisition, configuration

management provides a way to establish the definition of, and maintain control of, the

technical aspects of the things we buy.
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IlI. Methodology

This chapter discusses alternative methods that could be used to accomplish the

research objective of developing a useable handbook to provide initial training on the

discipline of configuration management as it is applied to system development and to

provide assistance and guidance in setting the configuration management program

requirements for the program office as the product enters, and proceeds through, full-

scale development.

The Military Documents Aporoach

The first method that could be used to accomplish the research objective would be

to use available military standards and regulations to develop the handbook based on

an Interpretation of how to employ the requirements stated in these documents. This

approach would be beneficial In that the handbook would be based on 'official"

Department of Defense (DOD) and Department of the Air Force (USAF) positions

(stated policy and standard practices) on the role of configuration management in the

acquisition of a major system. The following list of military documents (using the latest

revisions available at the time of this writing) will be considered while detemIlning the

inputs required for the different sections of the handbook.

Document Nunber Tie

AFR 14-1 Configuration Management

AFP 57-1 Operational Needs. Requirements. and
Concepts

AFR 800-2 Acquisition Management: Acquisition
Program Management
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AFR 800-14 Acquisition Management: Ufecycle
Managemen of Comouter Resources
in Systems

AFSCP 800-3 A Guide for Program Management

AFSCP 800-7 Configuration Management

DOD-D-1000B Drawings, Engineering and Associated
Lists

DOD-STD-100C Engineering Drawing Practices

DOD-STD-2167A Defense System Software Development

MIL-N-7513F Nomenclature Assignment, Contractors
Method for Obtaining

MIL-S-6349" Specifications, Types and Forms

MIL-STU ,8093 Configuration Control - Engineering
Changes, Deviations, and Waivers

MIL-STD-481 B Configuration Control - Engineering
Changes (Short Form), Deviations,
and Waivers

MIL-STD-482A Configuration Status Accounting Data
Elements and Related Features

MIL-STD-483A (USAF) Configuration Management Practices for
Systems, Equipment, Munitions, and
CcmpuL,:, Programs

MIL-STD-490A Specification P-ctices

MIL-STD-1 521B Technical Reviews and Audits for
Systems, Equipments, and
Computer Programs

MIL-T-3 1000 Technical Data Packages, General
Specification for

However, a disadvantage of this approach Is that, since the handbook would be

developed entirely from the military pamphlets. standards, and regulations, there V.-)uld

be no feedback as to its effectiveness within an actual program office environment. It
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would be difficult to determine which portions of the military documents were not

absolutely necessary in performing and maintaining the configuration management role

in developing a product, through the system acquisition cycle.

The Role Model Approach

A Another possible method that could be used to develop thi handbook would be to

look for a program office that has been recognized as developing an "exceptional"

configuration management (CM) program and using their developed CM program as a

rriodel of a quality CM system. The program office selected would be used as basis

foi, determining what should be included in the training portion of the handbook and for

determining what should be Included In the tailorirg of the configuration management

processes for full-scale development.

But how can such an exemplary organization be selecteqd? This "exceptional" CM

organization could be found by reviewing Inspector General (IG) final repots and

noting those program offices with high iadngs for their configuration management

organization. If more than one program was found to have a high rating for their CM

organization, these could be compared to determine which phase of the system

acquisition cycle they were in audng their IG review. The one that was the furthest

along in their full-scale development phase, or just entering the production phase,

would be the program selected. [The rationale for 'his decision Is that tho handbook

being developed will address those requirements of the CM processes that should be

applied to thosa programs that are entering, or haeve already entered, the full-scale

development phase of the system acquisition life cycle.) Once the final selection was

made, that program office's CM shop would be used as the model after which all other

configuration management organizations should be trained and the contractual CM
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requirements would be used to provide suggestions as to how to apply CM

reqUirements to the contractor and how to set up a CM program within the program

office.

The handbook could include diagrams and description of their organizational

structure; samples of the Statement of Work paragraphs, relating to configuration

management, they used in their full-scale development contract; excerpts from the

portion of their program management plans that related to configuration management;

and copies of any Ope:ating Instructions they developed that described how the

configu,-ation management process would be performed within their system program

office.

However, the disadvantage of using this approach is that each program office is

tasked with the development of Its own unique product under its own set of ground

rules and acquisition strategy. What works for one may not necessarily work for the

development of another product. Each program office would still have to decide, with

regards to developing their own specific product, how to utilize the model CM process

to its advantage. Just copying the model organization, even though it was a

successful configuration management program, might cause more problems than It

solved, and it would not be tailored to the particular configuration and program

managers' needs for the new program to help them produce an effective configuration

management program for their product.

The Survey Approach

A third possible method that could be used to develop the proposed handbook

'id be to survey as many as possible, pasf and present, config-uration and program

managers on their attempts to establish a successful configuration management
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program within the program office. Among other things they could be requested to

provide information pertaining to how their CM organization was developed; what

inputs they used to develop Operating Instructions that defined the processes that

would be used to accomplish the configuration management function for full-scale

development; what Statement of Work paragraphs they used to task the contractor with

regards to configuration management; and what were the strong and weak points of

their CM program used within the program office.

A disadvantage of this approach is that, by following this approach, the military

documents that describe how configuration management should be considered by a

program office might be ignored. There could be the possibility that the program

offices that respond did not use the current documents now available when they set up

their configuration management program within the program office. In fact, the

program and configuration managers may not have had the appropriate expertise and

may have received assistance of other programs without really determining if it was

applicable for their specific product's development.

The Combination Approach

The final possible method that has been considered to accomplish the stated

research objective would be a combination of two of the above mentioned alternatives.

This approach would allow for the blending of the theoretical (The Military Documents

Approach) and the actual (The Survey Approach) aspects to configuration

management. Current military (pamphlets, standards, and regulations) and other

technical documents could be reviewed to determino what the configuration/program

manager should know about the configuration management discipline and what type of

Information is required to establish an effective CM program for the program office as
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Its product progresses through full-scale development. Information could also be

obtained from current programs about their CM programs and how they are going

about meeting the configuration requirements for their product. They could highlight

the strong and weak points of their organization's established CM program as they see

them. These Inputs could then be compared to the requirements stated in the military

documents and a comprehensive, yet plausible, training handbook could be developed

that would be of some functional use for the newly assigned configuration or program

manager.

Particular Method Selected

To best accomplish the research objective of developing a useable training

handbook that will also provide assistance to the configuration manager apply the

concepts of configuration management during full-scale development, the combination

method will be followed. The implementation of this method will progress through

three stages.

First Staoe. The first stage will begin by looking at the system acquisition life cycle

and the role of systems engineering within this cycle. Next, it will be determined how

configuration management can be used to assist the program manager in managing

the technical side of the program. This phase will be accomplished by performing an

in-depth literature review of military documents (regulations, standards, pamphlets, and

directives) pertaining to configuration management (CM), text material from Air Force

Institute of Technology-offered short courses SYS 028 (Introduction to Configuration

Management) and SYS 228 (Applied Configuration Management), reports of

Industry/Government CM workshops, and Electronic Industries Association (EIA)-

sponsored textbooks on the four Individual processes of configuration management.
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This stage will be used to determine what aspects of configuration identification,

control, audits, and status accounting are applicable for a major system program or

product (with tailoring emphasis on the full-scale development phase of the system

acquisition cycle); how these processes should be used; and when they should be

Implemented during the acquisition cycle.

Military Documents. The military documents listed under The Military

Documents Approach, based on their application to the role of configuration

management in the development of a product as it progresses through the system

acquisition life cycle, are candidates for review during the document/textbook review

phase. The latest approved revision of each document, as of the time of this writing,

will be the criteria for deciding which version to review.

Second Stage. After completing the literature review, the research will move into a

review of current programs, Including discussions with CM personnel. The purpose of

this phase Is to acquire some firsthand Information about how current CM programs

were set up for the full-scale development phase of the system acquisition life cycle.

These reviews of current programs, and discussions with their configuration managers,

will focus on the programs' Statement of Work taskings, contractor Configuration

Management Plans, program office Operating Instructions on configuration

management practices, and configuration management branch/directorate Inputs Into

the Program Management Plans for the program. Programs selected for review will be

those that Included some sort of concept demonstration/validation phase activity prior

to beginning full-scale development. Discussions will be conducted with program,

product, and/or configuration managers selected based on their Involvement with

programs during full-scale development. Emphasis will be placed on determining the
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effectiveness of the system's configuratlio management program, and in particular, the

CM program's strong and weak points. The sources of informaJon will be limited to

several major programs (each of which is contained within its own p:ogram office) at

Aeronautical Systems Division that meet the a'bove acquisition cycle criteria for inputs.

Candidate programs Include Short Range Attack Missile (SRAM-li), F-15E, F-1j,

LANTIRN, B-i, and C-17.

At the conclusion of these program reviews and discussions, this phase of the

research will continue with the writing of the configuration management handbook.

This will involve analyzing the personal inputs from the interviewed managers to define

the necessary CM processes that should be implemented to manage the program

while it is in the full-scale development phase of the system acquisition life cyclo. It

also involves the comparison of those personal inputs with the policy/standard

practices wherever possible to provide effective "real world" practices which illustrate,

and provide options for Implementation of, the policy.

Format. The format chosen for the handbook will be one that can first be used

as a training aide to describe the overall role of configuration management as it

pertains to the development of a product (in particular, one that Is also considered to

be a major program) through the system acquisition process. Next, the handbook will

Include a section describing how to apply the processes of configuration management

during full-scale development to ensure that the technical management of the product

development Is adequate.

Third Stage. After the handbook is written, the final stage of the research will

determine whether the developed handbook would be of any value for a program office

to use In initially training their newly assigned configuration managers. This stage will
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Involve the distribution of the draft handbook for comments about the contents '!n ordcr

to fine tune the wording) and for opinions about its utility for use as a training tooi.

As the chapters for the handbook are developed, they will be provided to selected

configuration managers currently assigned to program offices at Aeronautical Systems

Division, who have agreed to review the handbook for Its content and Its utility. They

will be requested to determine If the developed document could be used for training a

newly assigned configuration manager on the principles of configuration management.
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IV. Analysis and Findings

This chapter provides an analysis of how the particular method selected was used

to develop a useable handbook that will (1) provide initial training on the discipline of

configuration management as It Is applied to system development, and (2) provide

assistance and guidance in setting the configuration management (CM) program

requirements for the program office as the product enters, and proceeds through, full-

scale development.

First Stame of the Study

The Initial stage of the particular method selected was used to answer the first part

of each of the four Investigative questions posed In Chapter I. In particular, the military

documents (regulations, standards, pamphlets, and directives), Air Force Institute of

Technology (AFIT)-offered short courses (SYS 028 and SYS 228) text materials,

reports of Industry/Government CM workshops, and Electronic Industries Association-

sponsored textbooks reviewed were used to answer the questions:

(1) What should be Included in the developed handbook that will assist in the

training of configuration managers such that they understand the configuration

identification process of configuration management?

(2) What should be included In the developed handbook that will assist in the

training of configuration managers such that they understand the role of design reviews

in the systems engineering process and the role of configuration audits In the

configuration management process?
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(3) What should be included in the developed handbook that will assist in the

training of configuration managers such that they understand the change management

process (as it is applied to both the technical and non-technical portions of the

program) of configuration management?

(4) What should be included In the developed handbook that will assist In the

training of configuration managers such that they understand the configuration status

accounting process of configuration management?

Table 1 (on page 28) shows which military documents and AFIT-offered short

courses were reviewed, and used, In developing the training portion of the

Configuration Manager's Handbook. The Information Included in each of these

documents was compared to determine the different aspects associated with each of

the CM processes. To ensure that a complete list of concerns were addressed, the

emerging subjects were compared to an In-house training plan (that was proposed for

use In Industry) developed by a committee composed of Government and Industry

personnel at a workshop sponsored by the Government and the Electronic Industries

Association (12:94-98). If Inconsistencies were found between the documents, then

the most current dated document was assumed to be the latest "official" position. The

results of this stage of the study are included as Sections 3 through 8 of the developed

Configuration Manager's Handbook, which is attached as Appendix H8.

Second Stage of the Study

The second stage of the study was performed to answer the second part of each of

the posed Investigative questions. That Is, this stage was used to determine:

(1) What should be Included in the developed handbook to assist configuration

managers to determine how to apply configuration identification requirements (with
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Table 1

Documents and Configuration Management Principles

CHANGE STATUJS
IDENTIFiCATION AUDITS MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

MIUTARY
DOCUMENTS
AFFI14-1 X X X X

AFR 0O-14 X X X X

AFSCPB800-3 X X X x

AFSCP OO-7 X X X X

DOD4D1 0005 X

DOD-STD-IOOC X

DOD-STD-2187A X X X X

MIL*N-7513F X

MIL-S-84ww X

MIL-STD-4806) X

MIL-STDA81 B X

MIL-STD-482A X

MIL*STD-483 X X X

MIL-STD-400A X X

MIL-STD-15218 X
MIL.T.3100W x

AIT COURSE TESTS
SYSO2 = xX x x
SYS 251 X X X X
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respect to those expected of the contractor and those expected of the program office)

for a product In the full-scale development phase of the system acquisition life cycle?

(2) What should be included in the developed handbook to assist configuration

managers to determine how to apply configuration audit requirements (with respect to

those expected of the contractor and those expected of the program office) for a

product In the full-scale development phase of the system acquisition life cycle?

(3) What should be included in the developed handbook to assist configuration

managers to determine how to apply change management requirement6 (with respect

to those expected of the contractor and '.hose expected of the program office) for a

product (and a program) in the full-scale development phase of the system acquisition

life cycle?

(4) What should be included in the developed handbook to assist configuration

managers to determine how to apply configuration status accounting requirements

(with respect to those expected of the contractor and those expected of the program

office) for a product in the full-scale development phase of the system acquisition life

cycle?

To accomplish this stage, current program offices am ?aronauticat Systems Division

(ASD) (located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio) were contacted for

assistance in obtaining firsthand Information as to how CM programs have been

constructed for major systems in the past. The program offices contacted were:

ASD/B1 (B-1 Program Office), ASDNB (Tacit Rainbow Program Office). ASDiVF (F-

15E Program Office), ASD/VL (LANTIRN Program Office), ASDIYC (C-17 Program

Office), ASO!YG (SRAM-ll Program Office), and ASDfYP (F-16 Program Office).
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These were selected because each Is a single product program office, and they are

not considered "black-world" (classified) type programs.

To determine what to include In the handbook to assist configuration managers

develop a CM program for the product entering full-scale development, a comparison

was made of the Operating Instructions (those that pertained to CM) In effect in each

of the selected program offices. Table 2 (shown on page 31) identifies which types of

Operating Instructions were prepared and used by each program office. All the

program office Operating instructions (Ols) pertaining to configuration management

were included in the analysis. However, each program office did not use the same

name for the Ols, so the Ols were consolidated into groupings. For example, if the

program office maintained an 01 that discussed the change management process, then

regardless of the title provided the 01 by the program office it is shown under the listing

for Change Management. Based on this !nput, Section 9.1 of the Configuration

Manager's Handbook was prepared (see Appendix HB). This Section of the handbook

Includes suggested Inputs that shoutd be included in Operating Instructions, prepared

by the program office's configuratkin management organizatlon, that explain how each

of the four principles of configuration management will be applied withIn the program

office.

To determine what to Include in the haidbook to assist the coziiguration manager

levy CM requirements on the contractor, the same program offices were asked for a

listing of Statement of Work (SOW) tasking paragraphs currently Included In their

contracts. Table 3 (on page 32) reflects the separate CM tasks included in their

contracts. [NOTE: Three of the program offices that provided Ols did not provide

Inputs of their full-scale development SOW paragraphs. The F-16 program office

(ASD/YP) has been rut Mf their initial full-scale developnnt phase for such a long

period of time that their original full-scale development contract has been stored and
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Table 2

Operating Instructions Used in ASD Program Offices

A=t/ ASO/ ASD/ ASDI ASDI ASD( ASD/

9-1 VB VF VL YC YQ YP

MP-CW1CATO N XX

4 MJN'rENANCE

CONFIGUIATMN
x x )c X x

AUDITS

;QMOGURATION

CONTROL x x x x x x x

Ccc x x x

SO-IWARE

COMWU"E

CONRG URATt 

x

C?.ANGE

UWAAWME1T x x x x x X )

was not readily accessible. The SRAM-1I program office (ASDJYG) requested that their

SOW paragraphs not be used due to program sensitivities. The F-15E program office

(ASDNYF) was not able to provtde the SOW paragraphs because of schedule

constraints.] The inputs obtained helped determine which work tasks are/should be

required of a major system's contractor. The suggested SOW tasking paragraphs that

a configuration manager could use for a product entering full-scale development are

included as Section 9.2 of the Configurat~on Manager's Handbook (see Appendix HB).
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Table 3

SOW Paragraphs Us5ed ia ASD Program Offices

ASDJ ASM ASDI ASDJ ASM/ ASD/ ASDt

B-1 VB VF VL Y0 YG YP

KASELINE

MANAGEMENT

3PE!IFICATION

MAINTEKANCE x x x x

ENGINEERING

DRAWINGS

REQUESTS FOR

NOMENCLATURE

COMPUTER

PROGRAM X X X X

IDENT NUMBER

CONFIGURATION
AUISx x x xAUI•TS

CHANGE
MANAGEMENT

CONFIGURATION

STAUS X X X X

#i-OXONT1NG

Third Stage of the Study

Once the handbook was drafted It was submitted to expcrenced CM Individuals

assigned to ASD. These Individuals wero selected based on their association with

ma!or programs that were either still in, or had recently finshed, the full-scale

development phase of the system acquisition life cycle. The individuals selected also

held different levels of responsibility within the program offices. This variation was

used to determine It the handbook would have application to individuals with differing

experience levels, In addition to Individuals from seven different program offices, the
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director of the configuration management division within the DOCS for Integrated

Engineering and Technical Management (to obtain ASD's comments) and a

configuration manager from a multi-program program office (selected to determine if

the first 8 sections of the handbook would be of assistance In providing training to CM

personnel in other than major program offices) were also asked to review the

handbook. The Indiv;duals who responded were:

(1) Mr James Haynes
.Director of Configuration and Data Management

DCS Integrated Engineering and Technical Management

(2) Mr Ronald Anthony
Director, Configuration and Data Management Division
C-17 Programi Office

(3) Ms Doris Rebolt
Chief, Configuration and Data Management Division
LANTI , Program Office

(4) Ms Beverly Warren
Chief, Configuration and Data Management Division
SRAM-11 Program Office

(5) Ms Peggy Jones
Chief, Configuration and Data Management Division
Training Systems Program Office

(6) Ms Debbie Martin
Director of Acquisition Support
Tacit Rainbow Program Office

(7) Lt Col Steve Kuprel
Deputy Director, Configuration Management
F-16 Program Office

(8) Lt Dave Suh
Configuration Manager
B-1 Program Office

(9) Ms Patty Wolpert
Configuration Management Specialist
F-15E Program Office
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As each of the individuals finished reviewing the handbook, their specific comments

on its content were discussed with them to determine whether the handbook should be

expanded to Include these comments or to determine if the comments were more

specifically addressing tailoring aspects that were used within that particular program

office. In addition, these discussions also involved their general comments about their

perceptions as to the utility of the document. Their comments were analyzed by

dividing them into three groups based on their job positions. The first group included

Mr Haynes and the individuals within the DCS for Integrated Engineering and

Technical Management (ASD/ENC) who work for Mr Haynes and who had also

reviewed the handbook. The second group of individuals Include those whose job title

Is either Director, Deputy Director, or Chief for their division (Configuration and Data

Management or Acquisition Support). This group includes those identified in 2 through

7 on the list provided on page 33. The final group is comprised of the configuration

manager/specialists at the working level. This group includes the last two Individuals

listed on page 33.

The first group of Individuals (those in ASD/ENC) had a mixed response to the

handbook. Given their desire to have a document developed that provides detailed

directions on how to apply the principles of configuration management, their initial

response was that the Information provided In the handbook was too general and

contained more basic Information than they thought necessary (1:1). Their Initial

premise when reviewing the developed handbook was that the configuration manager

would have completed the initial training that Is provided at AFIT (1:2). Yet, this

premise was in direct contradiction to that of the research project. When this was

brought to their attention, their opinion was then changed to "...the information is
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generally complete and accurate, rand] understandably void of program office

"pecullarities" in policy and method" (11). Based on the objective that the developed

handbook provide a viable initial training approach for configuration managers, they

agreed that the handbook could be used by program offices as an instrument in

* introducing the principles of configuration management.

There were two prevalent responses from the second group of individuals who

reviewed the handbook. The first response was a general consensus that, although

Air Force policy as stated in AFR 14-1 requires that the allocated baseline be

established at the System Design Review (or no later than completion of the

Preliminary Design Review, PDR) (6:6,21), that in "reality" the allocated baseline will

almost never be established prior to the PDR. For most programs, the contractor Is

only expected to provide a draft copy of the development and/or requirements

specification(s) for the hardware and computer software configuration Items (CI/CSCIs)

at the System Design Review. It Is more likely that these specifications will be

available for authentication, and therefore used to establish the allocated baseline for

the CI/CSCI, at the respective CI/OSCI's Preliminary Design Review (and In some

instances even as late as the CI/CSCI's Critical Design Review). However, since the

handbook was developed to provide initial training to the newly assigned configuration

manager, It was decided that tte paragraphs on allocated baseline (in Section 5 of the

handbook) and System Design Reviews (In Section 6 of the handbook) should stay as

written, following the poilcy stated in AFR 14-1. Thus, the newly assigned individual

would be. provided with what the official policy Is, and If required, the individual

program offices could relate why they have deviated from this policy based on their

specific program's technical complexity, schedule constraints, and/or cost constraints.
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The second recurring response from this second group was that they wanted the

handbook (and would take it as Is, without any further corrections/additions) as a

Primer to use In training their "newer" configuration managers/specialists. They all

concurred that the handbook would make for better understanding of the principles that

comprise configuration management than Is possible with the current approach of

requiring their personnel to read the current military regulations, standards, and

pamphlets that relate to configuration management. Each suggested that they would

use the handbook to allow their personnel to become familiar with the CM principles,

and then provide addendum to the handbook sections that would show how their

program office specifically applies these principles. Each asked for, and will be

provided wih, a copy of the handbook to establish their own individual training

programs.

The third group of Individuals (the working level configuration managers/specialists)

stated that they would have benefitted from having the handbook available to them

when they first entered the program office. They agreed that trying to read the

Individual military documents, without having some other document that has tied these

documents together, Is not the most beneficial approach for the new configuration

manager. It seems that more time is "wasted" trying to get other configuration

managers to explain what the documents are "really" saying than Is beneficially used

obtaining a working knowledge of configuration management from the documents. So

what Is happening Is that they are only reading the military documents in segments as

they are assigned specific CM tasks. They agreed that having this handbook available

to use as an Introduction into the principles of configuration management, and as a

follow-on useable reference, would still be of value to them.
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V. Conclusions/Recommendations

Conclusions

Regardless of the sweeping changes that are taking place, and that will continue to

take place In the future, in the acquisition environment, program managers will remain

under continuous pressure to provide systems to meet the users' increasingly

sophisticated performance requirements within time and cost constraints. Program

managers can increase their probability of success by using configuration management

as a technical management control system over those technical actions that occur

during system design. After talking to configuration managers at Aeronautical Systems

Division, it was determined that there existed a need for a document that describes the

principles of configuration management that could be used to provide initial training to

configuration managers.

Based on the comments received back from the configuration managers at the

three different levels of experience, there now exists a handbook that can be used to

provide initial training on, and an understanding of, the principles that comprise

configuration management. This handbook (titled "Configuration Manager's Handbook:

With Applications for Full-Scale Development," Is Included as Appendix HB) also

provides guidance on how to apply the configuration management principles to a

program that Is entering, or proceeding through, the full-scale development phase of

the system acquisition life cycle. This handbook will be reproduced and provided to

"the participating program offices for their use, and it will also be provided to ASD/ENC

for distribution to any other program office that may want a copy.
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Recommendations

To improve the contents of this handbook, there are severai areas where additional

research and evaluation could be performed.

1. The handbook could be provided to Individuals being newly assigned to the

configuration management section of different program or..f"es. They would be

requested to provide their Inputs as to its readability and its clary," in providing Insights

as to the role of configuration management In the syste;n acquisition process. These

inputs could then be used to revise the handbook contents.

2. The handbook could be provided to individuals attending Professional

Continuing Education classes (e.g., SYS 028 and SYS 228) provided by the Air Force

Institute of Technology. Since individuals attending these courses come from other Air

Force commands (and sometimes other services) their inputs would be beneficial as to

the applicability of the handbook in other Air Force/Government areas besides

Aeronautical Systems Division. These Ir.iyuts could also be used to upgrade the

contents of the handbook.

3. Additional research could be performed to determine what should be Included In

the handbook to assist configuration mar:.agers develop a CM program for a product

entering any of the other system acquisition life cycle phases. These Inputs could be

used to develop separate , -ctions (one each covering the concept

demonstrationAMalidation and productioi/deployment and operational support phases)

which could b a added to the handbook to provide guidelines for the configuration
9.

managemei :t practices to be used In that acquisition phase.
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PREFACE

This handbook is intended to assist Air Force program offices and configuration

management personnel apply the principles of configuration management to a product

under development. It briefly discusses the system acquisition life cycle as the domain

in which a program Is developed and the role of systems engineering in the

development and design of the product. Configuration management is then introduced

as the technical management control system that oversees the actions undertaken

during the systems engineering process. The handbook then proceeds to introduce,

and in subsequent sections describe, the four processes that comprise configuration

management: configuration Identification, configuration audits, change management,

and configuration status accounting. Finally, the uses of these processes for the

program In full-scale development are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose and Scope.

For most programs, the Government's program office establishes an internal

organization (for major programs, usually called the Directorate of Configuration

Management) to provide the structure for accomplishing the activities associated with

configuration management (CM). This CM organization is staffed with configuration

managers and configuration specialists (who will also be termed configuration

managers for the purposes of this handbook) who should be the authorities on the CM

practices and policies (as stated In the military regulations, standards, and pamphlets)

for the program. They are responsible for setting up the Internal CM practices for the

program office and for establishing the CM requirements In the contract. However, the

configuration managers In the program office and In the contractor's organization will

require participation by many other functional specialists in order to effectively

implement CM for the program. So everybody associated with a program (including

those personnel In the Government's program office and those in the contractor's

organization) should be aware of, and involved with, the use of the configuration

management discipline during the program's system development.

The purpose of this handbook Is to assist the configuration managers (and other

program office personnel as required) In Interpreting and applying the principles and

requirements of CM to a product during the system acquisition life cycle. It is Intended

to be used primarily as a training instrument for those new configuration managers

being assigned to programs that are about to (or already have) enter(ed) full-scale

*• development. However, for those new configuration managers who are being assigned

to a program in a different phase of the system acquisition life cycle, the first eight
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sections of this handbook can still be used for general guidance in understandlng the

role of CM in the program office.

Configuration management can be thought of as a technical management

control system. It is used by the program office as a means to monitor and implement

the results of technical decisions made during system acquisition. The technical

procedures that the CM discipline Is used to monitor is referred to as systems

engineering. For those who nead to review the systems acquisition life cycle (including

a review of the five phases a program may encounter during its acquisition), the

function of a program office during system acquisition, and the role of systems

9ngineering In acquiring the product, you may want to read Section 3, System

Acquisition Process first. Section 3 is used to provide the framework and background

for which CM was developed to work within.

For those who feel comfortable with the system acquisition process and the role

of systems ongineering, you may want to skip Section 3, and proceed straight to

Section 4. Confliguraton Management - An Overview. Beginning with Section 4, and

proceeding through Section 8, general guidelines on the CM discipline are presented,

together with specific guidance in the basic CM areas of configuration identification,

configuration audits (and design reviews), change (configuration and change, control)

management, and configuration status accounting. Section 9 Is used to present

suggestions for the configuration manager to apply the CM processes to a program

that fs about to enter (or has already entered) full-scale development. It presents

guidance (including suggested Operating Instructions) as to what the configuration

manager should be providing internallV to the program office to ensure a successful

confic-iration management program. In addition, Sectioon 9 also provides suggestions

as to what the configuration manager may want to include in the Request for Proposal
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to ensure that the contractual CM requirements needed for the program are levied on

the contract.

The Air Force's current CM policies and practices, as reflected by applicable

Government regulations, specifications, and standards, have provided the major

directions for this handbook. Some of these documents (those that should be

accessible to the configuration manager In a program office) are presented, with a brief

description of their contents, in Section 2, Relevant Documents. If the reader would

like to obtain more detailed information on any of the subjects associated with a

configuration management process discussed in this handbook, it is suggested that

you review the descriptions of the contents of the documents related to that particular

CM process as contained in Section 2 to determine which document wouid be the

most likely to provide these desired additional Information.

1.2 Contents of This Handbook.

1.2.1 Sctlor, 1. Introduction.

Describes the purpose and scope of the handbook, provides information as to

which sectIon the reader should bWgin with, and outlines the contents of each section.

1.2.2 Section 2, Relevant Documents.

Surveys the Government regulations. specifications, and standards relevant to

CM on AFSC programs. i, particular, this section addresses those Air Force

Regulations (AFRs), Department of Defense/military standaids (DOD-STDs and MIL-

STDs), and AFSC Pamphlets (AFSCPs) that the configuration manager may find

;V accessible in the program o\1ice to provide more detailed information than presented in

each of this handbook's sections. These documents are listed according to their
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applicability to program management aspects of CM, computer resources

management, general CM, and the distinct areas of configuration management.

1.2.3 Section 3, System Acquisition Process.

Provides an overview of the program decisions, milestones, and phases of

activity that a product must traverse to achieve the program objectives established by

the appropriate authorities at the program's initiation. It also discusses the primary

functions included in the program office that assist the program manager in overseeing

the successful achievement of the program objectives. In addition, it outlines the

systems engineering process In the procurement of a product.

1.2.4 Section 4, Configuration Management - An Overview.

Defines CM, discusses briefly the basic concepts of the CM processes, and

describes the objectives and benefits of a successful CM program. The goals of CM

associated with each phaso of the acquisition life cycle are presented, and some of the

possible tasks that may be used ta achieve these objectives are outlined. Then some

of the CM responsibilitie.s of both Government and contractor personnel are discussed.

1.2.5 Setion 5, Con fu.ýrtjion !dentification,

Discusses the aspects of the CM pr-ocess of configuration identification. Tris

section begins by discussing the concept of a configuration item (CI) in the acquisition

of a system to Include how CIs are -selected: what are the consequences of selecting

too many or too few Cis; providirg a suggested checklist to use in deciding if an item

should be considered a CI; •nd what are some document and mana-gement benefits of

selecting an item as a Cl. Then the concept of baseUine manaqgment is discussed as

it relates to coofiguration identification, The use of the three baseines (functional.
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allocated, and product) within baseline management Is discussed. in addition, the

contractor's internal Developmental Configuration, as it relates to the control of a

computer soitware CI, is discussed. Afterwards, the documentation that may be used

to Identify a Cl is presented. The documentation discussed includes possible

specifications and drawings that may be n,)eded to document the design of a product

during its deveiepment. Finally, the concept of Cl numbering, those used for

engineering/configuration control and those used for logistics/inventory control, is

outlined.

1.2.6 Section 6, Des•gn Reviews and Conflauration Audits.

Bdiefly describes the fun.lions of the systems engineering design reviews held

during system development and the concerns of the configuration manager for these

reviews. It then proceeds to outline the use of configuration audits to verify tile

system's design, to include a discussion of some of the items that need to be reviewed

during these audits.

1.2.7 Section 7. Chnteange nagement.

Discusses the CM proct-ss of change management. This section begins by

describing the conigurs-tion control aspect of change management. This Includes

descriptions of hew engineering changes, deviations, and waivers are used to control

the configuration Identification and corresponding technical documentation for each CI

designedldeveloped for the program. Next, the -qction discusses the change control

(changes to contractui requirements not ironacting technical baselines) aspect of

chango management. The section then examines the rote of the Configuration

(Change) Control Board (CCB) ;n the program office. It discusses preparations for the

CCB, conduct of the CCB, and implementation of the CCB decisions. Finally,. the
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concept of interface control is introduced and briefly discussed. Although primarily a

systems engineering function, configuration managers need to be aware of the

documentation prepared and processed defining any interface requirements for the

system/Cl.

1.2.8 Section 8, Cornfiguration Status Accountinq.

Provides an overview of the configuration status accounting (CSA) function as a

management information system. It then goes on to discuss the interrelations that

exist between CSA and the other three CM processes. The CSA responsibilities of

program participants are described, and finally, the depth of information required prior

to, and after, the establishment of the product baseline is addressed.

1.2.9 Section 9, Applying CM for Full-Scale Development.

This section provides information, and suggestions, for the configuration manager

to apply the four CM processes for a program as It enters (and/or progresses through)

full-scale deelopment of the system acquisition life cycle. Configuration management

activities are required of the contractor and the program office's functonal manager(s)

to ensure sucýcessful technical management of the system/Cl development. The CM

activities that the configuration manager and other functional managers could perform

for the program manager within the program office are discussed. Included are sample

Inputs for the Program Management Plan and for Operating Instructions to assist

program office personne! penrorm configuration management activities. Then the

configuration management requirements that should be tasked of the contractor are

discussed. Included are suggestions for tailoring the requirements and sample

Statement of Wo.it tasking paragraphs and applicable Data Item Description numbers

that can be used to request the d•llverable data associated with these taskings.
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2. RELEVANT DOCUMENTS

Configuration management (CM) is discussed in many Department of Defense

(DOD) (including individual agencies) regulations, specifications, and standards.

These documents range from those that discuss CM as one of a number of disciplines

that are Involved In the program management of the entire system acquisition to those

that are devoted entirely to the various functions of configuration management. The

following paragraphs discuss those military documents (in particular Air Force

Regulations (AFRs), DOD military standards (DOD-STDs and MIL-STDs), and Air

Force System Command (AFSC) Pamphlets) that can be used by Air Force program or

configuration managers to supplement Sections 3 through 8 of this handbook if more

detailed Information is required in a particular area to better assist them apply CM to

their product under development.

2.1 Program Managsment Documentation.

16 Septem!jer 1985 (With AFSC ,Suqplement 1, 8 August 1986.

This regulation prescribes the system acquisition process for programs funded

pdmadly through procurement appropriations or Research, Development, Test, and

Evaluati ,n appropriations. It applies from initial Identification of mission need, through

concept definitlorn/exploratlon, concept darnonstration/validatton, full-scale development,

and production/deployment. It provides basic policies and principles for the acquisition

"strat&gy of a product by the program office. It Implements the applicable sections of

DOD Directive 5000.1 and DOD Instruction 5000.2.
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2.1.2 AFSC Pamphlet 800-3, A Guide for Program Management, 9 April 1976.

This pamphlet [which was under revision at the time of this writing] describes the

general subjects and considerations that are involved in managing the acquisition of

Air Force systems and associated elements. It does not specify a single, inflexible

procedure through which all program goals are achieved. Instead, it is intended to

assist (by providing a sedes of activities that are typicaily Involved in the acquisition of

systems) program managems, program office personnel, and others involved in the

acquisition process to understand the process better and to help them plan and

accomplish their assigned functions and responsibilities. The first five chapters

describe the system acquisition life cycle and identify events and activities normally

occurring during each phase. The remaining chapters discuss the major areas

(including configuration management) involved in managing acquisition programs. The

curTent version has few specific references to computer resources or software, but it is

generally applicable to software development programs.

2.2 C-omputer Resources Mnknagempnt Documentation

2.2.1 AFR 8I00-14 A su-ston MAnagement: Lifecycie Management of Computer
Resources in systelnms, 2 September 1986.

This regulation estableshes the policy for the acquisition and support of computer

rasources (those employed as dedicated elements, subsystems, or components of

systems) acquired under the program management concept of AFR 800-2; systems

undergoing modification under AFR 57-4; or peototypes and demonstrations of

advanced technologies that may be candidates for use in systems that will be acquired

under AFR 800-2. It ensures that the cortIputer resources involved in systems are

planned, developed, acquired, employed, and supported to effectively arid efficiently
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accomplish assigned Air Force missions. It discusses those plans that should be

requested of the contractor to develop and maintain the computer resources

configuration during Its development.

2.2.2 DOD-STD-2167A, Defense System Software Development, 29 February 1988.

This standard establishes uniform requirements to be applied during software

development as It occurs throughout the system acquisition life cycle. It is not

intended to specify or discourage the use of any particular software development

practices, but rather it should be used to provide the means for establishing,

evaluating, and maintaining quality in the software and the software's associated

documentation. The requirements of this standard apply: (1) to the development of

computer software configuration Items (CSCIs), (2) to the development of the software

element of any hardware configuration item (CI). (3) to any Governmental agency that

performs software development, and (4) selectively to software not Identified as a

CSCI, but that the Government (or contractor) still requires to be developed in the

manner described In this standard.

2.3 Confiquratlon Manaement Documents

2.3.1 AFR 14-1, Configuration Management, 1 December 1988.

This regulation establishes the Air Force's policy for life-cycle configuration

management of Air Force procured systems and configuration Items, and for those joint

programs thVt the Air Force Is listed as the lead service. [NOTE: This includes

subsystems, equipment, computer software, and other designated items.] It also

presclbes uniform CM requirements, applications, objectives, and definitions for use

throughout the product's life cycle.
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2.3.2 AFSC Pamphlet 800-7, Configuration Management, 1 December 1977.

This pamphlet provides guidance on configuration management practices to all

AFSC personnel who work with this functional area. The document contains

philosophy, methods, and procedures based on DOD and Air Force policy. [NOTE:

Although this pamphlet Is still in effect, the material in It Is dated. This document

would be best used to get acquainted with the distinct areas of CM. Then, for each

area addressed, the reader should read the other (more current) military documents

that discuss the same area to insure that the policy has not been altered/changed

since this document was published.] It describes concepts, techniques, and

procedures for the efficient application of CM to systems, system segments, system

modifications, equipment, computer programs, and other Items designated as

configuration Items. This pamphlet also provides details of configuration identification,

configuration control (which when combined with change control is referred to as

change management), configuration status accounting, and Information on design

reviews, configuration audits, and computer software programs. It should be used with

those military documents listed for each of the following configuration management

processes (paragraphs 2.4 through 2.7).

2.3.3 MIL-STD-483A, Configuration Management Practices for Systems, Egulpmen.,

Munitions, and Computer Programs, 4 June 1985.

The purpose of this standard Is to establish uniformn configuration management

practices that can be tailored to systems and configuration Items procured by the Air

Force and other agencies. It is a loosely structured collection of material, intended to

be used with the documentation associated with each individual configuration

management process, that establishes requirements in the areas of configuration

identification, control, and audits; interface control; and configuration management
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plans, reports, and records. Portions of this standard have been incorporated into MIL-

STD-480B (described in paragraph 2.6.1) and at the time of this writing, material from

MIL-STD-433 Is being incorporated into MIL-STD-973 (which is currently In draft form

and will be issued sometime in the future).

2.4 Conflguration Identification

In addition to portions of the documents listed in the preceding paragraphs, the

following documents describe various aspects of the configuration identification

process.

2.4.1 DOD-D-1000B, Drawin•s, Engineering and Associated Usts, 28 October 1977
(With Amendment 4 Dated 18 August 1987).

This military specification has been superseded by MIL-T-31000 (see paragraph

2.4.7). However, for most programs that started prior to June 1990, this specification

will still be In effect. It prescribes the requirements for engineering drawings and

associated lists (tabulations of pertinent engineering Information pertaining to an item

depicted on the drawing(s)) acquired in one of three Levels. These Levels are: (1)

conceptual and developmental design (Level 1), (2) producton prototype and limited

production (Level 2), and (3) production (Level 3).

2.4.2 DOD-STD-100C, Engineering Drawing Practices, 22 December 1978.

This military standard provides drawing practices for the preparation of engineedng

drawings and drawing format material. It includes: (1) a list of standards used for the

preparation of engineering drawings and associated lists; (2) definitions and examples

of types of engineering drawings to be prepared for the Department of Defense; (3)

procedures for the creation of titles for engineering drawings; (4) numbering, coding,

and Identification procedures for engineering drawings, associated lists, and
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documents referenced in them both; (5) methods for revising, and recording these

revisions, engineering drawings; (6) requirements for the preparation of associated

lists; and (7) criteria for changing part numbers (sections 402.14 and 402.15).

2.4.3 MIL-N-7513F, Nomenclature Assignment, Contractors Method for Obtaining,
14 November 1980.

This specification establishes requirements for the contractor in obtaining

assignment of nomenclature for airborne, electronic, and aeronautical and support

equipment. It should be used with MIL-STD-196, Joint Electronics Type Designation

System; MIL-STD-875, Type Designation System for Aeronautical and Support

Equipment; and MIL-STD-1661, Markings/Modification Designation.

2.4.4 MIL-S-83490, Spocifications, Types and Forms, 30 October 1968.

This specification prescribes the general requirements for the degree of compliance

with the requirements of MIL-STD-490 (see paragraph 2.4.6) In the preparation of

program pecuUar specifications. It briefly states the required contents and Intended

uses of the different types of general specifications. The specification also states the

requirements and intended uses for the different "forms" of specifications. This

Information Is currently being Incorporated Into a revision of MIL-STD-490, after which

MtL-S-83490 will no longer be Included on new programs.

2.4.5 MIL-STD-1 30E, Identification Marking of US. MlItary Proper!y 5 Auqust 1977.

TThis standard establishes the Item marking requirements and methods for

Identification of items of DOD military property. It provides both general and detailed

marldng requirements.
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2.4.6 MIL-STD-490A, Specification Practices, 4 June 1985.

This standard establishes uniform practices for the preparation, interpretation,

change, and revision of program-peculiar specifications. The standard is divided into a

main body" and 15 appendices. The main body states: (1) the broad requirements,

concepts, and practices applicable to specifications in general; and (2) general

requirements for each of the six sections of a specification. The appendices invoke

the detailed requirements for the various types and subtypes of specifications.

2.4.7 MIL-T-31000, Technical Data Packages, General Specification for,

15 December 1989.

This specification now replaces DOD-D-1 000B for new programs. It prescribes the

requirements for preparing a technical data package (TDP) composed of one or more

[ DP elements and related TOP management data products. Appendix A of this

specification provides guidance on determining what technical data should be acquired.

Appendix B of the specification prescribes requirements for preparing and maintaining

quality assurance provisions, If they have been specified In the contract, for the

technical data package or any element of the TOP.

2.5 DestQn Reviews and Configuration Audits

In addition to poillons of the documents listed in paragraphs 2.1 through 2.3, the

following document describes various aspects of design reviews and of the

configuration audit process.

2.5.1 MIL-STD-1521% Technical Reviews and Audits for Sy¥stems, Equipments, and

Cornpute•oi Sftware, 4 Juno 1985 (with Notlge I Dated 19 December 1985).

This standard prescribes the requirements for the conduct of technical reviews and

configuration audits. It identifies the responsibilities of both contractor and Government
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personnel. Each review and audit Is generally described In the main body of the

standard and more specifically defined In separate appendices. These appendices

present outlines of the minimum required Information to be available and verifications

to be performed.

2.6 Change Management

In addition to portions of the documents listed In paragraphs 2.1 through 2.3, the

following documents describe various aspects of the change maiagement process.

2.6.1 MIL-STD-480B. Configuratlon Control - Enclineering Changes, Deviations, and

Waivers, 15 July 1988.

This standard establishes the requirements, formats, and procedures to be used in

the preparation of configuration control documentation. It provides requirements for:

(1) maintaining configuration control of both hardware and computer software

configuration Items; and (2) preparing and submitting engineering change proposals

(ECPs), deviatlons, waivers, notices of revision, and specification change notices. It

should be Imposed on contractors who have paril•cpated or are participating in the

engineering or operational development of a system or high-levei configuration item.

In addiftion, It may be imposed on those contractors who are being supplied with copies

of the system spacification and development specification(s). The reouirements

established by this standard apply ,nly 'to the functional, allocated, or product

configuiation Identifications approved (basseUned) by the procuring activity.

2.6.2 MIL-STD-40!B. Conflauglon Control - EnIneerIng Changes (Short Form).

Deviations, and Waivers, 15 July 19M8.

This standard estabishes requirements, formats, and procedures for the

preparation, subnmttal, and approval or disappoval of engineering change proposals,
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deviations, and waivers for those contracts that involve multi-application items not

peculiar to a particular system. It Is used for contractors who cannot reasonably be

expected to know the complete consequences of the engineering change on all units

and support elements affected by the change. The procuring activity performs much of

the impact analysis when this standard Is applied.

2.7 Configuration Status Accounting

In addition to portions of the documents listed in paragraphs 2.1 through 2.3, the

following document describes various aspects of the configuration status accounting

process.

2.7.1 MIL-STD-482A, Configuration Status Accounting Data Elements and Related

Features, 1 April 1974.

This standard provides a comprehensive listing of standard data elements and their

related data codes, use Identifiers, and data chains that should be used In tailoring the

content of configuration status accounting records and reports. It does not prescribe

which data elements and related features to use, nor the fon-nat or frequency of

submittal of these reports. These decisions are decided upori by the procuring activity

and contractor during negotiations.

H3
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3. SYSTEM ACQUISITION PROCESS

This handbook Is Intended to assist the configuration manager In performing the

configuration functions for a single product program office. In most cases, for a

product to be assigned to Its own program office it will be, or has been, designated as

either a major system acquisition program or a Component acquisition program. The

difference between these two is the level of milestone decision making. A program

that has been designated as a major system acquisition program requires a Secretary

of Defense decision at each of its milestone reviews, while a Component program has

had the authority of Its milestone decisions delegated to the appropriate DOD

Component Head. This section will provide the configuration manager a brief review of

the system acquisition life cycle, the functions associated with the program office, and

a review of the systems engineering process.

3.1 System Acquisiltion Life Cycle.

The system acquisition life cycie is a sequence uf key program decisions,

milestones, and phases of activity directed towards the achievement of program

objectives which were established by the approving authorities at the program's

initiation and recorded in the Program Management Directive (PMD). A program's

transition through the system acquisition life cycle, begins with the generation of the

Statement of Operational Need and results in tie operational deployment and support

of the weapon system that can meet that stated operational need. This process

Includes both the acqusition of the specific mission equipment, and the acquisition of

such peripheral elements as the common and peculiar support equipment, technical

data and manuals, spares, facilities, computer resources. etc.
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This system acquisition life cycle is normally divided into five phases to enhance

management effectiveness (Figure 1). Since each product has Its own unique

features, no two system acquisition programs are identical. Thus, each of the

acquisition phases should be tailored to minimize acquisition time and life-cycle costs,

cons•stent with the urgency of need and degree of technical risk Involved. Each phase
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Figure 1: System Acquisition Life Cycle

may involve an iterative process to ensure that the output from that phase is optimized.

However, depending on the magnitude and cost of the acquisition, some of the phases

may be combined or omitted. The point in the Mife cycle at which a program enters.

after receitrng its Initial approval, is also dependent upon the maturity of the

technology Involved and the uniqueness of the concept. The 'utputs from each phase

shou;d provide a definitive and documented baseline for the entry of the prog-amn to its
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next phase. The underlying objective of each phase is to develop a level of

confidence in the solution beirg offered to meet the operational need and to red,.ic- the

risks Involved In proceeding to the next phase.

At the end of each phase, the results obtained and the risk Involved In continuing

the program are reviewed and compared to the Initial objectives that were derived from

the operational requirement. The results of this review Is recorded by updating the

PMD. Direction will be provided to either continue, modify, transfer, or terminate the

program. Th'a discussion that follows concerning the phases involved in the system

acquisition life cycle is oriented towards the procurement of major weapon systems.

However, smaller pro-grams must proceed through essentially the same process with

more combined/omitted phases and with a lower level of review/docislon authority.

3.1.1 Operational NepReugrements Phase.

The overall purpose of the syst-m acquisition •ib cycle is to provide a weapon

system tMat satisfies an operatio'ai requirement The process starts with the

Identification of an operational need or operational defciercy (resulting from threat

changes, redefinition of assigned tas4,s in rusportse to a shift in national security policy,

or deterioration of o~der systems) that canrn.t be satislied through changes in tactics,

stategies, doctrin,, or training. This obijgqalon has beo-n delegated to the major

operating/using commands whoen mission area responsibilfties rest, and is outlined in

AFR 57-1, .O._rtlnal Nee.s.Requiredsn*5s, 1nd Concepts. To perform tliis function.

the major ar',-in./using commands zonduct continuing mission area analyses to

Identify mission element deficiencies in both present and projected capabilities and to

identify present and projected threats.
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If the operational need cannot be satisnied wihnte operating/usi oman'

existing capabilities, or through ehauiges in Its tactics, strategies, doctrine, or training;

the command can process a Statement of Operpktnc! Need (SON). This document

describes each need in operational terms relating to both planned operations and

support concepts and !s also used to address potenti& solutions to the operationa!

needs (to Include both upgrades of existing systems an,- developmenit of n~ew

systems). The operating/using command uses the SON to define the operational

need; to document official, validation of the need; and to furnish the Implementing,

supporting, operational test and evaluation, and other participating commands the

preliminary requit ements for these commands to use for their planning purposes. The

SON Is thon coordinated among the operating and support commands for comments

and the final version is submitted to HO USAF, Deputy Chief of Staff!Plans and

Operations.

At HO USA.F, the -SON Is reviewed and the stated need (requested prcgrarn) is

Identified (with assistance from the Secretary of Defense's office) as either a major

progr-imt, a Component [e.g., AF-managed] prcgram. or an other-than-major program.

This identication of the type of progjram Is based on: (a) development risk. urgency of

need, or other Secretary of Defense interests; (o) if the program Is to be a jo~int

acquisitt'on of a system by two or more Department of Defense (DOD) Components or

by thle DOD anud representatives of another niation; (c) the? estimaled requirement for

research, development, test. and evaluation (usually a threshold of $200 million, in

1980 dollars) andlor procurement funds (usually a threshold of $ 1.0 bilion in 1980

dollars); (d) estimated requirements for manpower to operate, maintain, and support

the system In the field, or (e) Congressional .interest In the stated programn. Fur o se
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that are designatod as either major or Component programs, the SON is used to

prepare a Mission Need Statement (MNS).

Approval of the MNS (for major or Component programs) or the SON (for oiher-

than-major programs) constitutes the program initiation decision point. This approval is

referred to as a Milestone 0 - Program Initiation/Mission-Need Decision. Normally, for

a program that might Include advances in technology or an Innovative management

approac i, a concept exploration/definition phase will follow the Milestone 0 decision.

For those identified as other-than-major programs (normally those requiring

development of systems using current technology, or modifications of existing

systems), folowing a successful Milestone 0 decision, they will usually proceed straight

:o . sale developmc t3re the rationale Is that there Is no technological concept

that f t •ds to be explored or demonstrated; the development of the system will be

confined io reasonably well-understood technical constraints and parameters.

3.1.2 Conceot Ex.loration/Deflnition Phase.

With a favorable Milestone 0 decision, HQ USAF Issues a Program Management

Directive (PMD) to the Implementing command (usually Air Force Systems Command,

AFSC), and to all participating commands, which furmally Implements the decision.

The Initial PMD has two basic purposes. First, It notifies the originating operating/using

command that it must develop a System Operational RAquirements Document (SORD)

for the candidate system. [NOTE: In those Instances where the solutions are

dissimilar and cannot be adu;essed in a Jingle document, more than one SORD may

be required.] The SORD Is used by the respective operating/using command to

describe pertinent quantitative and qualitative performance, operation, and support

purameters, characteristics, and requirements for a specific candidate weapon system.
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The SORD will also provide guidance to the implementing, supporting, and other

participating commands by documenting how a system will be operated, deployed,

employed, and supported. At each subsequent milestone decision, the responsible

command will update and refine the SORD(s) to reflect changes in the need, evolving

requirements, or cost and performance tradeoffs.

The second purpose of this initial PMD is to direct the start of the concept

exploration and definition phase effort. It provides stated user/HQ USAF requirements

and requests various studies to be performed. One of the most important elements of

the PMD that is !ssued for this phase Is the assignment of a program manager (PM),

the Issuance of a charter stating tie PM's responsibility and authority, and tho

establishment of a program office.

Entering this phase of the system acquisition life cycle does not automatically

commit the service to the development and acquisition of a new system. The concept

exploration/definition phase rephesents a commitment to go only so far as to identify

and explore possible alternative solutions to the stated operational need. These

alternative solutions may include new system acquisition efforts, remedies through

doctrinal changes, modifications to existing equipment, resource allocation changes, or

off-the-shelf procurement of a commercial system. To Insure that all practical

alternatives are considered, Industrial contractors and federal laboratories/research

centers are solicited for system design concepts. The document that is used to solicit

proposed solutions Is the Request For Proposal (RFP). The RFP should provide

complete Information on the mission need, the operating environment and threat,

schedule and cost goals, and capability objectives. The offerors then propose their

approach and main design features back to the Government for review.

After all the proposals are received by the program manager, the proposed

alternatives are evaluated by the program office personnel for technical, support,
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operational and maintenance concepts, and life cycle cost. Based on this evaluation, a

contract is awarded to one or more contractors/contractor teams to continue their

exploration/definition efforts. The type of analyses that may be Included during this

phase can range from the pure paper study to building prototypes for limited

experiments and tests. When this phase Is completed, the program office prepares

documentation to support the program review and corresponding Milestone I decision

that Is required prior to the program entering the next system acquisition life cycle

phase. The primary document used to present the findings during the concept

exploration/definition phase Is the System Concept Paper (SCP). The format and

content of the SCP is provided in DOD Instruction 5000.2, Defense Acquisition

Program Procedures, 1 September 1987, Enclosure 4. This document provides the

decision making authorities a brief review of the relevant mission area arid role ot the

operational requirement, the threat assessment, and the shortfalls of existing systems

within the mission area to meet the threat. The SCP also addresses the capabilities of

the alternatives considered by the program office, a description of the selected

altemat;*',.-(Z), anc a technological risk evaluation for each of the selected alternatives.

At this milestone decision point, Milestone I, the program is either approved to enter

the next phase or canceled; or In some cases, requested to repeat some of the effort

from this phase and return back for a decision after the additional tasks have been

performed. The primary factors that influence the decision are the schievability of the

alternative(s), affordability, reasonable schedule, appropriateness of the proposed

solution, and continuing need for the capability.

3.1.3 Concept Demonstration/Validation Phase.

With a Milestone I approval, and the issuance of the corresponding revised PMD

by HQ LSAF, the system acquisition life cycle enters the concept demonstration/
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validation phase. The pdme-y thrust of the effort during this phase is the reduction of

technical risk and economic uncertainty by focusing on refining the selected

alternative(s) through studies and analyses and may Include hardware development,

limited tests, and evaluations. Typically, the alternatives are evaluated In one of three

design approaches: (1) a system design definition study, (2) system prototyping, or (3)

a combination of system definition and prototyping.

3.1.3.1 Design Definition. This validation approach utilizes competition between

alternatives using system studies and analyses to define the proposed system designs.

These desiins are expanded In their definition of the system to provide a more concise

technical, cost, and risk data about the specific design approach that would be used to

achieve the stated requirement by delineating the system requirements down to its

configuration items. These configuration Items are those items of the proposed design,

designated by the program office, whose performance parameters and physical

characteristics must be separately defined, specified, and controlled to provide the

program manager the insight needed to achieve the overall end use function and

performance of the proposed design.

This specific design approach Is continuously reviewed for Its operational value and

Its practicality. The alternative design approaches are then evaluated by the program

office and the using command, or a source selection review team, based on their risks,

tradeoffs required, and resourcegs required. The products of this approach are system

and Initial hard&vare configuration specifications, refined cost estimates, and schedule

projections.

3.1.3.2 System Prototyplnq. This Is the most frequently used, and currently preferred,

approach for demonstrating and validating the candidate system concepts. This

approach entails the maintaining of at least two contractors to build prototypes of their
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system, which can then be evaluated towards the end of this phase of the acquisition

life cycle. If only one of the alternative concepts was recommended for this phase,

then that concept can be contracted out to at least two contractors who will build their

"system" to meet this concept. If on the other hand, more than one alternative was

approved to enter the concept demonstration/validation phase, then the prototypes that

embody these different alternative solutions will be produced. With the prototypes

developed, they are then competed against each other based upon some competitive

performance evaluation criteria. The competition is evaluated by the program office

based upon the system being able to meet the perfomiance objectives but not

necessarily other operational system characteristics. Again, the evaluation process

that follows will not only include the results of the above competition, but will also

review (among other requirements) the corresponding risk associated with each

alternative, Its operational suitability and effectiveness, the resources required, and life

cycle cost.

Upon completion of either of these two Individual approaches, or some combination

of them, the program office prepares to once again enter the acquisition review and

approval process. The primary document that is used to provide the results of this

phase Is the Decision Coordinating Paper (DCP). The format and content for the DCP

Is provided In DOD Instruction 5000.2, Defense Acquisition Prociram Procedures, *1

September 1987, Enclosure 4. This document readdresses the mission area and role,

the corresponding threat assessment and the shortfalls of existing operational systems

to meet this threat, the continuing need for this requirement, the alternatives

considered, and a description of the selected atremative(s) carded Into the

demonstration/validation phase. The DCP provides the results of the evaluation

process performed on each of the alternatives during the demonstration/validation

phase. The decision authorities then review these results to determine If there is
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sufficient evidence provided to support a decision that a satisfactory solution has been

demonstrated and validated. Note that the review authorities are not presuming that

there are no risks or uncertainties remaining in the program. On the contrary, they are

reviewing the program to ensure that any remaining technical, cost, and schedule risks

have been Identified and can be resolved within program resource and time

"constraints. Given that they agree with the program office's assessment, they will then

approve the program to move into the next phase. If these decision authorities do not

agree ,iat the program risks are solvable within achievable program resources and

time constraints, or If the need no longer exists, the program has a high probability of

being canceled.

3.1.4 Full-Scale Development/Low Rate Initial Production Phase.

An approval at the Milestone II decision reaffirms the operational need, approves

the selection of one (or more) of the competing designs to continue through

engineering development and may (for some programs) authorize ordering of long-lead

procurement Items and allow the initiation of low rate Initial production to verify

production capability and to support Ilmited operational test and evaluation. During this

phase, the system, and all principal support items and documentation, Is designed,

developed, fabricated, tested, and evaluated. The Intended output is a preproduction

system (unless low rate Initial production was begun, then the output could be a

production system) that closely approximates the final operational product, the

documentation needed to enter the production phase, and test results that demonstrate

that the design meets the stated requirements.

By the end of this phase, detailed design development specifications should be

finalized and engineering drawings completed. These specifications and drawings will

become the performance basis for production/acceptance of the quantities of units
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delivered during the production phase. [NOTE: For most major programs, only

preliminary product specifications and/or production drawngs will exist during this

phase.] One of the major efforts of this phase is the fabrication of the pre-production

prototype hardware and/or software test items. I ;e Government monitors this effort,

Including the generation of the specifications and design documents, throughout

system development with technical reviews that grow ;ncreasingly more detailed as the

program design evolves. In addition, the program office may also become involved in

the review of mockups of the proposed system to assure that the mockup configuration

being built appears capable of meeting the current approved design requirements.

This review process culminates at the Critical Design Review(s), where the

Government has its last chance, without adding significant cost and time to the

development, to communicate their concerns about elements of the system design

(which may not meet the stated operational requirements) before the design is

committed to the manufacture of hardware or the coding of software computer

programs.

In addition to the design reviews, system and component testing Is a vital

Ingredient of a successful full-scale development program. System testing begins with

the early development of plans for the testing of various components that have been

Identified as program risks, but It Is primarily focused on the testing of the configuration

items that comprise the system to verify that they fulfill the specified n.quirements.

Throughout the testing process, design problems are Identified, assessed, and

reduced; operational effectiveness/sultability Is evaluated; and de.Agn deficiencies are

Identified and corrected. The test results become more significant as each 4r.

configuration item proceeds through development testing to the final full system

operational tests with all appropriate support elements of the system. The two types of
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testing encountered to meet this requirement are development test and evaluation

(DT&E) and operational test and evaluation (OT&E).

3.1.4.1 DT&E. This is essentially the final detailed engineering verification of the

system performance. DT&E begin,; with testing of the configuration items. Each of the

configuration Items Is tested against the requliements in Its specification, which

specifies its portion of the overall system requirement. The DT&E process continues

until all of the configuration items are joined together and the full system design is

tested and evaluated, by the Implementir g command, against system requirements.

The primary purposes of DT&E are to demonstrate that the design and development

are complete (or to Identify the deficiencies of the design to the program office), to

show that the design risk has been minimized, and to demonstrate that the system, as

currentv designed, meets the specification requirements.

3.1.4.2 OT&EE. This type of test is an operational assessment of the system during

which It Is evaluated against the stated operational criteria. The testing is performed

by personnel who have the same speciality codes and skills as those individuals who

will eventually operate, maintain, and support the system when it Is deployed. The

primary purposes of OT&E are to demonstrate that the system can be suppcled

logistically In a deployment status and to assess the system's military utility,

o."Qratlonal effectiveness, and suitability.

Upon completion of the testing and other full-scale development phase actions, the

approval process Is once again encountered. At this Milestone III point, the program Is

reviewed to reaffirm that the operational need still exists, that the proposed system is

still the best alternative, that test results support the readiness of the system to enter

production, that the production process Is ready to support building the system, and

that the system can still be acquired to a reasonable schedule and operated at a
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reasonable cost. With a Milestone III approval, the program is now ready to enter th.e

last phase of the system acquisition life cycle the production/deployment and

operational support phase. A revised PMD is issued that provides the Implementing

and supporting commands with the direction to proceed Into the next phase.

Some programs, faced with program schedule pressures to meet established Initial

operational capability dates, may decide to begin a low rate initial production program

before the completion of testing of the design. This overlapping between

developmental testing and initial production is referred to as concurrency and will

normally require a Milestone IliA approval. At this approval point, the acceptance of

certain risks must be justified since the system testing (and sometimes the Cl testing)

will not be fully completed (or, in zome instances, may not have even started) before

this low-rate production process will begin. The major risk is whether the design is

deemed, by review of the test results to that point In the program, to be so close to the

final design that the production process can be established with little risk of major

changes to be required to the design, to the production line, and to already delivered

urdts. These decisions must be made judiciously In order to permit the concurrency

when the expected beriefits (e.g., program continuation or early system deployment) of

sterting the production process outweigh the potential costs (schedule and financial) If

a test failure leads to a design revision which requires a change to the production

process and to delivered units.

3.1.5 Pr09uctioniDplovment and Operational Support Phase.

This phase is divided Into three overlapping suo-phases: production, deployment,

and operational support.

3.1.5.1 ProductIon Sub-Phase, This is the time between the Milestone III decision and

the delivery and acceptance of the last system. It includes the production of all system
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hardware, spares, support equipment, data, software, etc. Early In this portion of the

life-cycl6, verification of specification compliance is completed and the operational tests

that were begun in the last phase are usually concluded. Also during this sub-phase

contractor participation in the system testing process is finished. However, even after

the contractor's participation Is completed, the system elements continue to be tested

and Integrated by Government personnel (opeiational test and evaluation personnel)

until the system Is as near to the designed/required operational configuration possible

so that the system will reach operational maturity. That is, the system is tested to

identify changes that will make the system operationally suitable and maintain currency

to its mission need. Due to limitations in testing, the correct operational configuration

may not be achievable In a test environment. If this is the case, the Idea is to test until

the appropriate test limitatkon Is met.

Another Important aspect of this sub-phase Is the program management

responsibility transfer (PMRT). This is the formal act of transferring program

management responsiblity, including engineering responsibilities, from the

Implementing command to the supporting command (and Its responsible Air Logistic

Center). PMRT should occur at the earliest practical date (that point when most

developmental engineering and testing actions are successfully completed and action

Items from these events are closed) during the production sub-phase; it will usually

occur even though a significant number of production units remain to be ordered

and/or c-• vered.

3.1.5.2 DePloyment Sub-Phase. This phase begins when the first prc,*uction items

are delivered to, and begin being used by. operational personnel. This will normally

occur while the system is still in production, thereby resulting in a concurrent

production/deployment phase. The primary focus of the deployment sub-phase is the
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activation of the system in the field. During this phase, the system is tumed-over to

the using command. With the turnover, the using command formally accepts

responsibility for the operation and maintenance of the delivered operational units of

the new system and assumes property accountability. This poin. in the program's life

cycle Is referred to as its Initial operating capability (100). The testing that has been

associated with OT&E up to this point has been focused on evaluating the system

against those current operational criteria associated with system operation,

maintenance, and support. The using command will usually continue some form of

OT&E testing after system turnover has been accomplished. However, the OT&E

testing now Involves Identifying and investigating new operational uses for the system

and developing/reshaping the most effective operational tactics and techniques that

can be performed with the system.

3.1.5.3 Opgratlonal Support Sub-Phase. Deploying the system also marks the

beginning of the operational support sub-phase. This sub-phase continues until the

system Is removed/retired from the active Inventory. A formal revi~ew will normally

occur between one and two years after the system is Initially 1eployed to Identify

actions and resources required to insure the readiness and support objectives of the

system are achieved and maintained. If the system is failing to achieve the

contractually required standards (e.g., not able to totally perform the mission for which

it was acquired), the Air Force needs to determine the deficiencies, if there are any

warranties remaining In the production contracts, they should be exercised to correct

these deficiencies. A second review will normally occur 5 to 10 years after Initial

deployment of the system to establish the need for major modifications or system

replacement, This review determines if, with the system operating as required. it has

the capability to meet mission requirements. If the system is falling short of current
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needs, then Investigations wWI be undertaken to det'irmlne if major modifications can

be provided to enhance the system to meet the required mission or if the deficiencies

are such that a new program should be undertaken to develop a replacement system

This portion of the operational support phase Is used to evaluate the changing mission

analysis and successful mission accomplishment. New system development will begin

when either technology or an operational need dictates that the process has completed

a full circle.

3.1.6 Conclusion.

The preceding paragraphs briefly described the system acquisition ife cycle.

However, because every system developed has uniqu,- characteristics, the above

system acquisition life cycle must be flexible. There Is no set path that must be

followed from a Statement of Operational Need to system deployment and operation.

Any program, depending upon the technology involved, could begin at any of the

milestones in the acquisition process and, if approvid, might not have to proceed from

the beginning of the related phase. In addition, because of uncertainties, unforeseen

developments, or mission changes, a program could be required to remain in a phase

or even redo some of the work from a preceding phase. Finally, since every program

will face some type of review process at various points during its development, it is

always in jeopardy of cancellation. Thus. just because the program enters the system

acquisition life cycle does not insure that a new operational item will be forthcoming.

3.2 1he Program Office,

3.2.1 Purpose and Initiatonq.

The program office is the focal point for involvement by all the agencies that

participate in the acquisition of a new or modified system/product. In addition, it is the
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only organization that is authorized to direct any of the contractor(s)'s efforts. Its

primary mission is to get a system to the required user(s) that meets cost, schedule,

logistic supportability, and performance requirements.

As mentioned in paragraph 3.1.2, the program office Is initially formed during the

concept exploration/deflnition phase of the system acquisition life cycle. With the

formal *go-ahead" given with a Milestone 0 approval, HO USAF provides formal

direction to the implementing and participating commands with the issuance of a

Program Management Directive (PMD). [For the Air Force, the implementing

command is normally Air Force Systems Command (AFSC).] Upon receiving direction

from HQ USAF via the PMD, HO AFSC Issues their formal direction, in the form of

AFSC Form 56, to the appropriate product ,iv;sion.

[Note: At the time that this document was written, there was a Defense

Management Review ongoing that was working to streamline the acquisition process.

One of the measures being undertaken was the reduction in the number of

management review layers between the program manager and the decision authorities.

Undef this realignment, the program manager is to report to, and receive direction

from, a Program Executive Officer (PEO) who is responsible for administering a

number of acquisithn programs. The PEO in turn reports to, and receives direction

from, a Senior Acquisition Executive (SAE) within the appropriate Military Department

(designated by the Component Head) who is responsible for adninistenrig the

acquisition programs In accordan-e with established Department of Defense policies

end guidelines. However, even with this reduction in the number of management

review layers, each remaining review authloiy witi inevitably provide their o vn 'official*

direction to the program office. With this Kn mind, it is not known to what extent the

AFSC Form 56s will be used in the future. In addition, at the time of writing of this

document the AFSC Product Divisions include: Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD).
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Electronic Systems Division (ESD), Ballistic Systems Division (BSD), Space Systems

Division (SSD), and the Munitions Systems Division (MSD)].

The product division receiving the direction then determines whether the program

itwill be m3naged as one of many assigned to an existing program office, or if a new

program office will be established to manage just this product. This handbook is

Intended to address requirements/practices for the product that is being designed,

developed, and supported within a program office responsible for that product only.

Once it is created, the program office continues in existence until the program is

terminated or until it Is transferred (PMRT) to the supporting command. However,

whether the program is canceled or transfet red, residual tasks usually remain that will

require the program office to continue as a management entity.

3.2.2 Oranization.

To perform its mission, the program office con.liýtZ of individuals from many

different functional areas. In line with the philosophy that each product is unique in its

own way, thore is no such thing as a 'standard* program office. Within the constraints

specified by the PMD and AFSC Form 1.k .* io program manager must tailor the

internal organization of the program office to meet the objectives of the specific

progran-Vproduct. Some of the factors which affect this tailoring process are: (1) the

alc-qulsiticn strategy, (2) the program management concept, (3) the natur,3 of the

program (e.g.. size. Importance, cost and duration). (4) current phase of the system

acquisition process, and (5) ar,:. manpower or other resource considerations.

Fov the single product program office, a common organizational structure Is a9

shown In Figure 2. The figure shows a program office comprised of individual

funct,.-nal e,-ments (often called directorates) which oll work together to support tile

program manager and achieve the program office's overall program management
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Figure 2: Program Office Organization

objectives. However, this structure Is not necessarily the only way the functions

associated with these directorates can be allgned. In some program office

organizations, these functions can be grouped together in other arrangements to form

directorates at some other name, which combine many of the functions that these

individual directorates perform. The important point to realize Is that these functiqns

are aligned to meet program management objectives. How they are arranged is a

program particular decision. Even so, In general, we can discuss how these functional

elemenis support the program office mission,

3.2.2.1 The ProQram Manage. As seen in Figure 2. all the directorates are

responsible to, and support, the program manager (PM). The PM is the Individual who

Is responsible for the ultimate success or failure of the program. The PMD includes a
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program chafter which provides the PM the responsibility, authority, and accountability

for achieving the stated program objectives. From the point of program initiation, until

program management responsibility transfer (PMRT), the Implementing command's

program office program manager ig the "manager-in-charge."

With the exception of Operational Test and Evaluation decisions, the PM is

responsible for all technical and business decisions for the program, and these

decisions are directive on all the program's participating commands. The PM Is the

focal point for communication from the contractors, Air Force field orgenizatlons, other

major commands, and any oiher civilian or military organization concerned about/wNth

the program. To assist with information flow to/from the contractor, the program

organization must include a procuring contracting officer (PCO) who has official

sLttutory authority to direct contractual actions to be performed by the contractor. In

other words, the program manager ;s responsible for the total system program,

provides direction to the contractor(s} throogn the PO, aqd holds the program office

pemonnel responsible for verifyhng the successful completion of specific tasks and

objectives by the contractor.

3.2.2.2 Engilneeringi DLqctrate. This directorate provides technical advice to the PM

and manages/oversees the contractor's system engineering function (e.g., system and

subsystem Integration. teilablilty, maintainability, etc). It also provides system program

technical direcUon (through tha PM and/or the PCO) to the contractor, assesses the

technical compatibility of all system elements, and verifies that the contractor designs,

produces, and delivers a system that meets the stated requirements.
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3.2.2.3 Integrated Logoistlcs Support Directorate. This directorate, normally manned by

both AFSC and AFLC personnel, provides the program manager with logistical/

technical guidance and assistance in logistic support elements. Some of these

logistics support elements are In the areas of support equipment, maintenance, supply,

manpower, and computer resource support. These and all the other logistic support

elements are discussed in the PMD, In the Integrated Logistics Support section of the

Program Management Plan, and in the Integrated Logistics Support Plan (which is

used to plan, Implement, and Integrate the elements).

3.2.2.4 ConfiraAtlon Management Directorate. This directorate is responsible for

formalizing the system requirements into system and lower level design specifications,

controlling both hardware and software configurations, and accounting for all

configuration Items. In addition, this directorate is normally responsible for data

management and managing contract change management functions. It Is through this

group that the program manager Is provided Insight Into, and maintains control over,

the technical results of the program. Exact CM responslbtUes will be explained later

In this handbook.

32.2.5 Proramm Control DireOtorate. This directorate is responsible for program

planning, progress tracking, trend analysis, and financial accountability. It Is often

referred to as *the nerve center' of the program office. Through the cost and schedule

tracking provided by this directorate, the program manager is able to maintain totaJ

management control, surveillance, and overall program understanding.
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3.2.2.6 Test and Evaluation Directorate. This directorate is responsible for planning,

coordinating, and managing the overall system test effort (except for Operational Test

and Evaluation as mentioned in naragraphs 3.1.4.2, 3.1.5.2, and 3.2.2.1).

3.2.2.7 Contracting Directorate. This directorate contractually Implements, and

manages the contractual accomplishment of, all the contracted acquisition activities

required by the program office. The contracting officer, or specified representative, is

the only individual(s) authorized to request performance of work by the contractor. Any

request for additional work, clarification of performance required, or resolution of

disputes must be coordinated through this directorate to avoid unauthorized contractual

redirection that may result from these interactions with the contractor.

3.2.2.8 Manufacturing Management Directorate. This directorate Is responsible to the

program manager for all manufacturing activities involved In the acquisition process.

These individuals assure that the product being developed to meet the stated program

objectives Is being designed for producibility. In addition, through the use of

Production Readiness Reviews, the manufacturing management personnel are able to

assess whether the procedures, techniques, and actions undertaken by the contractor

In the production facilities will permit the contractor to produce an acceptable final

product (e.g., one that meets the stated technical requirements) In the quantities/

schedule required by the program office.

3.3 The.• 9Roe of Systems EniQnee rv,.

As discussed In paragraph 3.1, the system acquisition life cycle is the process

through which the rmlUtary services procure their weapon systems. This life cycle

begins with the user's needs (both the constraints and the requirements needed to
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satisfy operational mission objectives) and concludes when the system Is retired from

the inventory. To assure that the design decisions being made as the system is under

development address the Impact on all elements of the system and not just the

immediate component being designed, the system design evolves through a process

that is known as systems engineering. Configuration management complements this

process by making sure that the systems engineering results are Incorporated into

appropriate design documentation and that the documentation is then placed under

government control at an appropriate point In the life cycle.

3.3.1 Systems Engineering Overview.

Systems engineering is both a technical process and a management process that

should begin from Day I of the system acquisition life cycle. Although developing

systems are not identical, and each program differs In its underlying requirements,

systems engineering provides a uniform (consistent), Identifable, and logical process

to define the optimum system design and to efficiently accomplish the tasks associated

with completing the design. Duding the eady development (i.e., conceptual) period of a

program, systems engineering Is used In conceiving the design concept and in defining

the requirements for the system. As the design development progresses, systems

engineering assures that: (1) at each step of the design process, all system elements

have been Identified and that their related requirements and design are being

addressed. and (2) as a part of an Integrated design effort, impacts on all system

elements are being considered. When development is completed, system engineering .

is concemed with verifying that the specified performance for the system and its sub-

elements has been achieved. When the acquisition life cycle reaches the Production .

sub-phase. systems engineering is concerned with verifying that the system operating
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capability has been achieved, evaluating any proposed changes to the system to

determine the technical effectiveness of these changes, and to facilitate the

Incorporation of any changes, modifications, or updates.
w

3.3.2 Formal Definition.

The current application of systems engineering concepts, the requirements for

military development programs, and the tasks involved In defining the systems

engineering process are included in MIL-STD-499A. Engineering Management. This

document defines systems engineering management as:

...the management of the engineering and technical effort required to transform
a military requirement into an operational system. It includes the system
engineering required to define the system performance parameters and
preferred system configuration to satisfy the requirement, the planning and
control of technical program tasks [that Is, the management of those design,
development, test, and evaluation tasks required to progress from an
operational need to the deployment and operation of the system by the user],
Integration of the engineering specialties [that Is, the timely and appropriate
Intermeshing of engineering efforts and disciplines such as reliability,
maintainability, logistics engineering, human factors, safety, etc., to Insure their
Influence on system design), and the management of a totally Integrated effort
of design engineering, specialty engineering, test engineering, logistics
engineering, and production engineering to meet cost, technical performance
and schedule objectives.

The process outlined in MIL-STD-499A contains general engineering management

criteda that should be tailored to fit the particutar needs of the system under

development

3.3.3 System Enqlneernq Oblectives,

The systems engineering process starts with lie needs and/or requirements of

system performance capabilities, and it then allows fr the analyses of vaiious design

'4. alternatives to meet the required performance capaU" tes. By the end of the analysis

stage, the systems engineering process has attempted to optimize the design of the
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system so that the resultant design addresses all of the system requirements. Finally,

this process requires that the design decisions made are recorded in the appropriate

design documentation. To facilitate the accomplishment of these objectives, the

Individuals involved in the systems engineering process:

(1) Identify the system requirements and translate them into basic functional

requirements.

(2) Identify alternative functions and their associated performance and design

requirements.

(3) Perform system and design engineering analyses of the alternative functions,

with their associated design, personnel, training, and procedural requirements.

(4) Determine the optimum design approach for Integrating the design

requirements.

(5) Incorporate the requirements for the design, development, and test of the

components into specifications and other requirements documents.

3.3.4 Systems En-Qineleng Process.

The systems engineering process defines the system so that the resulting design

will reflect the requirements and constraints related to all system elements, including

equipment. computer software. facilities, procedural data, and personnel, in an

Integrated fashion. It Is an engineering management process that is iteratively applied

to the system design. Beginning at the top-level system definition, the same steps are

repeated over and over until the lowest levels of the functional design are defined to

the extent that the detailed design process can start. These steps are:

(1) Review the system requirements passed down from the previous design

Iteration. These requirements reflect the overall system level requirements that apply
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to this functional element of the system as its design alternatives are analyzed during

the current design Iteration.

(2) Identify the next two levels of subelement components required for the design

of the system. For example, for the first design iteration these two levels would be the

overall system to be developed and those major subsystems (or configuration Items,

see paragraph 5.1) that have been Identified. For the second Iteration, the first level

Identified (and whose requirements are listed In step 1 above) Is the list of major

subsystems. The second level would consist of those identified components that make

up each of the major subsystems from the previous level. Each Iteration Is continued

In this manner such that the first level of system/subsystem elements Identified are

those elements that composed the second level from the previous iteration.

(3) For each of the subsystem (elements) listed for the second level in the

preceding step, list alternative functional approaches that will meet the system

requirements that have been passed down.

(4) For each of the alternatives discussed in the previous step, prepare a

Requirements Allocation Sheet (F A.S). These RASs list the alternatives' performance

requirements and constraints In meeting these requirenents.

(5) Compare the alternatives against each other and measure the ability of each to

meet various attributes. These attributes will range from the operational capability to

the loglstic supportability and from the life cycle cost to the schedule risk associated

with taking this functional approach In meeti•g the overall operational requirement.

(6) Choose the optimum alternative based on the above compvason.

(7) Control the requirements (RAS) associated with the alternative selected.
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To facilitate this evolution of the design, the system engineering process also

includes design reviews at appropriate times and at least after completion of each

major phase of the development of the design. (The types, and content Included, of

design reviews are discussed in paragraph 6.1.) These reviews are used to ensure

that the system design is given a comprehensive review at certain points In Its design

evolution.

The above iterative process Is continued over and over until the bottom-level

elements/functions are identified. Once these lower level functions are recorded, the

detailed design process begins. As was the case above, the detailed design portion of

the systems engineering process Is also an iterative procedure. The steps involved

with this detailed design are:

(1) Review the requirements (in the RAS) for the function being designed.

(2) Review the constraints introduced by lower-level detail design elements already

Gelacted.

(3) Identify all of the detail design approaches that are available for this functional

element.

(4) Develop or obtain manufactures performance data for the design alternative.

(5) Compare the alternative detailed design approaches.

(6) Choose the optimum alternative.

(7) Record the alternative selected and place the detailed design under contractor

Internal control.
lp.

This procedure continues until the detailed design of each configuration item is

complete. At this point, a critical design review (CDR) Is conducted on each of the

configuration items. These CDRs are the last point in the systems engineering
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process where the Government can communicate its ccicem/opinion about problems

with detail design elements of the CI design meeting the established program and/or

stated operational requirements. At this point, the design can still be altered by the

contractor (with very little Increase In cost and with little delay to the schedule) before

- the design is released for the manufacture of hardware components or the coding of

computer software programs. Depending on the certainty of the items failure to

achieve the specified performance, the contractor may, or may not, accept the

Government's input and make appropriate changes to the CI design. The end result of

the systems engineering process is the availability of detailed engineering

documentation for a proven design of system elements that will be used to build

operational units. To assist the program office in successfully completing the systems

engineering process, configuration management provides the technical management

actions required to define, control, and track the documentation that is developed.
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4. CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT - AN OVERVIEW

As the design of the system progresses through its various stages, systems

engineering is iteratively applied to flow down the operational requirements, to identify

the requirements for the Individual design elements, and then to define the detailed

designed system to meet these requirements. To monitor this process, and to assist

the program office In adequately documenting and successfully controlling the design

qualified to meet the system performance requirement, configuration management

(CM) Is used as the technical management control system over the results of systems

engineering. This section wIll present general Information on configuration

managemant First, the overall function of configuration management will be defined

and some oW its basic concepts, objectives, and benefits discussed. Then, the role of

CM in the system acquisition life cycle will be reviewed. Finally, some of the CM

responsIb•l. of Government and contractor personnel will be outlined.

4.1 Conflmuratlon Manageme-nt,

The primary purpose of CM is to assist t1e program manager in achieving the

system performance requested by the user In the System Operational Roquirenents

Document. Configuration management provides a means to document the design that

is showni to be qualified to ••eet tho system's operational requirements and to ensure

that the system is supportable. To achieve these results, CM is applied to all the

elements that compose a system - hardware, computer programs (software), support

equipment facilities, and the resulting documentation (e.g., specificat;ons. drawings,

teohinlal orderstmanuals. ete).
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To accomplish this, CM focuses on major elements of the system called

configuration Items (Cis). A CI is any aggregate of hardware/software, or any of their

discrete portions, that satisfies an end-use function and is designated by the

Government for configuration management. The functions and processes Involved

with the CM of a system are focused on each of the system's defined Cis, which are at

a fairly high level in the system design. Configuration management, however,

ultimately defines and controls all levels of assembly within each Ci's design. These

ItemE can be either hardware items (referred to as Configuration Items, Cis) or

software items (referred to as Computer Software ConfiguratiJa Items, CSCIs). tin

earler documentation, OSCIs were called Computer Program Configuratioro itema,

CPCIs). The select!on oi a subsystem, or group of subsystems, to become a

configuration item s~hould be done carefully and should be tailored for each particular

program. Configuration It t.is are those parts (items) of the system design whose

perfonmance parameters and physical characteristics must be separately defined!

specified, reviewed In more detail, monitored during development, and oontolhled

throughout the Ufe cycle to provide management the Insight needed to allow the

system to achieve its overall end use function and perfonrmnce capabilities. A

configuration Item may vary widely with rasped to compnlAty, size, or type d.pendirng

upon the system for which It Is beWng developed. Wut any ýtem that Is required for

logistics suppol or is itself designated for separate competitive procurement must be

considered for selection as a CLICSCI. Thus, the following dcls-ussions aro appropuiaie

at the system-level, but they also apply all the way down to each of the configuration

items involved.
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4.1.1 Formal Definition.

Configuration management provides the means for controlling and documenting the

developmental process of a product as it progresses through the system acquisition life

cycle. As with all military functions, CM has its formal definition stated in the military

documents. According to AFR 14-1. Configuration Management, 1 December 1988,

configuration management is:

A discipline applying technical and administrative direction and surveillance to
do the following:
(a) Identify and document the functional and physical characteristics of a Cl.
(b) Control changes to the Cl and Its documentation.
(c) Record and report change processing and Implementation status.

Thus, CM can be looked at as maintaining technical order within the acquisition

management process and is applicable to both hardware and software development.

At any given time, CM should be able to supply both a current contractual description

and an internally (contractor) con'rolled description of a developing unit of hardware, of

computer software, of support equipment, of facilities, and/or of the system. It should

also provide traceability from Its requirements to the higher level Cl's requirements and

the control of changes to those requirements. Configuration management ensures

repeatability in the production of the approved design of the configuration Item(s), and

it obtains complete Information about the impacts of any changas, thereby allowing for

complete analysis of the change before a decision to change is made.

This CM process should be tallored to each program based on Its size, stage of

a•.quisitiorn life cycle, the nature and complexity of the configuration Item(s) involved,

Aiii the quantity of production units being procured. CM is implemented through the

application of the configuration identification process, the configuration audit (and

technical review) process, tF,. change management (both configuration and change
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control) process, and the configuraLion status accounting process. Each of these

processes, and their impact on CM, will be looked at !n detail In Sections 5 through 8

of this handbook. The following subsections brefl% discuss some of the basic

concepts of these processes.

., 4.1.2 Configquration Management Obiectives/Benefits,

The four COk processes (described in the following paragraphs) are used to meet

the overall CM ob'ectIves for the program office. These objectives and benefits are

defined in AFR 14-1 as:

(1) Assist program management In achieving, at the lowest total life cycle cost, the

required system performance, a realistic schedule, and the required operational

efficier /. '4factiveness, logisit:s supportabPity, and readiness.

(2) Allow the maximum degree of design and development latitude while, at the

same time, Introducing the appropriate degree and depth of change control necessary

for development, production, and logistic support.

(3) Attain maximum responsiveness and efficiency in the management of

engineering changes with respect to necessity, cost, timeliness, and Implementation.

(4) Provide uniformity of CM policies, procedures, documents, forms, and reports

within the program office and between the program office and the contractor.

In addlUon to these overall program CM objectives and benefits, the CM function of

the program office should ensure that:

(1) Spedfications and engineering technical data are adequate for configuration

needs.

"a- (2) Configuration techniccal documentation is verified, up-to-date, and available.

(3) The configuration of all units and of all Cls, are known.
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(4) Total performance, logistics supportability, system security and disclosure,

readiness, cost, and schedule impacts of engineering change proposals (ECPs),

deviations, and waivers are known at the time of approval.

(5) ECPs are orocessed and evaluated in a timely mannor to maintain established

target schedules.

(6) Physical and functional Interfaces between systems, equipment, software,

and/or facilities are documented and controlled as required for the corresponding

phase of the system acquisition life cyc!e.

(7) A comprehensive management Information system is established to ensure

that the status accounting process is maintained througihout the developriment,

production, and operational phase of each of the coniguration items.

(8) Perfomiance to specified requirements and production to the documented

designs can be vedfied.

4.1.3 P Coef, tofCM.

Configuration management is the process by which the functional and physical

(technical) characteristics of systems, hardware, software, equipment, and

documentation developed, operated and supported by DOD are Identified, audited and

reviewed, controlled, and accounted for. The functional characteristics (configuration)

refer tO the performance the item is expected to achieve, while the physical

characteristics (configuration) refer to the configuration item's specific design and

appearanco. The four processes within the overall CM function provide the means by

which CM is applied ta a product. Each will be briefly described in the following

sections.
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4.1.3.1 Basic Concepts of Configuration Identification Process. The configuration

identification process involves the selection of the technical documents that describe

the functional and physical characteristics of a configuration Item (Cl) as it progresses

through its life cycle. However, care must be taken to distinguish the configuration

Identification process from the configuration identification. Configuration identification

refers to family of technical documents (e.g., specifications, engineering drawings,

software listings) which Identify and/or describe the system or configuration item during

the system acquisition life cycle and to the identification numbers used to distinguish

the Items and the documents.

The configura,,on identification process, and the documentation Involved, become

more detailed and precise as the design of the Cl progresses toward production. At

the cnmp:ation of each phase of the system acquisition life cycle, and before the next

phase Is begi in, the appmpriato document or set of documents that cotr-prise the Ci's

configuretion leatifification sre Pnnally designated and fixed. This is called

"baselinlne' th3 configuration kI9ndficatlon. By baseltning, the current Identification that

was formerdy under the co.tractor's Internal control Is now placed under formal

Govemmental configuaton control through authentication and contractual

Incorporation o,' 61o specification(s). Under most develoormrental programs, this

process Involves thiee baseUnrs: rusictional, allocated, am'; product. These baselines

are discussed later In paragraph 6.2. Thus, at any point in the system acqu:¾,'tion life

cycle, the Cl's current controlituc coofiguration is defined by its baseline idercification

documents olus any and all approved changeQ to these documents.

Another Important aspect of conriguration identification that allows for the

successful management of a system's CIICSCIs "nd the corresponding technic3l,
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baseiined documents, is the use of identification numbering. This provides a way for

the program to discriminate between documents (and items) with different contents

and/or configurations. By using unique identification numbers, the program office Is

able to better control and maintain traceability on the baselined Ci and the Ci's

approved configuration identification documents (see paragraph 5.4).

4.1.3.2 Basic Concepts of Design Reviews and Configuration Audits. The

configuration audit process involves the examination and verification of the Cl's

conformance to Its approved functional and physical characteristics. A series (one for

each Cl, and sometimes one on the ove~mli system) of technically-oriented

configuration audits is conducted near the conclusion of the development program to

verity achievement of the specified Cl requirements and to validate the documentation

(by comparing the CI with Its technical documentation) defining the product design.

The design reviews are an Integral part of the Government oversight of the

contractor's systems engineering process discussed in paragraph 3.3, The Role of

Systems Engineering. These reviews occur at points during the design development

when It is determined that the evolving technical design has completed a distinct stage

of Its development and that the results of this stage should be reviewed before the

development proceeds into the next stage. The reviews are used to provide the

Government the visibility and technical understanding required so that they can be

assured that the system design appears to be In compliance with the specified

requirements. Configuration managers become Involved in the early reviews to (a)

niake sure that the draft documentation (normally specifications) defines the program

requirements before the documentation is baselined, and (b) monitor the progression of

the contractor's configuration management processes to assure that proper controls
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are being Invoked. At the reviews that occur later in development, configuration

managers are primarily concerned about design problems which may lead to

engineering changes to the baselined documents.

4.1.3.3 Basic Concepts of Change Management. The change management process

"involves the evaluation, coordination, decision, and Implementation of all changes.

This process is composed of two parts: configuration control (which Is provided

through the use of advanced change study notices and engineering change proposals)

and change control (which is provided through the use of advanced change study

notices and contract/task change proposals), Configuration control Involves technical

changes made to the baselined configuration of a Cl. Change control Involves

changes to the contract that do not impact the baselined documents. Through the

change management process, the program office ensures that they have all of the

information required for maldng deliberate decisions and ensures that these changes

are effectively administered and Implemented.

Configuration (baseline) control is that part of the change management process by

which the configuration manager (and other program office personnel) reviews a

change being proposed to any of the system or CI baselines (beginning when the

contractor establishes a functional baseline) to ensure that the change will be

beneficial to the Government prior to that change being approved and contractually

Implemented. As far as the Gcvernment Is concerned, only those hardware and

computer software items/elements that ha-'e been baseUned are subject to this type of

change management (configuration control). However, the contractor will normally

"place any number of design documents under some type of internal control during the
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development cycle far In advance of the time that the Government baselines those

documents.

Change (contract) control is that part of change management through which the

configuration manager (and other program office personnel) reviews any changes that

are being proposed to the other contractual (non-baseline) documents in order to

decide whether to authorize implementation of these changes by the contractor. This

form of change management assures the program office that no changes to the

contractually agreed to work tasks will be performed by the contractor without

Government (program office) coordination and approval. The change proposals under

this part of change management are normally oriented towards Statement of Work

tasks, contract data requirements list, tailoring of management-oriented military

standards for the proposed program, and contractually binding contractor plans.

The deliberate decisions made as part of the change management process are

based on a determination that the proposed changes to any of the established

baselines of the system's Cis (hardware or computer software), or to the contractually

agreed upon work tasks, will be beneficial to the Government In terms of operational

effectiveness, logistics support needs, cost, or schedule. The change administration

and implementation portions of change management ensure that all approved changes

to either a configuration item and Its technical documentation, or to any other

contractually binding non-baseline document are property Incorporated and that no

other changes find their way into these documents without program office approval.

The decision making body which regulates this process for the program office Is

the Configuration Control Board (CCB). This Is the only agency which has the official

authority to act on proposed changes to the approved baseline. (NOTE: In actuality,
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the CCB is not a voting organization. The CCB chairperson (normally the program

manager) is responsible for making the decision after receiving Inputs and

recommendations from all other board members. The board members can either

concur or nonconcur with the chairperson's decision. These concurrences/

nonconcurrences are recorded on the CCB Directive.] The CCB (discussed in

paragraph 7.3), provides direction to the rest of the program office, and to other

participating activities, for all proposed changes. Configuration management personnel

have the responsibility to establish and maintain the change control procedures, to

ensure that the CCB Is convened to decide on each change, to formally maintain the

structure of the CCB, and to record the board's decisions. Configuration managers

then need to continue tracking these proposals through contract authorization and

implementation to ensure timely Incorporation of all approved changes (an overlap with

the configuration status accounting function of configuration management).

Another form of change management that may be encountered by the program

office Is Interface control. Interface control is prdmadly a requirement of the systems

engineering process and is generally required when two or more contractors, or

Governmental agencies, are Involved in developing items whose individual

configurations may affect one another. Configuration managers should be aware of

the requirement for, and the application of, Interface control. They should also be

cognizant of the decasons bWng made concerning the configuration and the

characteristics of an item that are being ahared with, or must be designed to interface
.4

with, other items within the system's design or operational usage. Under interface

control, a separate review board (called an Interlace Control Working Group, which

may be comprised of associate contractors and/or Government agencies) is
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established to evaluate, coordinate, approve, and verify all proposed changes.

However, this board must maintain a close working relationship with the primary CM

groups, and particularly the CCBs, of the participating organizations, especially when

changes to baselined Interfaces are involved.

4.1.3.4 Basic Concepts of Configuration Status Accounting. The configuration status

accounting process involves the recording and reporting of information required to

effectively manage a Ci's configuration, and related documentation, throughout the

system acquisition life cycle. Configuration status accounting, in the form of a

management Information system, should provide all interested parties (implementing

command, supporting command, using command, and contractors) current and

historical Information concerning the other three configuration management processes

Involved with the system's development. This Information database provides the

program and configuration managers the visibility and traceability of the basellned

configuration Items (by identification numbers and related technical documentation), the

means to schedule and conduct the required technical reviews and configuration audits

at the appropriate times during system development, the method to manage the

processing and Implementation of (approved) changes to these baselines, and the

makeup of operational units delivered to the using command.

The Information that is available through status accounting gives the program

office, and other participating agencies, personnel the means to coordinate the actions

that must be performed to successfully accomplish the systems engineering/design

process, item manufacture, system deployment, and logistics support of the delivered

operational units. It will also allow them to monitor the changes to the system Cis as

they adse throughout the system acquisition life cycle. In addition, this information
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provides program management with the means to determine if changes are being

implemented as directed.

This CM process (configuration status accounting) is normally not used during the

concept exploration/definition phase of the system acquisition life cycle because piece

"parts, documents, and/or Cis are not yet completely defined. During concept

demonstration/validation the program office and contractor will normally agree upon the

system specification and hence a functional baseline. At this point in the program's

development configuration status accounting becomes a necessity to track and record

the specification and the changes to the functional baseline. During full-scale

development and prior to the establishment of a product baseline, the configuration

status accounting information provided by the contractor (and program office in some

Instances), Is used to define (and trace) the current (and historical) status of the

configuration item specifications and to Identify current status (e.g., In review,

dlsapproved, approved waiting Implementation, or Implemented In all (some) of the

affected items) of change proposals received by the program office.

After the establishment of the product baseline, the information recorded, stored,

and reported through configuration status accounting is greatly expanded to address

many elements of the entire system. In addition to the expansion to Include the same

functions mentioned above for the product baseline documentation, the CM process is

used to document the status (current and historical) of the configuration of every

.4 operational unit delivered to the Government and to trace any approved change to

these units to ensure its implementation (either through retrofit, repair and replace, or

modification actions).
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4.1.3.5 Summary.

The four processes which comprise configuration management are used by the

program office as managementlcontrol mechanisms to ensure that the systems

engineering process is successful in developing a system that meets the stated

requirements. These processes Identify, review and audit, control, and account for the

design of the system's CIs. The configuration Identification process answers the

question "What Is the system configuration?" by providing the program office the

necessary technical documentation that defines the parts of the system. The design

review and configuration audit process furnishes the program office the answer to the

question 'Does the system being built by the contractor satisfy the stated needs and/or

requirements?" by providing the means by which the system design may be compared

to the system/item specifications. The change management process provides the

program office the answer to the question "How do we control changes to the

configuration of the system and items being developed?" by providing the necessary

Information required to process changes that directly or Indirectly Impact either the

technical or contractual documentation. Finally, the configuration status accounting

process is used to answer the question "What changes have been made to the

system?" by documenting the configuration of the base~lned design and documentation

and maintaining a listing of the approved changes (including those already

implemented or those pending Implementation with a schedule for Implementation) to

these baselines.

4.2 CM and the System Acquuisition Life Cycle.

The activities involved with each of the configuration management processes

should be consistent with the objectives of the program/product and be appropriate for
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the system acquisition life cycle phase. CM is required In varying degrees throughout

the entire system acquisition life cycle, generally beginning with the control of the top

level requirements and increasing in scope as the product design evolves, to ultimately

controlling the detailed system design.

"4.2.1 The Role of CM in the Systeem Acqulsition Life Cycle.

The CM functions associated with configuration Identification, configuration audits,

configuration control, and configuration status accounting and their relationship to the

system acquisition life cycle of a major weapon system, are shown in Figure 3. [Note:

The detailed timing of, requirements for establishment of each baseline, and the

documentation involved will be discussed later in Section 5.1 It is Important to note

that this Is only a general picture of the typical timing; the actual timing for any

particular major system are dependent upon that program's schedule and complexity.

The relationships shown constitute those which would be viewed as the Ideal case,

where each baseline Is established and documented before the start of the next lfe

cycle phase. However, because of program uncertainues, decision making

requirements, and the inherent Instability of the development process, establishment of

the baselines for some of the Cis Is sometimes delayed. Yet, the relationships shown

reflect the baselining policy established in AFR 14-1 to which most programs should try

to adhere. [Note: It should also be pointed out that the hardware and computer

software Cl development cycles are, In most cases, parallel series of activities
.,4
* performed as part of the system acquisition life cycle. While each progresses at its

own schedule, each Cl design decision must consider the interface characteristics

being shared with other Cis. As such, not all Cis for any single program will

necessarily meet these baseline timing and resulting CM activities aS shown.1
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The following subsections discuss the role of CM with regards to both hardware

and software CIs during the system acquisition cycle. Included at the end of each

acquisition phase Is a list of possible tasks that may be performed during that phase

that may involve CM personnel. The various tasks will not be defined in detail. Each

of these tasks will be discussed in Sections 5 through 8, as applicable. The intention

here is to give the reader an Idea of what types of CM-oriented tasks may be in work

during the Individual system acquisition life cycle phases.

4.2.1.1 Concept Exploratilon/Definition Phase. During this phase, the program office is

attempting to Oefnhe the overall mission and system requirements and to explore and

prioritize a multitude of alternative approaches. The major product is the preliminary

System Specification and would also Include System Segment Specifications, if

required. If any prototype hardware or software component Is developed for data

gathering purposes, it usually does not need to be defined in a separate specification

or -subjected to configuration management at this time. However, it may be advisable

to obtain design disclosure documentation for the prototype.

Normally, CM is not required during this phase except for the identification of the

draft system.tevel functional requirements in the draft version of the System'System

Segment Specdfication. As a part of the development of the system specification, one

or more System Requirements Reviews (SRRs) may be conducted. It possitbl, this

phase will end with the approval of the SystemiSystem Segment Specification and the

establishment of the func~onal baseline.

i here will be some programs where the system design process may progress

further. In these instances the functional baseline may be ready to be estabUi-s-d

prior to the completion of this first phase In the System acquiWition life cycle. If this is
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the case, the program office may also want to establish a Configuration (Change)

Control Board to maintain chinge management over the functional baseline. In

addition, the program office may have to request that the contractor review any

Interface Control Drawings/Documents prepared to Identify the system/system segment

interfaces with other system/system segment(s).

4.2.1.2 Concept DemonstrationNalidation Phase. The purpose of this phase Is to

validate the remaining system concepts and refine the basic characteristics of the

system. Based on the approved acquisition strategy, the program office investigate

several aiternat 9 system concepts or may only be allowed to Investigate subsystem

alternative. The primary CM documentation generated is an updated System/System

Segrr )3nt Specification and preliminary hardware Cl Development (and computer

softwar6 Cl Requirements) Specifications. While not CM documentation, an Initial

versiol of the Computer Resources Lifecycle Management Plan will also be generated.

Configuration managemeni will control and account for system-level, and Identify the

draft C!-Ievel, functional and Interface characteristics. Some of the CM tasks that may

be accomplished during this phase are:

(1) If the functional baseline was not established during the previous stage. It

should be established sometime during this phase.

(2) After the System/System Segment Specifications have been baselined, and the

functional baseline has been placed under contractual control, configuration control

procedures for processing, approving or disapproving, and Implementing approved

engineering change proposals must be established.
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(3) Once the functional baseline has been established, a configuration status

accounting database must be established that is able to begin tracing any activities

relating to the SystemnvJstem Segment Specifications.

(4) One or more SRRs may be conducted, and System Design Reviews (SDRs)

for hardware Cis and Softwere Specification Reviews (SSRs) for computer software

,Cis may also be conducted (see paragraphs 6.1.1, 6.1.2, and 5.1.3).

(5) As the system requirements and design constraints become better defined,

Sthen the Identification/selection of hardware and computer snf~ware Cis must be

accomplished. (This task will probably have been started during the Ilst phase.)

(3) Prepare (normally by the contractor) the draft hardware C1 development and

computer software Cl requirement specifications.

(8) Review the contractor's CM documentation to Include CM Plans describing the

actions required for each hardware and computer software Cl, the Computer

Resources Ufe Cycle Management Plan, and any draft test plans for the CVCSCIs.

(9) If a SDR Is conducted for a Cl, the program office may also choose to

authenticate the development specification and establish the allocated baselines for the

Cl. If possible, the development/requirement specifications will be authenticated and

the allocated baselines will be established for at least the top-level CI/CSCIs by the

end of this phase.

4.2.1.3 Full-Scale Development (FSD) Pha•e. During FSD, system hardware and

software CI prototypes are designed, bWidt, and tested. These Cis are then integrated

into the complete system and tested, as a system under conditions as close to

"operational as are achievable at the test site(s). CM documentadon during this phase

will be a final hardware or computer software CI development or requirement
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specification and a draft product specification for each CI/CSCI. Other program

documentation that may be produced during this stage, that should be of concern to

the configuration manager, are the revised Computer Resources Ufecycle

Management Plan and the Cl test plans. !n addition, prototype CI/CSCIs are usually

produced during this phase. If so, the configuration manager should evaluate/monitor

the contractor's system for tracking the detail design of the developed prototype to

assure that it is accurately recorded in the internal design documentation. Thus, CM

will control, account for, and audit system and Cl-level functional and interface

chamactedstics, as well as, begin to Identify draft Cl-level detailed design

characteristics. CM tasks that may be performed Include:

(1) Authenticate, If not accomplished last phase, the Development Specifications

for hardware Cis and the Requirement Specifications for CSCIs. Also, establish the

corresponding allocated baselines for these CI/CSCis.

(2) Continue configuration status accounting of the functional baseline, and begin

the status accounting process on the established allocated baseline(s). In addition,

those change management procedures that were established to control the functional

baseline are now expanded to be able to also control any proposed changes to the

allocated baseline(s).

(3) Attend Prelminary and Critical Design Reviews.

(4) Review updates to the contractor's CM documents (e.g., CM Plan) that were

Initially submitted during concept demonstratiornvalidation.

(5) Begin the review of the Cl Product Specifications. If desired, the Product

S;pecifications can be authenticated (most likely with CSCIs) and the Cl's detail design

baseUned upon successful completion of a physical configuration audit.
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(6) Conduct functional configuration audits on each configuration item. Each audit

may be for only one Cl, or it may be conducted for a group of CIs. However, all Cis

must be audited. For major weapon systems requiring Integrated system-level testing,

the program office may also want to conduct a functional system audit.

(7) If the present contractor has not already been identified/selected/approved to

continue the program into the production/deployment and operational support phase of

the system acquisition life cycle, then the configuration manager must ensure that

physical configuration audits are also performed on the developed CI/CSCIs (usually

prototype units). In addition, if this requires any CVCSCls to be delivered to the

program office, the configuration manager must be able to validate and verify that the

design of the delivered Item matches the current approved, basellned CI/CSCI design.

4.2.1.4 Production/Deployment and Operational Suppgrt Phase. CM will audit, control,

and account for the Cl-level detail design characteristics. In addition, CM will control

and account for the actual configuratiorn of units In the Inventory. CM tasks during this

phase Include:

(1) Authenticate and baseline, If not accomplished during the full-scale

development phase, the product specifications and establish the resulting product

baselines.

(2) Implement logistics support system and Inventory tracking status accounting

procedures while continuing the status accounting started during full-scale

"development.

(3) For most major weapon systems, when the contractor has already been pre-

selected to perform the program's production phase prior to the completion of full-scale
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development, the physical configuration audits are performed on each CI/CSCI during

the production/deployment sub-phase of this acquisition life cycle phase.

(4) The Implementing and supporting commands need to prepare for the transfer

of CM responsibility from the program office to AFLC and the appropriate Air Logistics

Center. This will occur when system PMRT Is conducted.

(5) The supporting command must be ready to accept responsibility for, and have

procedures in place to accept, the contractor's status accounting Information. The

supporting command must be able to trace the current documentation/identification

numbers, the status of changes, and the configuration of the operational units Including

changes due to retrofit, repair and replace, and modification actions.

4.3 Configuration Management Responsibilities.

To facilitate successful CM of a major system throughout the acquisition life cycle,

both the Government and the contractor must be able to perform certain CM

responsibilities.

4.3.1 Government ResponsIbillttes.

The CM responsibilities required of the Government are accomplished, depending

on where the program Is In the system acquisition life cycle, by the implementing

command and/or the supporting command. The Implementing command (normally

AFSC) transfers the CM responsibility of the program to the supporting command

(normally AFLC), along with all other program responsibilities, at system PMRT.

Besides being responsible for, and providing CM support after system PMRT, the

supporting command should also be active early In the program's development by
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providing Inputs into the initial CM plans and requirements and by helping monitor the

selection and development of Cis during system design.

The implementing command is responsible for ensuring that the CM tasks are

accomplished throughout the development and testing of both hardware and computer

"software CIs. The Individuals in the program office that are held responsible for a

successful CM program are the program manager and the configuration management

directorate personnel.

4.3.1.1 Pro-gram Manager CM Responsibilities. The program manager is ultimately

responsible for establishing and Implementing a CM program that identifies,

documents, and controls the functional and physical characteristics of all hardware and

software CIs. The CM directorate usually provides the functional Inputs that allow the

program manager to make reasonable and deliberate CM decisions.

4.3.1.2 Conflauration Management Directorte Respoasibilities, The CM Directorate

of the program office is responsible for establishing and implementing the detailed

policles and procedures for all Cis under the Program Manager'es direction. Some

specific responsibilities are:

(1) Provide CM tasks and data Item requirements for Incorporation Into the

Request for Proposals (e.g., Statement of Work paragraphs and CDRL forms) and

contracts.

(2) Coordinate CM requirements with the using and supporting activities.

"(3) Review, and approve, contractor developed and contractually required to be

delivered CM Plans. In addition, they should review the internal plans and procedures
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of the contractor, as they r!eate to CM, to insure that the contractor has the ability to

accompiish a successful CM program.

(4) Monitor contractor implementation of contractual CM requiements.

(5) Ensure that functional, allocated, and product configuration Identiflzations of

system hardware and computer software Ckq are correctly documented and base!lned.

(6) Act as the focal point within the program office for centralized specification and

Cl control.

(7) Receive, review, process, and distribute change management proposals (both

engineering changes and contract changes) to the affected agencies and contractors.

(8) Establish a change management/status accounting procedure that is capable

of monitoring the contractor's efforts in the Implementation and incorporation oi

approved changes into the established baseline documents, Into the corresponding

configuration item Identification, and into the system elements (e.g., manuals, support

software) affected by the change.

(9) Manage the process that controls engineering changes to baseUned documents

and CIs.

(10) Maintain currency of CCB orders.

(11) Provide a secretariat, for the program office CCB, who is responsible for

recording and reporting all results.

(12) Ensure that the system level configuration status accounting information Is

maintained and that the information Is readily available in an understandable format.

(13) Plan and conduct configuration audits jointly with the contractor(s).

(14) Prepare the CM portion of the PMRT package for transfer to the supporting

command.
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4.3.2 Contractor Responsibilities.

The contractor CM responsibilities are tailored to each contract. They will vary a

great deal depending on the size and complexity of the development task. Some of
I

the basic CM tasks Imposed on a contractor include:

(1) Preparing internal CM directive, procedures, and plans that document their

responsibilities and procedures for implementing CM on both hardware and computer

software Cis. Depending on the size of the program (and almost always required for

major weapon systems) the contractor may be required to submit its CM Plan to the

Government for concurrence/approval.

(2) Document the design considerations for each CVCSCI In its development,

requirements, and product specification. With these specifications, define and

establish the appropriate baselines (i.e., allocated and product).

(3) Assign or obtain identification numbers (see Section 5.3) for all Cis, the

documentation, and appropriate component parts.

(4) Maintain the master copies of all specifications, drawings, computer software

listings, and other technical documents required to Identify the system and the

CI/CSCIs.

(5) Develop a process by which required change management proposal

documents are adequately coordinated to assure completeness of the content prior to

their release to the Government. If the proposed change Is accepted by the

Government then the contractor's process must be ready to trace the approved
.4

"change through its Implementation and incorporation into the baselined technical

documents (e.g., drawings, specifications, computer software listings) and other

affected system elements.
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(6) Establish an internal configuration control system for non-basellned documents,

hardware, and computer software during the development and qualification testing of

each CI/CSCI.

(7) Develop a configuration status accounting process (usually In the form of a

management information system) that Is capable of recording, maintaining, and

reporting the outputs associated with the other three CM functions.

(8) Establish, If required, Interface control working relationships with other

contractors participating In the development of the system or subsystems.

(9) Prepare for, and help the program office conduct, functional and physical

configuration audits (or each CI/CSCI of the system. In addition, for major weapon

systems if there are system-level requirements that can not be verified after the Cl-

level functional configuration audits are completed, then the contractor may also be

requested to prepare and help conduct a functional system audit.

(10) Require subcontractors and vendors to plan and implement CM measures

and monitor the implementation of these plans and measures. Also, conduct any

necessary audits of subcontractors and/or vendor supplied Items, and provide a

change process to maintain control of these developing designs.
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5. CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION

The underlying requirements for the application of configuration management by

the program office are: (1) to adequately define/identify the system design so that It

addresses both the performance and the logistics support of the system/items being

-4 developed, and (2) to facilitate the continued logistics supportability of the system/items

in operational use as changes are made throughout their operational life. As such, the

system and Its parts must be Identified and defined In both functional and physical

terms. The CM process that performs these tasks of Identifying and defining the

system and Its parts Is called configuration Identification.

Configuration identification provides the means by which the performance,

qualification, fabrication, and acceptance requirements associated with the product

under development are progressively defined, documented, and placed under control.

Using the appropriate technical documents (Inclu-ding specifications, drawings,

computer software listings, and parts lists), the configuration Identification process

establishes baselines which contractually define progressively more detailed

descriptions of the functional and physical characteristics of the Items being bought.

These CM activities are accomplished against the overall system and against those

parts of the system which have been Identified as configuration items. The

configuration Identification process also helps the program manager to measure the

contractor's progress by providing the basis for comparing the evolving design to the

.4 stated operational requirements of the desired system/item which were previously

stated by the Government. The contractual baselines (discussed in paragraph 5.2) are

"&" established at points in the program where It is deemed necessary to provide a

definable and manageable departure point for the development and production of the
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system or item. The baseline, plus any approved changes to it, constitutes the current

contractually binding configuration identification (that is the technical definition of what

the Government expects the system/item to accomplish).

To provide further insight Into the CM process of configuration Identification, this

section will begin by discussing the role of configuration items (Cis) within the systems

engineering/design processes, criteria for their selection, and the results the program

office can obtain from their Cis. Then, the concept of baseline management, and the

various baselines used, will be discussed to show how they relate to configuration

identification. Next, the various types of technical documentation that may be

encountered during a program's acquisition life cycle will be examined. Finally, after

the documents have been identified, this section will outline the Idea of identification

numbering and how the various Items and documents are numbered for simpler

identification.

5.1 Conflguration Items.

As the development of the system proceeds, and the design is Iterated, a better

understanding of the system and its functions evolves, resulting In the breaking down

of the stated operational requirements Into functions that can be assigned to system

elements. As a part of the systems engineering process begun In the concept

exploration/definition phase of the system acquisition life cycle, elements of the

proposed system are Identified, requirements (or functions) are allocated to these

elements, and trade-off analyses are performed to optimize the system functional

approach as a whole. Figure 4 shows a sample of a functional breakdown (not to be

considered all inclusive) of a product Into various levels:
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Figure 4: System Breakdown
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1. System Level: This Is a composite of all the items (e.g., air-to-air missile or air-

to-ground missile), assemblies, and support elements capable of performing or

supporting the operational requirement. The complete system includes the equipment.

computer software, related facilities, material, supply system, trainers, and personnel

required for its operation. The system is considered a self-sufficient item in its

Intended operational and/or support environment. This system-level item Is defined to

the program office by HO USAF through its Issuance of the Program Management

Directive. Development of a system may be accomplished by a single contractor or it

may be accomplished by several contractors working on separate portions of the

system.

2. Top-Level Cl or System Segment Level: These top-level functional elements of

the system are discrete packages of system performance requirements, functional

Interfaces, and configuration Items separately contracted to one contractor or assigned

to one Government organization, which Is then responsible to the procuring activity for

that segment of the system's performance. This level may be used when the

development of major portions of the system (which are essentbally systems In

themselves) are separately contracted by the program office with more than one

contractor. In addition, this level may be used when a system is acquired on an

Incremental or evolutonary basis or when an existing system is to be given a major

additional capability via a modification. In most cases, however, the system segment

(and the related System Segment Speclfication' is not necessary; these top-level

functions would normally be documente<. as Cis in Prime Rtem (see paragraph

5.3.1.2.1) Specifications. The system segment may consist of one or moro

subsystems. For example, as shown in Figure 4, it the program office were developkng
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a surface-to-air missile, then the system might be divided Into two system segments.

One segment might be the missile and the other the launcher system.

3. Configuration Item Level: This level (which is often several levels) of the

system breakdown Includes all hardware and computer software functional elements

Sand subelements which are Identified as requiring additional developmental of logistics
,4

definition and visibility, that Is, as Cis. These CIs should be capable of some

independent operation that satisfies an end use function. The hardware Cis include

those visible parts of the system required to accomplish or support the mission (e.g.,

the engine, support equipment, mission computer, and warhead), while the computer

software units would be those instructions and definitions required for the computer to

perform some computational or control function to accomplish or support the mission.

For a system under development, the contractor (system engineering) recommends

elements as CIs; the program office is responsible for final selection of the CIs (both

hardware and computer software) for the program. For each configuration item, there

may be two adctlonal levels of assembly which are encountered.

4a. Major Assembly Level: This level is comprised of units (each of which is

comprised of a number of parts and subassemnbles) that when j-ined together perform

a spelflc function. It should be pointed out that, for any system, a Cl may also be a

major assembly for some other Cl (and the same is tnue for CSCIs). That ýs. any

CI/CSCI may be a subetement of some other hIgher-level CVCSCI. This level of

assembly Is defined by the contractor and presented to the program office for their

-oncurnence. In the example of Figure 4. the configuration item-level engine is

separated into two (probably more in a trun system breakdown) major assenmbies: the

shaft (all moving parts) and the static structure (all non-moving parts),
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4b. Computer Software Component (CSC) Level: These are functionally or

logically distinct parts of a CSCI that are distinguished as separate for purposes of

convenience in designing and specifying a complex CSCI as an assembly of

subordinate elements or subprograms. These parts of the CSCI are defined and

designated by the contractor and may be composed by other CSCs or computer

software units.

5a. Subassembly Level: Items at this level are made up by two or more parts

(pieces joined together which can not normally be disassembled without their

destruction), which form a replaceable portion of the major assembly. These

subassemblies are defined by the contractor and presented to the program office for

concurrence. In Figure 4, the subassembly items of the shaft are the bearing, turbine,

and rotor.

5b. Computer Software Unit (CSU) Level: This is the lowest compliable element

of a computer sottware progrim. CSUs are the actual physical entltes Implemented In

code and are separately testable. The CSUs are also defined and designated by the

contractor.

Remember, the breakdown shown Is only an example of how this particular

system/program could be partitioned. Any other program could be broken down with

completely different results depending on the tecnnological or other programmatic rsks

that may have to be addressed. For those Wadvanced" technologica! programs, there

may be other levels insertod between those levels shown in Figure 4. However, It is

Important to remember that CM activities are accomp!ished at the CI level.
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5.1.1 Concept of Cis.

Cls are those parts of the system on which the principles of CM are applied. That

Is, for each Cl: (1) there will be a separate development (requirements) and product
*1

specification generated, (2) there will be separate design reviews and configuration

audits, (3) for engineering changes which affect more than one Cl, a separate

Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) package Is required for each Cl affected, and (4)

status accounting Information Is tracked against each Cl. Regardless of program size,

for each new hardware or computer software item being developed under a separate

contract, there must be at least one CI designated. Major functional elements of this

new design that Incorporate a new technology, or are critical tc the successful

performance of the overall system, are generally designated as a CIs.

As a part of the systems acquisition process, the segmenting of the system Into CIs

enhances the effectiveness of the monitoring of critical hardware/software item

development, allows the program office to separately define performance and test

requirements for these significant Items, and provides for a manageable span of

technical control. When the system enters Its operational phase, the documentation

and records kept for the Cis during their development provides the basis for adequate

and effective management and support of the system. Adequate quality

documentation will be available to allow for evaluation of proposed changes to sysiem

capabUilties; it will provide sufficient information to allow for competitive reprocurement

of needed parts, thereby ensuring lower cost of loglstics support; and It will allow the

supporting and using agencies to maintain traceability of all critical pieces of that

system. However, all these advantages obtained through the use of Cis are offset by

the cost associated with the development of this documentation for each configuration
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item and the cost of the management activities for each Cl. Therefore, only those

system elements which really need this additional documentation and management

emphasis should be selected as Cis.

5.1.2 Selection of Cis.

The selection of a hardware or computer software element to be managed as a

configuration item is governed by the requirement for separate control (by the

Government) of the item's inherent characteristics or control of its interfaces with any

other configuration item. If the Cl's inherent characteristics and Interfaces are not

separately controlled with Its own documentation, these same characteristics and

Interfaces are still defined and controlled in a less definitive sense at the next higher-

level CI or system. The selection is also dependent on the need to provide more

management effort toward, and more detailed visibility into, the design for a specific

item. The Initial selection of those items recommended to be considered as Cis Is

most often performed by the contractor. However, the final approval Is usually

performed by the program manager using Inputs from the engineers, project manager,

configuration manager, and a representative of the AFLC System Manager. The

program manager must weigh the benefits obtained from selecting an item as a

separate Cl versus the additional costs associated with obtaining the separate

documentation and control over the Item of Interest.

When deciding whether an Item should, or should not, be included as a CI during

system design, the program office must consider the use of the Item during both its

development and its later operation. From a developmental standpoint, the status of

being a CI would ensure that the performance capabilities of the item were monitored

and reviewed during its design; the selection provides technical definition (contract)
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and managerial oversight (verification) that the program office needs in developing the

system as Cis. Technical considerations would include determining if the item is being

developed using a new risky technology; if the failure of the item in operation would

significantly impact system security or the accomplishment of the mission; or if there

* were a risk of performance failure. The managerial considerations would Include

determining if there are technically and functionally (i.e. training, mission, test)

dissimilar elements of the system which could be better managed as a separate entity;

whether the system or Items are so large and complex that It is better to separate them

into separate entities of more manageable proportions; If there is a schedule risk (the

likelihood of major slips In the program schedule due to developmental problems)

associated with a particular item of the system; or If problems during development

could cause significant financial impacts/overruns on the program. These technical

and managerial considerations, If applied judiciously, will provide a manageable span

of technical control on the system and Its parts during development while minimizing

the costs of the documentation and management activities.

When trying to identify those elements which should be broken out as separate Cis

late In full-scale development or In the production phase, there are support and

competitive reprocurement considerations that the program office should weigh In

selecting subelements of the system as Cis. Support considerations would Include

determining whether. (1) different agencies (or different locations) have responsibility

for maintaining major elements of the system which have not already been

documented as Cis and the need for separable documentation to manage them, or (2)

whether the support concept being used for the item requires separate documentation

to be available (primarily for computer software) so that It can be managed by a
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designated site, Air Logistics Center, or operating command. The judicious selection

of additional elements as Cis can significantly lower the cost of its logistics support and

simplify the traceability of critical components. The final area that the program office

.should weigh while selecting subelements of the system as Cis is whether the Item will

be competitively reprocured. Unlike the first three areas of consideration, this last area

should not, by Itself, Identify Items as Cis. However, If the Item Is considered complex

and is also known (or later determined) to have to undergo competitive reprocurement,

then It may be selected as a CI. Selection of an Item as a Cl for competitive

reprocurement ensures that there will be adequate separate documentation to define

the Item's performance requirements and design detail and acceptance tests to verify

and validate the item produced and delivered.

5.1.2.1 Selecting Too Many Cis. If the program selects too many CIs for the product

under development, the visibility and management will be hampered rather than

Improved. There will be an Increased administrative burden In the engineering change

process, since a separate ECP package Is required for each Cl affected by the

change. Developmental time Is likely to Increase, and the costs associated with the

specifications (and related documentation) and with the design reviews and

configuration audits are likely to "skyrocketo. Finally, maintaining coordination of all the

paper work being generated will be extremely difficult With so many Cis, there will be

an Increase in the complexity of the Interface requirements which must be coordinated

among the different items under development.

5.1.2.2 Selecting Too Few Cis, On the other hand, if the program does not select
b

enough Cis, there may be difficulties both with monitoring the development of the
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system and with system logistics and maintenance. During development,

specifications for these very large Cis will be quite voluminous and difficult to work with

(e.g., How much of the reliability requirement applies to this Cl element?), and the

system technical reviews will be muddled affairs addressing large numbers of

unrelated functional elements unless they are performed incrementally (on Cl

candidates).

During deployment and operational support, maintenance personnel will have more

difficulty controlling the design and tracking the location of individual remove or replace

Items if these items are documented and controlled as a part of a larger subsystem-

level Cl. Because of this, the Identity of that portion of the larger subsystem-level Cl

affected by the maintenance actions may not be traceable.

5.1.2.3 Cl Selection Checklist. The program manager, configuration manager, and

system engineers need to Insure that they have enough Cis to facilitate the

development, production, and support of a system without selecting too many. As can

be seen by the previous two paragraphs, that selection of the correct number of Cis Is

a not easy. One way to assist these managers is to use the following questions

(obtained from MIL-STD-483). If the answers to two of these questions are NO, then

the Item under consideration should probably not be a Cl. If on the other hand, most

of the answers are )ES, then the item should probably be considered/selected as a Ci.

However, In all cases the program and configuration managers must use good

"Judgement often basing their decision on other factors such as their past experience.

These questions are only one tool to help make CI selections. Even though they may

"indicate a NO decision for a particular element of the overall system, some other
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consideration may dictate that it should be a CI anyway. However, the following

questions provide a good starting point:

1. is the item a safety concern, and/or Is it a critical high risk item?

2. For hardware Items, is it readily Identifiable with respect to size, shape, and

weight?

3. Is the design of the item (hardware or software) being newly developed?

4. Is the design of the Item incorporating new technoloqy?

5. Will the item have any Interface with either hardwar'e or software being

developed under another contract?

6, Will the item Interface, with respect to form, fit, or function, with other Cis whose

configuration is being controlled by other Government or contractor entities?

7. Will there be a requirement to know the exact configuration and the status of

any changes to the Item during its pro~c.ression through the system life cycle?

5.1.3 Benefits of Cl Selection.

Once the decision has been made to select certain Items as Cis, what benefits can

the program office expect to see from the increased cost, schedule, and performance

required of the item'3 contrqctor? Basicaily, the benefits of making an Item a Cl are

found In the -separate speciftcatloe.s (focused requirements documentation) and In the

progression c. technical reviews -and mantsgement events that are required for each CI.

While sep•ate documentation (primarily specifications) Is required for all Cis, the

technlcai reviews and configuration audits can sometimes be tailored for a Cl to

combin. It with the reviews and audits for other Cis, thus saving the program office

some cost, sched:iiA, and manpower requirements. If such tailoring is desirable. it
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should be defined In a contractual document (e.g., Statement of Wort, Configuration

Management Plan, etc., [see Section 9]).

5.1.3.1 Documentation Benefits. The following are some of the documentation

benefits that may be realized with the selection of an Item as a Cl.

.4 1. Formal preparation of a discrete (hardware Cl] development or [computer

software CI] requirements specification and a companion product specification. A

discrete package of detail design documentation for the Cl (including drawings, source

codes, or parts lists).

2. Discrete configuration Item Identifiers (Including a nomenclature), separate

nameplates, and separate Identification Indexes to trace the history of the configuration

item Identification.

3. Separate ECP documents for proposed changes affecting each Cl.

4. Preparation of separate operator and user manuals.

5. Accurate recording/tracking of status accounting Information for each of the Cl.

5.1.3.2 Management Event Benefits.

The following are some of the management event benefits that may be realized

with the selection of an Item as a Cl.

1. Individual item qualification testing, design review activities during development.

and physical and functional audits at the conclusion of development

2. Providing traceability of detailed design.

"3. Separate ECP preparation, review, disapproval or approval, and negotiation

form Implementation and Incorporation.
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4. Government change control decisions concerning the baselined configuration

Identification of the Cl.

5.2 Baseline Manaaement.

With items identified as Cis, the principles of CM can be applied. These principles

are applied throughout the system development cycle at the Cl level. Figure 5 shows

the activities Involved in the configuration management processes of configuration

identification, technical reviews, and configuration audits (the reviews and audits are

discussed In Section 6) as the system undergoes Its development. Normally after

completion of an appropriate technical review or configuration audit, the appropriate

configuration Identification documents for a 01 or system are baselined to provide a

full, contractually-binding technical description of the functional and physical

characteristics of the Item. After these documents have been baselined, all approved

changes to them will require full documentation (in the form of engineering change

proposals [see paragraph 7.1.1.2]), program office approval, and contractual

incorporaUon. Thus, baseline management Is an important aspect of the configuration

Identification process and Is central to the configuration management process. It

provides the tie" between the configuration Identification and change management

(configuration control) processes.

Baseline management ensures the timely Incorporation of the appropriate kind and

detail of requirements into the contract to provide a record of the contractor's progress,

a departure point for further design or development, and a basis for determining the

contractor's compliance with Government requirements. As shown In Figure 5, for all

large programs, three baselines are normally employed during the system acquisition "

Ufe cycle. These three baselines are called the functional, allocated, and product
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baselines. Briefly, the functional baseline documents the system performance and

design requirements; the allocated baseline documents the flow down of these

performsnce and design requirements to each Cl; and the product baseline documents

the detailed design to which each Cl must be built. While there are normal times In

the system acquisition life cycle when the baselines are expected to be established,

the baselines may be established at any point In the system development process

where it becomes necessary to define a formal departure point for control of future

changes In both the performance and tho detail design of the Cl involved. As the

contractor progresses with the design and development of each CV, the baselines are

used to provide an Increasing detailed contractual definition of the performance and of

the detail design of the system hardware and computer software Items.

A major assumption of the baseline management concept Is that the contractor and

Government can agree on an Initial statemeni of performance requirements, Once this

Initial baseline is established, any changes to these requirements must be

documented, priced, reviewed, and, if deemed appropriate, approved.

Since configuration management Is oriented towards the concept of change

management, the use of three separate baselines during the design process allows the

contractor, during the early stages of development, to have considerable flexibility to

make detail design changes without Government approval. As development

progresses, some of this detail design flexibility Is lost until, after successful completion

of the physical configuration audit, the product (detail design) baseline Is established

and all detail design changes require Government approval. This is accomplished by

ensuring that the Item is documented In progressively greater detail as it progresses

through development. After it has been basellned, the contractor may investigate
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changes to the basellned design until all related impacts have been Identified and

documented. At that point, the contractor provides the change documentation which

reports these changes to the program office for approval. If approved, the changes are

Incorporated to update the configuration identification. Thus. at any point, the approved

(contractually binding) configuration of an Item is identified in Its baseline and all

approved changes from that baseline.

Due to the fact that, during its development, a OSCI is easily changed, the

contractor will normally employ a Developmental Configuration, after the CSCI

allocated baseline Is established to Internally control the CSCI design documentation

as It is developed. This "pseudo" fourth baseline (see Figure 5), Is Internally

establishea by the contractor on each CSCI and is used to describe the evolving

configuration of the CSCI design as it Is developed, and to maintain Internal control of

the CSCI design as It progresses between Its allocated and product baselines. The

program office's configuration manager and systems engineers need to be aware of

the contractor's Developmental Configuration and use It to rninitor the evolvirng design

of the CSCI.

5.2.1 Functional Baseline.

This Is the first baseline established during the development and acqulsltlor1 of a

system. The functional baseline Is required for all systems and defines the f"c,.nai

characteristics and related verification requiremen-ts for the system. The f..-,.

"characteristics defined include the overall performance. Interface, and oF;;sW'•el

requirements; the design constraints; the personnel and training constraints; and the

"&. logistics support constraints for the system. These functional requirements and

constraints, along with a few detailed physical interfaces, are usually contained in a
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single system specification that comprises the contractual technical definition of the

system capabilities. As noted in Figure 5, the authentication (approval) of this Type A

(System/System Segment) Specification constitutes the establishment of the functional

baseline and should normally occur early in the concept demonstration, validation

phase after the System Requirements Review and not later than the completion of the

System Design Review. Once agreed upon, the functional baseline provides the

contractually binding technical basis for the development process of the system. When

these system level requirements have been coordinated and approved, the program

may then proceed to Identify the critical elements (Cis) which will then be Identified in

separate, lower-lavel specifications to technically define the next baseline.

5.2.1.1 Funct.ional Con'uratton fdentiflcto.n. The definition of a baseline

characterizes it as an uncharging picture of the contractual technical requirements

when It was zs-itabllshed; the current %baseln," is found in the approved configura.on

identification. The approved functional configuration Identification Is the functional

baseline plus any approved changes from the b~aseline and serves throughout the

systam's acquisition life cyc-ke as the current contraitual description of the system's

required functional cha•ractedstics.

5.2.2 8Alocated Baseline.

Once the tnp-level system functionaJ requirements have been generated, the

cortractoc begins woeddig oc, t ie development of the specifications for each of •ie CIs.

(Often, the process of fmirlizlg the System Specification and of identitying Cis and

preparii,, ittidal diaft specfIcaItioas for thosa Cis %,Vi overtap.) An aicrcatec base•no iS
46

established for aach Cl 'more comnpetely define and documenit the functional
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characteristics of that, configuration Item as a part of the overall system or higher-level

CI. The specification used to establish the allocated baseline defines the Interfaces

that must exist between the C1 and other systems or Cis. Q• specifies the performance

characteristics and design constraints that pertain to this specific C1 as a part of the

system, Including the verifications which n ist be performed to show compliance to the

performance characteristics.

For haraware Cls, the allocated baseline is normally established after the System

Design Review (SDR) but no later than the Preliminary Design Review (POR). For

cotputer software Cis, the allocated baseline Is normally establlished at the completion

of the Software Specification Review (SSR), but it may be delayed until after the PDR

for the CSCI. This basellno is established by the authentication of Type B

(Development (for hardware CIs) and Software and Interf-a*ce Requirements (for

computer software Cls)j Specifications. The technical contract established with the

allocated baseline provides the basis for the contractor to proceed Into detailed design,

development, building of test priototypes. and testing oi the Cl.

Computer software Cis establish their allocated baseline based on a software

requirements analysis which defines and anatyzes the functional, performance,

Interface, and quatification requirements for each CSCI. These requiremetits are

derived from the functional baseline established when the System Specification or

SysteOWSystem Segment Specification was authonticated and contractually

inoorporated. Primarily, as far as software Is concerned, the contracto" Is assuring that

the characteristics of the computer system within tie overall system requirements are

described. The task•s associated %,'ith the Software Requirements Analysis are

discussed in DOD-STD-2167. However. tN documents which are produced that
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establish the allocated baseline for the OSCI Include the Software Requirements

Specification and possibly the Interface Requirements Specification.

5.2.2.1 Allocated Configuration Identification. The allocated baseline plus any
Ell,.

approved changes from this baseline constitute the approved allocated configuration

Identification (ACI). The ACI serves throughout the Ci's life cycle as the current

contractual description of the configuration item's required functional characteristics

and is used to govern the development of the selected Cis.

5.2.3 Product Baseline.

After the contractor completes the design and testing of each CI/CSCI and

succesifully demonstrates that the CI/CSCI meets the previously stated technical

requirements, the contractor finalizes the product specification and the associated

detail design documentation (e.g., drawings, parts lists, source code) that will be used

to establish the product baseline. However, the product baseline specifies more than

just the physical design of the subsystem/Cl; It also prescribes the required

performance characteristics that should be tested during production and the

acceptance tests to verify these characteristics. For computer software Cis, the

product specification will Include the updated Software Design Document and the

listing of the source code from the end of formal qualification testing. The product

baseline Is normally establ!shed with the completion of the physical configuration audit;

It normally Includes Type C (Product) Specifications and may also include Types D

(Process) and E (Material) Specifications.

5.2.3.1 Product Configuration Identification. The product baseline plus any approved

changes from this baseline constitutes the approved product conflgurationi identification
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(PCI). The PCI serves throughout the Ci's system acquisition life cycle as the current

contractual descdption of Its required detail design charactenstics.

J, 5.2.4 Developmental Configquration.

As shown In Figure 5 for each computer software Cl (CSCI) after its allocated

baseline has been established and prior to establishment of Its product baseline, the

contractor is required to internally control the evolving software design documentation

during software development using the Developmental Configuration. The

Developmental Configuration descdbes the CSCI'u design and consists of

documentation defining the code for the CSCI, Its top-level and lower-level computer

software components (CSCs), and Its computer software units (CSUs). In addition, the

Developmental Configuration also contains the complete and current software code

(source and object) of all OSUs that have been successfully tested and reviewed. The

Developmental Configuration Is normally established at the completion of the computer

software's preliminary design phase (with a successful Preliminary Des,,gn Review) and

Incorporates the Software Design Document(s) (PreUminary Design). The

Developmental Configuration Is continued through the CSCIs software developmental

phases of: (1) detailed design, (2) coding and CSU testing, (3) CSC Integration/

testing, and (4) CSCI testing phases. The activities required In these phases are

described in depth In DOD-STD-2167. The following paragraphs provide a brief

description of the processes on-going during these phases.

5.2.4.1 Preliminary Design. During this phase, the contractor is develop.rig a

preliminary design for each CSCI, allocating the CSCI's requirements from the

Software Requirements SpocLficatlons and associated Interface Requirements
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Specifications to the CSCs, and establishing the design requirements for each CSC.

This Information is documented in the CSCI's Software Design Document. In addition,

if the CSCI must Interface with one or more other hardware or computer software Cis,

then the preliminary design information describing those interfaces is documented in a

preliminary Interface Design Document. Finally, the contractor begins establishing the

test requirements for conducting CSC Integration and testing and identifying the

qualification tests that will be required to show that each CSCI complies with the

requirements listed In the Software Requirements Specification(s).

5.2.4.2 Detailed Design. During this phase, the contractor is developing a modular,

detailed design for each CSCI and is allocating the requirements from each of the

CSCI's computer software components to its computer software units (to include

establishing the design requirements for these CSUs). In addition, If the CSCI

externally Interfaces with one or more other hardware or computer software Cis, then

the detailed design of these Interfaces is also developed. During this detailed design

process, the contractor will be producing the design documentation plus preliminary

test documentation (to include the test rnxuirements, responsibilities, Inputs, expected

outputs, evaluation criteria, and schedula, for CSC Integration/testing, and CSU

testing) ano maituals. After successful completion of the Critical Design Review(s) for

each CSCI, the contractor will incorporate the Software Design Document (Detailed

Design), and, If necessary, an Interface Design Document for the CSCI into its

Devslopmental Configuration.

5.2.4•.3 .ij -a91d S During this phase, the contractor will write

-,xvcu.abie code for each CSU, and then test the code to ensure that the algorithms
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and logic employed are correct and allow the CSU to satisfy Its requirements. These

CSUs are the smallest logical entities which completely describe a single function in

sufficient detail so that Its code can be produced and tested independently of other

CSUs. After each coded CSU Is successfully tested and evaluated, its updated portion

of the Software Design Document, and CSU source and object code listings are

entered into the appropriate Developmental Configuration.

5.2.4.4 CSC Integration and Test. During this phase, the contractor will write the

additional executable code (algorithms and logic) required to Integrate the CSUs that

coomprise each CSC, such that the CSC, when executed, Is able to satisfy Its specified

requirements. In addition, the contractor begins to integrate the CSCs and starts

performing Informal tests at the CSC level. The results of all CSU Integration tests and

all informal CSC Integration tests for each CSCI are presented at a Test Readiness

Review for the CSCI (see paragraph 6.1). For each successfully tested and evaluated

CSC, the contractor will Incorporate itW updated portion of the Software Design

Document, source and object code listings, and any other associated listing into the

CSCI's Developmental Configuration.

5.2.4.5 CSCI Testing, During this phase, the contractor performs formal qualification

tests on each CSCI to show that the CSCI will satisfy the specified requirements In its

Software Requirements (and, If applicable, the Interface Requirements) Specifications.

During the testing, If any problems occur, the contractor must make any necessary

revisions to the Software Design Document and to the affected CSCI, CSC. or CSU

source and object code listings. Upon successful completion of the formal qualification

tests, the contractor must Identify the exact version/revision of each CSCI and
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document this information, along with the source and object codes, In a Version

Description Document. With the results reported, a functional configuration audit is

held for each CSCI to verify Its performance. Following successful completion of the

functional configuration audit, the Software Design Document and the source code

listing for the CSCI are Incorporated Into the CSCI's Software Product Specification,

which after successful completion of a physical configuration audit, Is used to establish

the CSCI's product baseline. When the product baseline is established, the CSCI's

Developmental Configuration Is no longer needed and will cease to exist.

5.2.5 Precedence.

To ensure that the specified requirements and the required functional, physical, and

Interface characteristics for a system are successfully allocated down to the

configuration Items, and that these configuration Items are furthermore designed In the

detail to allow them to meet their prescribed performance characteristics: the

functional, allocated, and product configuration Identifications should be compatible and

consistent. If confilcts between the configuration Identifications (baselines) go

unresolved, the ability of the system to meet the overall stated requirements could be

seriously hampered. The Inability. for any lower subassembly, assembly, or

configuration item, to concisely define Its required functional or performance

characteristics could lead to the failure of the system or system segment. Therefore,

should any such conflicts occur between these configuration Identifications, unless

otherwise specified by the contracting agency through the contract the order of

precedence among the three Is (a) functional, (b) allocated, and (c) product.
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5.3 Configuration Identification Documentation.

The preceding paragraphs described the use of baseline management to

contractually define detailed functional and physical descriptions of the hardware and

software' Cis. However, there has to be a vehicle used to establish these baselines

and to provide a departure point for future development. The configuration

Identification of the system Is the vehicle (documentation) that defines the "current

baseline." To successfully employ baseline management, the program office and

contractors must ensure that all of the needed functional and physical descriptions of

the system or configuration Item that will be used to prescribe the product's

performance and design requirements are Incorporated into the appropriate

configuration Identification documentation, namely, specifications, computer software

listings, and drawings.

5.3.1 Specifications.

Specifications are the principal configuration identification documents prepared to

support the acquisition of Items. They describe the required functional and physical

characteristics of the system and CIs In terms of design details, Interfaces,

performance, and system-related constraints (such as logistics or personnel

constraints). Specifications also delineate all of the verifications required to

demonstrate achievement of the functional, physical, and interface characteristics. The

specifications are generated as a part of the system engineering (design) process. It

"begins with the analysis of the operational requirements listed in the System

Operational Requirements Document (discussed In Section 3), or similar top-level

requirements document, which is used to generate the top-level specification (usually a

system specification) for the program. As further levels of functional analysis are
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completed, the requirements are flowed down from the top-level specification to the

specifications for the lower-level Cis (an example Is shown In Figure 6).

SYSTEM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT

TYPE A - SYSTEM-. sPECIFICATION

TYPE A- SYSTEM
SE(1MENT SPEC

TYPE 01 -
PR:? IIIMITEM

TYE i

T'YPE BZ - TYPE 06 - TPEIME
CRITIAL SOFtWARE PITEM

ITEM IE

TYPE 02b TYPE C5- TP l
ORITIOAL SOFTWARE iPRIMEI

~ITEM

Figure 6: Flow Down of Requirements to Specifications

The following paragraphs discuss the various types of specifications that may be

used as the product goes through the development process. [MIL-STD-490 prescribes

the content and format requirements for the various types of specifications discussed.]

These specifications are prepared to define the requirements that the item must meet.

They are provided as a series of requirement statements which must be written in clear

and simple contractually binding language. They should not contain general

descriptive matter or vague, Indefinite, redundant, or ambiguous requirements. In

addition, specifications should not contain general contractual (taskdng rather than
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technical) requirements including management, procedural, or Statement of Work tasks

(e.g., delivery quantities, schedules, costs, warranty provisions, or disposal

Instructions). The configuration manager is the focal point in the program office

responsible for coordinating the review of the drafts to ensure that the specifications

being developed meet these requirements. This is performed by making sure the
.4

specification(s) is reviewed to: (1) verify that all the required paragraphs are Included;

(2) evaluate the detailed technical content in each functional area, (3) verify the

adequacy of testing specified, including a determination that the testing matrix is

complete, (4) cross check the listing of the referenced documents in Section 2 of the

specification, and (5) ensure format requirements of MIL-STD-490 are met. When the

contents have been verified, the specification is then ready to be approved,

authenr•cated, and baselined at the appropriate time.

5.3.1.1 Type A - System/System Seament Specifications. The System/System

Segment Specification (SSS) specifies the functional, performance, and Interface

requirements for either a system or a segment of a system. The SSS states the

technical and mission requirements for the system/system segment as an entity,

allocates these requirements to functional areas, and defines the Interfaces (internal

and/or external) among the functional areas and with other systems, Additionally, the

SSS specifies the requirements and any constraints for the system In areas such as

computer resources and software; logistics; qtiillty factors (e.g., reliability,

"maintainability); design and construction; and personnel and training that affect the

total system.

The system specification is generated during the concept exploration/definitlon

phase of the system acquisition life cycle. This specification, when baselined.
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establishes the contractual performance requirements for the overall system. Once

baselined, the system specification may be changed/revised via an Engineering

Change Proposal (see paragraph 7.1.1.2) as the requirements and detail design are

further defined, developed, and finalized over the remaining phases of Its acquisition

life cycle,

In addition to the system specification, a system segment specification may be

required when the procurement of a very large system is apportioned among different

program offices and/or different associate contractors. It may also be required when a

system is acquired on an Incremental or evolutionary basis, or where segments of an

existing system are to undergo major modifications, or where a major segment is being

developed to be added to an existing system.

The system, and/or system segment, specifications are used to establish the

functional baseline for a program usually at the end of concept exploration/definition

phase or early in the concept demonstration/validation phase. Once the functional

baseline has been established, the SSS Is maintained current throughout the

development of the system as the overall basis for development and production of the

system configuration Items. The SSS Is normally prepared by the contractor and

authenticated by the Govemment, although the Government often prepares the

preliminary draft system/system segment specification to accompany the Request For

Proposal.

5.3.1.2 Type B - Development Specifications, These specifications are required as a

result of the identification of various Cis and the need to allocate and expand design

requirements from the system level to the Cis. They contain the performance

requirements in the greater detail (than the requirements in the SSS) needed to define
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the expected Cl performance, but they should minimize the amount of specific design

information. In addition to these required performance requirements, the development

specification may also address the external and internal interfaces for the Cl, required

standard (Government furnished equipment) components, logistics support, personnel

and training requirements, and qualification testing desired for the Cl. Each

development specification is used to establish each Cl's allocated baseline, which is

then maintained as a complete statement of all contractual requirements. The

breakdown of a system into its subelements will involve Cis of different degrees of

complexity. More complex Cis are more likely to be subjected to requirements relating

to more different engineering disciplines; so the specification content required by MIL-

STD-490 Is greater for the more complex CIs. To accommodate the variety of Cl

complexities, the development specifications are classified into subtypes. Some of the

characteristics for these sub-types are given In the following paragraphs.

5.3.1.2.1 Tvpe BI - Prime Item. This sub-type is also referred to as a prime Item

development specification (PIDS). The PIDS Is applicable to the highest level, most

complex Items in the system, such as an aircraft, missile, or launcher equipment.

Basically, the PIDS provides a delegation (allocation) of the system-level operational

requirements to the prime Item. The PIDS establishes the requirements and

constraints for performance (manning, operating, maintenance, and logistics support),

design, principal Interfaces (functional and physical), and verification requirements.

-' The functional Interfaces are usually specified In quantitative terms while the physical

interfaces are usually expressed In terms of dimensions with tolerances. it also

"* identifies, and discusses the use of, Government-furnished property to be designed

into, and delivered with, the prime item or to be used with the prime item.
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The Type B1 Specification may be used as the functional baseline for a

development program for a single, small Cl or as part of the allocated baseline where

the Cl covered is part of a larger system development program. The Cis that require a

Type B1 Specification meet the following criteria:

1. The prime item is received or formally accepted by the Government with a

DD Form 250.

2. The item requires qual!ty conformance inspection and/or acceptance tests at the

prime Item level of assembly.

5.3.1.2.2 Type B2 - Critical Item. This sub-type Is referred to as a critical item

development specification (CIDS). The CIDS establishes the performance

requirements, design constraints, and verification requirements for a subsystemi

assembly which is below the level of complexity of a prime item but which, for

technical management reasons (engineering critical) or supportability reasons (logtstics

critical), is selected as requiring separate Identification and control. An item Is

considered engineering critical i4 (a) the technical complexity/risk warrants the

expansion of the Item requirements defined In the higher-level CI specification Into Its

own specification, (b) the rellablilty of the itom will significantly affect the ability of the

system to perform Its overall mission, or (c) the successful performance of the higher-

level prime Item cannot be adequately evaluated without some separate evaluation and

testing of the proposed critical Item. To be considered logistics critical the Item must:

(a) require significant numbers of different repair parts to be purchased to support it or a-

(b) be designated for multiple source reprocurement and require the separate

docunentation in order to support such reprocurement.
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5.3.1.2.3 Type B3 - Non-Complex. This sub-type is used for non-complex items, such

as special tools and work stands, which require documentation of constraints for

development and qualification purposes but which, once development is complete,

need only simple demonstrations and/or comparison with drawings prior to delivery.

As such, the production units of the Item should not require acceptance testing to

verify their performance. Not all non-complex Items need specifications; many can be

adequately developed and manufactured using appropriate engineering drawings.

5.3.1.2.4 Type B4 - Facilty/Ship. This sub-type is called a facility or ship specification

and is used for an Item's development only. The Item Involved would be a facility or

canier vehicle (e.g., a ship, airplane, tank) which is an Integral part of the overall

system. Exampl-as Include the Pave Paws submarine-launched missile detection

system facilities and the Peacekeeper missile system launch control facilities. This

specification establishes the requiremerts and basic constraints, plus the verifications,

Imposed on the development of an architectural and engineering design for an item

that allows It to Integrate the capablUtbes of the major system. The critical interfaces

that must exist between the facility and other system functional elements are also

defined In this specification.

5.3.1.2.5 .Type B5 - Software. These following two subtypes focus on the

requiements for the computer software that Is beingdeslgned as a part of the system

or higher-level hardware Item.

1. Type BSa - Software Requirmments Specification (SRS): The SRS is used to

provide the detailed requirements for each CSCI. The requirements allocated to the

CSCI and expanded In the SRS will provide the basis for the Government to assoss
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whether or not the completed CSCI design works correctly and effectively. The

contractor uses the SRS as the basis for the development and formal verification of the

CSCI.

2. Type B5b - Interface Requirements Specification (IRS). The IRS specifies, in

detail, the requlremernts for one or more external Interfaces that must exist between a

particular CSCI and other hardware and computer software or other systems. These

specified requirements alert the contractor to focus on the design, development, test,

and evaluation of certain Interfaces for the required CSCI. However, Interface

Requirements Specifications are not always required. For most systems Involving

software, Interface requirements should be Included In the SRS, especially in situations

where (a) there are few Interfaces for the CSCI, (b) the Interfaces are simple, or (c)

there Is only one contractor developing the software. However, In situations where (a)

there are numerous external Interfaces for the CSC1, (b) the interfaces are complex in

nature, or (c) there Is more than one contractor responsible for the development of the

system software, an IRS may be required. The contractor uses the IRS as a basis for

the development of these Interface(s). The Government uses It to assess whether or

not the required Inter•aces have been achieved.

5.3.1.3 Type C -Produt Specfications. These spe fications are also used (like the

Type B Specifications) for Cis below the sysAem level. They are usually compwnions to

the Type B Specification for the CLICSCI. Most lype C Specifications are uriented

toward the procurement of a product and normally define Its physical, fabrication, and

detailed design requirements. The product fabrication specification prescribes the

detailed description of the parts and assemblies of the Cl, using its arawings and pasts

list. and the acceptance tests and Inspections required to assure proper fabrication and
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assembly techniques. For software Cis, the product specifications include design

document(s) and the corresponding source code to define the detailed design. Some

Typa C Specifications are oriented towarn just prescribing functional requirements; in

that case, the specification covers the form, fit, and function of the product (external

dimensions and detailed performance requirements) for Its intended use, qualification
S4

and acceptance tests, and, where appropriate (prime items only) Its Interface and

interchangeability characteristics. The following paragraphs discuss the various sub-

types of the product specification.

5.3.1.3.1 Type Q1 - Prime Item. These are the prime Item product specifications

applicable to those CIs that meet the criteria for prime Items as discussed In paragraph

5,3.1.2.1. The Type C1 Specifications may be prepared eith-er as a product function

(performance-oriented) or fabrication (detailed design) specification depending upon

the procurement conditions.

1. The Type CAa, prime item product function specification, establishes the

performance, manufacture, Interface (functional and physical), and interchangeability

requirements and the qualification and acceptance rnvslons for the prime item. This

sub-type specification Is used when definition and control of the specific internal design

of the Item Is not critical, and when training and logistics considerations are considered

unhnportant (Nomally, the item will be thrown away or repalred by other than

Departnent of Defense personnel.)

"2. The Type Cl b, prime item product fabrication specification, establishes the

requirements for the manufacture and acceptance of prime items whose basic

peiforwance requirements are defined in a related Prime Item Development

Specification. This sub-type of specification is prepared for tie procurement of pWime
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items when: (a) control of a detailed design disclosure package is needed, (b) the

interchangeability of lower level components and parts needs to be controlled, and (c)

maintenance by, and training of, DOD personnel is expected to be a part of the prime

ite.m's operational employment. It must also contain and/or reference all drawings and

documentation required to completely describe the specific design.

5.3.1.3.2 Type C2 - Critical Item. This sub-type includes the critical item product

specifications that are applicable to those engineering or logistic critical CIs that meet

the criteria of critical items discussed In paragraph 5.3.1.2.2. The Type C2

Specifications may be prepared either as a product function (performance-oriented) or

fabrication (detailed design) specification depending upon the procurement conditions.

1. The Type C2a, critical item product function specification, establishes the

performance and manufacture requirements and the qualification/acceptance

provisions for the critical Item. It provides only a form, ift, and function description of

the Cl. It U used when the performance characteristics are of more concern than part

interchangeability or control over the details of the design.

2. The Type C2b, critical Item product fabrication specification, establishes the

requirements for the manufacture and acceptance of a critical Item whoý,' hasic

performance requirements are defined in a related CIDS. This type of specification Is

used when a detailed design disclosure needs to be available or where It Is considered

that adequate performance can be achieved only by adhering to deta~Ied drawings and

processes. ,.

5.3.1.3.3 Type C3 - Non-Complex Item Froduct Fabrication. Thlt. sub-type applies to

those Cls which meet the criteda for non-complex Items discussed in paragraph
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5.3.1.2.3. It establishes the requirements for the manufacture and Government

acceptance of non-complex Items whose performance requirements are defined in a

related non-complex item development specification. Normally, it is used to define the

detail design of a product that will be accepted simply by inspecting it against the

drawings.

5.3.1.3.4 Type C4 - Inventory Item. This sub-type Is used to specify the requirements

for inventory items that are available in the Government inventury (e.g., tools,

computers, computer programs, and installed equipment) and are to be Incorporated In

the computer software CIs and prime Item Cis of the system. The Inventory Item

specification Is used to stabilize the configuration of Inventory items on the basis of

current capabilities nf the item and the requirements for the specific application. This

specification includes: (a) specific identification of each of the key pieces of

Government-furnished equipment Including a reference to Its military specification, (b)

the general requirements for all of these Items, and (c) a separate appendix for each

Item that lists Its critical performance and Interface requirements. When appropriate, It

will also specify any additional (or relaxed) requirements that may be related to the use

of the Item for this application. Usually, a single Inventory Item specification Is

sufficlent. However, when large numbers of Items are involved or when associate

"contractors are Involved, a separate Inventory Item specification may be prepared, as

required, for each system segment or prime Item in which Inventory Items are to be

Installed.

5.3.1.3.5 Type C5 - Software. This is the Software Product Specification (SPS) and Is

applicable to the delivered, as built, CSCI. The SPS Includes the design documents
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and source code listings for a CSCI. Until the product baseline Is established, these

contents of the SPS are contained in the contractor's Developmental Configuration for

the CSCI. Upon successful completion of the CSCi's physical configuration audit, the

product baseline is established and the SPS is finalized to include the final up-dated

versions of the following documents:

1. Software Design Document (SDD): The SDD describes the structure and

organization of a particular CSCI. it documents the allocation of the CSCI

requirements specified In the Software Requirements Specification and, if applicable,

the Interface Requirements Specification(s) down to the computer software

components and from these CSCs to their associate computer software units. The

SDD also defines the interface, data, and processing characteristics for the CSCI to its

CSCs and to the CSUs. Any engineering information (design rationale, results of

analyses, trade-off studies, or any other Information deemed appropriate) that was

generated during the preliminary and detail design process of the CSCI may also be

Incorporated Into the SDD.

2. Interface Design Document (IODD): When applicable (when one or more CSCI

interfaces exist In the system and require an IRS), the IDD describes the detailed

design of the external Interfaces between the CSCI and other CSCIs and hardware

Cis. The IDD documents the details of the information that is passed via the Interfaces

and reflects the results of the interface design decisions.

5.3.1.4 Type D - Process Spe~lflcatlons. This specification Is used to define the

details of a peculiar treatment or process (e.g., one developed specifically for this

system like a heat treatment) that is critical to the manufacture of the system.

Normally, the contractor's processes are controlled through their citation on the
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controlled drawings, and a Type D Specification is not required. If needed, the Type D

Specification usually defines the complete step-by-step procedure used by the

manufacturer in order to assure that a satisfactory result is achieved. Normally, the

process specification is incorporated into the product baseline, but it may also be

prepared to control the development of a process as a part of the allocated baseline.

5.3.1.5 Type E - Material Specifications. This specification Is used to define the

details of the raw materials (e.g., chemical compounds) and mixtures (e.g., propellants,

paints, cleaning agents) that are critical to the fabrication of the system. It Identifies

the actual minimum functional, physical, chemical, electrical, and/or mechanical

requirements of the material. The requirements are specified In sufficient detail to

allow reproduction of the material without having to use or consult the original

manufacturer. Normally, the material specification is Incorporated into the product

baseline, but It may also be prepared to control the development of the materials and

mixtures used in the manufacture of the item as a part of the allocated baseline.

5.3.1.6 Two-Part Scfications. For most Cis, both a development and a product

specification will be prepared and authenticated, While they may be controlled and

maintained as separate specifications, the program office may opt to combine both as

a single specification document. Under this practice, the development portion of the

combined specification Is referred to as Part I while the product fabrication portion is

referred to as Part II, Under this concept Plait I of the specification is written,

"reviewed, approved, and authenticated as a separate specification. The Pail II portion

of the specification Is Initially written and reviewed In draft form as a separate

document, but it will have the same specification number as the Part I portion. When
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this Part II portion is finally approved and authenticated, it is combined with the Part I

portion, and they are bound together and controlled as a single specification. Using

this practice, the performance requirements in Part I are maintained throughout the life
A

cycle as current contractual requirements that must be achieved by the product design

specified in Part II. Thus, any proposed design changes must be evaluated against

both the product fabrication and the development parts of the specification. The use of

a two-part specification Is not applicable when using a product function specification,

but they may be used with computer software specifications.

5.3.1.7 Forms of Specifications. Program specifications will be prepared In

accordance with the requirements of MIL-STD-490 to the degree required by one of

the following forms, as specified In the Contract Data Requirements Ust in the contract.

5.3.1.7.1 Form 1. This form provides Speificatitns to Mllltt StaSndards. Under this

concept, the program specifications are required either to conform exactly to MIL-STD-

490 (called Form 1 a) In all details, Including paragraph numbers and paragraph titles,

or they must conform to most of the requirements In MIL-STD-490 (called Form 1 b)

with regards to section numbers and titles (specification content), but not with specific

paragraph sequencing, numbering, or titOng, Most program specifications, particularly

tMose which may be used for future competitive reprocurement, are ordered Form I a

or Form 1 b.

5.3.1.7.2 Form 2. This form provides Specifications to Commercial Praýttces with

Supiptlemental Military Requirements. This form requires the contractor to comply with

technical society standards, normal Industry standards, or MIL-STO-490. In addition,

specifications of this form should meet, at a minimum, the following requirements:
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S1. It should specify sufficient requirements to assure ease of procurem ent and

delivery of like materials, products, and services using the specification.

2. It should specify sufficient qualification and acceptance test requirements to

assure conformity of the item to the specified requirements.

3. It should include a cross-reference between Government standards and industry

or contractor standards when the latter are cited in the specification. [At this writing,

MIL-STD-490 Is in the final stages of revision; as it incorporates the Form

requirements, It Is likely that only Form 1 a, Form 1 b, and Form 3 (redesignated Form

2) will remain.]

5.3.1.7.3 ,Form 3 This form provides Specifications to Commercial Practices. This

form allows the contractors to prepare the specifications in their own format using their

normal practices.

5.3.2 Drawin-gs.

Another major category of the technical documentation that constitutes a part of an

Item's configuration Identification is engineering drawings. The types of drawings

required for a Cl's complete identification, and the amount of detail information they

must contain, depends upon the complexity and sophistication of the design. For older

programs which were developed using military specification DOD-D-1000 (Drawings,

Engineering, and Associated Usts), there are three Levels of drawings that inay be

used for a part/item, depending upon what function the drawing will be asked to

"perforn In the future. These Level designators for the drawings allows for, and

coincides with, the progression of the design through the demonstration/validation, full-

scale development, and production phases of Its acquisition life cycle. For newer
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programs, specification MIL-T-31000 (Technical Data Packages, General Specifications

For) provides for three basic drawing options (conceptual design, developmental

design, and product) which are very similar to the three Levels of drawings.

5.3.2.1 Level 1, Conceptual and Developmental Design [DOD-D-10001. Drawings at

this Level provide basic design Information in either the conceptual design or the

developmental design for an item. To reduce technical uncertainty in the conceptual

design of an item, this Level of drawing allows for the evaluation of the feasibility of an

engineering concept or technology and for the evaluation of the utility of the design in

meeting the operational requirements. For a developmental design, this Level of

drawing provides the Information necessary to fabricate developmental hardware and/

or prototype components. In addition, the data associated with these developmental

.drawings should be adequate to allow an analytical evaluation of the inherent ability of

the design to meet the required performance. The format for these drawings may vary

from Informal sketches to formially prepared drawings.

5,3.2.2 Conceptual Deslin D rawin~is andAssociated Lists [MIL-T-31 0001. These

drawings describe the engineering concepts on which a proposed technology or design

approach Is based, and define the design concepts in graphic form (including any

appropriate textual Information required for analysis and evaluation of the concept).

They are used when there Is a need to verity the preliminary design and engineering

and to confirm that the technology being suggested is feasible and that the design
4.°

concept has the potential to be useful in meeting the stated operational requirement.

5.3.2.3 Level 2. Production Prototype and Limited Production [DOD-D-10001. These

drawings contain more detailed design information than those In Level 1 and must be
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prepared In accordance with the requirements of DOD-STD-100. Drawings that are

prepared to this level disclose a design approach suitable to support the evaluation of

the proposed production design. They contain enough detailed manufacturing

Information to support the building of prototype Items for testing and may be used to

support low-rate Initial production of the Items. The Items built to this level should be

suitable for field test, deployment, and logistics support. Although these drawings may

lack some of the detailed Information that would allow for competitive reprocurement of

an item, any necessary special inspection and test requirements that would be needed

to verify the Items compliance with its requirements must be defined on the drawings

or referenced to a document that Is available to the Government.

5.3.2.4 Developmental Design Drawings and Associated Lists lMIL-T-310001. These

drawings describe the physical and functional characteristics of a specific design

approach and provide sufficient data to the extent necessary to support the analytical

evaluation of the specific design approach to met the specified requirements. In

addition, they should enable the development and fabrication of any prototype

hardware for test or experimentation, If deemed necessary by the contractor or

program office. These drawings may vary from simple sketches to complex drawings,

or any combination In-between.

5.3.2.5 Level 3. production [DOD-D-1001. Drawings prepared at this Level are

formally prepared to DOD-STD-100, and all processes and standards referenced by

the drawing must be either military or industry standards or must be provided with the

drawing. (Essentially, Level 3 is a DRAWING PACKAGE rather than just a drawing.)

These types of drawings provide the highest degree of definition of the design to the
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Government This Level of drawings (along with the documentation In the Level III

package) provides sufficient engineering definition to enable a competent manufacturer

to produce the item detailed, without recourse to the original designer, In such a

manner that its physical and performance characteristics are identical to those of the

originally designed and produced items. This desired capability requires that the

drawings Include details of unique processes; dimensional and tolerance data; critical

manufacturing assembly sequencing; mechanical and electrical connections; physical

characteristics (form and finish); calibration information; and inspection, quality control,

and test criteria. Inclusion of such information in the Level 3 drawings provides control

of the end product design, provides detailed engineering data for the support of a

quantity production run, and permits competitive reprocurement of the item.

5.3.2.6 Production Drawinqs and Associated Usts [MIL-T-31 0001. These drawings

provide the necessary design, engineering, manufacturing, and quality control

Information necessary to permit a competent manufacturer to produce an

Interchangeable item which duplicates the physical and performance characteristics of

the original design without additional design engineering or recourse to the original

manufacturer. They reflect the maturity that the design of the Item has attained and

are selected whenever there Is a current or future need for the Government to

reprocure or manufacture the equipment, components, or spares and repair parts.

5.3.2.7 Types of Drawrgs, Engineering drawings are documents that disclose,IC
through pictures and text or A combination of both, the physical and functional

requirements of the end item. There are a number of different types of engineering

drawings that must be provided by the contractor in order to provide the complete
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detail Information about the design. DOD-STD-100, Engineering Drawing Practices,

discusses the 40-odd different types of drawings which may be ordered as Level 2 or

Level 3 and provides the details, for the content of these drawings. Among the types of

drawings discussed In DOD-STD-100 are the following.

5.3.2.7.1 Detail Drawings. These drawings, which may be either mono- (describing a

single part) or multi- (describing more than one part) detail, depict the exact design for

the part delineated on the drawing and are suitable for use in fabricating the part.

Detail drawings depict, at the minimum, the part(s)s dimensions, tolerances, materials,

mandatory manufacturing processes, surface finish, and any protective coating. Detail

drawings are required by a second source contractor In order to actually manufacture

the part or item.

5.3.2.7.2 Assembly Drawings. These depict the assembled relationships of (a) two or

more parts, (b) a combination or parts and subordinate assemblies, or (c) a group of

assemblies required to form an assembly of some higher order. The drawings should

include several views, if needed, to show the assembly relationships between all

subordinate assemblies and parts which cempuise the assembly being depicted.

These drawings cannot be used by themselves for reprocurement, nor can they be

used for manufacturing the Individual parts that make up the assembly being shown.

They are needed In a Level 3 package, in concert with the detail drawings, to show

flow the Individual parts shown on the detail drawings fit together. Through parts lists

and part numbers (by part or Item). they pruvide a guide to the par's detail drawings,

5.3.2.7.3 ContrOl Drawings. These are engineering drawings that disclose

requirements such as external configuration, expected performance, test requirements.
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and weight and space limitations to the extent that an item can be procured in the

commercial market to meet the stated requirements. There are different types of

control drawings, some of which are:

1. Specification Control Drawings: depict existing commercial or vendor-developed

items which are advertised or catalogued as available on an unrestricted basis. The

drawing discloses physical (i.e., configuration, dimensions) and functional (i.e.,

performance, Inspection, and test) characteristics to insure adequate requirements are

available for use in the reprocurement of interchangeable items. It is not a detail

drawing and does not provide sufficient information to allow for the direct fabrication of

the Item. These drawings should not be prepared to so uniquely Identify the

characteristics such that the Government is restricted to the procurement of a single

vendores item to the exclusion of other equally suitable products. The drawing contains

a nonrestrictive (not Intended to represent the only sources) list of suggested sources,

each of which would have their own detail drawing (with different Identifying numbers)

for manufacturing the Item.

2. Source Control Drawings: depict an existing commercial or vendor item which

provides the perfornance, installation, and Interchangeable characteristics required for

specific critical appilcations. it contains data/requirements/tests similar to those of the

specification control drawings. The major difference between these type of drawings Is

the source listing. For the source control drawing, the sources listed are the onl

aMroved sources for the part depicted. This is because the parts listed have been
4.

SpeciaUy tested and approved for usa in the specific applications that are stated on the

drawing. Other simliar. but untested. Items may causo the systen to fall prematurely.
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Whenever another vendor's Item is qualified for the stated application(s), it too may be

added to the source list.

5.3.2.7.4 Installation Drawings. These should show the general configuration and

complete Information necessary to Install an item relative to some support structure or

other Item. The drawing should Include any Interface Information, pipe and cable

attachment Information, and the principal dimensions that establish the limits in all

directions for the item's installation.

5.3.2.7.5 Diagrammatic Drawinns. These delineate features and relationships of items

forming an assembly or system by means of symbols and lines. They are graphic

explanations of the manner by which an installation, assembly, or system performs Its

intended function. Some of the different types of diagrammatic drawings are:

1. Schematic Diagram: this shows the electrical connections and functions of a

specific circuit arrangement. By using standard symbology, It allows an electronics

specialist to understand and analyze the design by tracing the circuit and Its functions

without regard to the actual physical size, shape, or location of component parts.

2. Connection or Wiring Diagram: shows the electrical conrtectons of an

Installation or of its component devices or parts. It may cover internal or external

connections, or both. and contain the detail to make or trace connections Involved. It

-shows general physical arrangement of the component devices or pats.

3. Interconnection Diagram: connection or wiring diagram which shows external

connections between units, sets, groups, and systems.

2
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4. Logic Diagram: uses graphics to show the sequence and function of logic

circuitry (firmware). It is used to document the hardware components which reikte to

the computer program Inherent in the design.

5.3.2.7.6 Special P urooses Drawings. These are other than end-product drawings

that are used to supplement the requirements, These type of drawings may be

required for management control, for logistic purposes, as manufacturing aids, or for

configuration management of the item. Some special purpose drawings are:

1. Wiring Lst: this Is an engineering drawing (usually In *Book- form*) consisting

of tabutar data and Instructions to establish wiring connections within or between units

of equipment, sets, or assemblies of a system. It Is a form of interconnection or

connection diagram. A whing list shows the starting and ending connections for wires

Interconnecting circuit boards and/or black boxes.

2 Wring Hamess Drawing: shows the paths of groups of wires connected

together In a specified configuragon to sImpliy in-stalation. These drawings show the

dimensions necessary to define the harness form and the termInation pointc and

include wire data tabulations, circult de••ignat•ons, wire lengths, and material

specifications. The drawing will at-so incxud. i.stmcfiorts for the preparajon of the

hamiesss and Its associated scWi-natc anr wiring diagrams.

3. Book-fomi Drawing (So ca4Wd because it is usually a multi-page, 8 112 x 11

Inch doct•uol.): this Is an assemblage of re~ated data that discloses the engineering

requirements V;r vn iRem, t family of items, or a system. It uses either pictorial

delineations, text, technical tabulations, or a combination of all three. Examples of

Book-form drawings Include wring Usts and parts fists.
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5.3.2.7.7 Lao.Qraj D s. These provide graphic depiction of design development

but only to the extent that It shows a design solution. It does not establish the item

identification.

5.4 Configuration Item Numberin-g.

Now that the different types of technical documen ' and drawings that constitute

the configuration Identification for each of the different baselines have been discussed,

how do we manage and control these documents? The configuration management

process requires that each Cl (hardware and computer software) be uniquely identified

at all times. One of the keys to successful management of Cis Is Identification

numbering, both of documents (specifications and drawings) and CIs (hardware. and

computer softare). This allows discrimination between documents/urnts with different

contents andlor configurations, The use of a unique identifier for each functionally or

physically different configuration of an Item allows the Identification to be absolute. In

addition, uniqueness of Identification numbes allows the program office to control, and

maintain traceability of, each baselined CI and its approved configuration identification

documents during the life cycle of the Cl. The Identification numbers are assigned and

controlled by various agencies, including the contractor, in accordance with MIL.STD-

482 and MIL-STD-483. Vadous types of Identification numbers are Issued for items

and their documentation depending on tile Item requirements for englneering/

configuraion control Wand logitcs/inventory control.

5.4.1 EngIneering and Configuration Control.

"5.4.1.1 Configuration Item Identification (CIIX, The CII number is a seven &pha-

numeric character Identifier which must be unique for each CI in a specific system.
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The contractor selects, assigns, and issues the CII numbers without any formal

approval from the pr-cudng activity. However, the number must meet any

requirements end restrictions listed in M!L-STD-482 and MIL-STD-483. The C11 is

prir•ted on the cover sheet of specifications to identify the documentation as relating to

that CI, and it is useu on ECPs, deviations, and waivers to provide traoeability to the Cl

affected. In addition, the use of a CII number:

1. Establishes a base for serializing individual units of a Cl.

2. Does not change when the unit is modified (unless it is a major functional change).

3. Should remain the same for the Cl even though there may be more than one

applicatlot or more than one contractor Involved.

5.4. .:" Contractor and Government Entity (CAGE) Code. This may also be referred

to as the Manufacturer's Code. This five digit alpha-numeric code Is issued and

controlled by the Government (using Cataloging Handbook H4/HS) and uniquely

identifies federal suppliers doing business with the Government. This code is required

on drawings, documentation, and all nameplates affixed to units delivered by the

contractor. This allows the Government to determine who supplied the particular unit

or document.

5.4.1.3 Part Number. This consists of up to fifteen alpha-numeric characters,

established by the contractor, and must be unique for each part, assembly, and item

designed at a particular (CAIE) contractor location. The design activity must not use
4-

the same part numbers for this or any other program. However, because there are

some common methods of constructing part numbers, the same part number may be

used by another (CAGE) design activity. The part number provides a unique identifier
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through combination with the CAGE, which then provides a unique identifier for all

parts in the Government inventory.

5.4.1.4 Serial Number. This type of Identification number may be issued by either the

"Government or the contractor, depending on the type of Item Involved. Most serial

numbers are Issued by the contractor and contain at most fifteen alpha-numeric

characters, with at least the last four being numeric. It Is used to uniquely Identify

each delivered unit of important assemblies. The serial numbers are assigned in

numeric sequence within the CI group and are permanent for the life of the unit. It

must not be repeated for the Cl/part number identified, but the same serial number

may be used on other units of other Cis/parts with different configurations. For some

critical assemblies of parts and specially-designated expendable items, the serial

numbers may be Issued by the Government to assure uniformity among the units

being used in the Inventory.

5.4.2 Lo-qistics and Inventory Control.

5.4.2.1 National Stock Number. The National Stock Number (NSN) Identifier is Issued

and controlled by the Cataloging and Standardization Center (Battle Creek, Michigan)

and is used to facilitate the management of similar parts In the Government Inventory.

Because there are so many different ways that contractors may issue part numbers, It

is possible to have two parts with exactly the same design/function but with massive

differences in part numbers. Any "normal" sequential ordering of the part numbers

would fall to Identify these as interchangeable parts. Through the use of a NSN, such

* interchangeable parts are cataloged under a single National Stock Number. The NSN

is thirteen numeric characters arranged In four fields; two of the fields (the first six
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characters) have controlled (meaningful) content. Although there are no duplicate

NSNs (for different designs) in the Government Inventory, several vendor parts with

interchangeable designs may have the same NSN.

5.4.2.2 Nomenclature Designation. A nomenclature consists of an Identification

number followed by a short word phrase describing the item so identified. A

nomenclature is issued and controlled by the Government; it provides a unique,

basically unchanging Identifier for major assemblies of parts. It is as important for

effective logistics and supply support of those assemblies as the NSN is for parts and

small assemblies; and it provides a means of Inventory control for common Items.

Nomenclatures are issued for an Item upon receipt of a formal request from the design

activity. The Air Force Issues nomenclatures for airborne units (e.g., missiles,

helicopters, aircraft); the Army issues nomenclaturas for electronic equipment (e.g.,

radios, test equipment, computers): and the Navy Issues nomenclatures for munitions

Items .. , rounds of ammunition, bombs, missile warheads). The nomenclature

designation is required for all Cis and may also be needed for component sub-

assemblies that are: (a) expected to be used in more than one system, (b) complex In

design, (c) removable without desoldering, (d) repairable, or (e) able to change the

performance of the basic unit.

The nomenclature designation is similar to an Item's CII number. However, while

all Cis must have a nomenclature, not all Items with nomenclatures are CIs. The

program oliice must make sure that the contractor submits requests for the 4

nomenclatures for the Cis as soon as they are selected, since the nomenclatures are

required to be Included on the Cl specification cover sheet. Nomenclatures should be

requested for the overail system and Its major Cis during coni-ept demonstration/
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validation and for the lower-level Cl and their major assemblies during full-scale

development.

5.4.2.3 Computer Program Identification Number (CPIN). CPINs are Air Force

designators that are issued by the Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center (OC-ALC). A

different CPIN is issued for each basic computer software program and for each

subsequent revision or version in the operational Inventory (including support

equipment computer programs). The CPIN has a variable field length; it Is segmented

into sections that Identify the host component/system, the type of computer software

involved, its use, and designators reflecting the current version of the software. A

unique CPIN will be used to identify each computer program; all documents (manuals,

specifications, computer software listings) related to that particular computer software

program will carry the same CPIN except for the change In one character to indicate

that it is documentation. Thus, the Air Force Is able to Identify and interrelate Its

inventory of computer software and related documentation. Because the leading field

Gf the CPIN designates the use/purpose of the computer software, the Air Force Is also

able to facilitate the reuse of software. Like items of computer software are grouped

together (as with hardware NSNs), and a design activity developing a new system can

review Information about available programs, components, and units In monthly

compendiums of Air Force computer software published by OC-ALC.
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6. DESIGN REVIEWS AND CONFIGURATION AUDITS

As the acquisition program progresses through its life cycle, the design of the

system becomes more and more defined. The systems engineering process helps

Identify the major subsystems, system segments, and CIs for the system and flows

down the stated operational requirements to each CI, so that the Cl can be designed In

such a way as to fulfill its part of the system requirements. At appropriate times In the

development process, the requirements for each Cl are basellned and Its configuration

identification placed under control. However, the program manager must monitor the

progress of the development of the requirements and of the detailed design to assess

the ability of the Cl design to achieve the stated requirements. This is accomplished

by conducting technical design reviews and configuration audits as system and Cl

designs evolve. The reviews and audits are the means of monitoring the progress and

readjusting the development of the system design if required. This section will outline

and describe the different technical design reviews that may be held for a system,

subsystem, or CI. Afterwards, this section will discuss the different types of

configuration audits that the program office may employ to verity and validate the

design.

6.1 Design Reviews.

There are a number of design (technical) reviews which are an essential part of the

systems engineering process. Held after the contractor (design activity) has completed
46-

a specific increment of the design work, they provide the program office (management

activity) with the visibility into, and a technical understanding of, the adequacy of the

development effort to date in meeting the specified technical requirements. As the
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acquisition program progresses through its life cycle, the design documentation

becomes more detailed and the design reviews must accomplish Increasingly detailed

evaluations. Each design review has a specific purpose, but each must consider all

aspects of the system, Including all related specialty engineering disciplines, in

evaluating the adequacy of the design effort/results at that point In the system's

development. During the early design reviews, the configuration manager participates

to assure that the draft documentation (specifications) being presented completely

defines the technical requirements for the system and the Cis before that

documentation is formally basellned. Later in the system/Cl design and development,

the configuration manager is primarily concerned with identifying design problems

which may lead to engineering t.hanges to the established baseline documents. The

configuration manager also uses tha design reviews as the means to assess the

contractor's adherence to approved configuration management procedures at each

point in the system acquisition life cycle.

The program office normally uses a series of formal reviews conducted In

accordance with MIL-STD-1521 (NOTE: At the time of this writing, the design review

requirements are to be incorporated into MIL-STD-499.]. The number of design

reviews will be depend primarily upon the number of Cis selected; normally, there Is a

separate session of each type of design review for each Cl. However, the amount of

detail to be covered at each Ci's session of the design review (and, to a certain extent,

the number of separate reviews) is dependent on the technical complexity and

technical risk associated with each Cl. For example. if a Ci is of a complex technical

design, using a new technology in a critical functional area of the system, then the

program office will normally hold a design review that focuses on that configuration
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item only. On the other hand, If several lower-level Cis have a less complex design

and lower technical risk, then their design reviews may be combined into one design

review for the higher-level Cl. The reviews will consider the design aspects, technical

performance estimates, and engineering Integration efforts for each (all) configuration

item(s). In order to completely evaluate the progress, there must be participants from

all affected engineering (technical) disciplines and representatives from all participating

functional activities.

The formal reviews are not the only means of evaluating the contractor's progress.

Often the program office will use informal reviews that may be called to resolve

specific technical Issues. Participation at these Informal technical meetings (commonly

referred to as Technical Interchange Meetings) Is often restrictea to program office

personnel (and possibly supporting agency personnel) with specific expertise In the

problem area.

Figure 7 Illustrates the relationship of these formal design (technical) reviews

(including the configuration audits) to the system acquisition life cycle and to baseline

management concepts. (It Is based on Air Force policy established by AFR 14-1.)

Since the systems engineering process Is Iterative (paragraph 3.3), and since the

development process varies from program to program, the design reviews cannot be

tied to specific points in the system acquisition life cycle. However, the indicated

points for conducting the design reviews and for establishing the corresponding

configuration Identification baselines shown In Figure 7 indicate the normal expected

points In the life cycle when design reviews and baselines should occur for a given

system, system segment, and/or Cl. For example, the System Design Review (SDR,

discussed in paragraph 6.1.2) and the establishment of the corresponding allocated
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Figure 7: Design Reviews and Configuration Audits
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baseline are shown as occurring either late in the concept demonstration/validation

phase. However, with the recent trend towards maintaining competition between

contractors during development and for programs with increased technical complexity,

this review and baseline are sometimes delayed (as shown in Figure 7) until sometime

early in full-scale development (perhaps until completion of the POR). It all depends

on the program/product being developed and the acquisition strategy being pursued by

the program office.

The overall sequencing of the formal design (technical) reviews is usually

contained in the contract master schedule. The breakout of the precise scheduling of

the formal design reviews for the system and all component Cis is normally inc!uded in

the contractors System Engineering Management Plan which is submitted to, and

sometimes approved by, the Government. The determination of the timing and

sequencing of the reviews is extremely Important and should be given considerable

management attention as the contract is being negotiated. If a review Is conducted too

soon In the conflguraWon Item's development, it will be ineffective because the required

information about the system or CI ,ill not be available. Conversely, If the design

review Is held too Ilate, then the design activity is likely to have proceeded further with

the design effort even though undetected design errors or shortcomings exist In that

situation, corrective actions could be both difficult and costly. Thus, the program

manager must be sure that the design (technical) reviews are scheduled to coincide

with the availability of corresponding technical documents (e.g., drawings,

specifications, and test plans) so that the contractor's design approach can be

assessed at the appropriate time against the stated requirements, Although the design

reviews are a systems engineering responsibility, the configuration manager can assist
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the systems engineers (either by assuring that the appropriate individuals are present

at the review or by providing Inputs) to (a) verify that the requirements for the

subsystem or CI specified in the documentation to be baseined can be traced to the

specification requirements of the higher-level baselines, and (b) validate that the

system and CI requirements are/will be fulfilled through the configuration under review.

6.1.1 System Requirements Review (SRR).

A single SRR may be used for the program, or a series of SRRs may be preferred

to allow the program office to monitor the development of the system speclflcation(s).

The SRR is usually the first type of formal design (technical) review held by the

Govemment and can be conducted either internally within the Government (not the

normal approach) or as a joint Government-contractor review. This review may first

occur late during the concept exploration/definition phase or early In the concept

demonstratlon/valldation phase of the system acquisition life cycle (depending upon the

technical complexity or risk associated with the program). The overall objective of the

SRR Is to determine the adequacy of the contractor's efforts In defining the overall

system-level requirements In a system specification and to arrive at a contractual

agreement between the Government and the contractor on the systems requirements.

This Is primarily accomplished by reviewing the results of contractor's system

englneer'g analyses to ensure that the ncesswry and sufficient system requirements

are crntaloed In the system specification (Including the delineation of the r JaIrements

"for the major functional elements of the system, the constraints .k;ated to personnel

and logistics support, and the verification requirements). The results of the SRR(s)

"* should be a final draft systernmsystem segment specification ready for authentication as

the functional baseline.
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To facilitate the successful accomplishment of the SRR, the contractor should

provide specific documentation and results identified In Appendix A of MIL-STD-1 521

[or In MIL-STD-499].

The primary emphasis of the SRR Is on the overall weapon system-level

requirements, but top-level software functions and requirements must be addressed. If
I.

the analyses Indicate that a significant computer software development may la

Involved, then It may be beneficial to conduct a system-level computer software review

as a part of the SRR process. The contractor may be required to prepare a

System/Segment Design Document (S/SDD) to facilitate such a review. This software

review could be accomplished as a separate review, but accomplishing it as an

Increment of the SRR is probably being the most effective (In terms of cost and

performance) In facilitating the overall system's SRR. It also helps in maintaining the

traceability to the system review process. This In-depth review would allow for the

Identification and discussion of possible problem areas and remedial actions relating to

the design and development of the proposed computer software elements. The end

result of this review would be a finalized S/SDD that would provide the starting point in

the allocation of the requirements Into the computer software Cl specifications.

The purpose of the SRR (or series of SRRs) Is to review the system specification

In preparation for establishing the functional baseline. Configuration management

policy recomnends that the functional baseline be established at the beginning of the

concept demonstration/validation phase. However, for some major programs. the
4.

requirements (and system specification) are not ready to be baseilned that early. In

that case, follow-on SRRs should be held later in the concept demonstration/validation

phase with the end result of establishing the functional baseline. However, the SRR(s)
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should focus on the system specification and Its contents in order that the mutual

agreements about the specified requirermients can be reached and a functional baseline

established.

6.1.1.1 Concerns of the Configuratlon Manager. Since the SRR is used to establish

the functional baseline for the system, the configuration manager needs to be

concerned that the systems engineering process has progressed sufficiently and that

the design requirements being addressed at the SRR have adequately captured the

overall system requirements. To Insure that this has occurred, the configuration

manager needs to work with the systems engineers to assist them in performing any

required analyses, or to determine that they are performing the required analyses to

provide the program manager the confidence that the specification is ready to be

established as the functional baseline. Some of the functions diet should be Included

In these analyses are:

I. Establish that there is a clear trace between the operational requirements and

the system requireennts.

2. Establish that there Is a system concept and a functional design, each of which

corrolates with the system requirements and that the specified system functions are

consistent with stated operational requirements,

6.1.2 System DesIgn Revew (SOBR).

The SDRs are conducted for each hardware Cl and are usually held toward the
*e6

"end of concept demonstration/validation or In the first stages of full-scale development.

By the time that the SDRs are held. the system requirements will normally have been
4Q

baselined in the system/system segment specifications. (Where dictated by the
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complexity and risk of the system design, the final SRR may be conducted, and the

functional baseline established, concurrent with the SDRS for the top-level (prime item',

CIs of the system.) The focus of the SDR is the Individual Cl; it is intended to provide

visibility into the allocation and expanso•n of the system-level requirements into the

configuration item's development specification. It will Include an assessment of the

ability of the Cl to fulfill its portion of the system requirements. Normally, the allocated

baseUne for the Ci will be established as a result of Its SDR.

Since the SDR addresses a major expansion of the system's functional

requirements (into the corresponding Cis), it should Include a review of the contractor's

understanding of the system requirements as reflected in the functional design

approach. The contractor should be prepared to provide the documentation and

address the issues included in Appendix B of MIL.STD-1521 [or In MIL-STD-499].

As a result of a successful SDR, the contractor and Government will normally

baseline a Type B (Development) Specification for the Cl. With authentication of the

Type B Specification, the allocated baseline will be established for that Cl,

6.1.2.1 Concerns ot the C.on.fiqumton 1 anqoer. Since the SOR is used to establish

the corresponding allocated baseline for a CI, the configuration manager needs to be

concerned that the systems engineering process has progressed to the point that the

necessary and sufficient requirements to., the Cl have been identified kiom the system

requirements and ailocated down to the Cl. To insure that this has occurred, the

configuration manager needs to work with the systems engineers by assisting them in

performing any required analyses on the design, or by determining that they are

performing the required analyses that will provide the program manager the confidence
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that the Cl development specification is ready to be established as the allocated

baseline. Some of the functions that should be included In these enalyses are:

1. Verify the completeness of the CI requlrements specified in the development

specification, and ensure that there is traceability between the functional and allocated

- baselines.

2. Validate that the development specification completely and accurately defines

the necessary system and hardware Cl requirements.

Additionally, the configuration manager should assure that systems engineers

address the following issues to determine if the requirements are appropnate for

establishment as the allocated baseline. The following list is not all inclusive, but it

should serve to focus the review on some Important Iss•es.

1. Do the requirements for this Ci track to the higher-level Cl (or system)

requirements.

2. Does the documentation reflect a prelim•inary design for the Cl that clearty

Identifies the separate hardware and software functions within the Cl? [A Cl

specification should not be established as the allocated baseline until the hardware

and software functions have been Identified and tlO requirements for each CI (or

CSCI) altocated on this basis.]

3. Similarly, does the allocated baseline clearly specify (such that tihere are no

remaining questions) all hardware/software interfaces for this Cl which must be

contr•led by the Govemment? [All neces-saty software and ihardware interace

requirements should be Wdentified and specified rtior to establishing the allocated

b~HeUne.4
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4. Is there agreement between the contractor and Government personnel

concerning the completeness of the specification in defining overall Ci requirements?

[If either party is unwilling to concur (by formal sign-off) with the specification contents,

further work is required to finalize the specification.]

6.1.3 Sofiware Specifications Review (SSR).

The SSRs are conducted for each computer software CI, or they may be

conducted for collective groups of CSCIs, depending upon the Government approach

to the reviews. The SSR constitutes the final revlew of a CS.F1's requirements prior to

establishing the allocated baseline for the CSCI. It Is normally held Wate In the concept

demonstration/validation phase or early In full-,cale development phase of the system

acquisition life cycle after the system-level requirements allocation decisions have been

completed and documented in the CSCIs Software Requirements (SRS) and, If

needed, Interface Requirements Specification (IRS). In demonstrating the adequacy of

dhe SRS and the IRS(s), the contractor uses the SSR to establish the allocated

basellne for the CSCI.

To accomplish the SSR the contractor must provide documentation and be

prepared to address the Issues Included In Appendix C of MIL-STD-1521 [or In MIL-

STD-499j.

Normally, the SSR for a paiticular GSCI will be conducted at about the same time

In the system acqulsitlon life cycle as the SOR for the hosting hardware CI. It should

normally be conducted prior to the start of software top-level design. In some

instances, however, the SSR for a CSCI may be delayed until the top-level design is
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available. In that case, the SSR will be a sub-meeting within the overall make-up of

the PDR for the CSCI.

6.1.3.1 Concerns of the Configuration Manager. Since the SSR Is the forum by which

the allocated baseline for each computer software Cl will be established, the

configuration manager should be concerned that the systems engineering process has

progressed such that the software functional design being addressed at the SSR

adequately reflects the allocated system requirements passed down to the CSCI. The

concerns for the configuration manager are similar to those listed In paragraph 6.1.2.1

above. The difference 'eing that, instead of tocusing on Cis, the systems engineers

and configuration martager should be now focusing on the USCIs.

6.1.4 PrelimUinary Dgsign Review (PDR).

The PDRs are normally conducted fci" each C0 in the early pat of full-scale

development, after preliminary (functional) design efforts have been completed but

prior to the start of any concerted detailed design effort by the contractor. A PDR Is

hold for each configuration Item to review the complete functional breakout of the Cl

and to assess Its ability to meet the baseined requirements for the Cl. The POR Itseli

may be covductd as a single event (meeting), or it may be held as a series of

incremental reviews, depending upon the complexity of the Cl. Depending on the

needs of the program office, the PORs may be conducted for each configuration Item,

or they may be conducted for groupings of functionally related Cis. Regardless of the

"approach taken for reviewing the preliminary design of the program's CIs, this review

should not be conducted for a particular CI until the Type B (Development)

Specification has at least been finalized, it not baselined. It the baseline was not
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established prior to the PDR, this review should result in the authentication of the

appropriate Type B Specification and establishment of the allocated baseline for the Ci.

[Note: As noted in paragraph 6.1.3, the SSR is supposed to be used to establish the

allocated baseline for a CSCI. If this SSR is being held in conjunction with the PDR,

then the CSCi's allocated baseline will also be established at this point in time.]

The PDR Is the management activity used by the Government to review and

evakl.iate the technical adequacy and the risk resolution of the selected functional

CQ-si9fn approach. The review of the CI design approach should address the

mirthnization of the technical, cost, and schedule risk. The contractor must

demonstrate that the design is ready to proceed with the detailed design phase In that

it appears to be able to meet the requirements in the Development Specification.

A complete list of the Information that a contractor should have available and the

Issues that the contractor should be ready to address at the PDR Is covered In

Appendix D of MIL-STD 1521 [or In MIL-STD-499].

For a CSCI, the contractor will present the developed top-level (functional) design

of the CSCI and demonstrate that it is capable of meeting the requirements specified In

the Software Requirements (SRS) and, It used for this CSCI, the Interface

Requirements Specifications (IRS). In following this approach, the Government

reviews the material presented for each CSCI to (a) determine the existence of the

Interfaces required by the SRS and IRS to be established between the CSCI and all

other Cis (hardware and computer software) both internal and external to the CSCI, (b)

determine whether the top-level design embodies the SRS and IRS requirements, (c)

determine whether the top-level design is a result of the approved design methodology
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presented at the SSR, and (d) determine that the test plans establish adequate test

criteria for each CSCI and address all specified requirements.

6.1.5 Critical Design Review (CDR).

The purpose of the CDR Is to ensure that the detailed design solutions, as

reflected in the draft Type C (Product) Specifications and hardware drawings or

software design documents, appears to be able to satisfy the performance

requirements established by the Cl's Type B (Development or Requirements)

Specification. This review is normally conducted during the first half of the full-scale

development phase of the system acquisition life cycle; a separate CDR is usually

scheduled for each configuration item when the detailed design process for that Cl Is

essentially complete. For hardware CIs, this review should be held prior to release of

the design for fabrication of qualification test hardware; for CSCIs, this review should

be conducted before coding and testing Is commenced.

While most CDRs are completed In a single, continuous meeting (i.e. one week

long), the CDR for a top-level CI may consist partially of a CDR of the top-level design

and partialiy of an admilnstrativeltechnical review of the results of the CURs for the

lower-level Cis. In most Instances, the CORs for component CSCls should precede

the CDR for the hosting hardware Cis. Ttis will assure that hardware and software

compatibility Is maintained.

The correct timing for holding these CDRs is critical. The CDRs for hardware Cis

are the final major engineering and technical reviews. The program office must

balance the design maturity of the Cl, and its ability to meet the specified

"* requirements. against the need to proceed with the testing and the production

planningfimplementation. Their timing must consider the readiness/acceptability of the
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design to proceed with the qualification testing and to commence with many pre-

production tasks which must be accomplished in order to prepare for the transition

from the fabrication of models and prototypes to the production of operational units.

For example, closing out CDRs early can provide more time for production but could

reduce the time available to complete all of the analyses needed to finalize the design;

this would Increase the risk that the number of post-review changes (due to lack of full

maturity of design reviewed) will require costly revisions to the production planning.

On the other hand, closing out the CDRs too late could delay the start of the

qualification testing and may severely constrain production planning schedules and

lead to suboptimal manufacturing methods being used.

6.1.5.1 CDR for Hardware Cis. During the CDR for a hardware Cl, the detailed

design for the configuration Item is identified primarily in the engineering drawings and

In the draft Type C (Product) Specification. The detailed design reviewed serves as

the basis for the contractor's production planning process and for the fabrication of

quaUfication test articles. Therefore, the contractor must place the detailed CI design

under internal control no later than completion of the CDR.

To facilitate approving the detailed design, the contractor should provide ,ne

documentation, and be prepared to discuss the Issues, required by Appendix E of MIL-

STD-1 521 [or MIL-STD-499]. That documentation is used by the Government to (a)

determine that the detail design satisfies the performance and engineering specialty

requirements of Its development specifications, (b) establish the detail design

compatibility of the CI and other CIs and subsystems, (c) assess the risk (technical,

cost, and schedule) associated with the selected Cl design, (d) assess the producibility

of the Cl design, and (e) review the preUlminary hardware product specifications.
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6.1.5.2 CDR for Computer Software Cis. For CSCls, the CDR Is used to evaluate the

Integrity of the CSCI's logical design prior to its coding and testing. The review

focuses on the ability of the CSCI's detailed design to achieve the performance

characteristics required by its Type B (Requirements) Specification. The completion of

the CDR authorizes the initiation of the source and object code generation. To

facilitate the approval of the detailed software design, the contractor should provide the

documents, and be prepared to discuss the Issues, required by Appendix E of MIL-

STD-1 521 [or MIL-STD-499].

Since the development of computer software is quite different than that for

hardware items, the documentation present at the completion of the CDR for a CSCI Is

usually not sufficient for the contractor to maintain adequate visibility into the design as

It goes through coding, Integration, and testing. Thus, at the end of CDR, the

contractor must establish an internal control system for the computer software. This

will provide the contractor's management the means for precisely directing and

controlling the computer software programming process. This design Initially released

for coding will represent a reference point from which the executable form of the

software may be produced and will also provide traceability of the design as it evolves

between the fom-al allocated and product basellne

6.1.5.2.1 Concems of the Conf.quumfon.Manager. Stance, at the end of the CDR for a

CSCI, the contractor will Internally control the design through the Developorntal

• ,Configuration, the configuration manager needs to wctrk with the program office's

systems engineers and the contractor's engineers, by either assisting them in

o* performing any analyses on the design or by determining that they are performing the

required analyses, to assure that the CSCI Is ready to have the detail design Internally
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"locked down" so that the CSCI development process can proceed into the unit coding

phase. Some of the functions that should be Included In these analyses are:

1. Ensure that the design specifies an architectural structure of the computer

software which corresponds with the functional and allocated baselines. The design

should also reflect a single, unified approach to the computer software design.

2. Ensure that the overall intended function of the CSCI Is clearly reflected in the

design and that there are well-defined Inputs and outputs for each CSCI's design

element.

3. Determine technically that the design appears to be able to achieve the

requirements specified In the allocated baseline. There should be traceability from that

baseline to the Software Design Document.

4. Validate that the CSCI design appears to be able to fulfill Its part of the stated

operational requirements.

5. Ensure that the Government and contractor concur over the adequacy and

suitability of the design.

6.1.6 Test ReadIness Reovew (TRR•,

This design review Is required for computer -software only and Is conducted after

Computer Software Component (CSC) code integration and Informal testng has been

completed up to the CSCI level. The TRR allows the program office to determine

whether the contractor Is ready to undertake formaJ CSCI testing. The CSCI-level

software test procedures will be evaluated to assure their compliance with the sottware

test plans and descriptions and to verify that the test procedures adequately address

all of the verification requirements from Section 4 of the SRS. In addition, the program

office also uses the TRR to evaluate the technical adequacy of the CSC design from
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the results of the Informal CSC tests and to determine the adequacy of updated

operator, user, and diagnostic manuals (operation and support documents) for the

CSCI. To facilitate approval of the CSCI design for testing, the contractor should

provide the documents, and be prepared to discuss the Issues, required by Appendix F

of MIL-STD-1 521 [or by MIL-STD-499].

6.1.7 Production Readiness Review (PRR).

PRRs are normally conducted, by the program office, In a time-phased Incremental

fashion that will usually span the full-scale development phase and encompass the

prime contractor (developer and producer If not the same) and all major subsystem

suppliers. The objective of these reviews Is to determine whether the design Is ready

for production, whether production engineering problems have been Identified and

resolved, and whether adequate planning has been accomplished prior to executing a

production go-ahead decision. The final PRR represents that point where a production

commitment can be made without Incurring any unacceptable program rsks.

Remember that this definition of acceptable risk Is dependent upon the acquisition

strategy being oursued by the Program Office. For example, If the program office Is

ernioylng concurrent development and production phases, then Its risk level may be

somewhat higher than that for a program office that Is allows most (or all) of the

qualification testing to be accompUlshed before production is authorized.

The Initial PRRs are concerned with generalized manufacturing Issues such as

"preferred manufacturing processes and specialized materials that must be employed to

* satisfy the desired design requirements. As the Cl's detail design matures, the PRRs

"focus more on the design of the Individual Cl components to verify that the developer's

design Is both technically complete and producible. By the end of the PRRs, the
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program office will have examined the contractor's production planning documentation,

existing and planned facilities, tooling and test equipment, manufacturing methods and

controls, material and manpower resources, quality control and assurance, and

controls over major subcontractors.

6.2 Configuratton Audits.

While the design reviews are the responsibility of the systems engineers, the

configuration audits are the responsibiUty of configuration managers. Configuration

audits are used to verify that the characteristics of each hardware and computer

software CI meet the requirements of their associated specifications. As the contractor

completes (through the systems engineering process) the design and testing of the

system and Its Cis, the program office must check each CI (and, sometimes, the

overall system) for compliance with the baseUned (or soon-to-be baselined)

configuration Identification. The configuration audit process Involves the verification of

the testing effort and of the detail design documentation. The program office must

review the Cl's test results to verify that they prove that the C1 conforms to the

approved functional and physical characteristics for the Cl listed In its Type B

Specification(s). The program office must also audit to ensure that a deliverable unit of

the CI matches the design specified In Its product configuration Identification (Type C

Specification and referenced documentation) prior to the design being basellned and

placed under Government control. There are three types of configuration audits that

the program office may conduct during the course of the development process, namely

the functional configuration audits, functional system audits (formerly called formal

qualification reviews), and physical oonfiguration audits.
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6.2.1 Functional Configuration Audits (FCAs).

The FOA Ls normally conducted for each CI as a part of the contracted full-scale

development effort and is used to validate that the development of a Cl has been

completed satisfactorily. This Is accomplished by auditing the qualification test results

* to verify that the Cl's actual performance complies with, and has achieved, the

hardware/software performance requirements and design constraints defined In the

Ci's Type B (Development/Requirements) Specification. This audit, and/or the

following functional system audit (FSA), is a prerequisite to the acceptance of a CI

and/or the total system design. The FCA (but not the FSA) Is also a prerequisite for

the PCA; it must be accomplished before or concurrent with the PCA for the Cl.

The FCA must be conducted on the configuration Item (either a prototype or pre-

production article) that is representative of the detail design that is to be released for

the manufacture of units for the operational Inventory. However, If neither a prototype

or pre-production article will be produced, then the FCA may be conducted on a first

production article. Also, If the configuration item's qualification will depend upon, and

be validated by, some type of Integrated system testing, then final approval of the FCA

for this CI may be delayed until after the Integrated testing has been performed (and, if

necessary, the functional system audit has been completed). For a complex

configuration Item, the FCA may be conducted on an incremental basis by auditing the

testing results of each major subsystem in the Cl or by auditing the results of specific

- types of tests (e.g., environmental, maneuverability). This Incremental approach can

be avoided by judicious selecton of subsystem Cis early in the development of the Ci.

If tile ia mmental approach is required, it will nomialy be Uinalized by an overall Cl-
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level FCA that Identifies any addltional Cl-level action items while also finalizing all the

action items resulting from the earlier incremental FCAs.

6.2.1.1 Items to,bo Reviewed. To facilitate the conduct of the FCA, the contractor

should provide the data and documentation, and be prepared to discuss the Issues,

required by Appendix G of MIL-STD-1521 [or by MIL-STD-973, when Issued]. The

Government will be especially concerned with reviewing:

1. Test plans, procedures, and (especially) test results (listed In test report s) for

the CO to verify that It performs as required by Its all=oWtd configurmdon identification.

For those Cl requirements that may not have been nme the p",-am ofie must

ensure that the proposed course of action (a) wOll identify aN corec th protem, and

(b) will Include adequate testing of new design ee-nets4, Inctudlng r•,pe-io c then

testing already performed which was Invalidated by the r.deslrt if tay of the toio,

required by the aptftcatlon have not yet been pforw, (ow are rqW'Are to be

p;formed as a part of a system-level test program), thMowe mut, be nt,*d es wai

2. A comtplee lst of the engineering drawings (inctud~n mvision• lel) that ftlt

the 01 detail design for which the test data was reviewed awn veffld-.

3. Drawings of parts that have been ordered (p ovi ,sv) as pats sod be

selecOvely sampled to assure essntal nmanufaxtwing tesq dat are k, Nited with ghe

drawing.

4. The effectlveness of the software operating and suppod dowivunts should be

verdfied by a review of the results of the testing covering the'r use.
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8.2.2 Funct~onal, Svs2em Auditsý (FSA

Formerly referred to as foarmal quaiIfiwion reviews (FQRs), these sysgrn[-iee

audits are oprtioal. For Most programs* once the CG's performance has been verified

through the FOAs, the system performnance has also been verified, because of the

* ~allocation of requirements from the system tunctional basellne to Cis In their allocated

baselines. In cases whvsw~ a vary complex sys-temis Involved, an, PSA mday be

required to review the results of the sy-stem level tests conducted to verify ftat the

performano-8 requirements spaclfed int the Type A (SysternlSystem Segment)

Specification have, bvan met, Wierever possible, however, the syster4evel

verifIcations should be awoompashed %% a padt of FOAs so that sysitemflevel prolerms

will be Idantified print' Wo te phyvkal configur~atio audits (PtCAq).

Unlke FCAs, FSAs are rotA a (nrq~t or the POAs. They must be conducted

po~e&FCA (tard may be $!.ost-PG4. When (a) aI sys-terni-avol protmance cequivremants

ccuAr Wo be veilried was W t-r0 o G vi~k testing and the FCA&, or (M n ,~ fqua

Wine requrOrriens co-uki sW bo iioquatot verifid by the 01lvlte-stlr. In imnyrr

casa,,h 1We F$\A %%Q bea 4ýonducte Ut4 tMjioltow-on oparzalltons teSsting. However. every

ekfrt Sbtuki We madie to en1suke that duiplicaton of efoW w~h theo FGAs i~s avomd.d

$.2.3 Phscat 0,1)IinuwUn Audits (Pfr~s).

For comuter software Cis, PM~ ftro oftn ondce 4-ncwenith ,'I* FGA.

during ful-4cale develpment. using the sottware that ha~s successuiiy C<4ý-vpiotd V1e

qL~a-hO-fl~aon testing. For hardwnzre Cis, these audits3 Are nom'4ai$~ op~k1Ctad duriing tHIP

* pr~ioduction phase of the syt'lem acquis~itiýc 06f o4yýI. typcafy ccurringV at the thie of

* deliver of one of the fWrs operational units from the prozixWto fine. The PGk& gv

perfozrmed by compating the drawing-, and other manufacturing docurnentiadw. or the
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source and object codes, called out in the Cl/CSCI product specification against the

"as-built" version of the CI/CSCI to be sure that they match before establishing the

product baseline using the product specification. The PCA includes a detailed review

of the engineering drawings, specifications, software listings and design documents,

and other technical/manufacturing data used to produce the configuration item or

computer software configuration item.

To facilitate the conduct of the PCA, the contractor should provide the data and

documentation, as well as the physical item, and be prepared to address the issues,

required by Appendix H of MIL-STD-1521 [or by MIL-STD-973, when issued]. Among

other important topics, the PCA will Include a review of the effectiveness of the

contractor's engineering change release system. The contractor's engineering change

release system is reviewed to verify that the contractor has the ability to control

changes to the approved detailed design documentation. Once the PCA Is

successfully compieted, any approved changes are processed through the engineering

change release system. This review of the engineering release system does not have

to be performed during the PCA for each Cl; but It must be performed once on the

engineering release system at each contractor's facility, usually as a part of the first

PCA at that location.

The PCA will also include a review of the contents of the produd specification to

Include a review of the adequacy of the acceptance test requirements ard related

acceptance test procedures. The performance requirements specified in the C-l's

produt rpeclfickbUon are not as comprehensive as the performance requirements It" its

developi•,snt specification. However, since they are the basis for the acceptance

testing of each unit (or lot) of production deliverables, the prograrn office must be sure
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that they are adequate and sufficient. Likewise, it is neceisary to verify the adequacy

of the acceptance testing procedures (ATPs) to detect dk.hcrepant units through quality

assurance activities. The PCA unit must be tested according to the approved ATPs,

and the results must be carefully reviewed to ensure that th'e ATPs will allow

* acceptance of good units and rejection of bad units.

Normally at the completion of the PCA, the CI/CSCI's product configuration

Identification Is established as the product baseline. All follow-on production units will

be built to that documented configuration, unless changes are approved by the

program office. That nitial produc.t configuration must be accurately documented to

avoid support problems. Therefore, the program office must emphasize the need for

comprehensive planning for, and rigorous accomplishment of, the PCA for each of the

program's C;: O,. The "product tase~lne" for a system Is established incrementally

through the estabisthment of the product baselines for Its component Cis. In this case,

the det-al design for the Cis which have completed PCA and had a product baseline

established will be subject to the Government (MIL-STD-480) change control process

while the deail designs of those Cis still waiting their PCAs will continue to be subject

to contractor internal control. (The performance requirements for all Cis are still

controlled by the Government under the allocated baseline.) The PCA Is normally

conducted oi the first production article (or on an early production unit), as Identified

and selected Jointly by the program office and contractor. in some cases, a production

line may be restarted after a ,ono break, or a new contractor may be selected to

produce and deliver th" item. In those cases, another PCA may be required; the first

urtli off the reStarted production line or the first unit to be delivered by a new contractor
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would be nubJect to the additional PCA, depending upon the acquisition strategy

pursued by the program office (see paragraph 6.2.3.2).

6.2.3.1 Items to be Reviewed. As a part of the planning for the PCAs, the contractor

should provide the prog,-am office with identification information abuut the Individual

CIs and grcuped Cis to be audited. This should Include each (all) Ci's nomenclature,

specification identification number, configuration item Identifiers, serial numbers, top

part/drawing numbers, and computer software/code identification numbers. For each

PCA, the Government should rcviaw:

1. Authenticated Issues of the CI Development Specifications (or CSCI Software

Requirements and, If applicable, Interface Requirements Specifications) and all

approved changes, deviations, and waivers to these specifications.

2. A comprehensive listing of all design differences between the physical

configurations of the selected PCA unit and those "developmental" units used for FCA.

Additional test data for differences between these configurations should be provided

and reviewed to ensure that the charges do not degrade the functional capabilities of

the production design.

3. Final draft version of the Cl or CSCI product specification.

4. All approved drawings for the configuration Item as Invoked through the top

drawing number in the product specifications, to be compared to the actual deliverable

hardware.

5. Manufacturing Instruction sheets to Insure they accurately reflect design details

contained in the engineering drawings.

6. The contractor's engineering re~case system and change control procedures to

establish its effectiveness in cnntrcilting the release of engineering data.
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7. Acceptance tests results and procedures for adequacy and for compliance with

the product specification performance requirements.

8. Final versions of computer software operating and support documents for

traceability to the final software code.

6.2.3.2 Relationships of Audits. According to AFR 14-1, there are three methods by

which the FCAs and PCAs may relate.

1. Case One: When the developing contractor is preselected to be the producing

contractor then (a) if production of the CO is authorized prior to conducting the FCA,

then Important functional characteristics of the Cl should be selected and "audited"

before the pro,"' ctlon authorization is given, (b) at the appropriate time, a complete

FCA of the Cl design is conducted, (c) the first production unit or an early production

unit rnost ioearly matching tha fln&l operational configuration of the Cl must be used for

the PCA, ar, I (d) if all FCA actic.n items are not closed out prior to PCA, the program

office will normally corditior illy Rccdpt the performance of the production units until

the FCA action items are closed our.

2. Case Two: When the developing contrActor has not been preselected as %he

producing contractor, and the production cor.;act is to be competed, then (a) the FCA

must be acco.pVished, as pe.; of the full-scale development ,'ontraci, arid the resulting

items closed out prior to accomplishing , PCA of the developmental unit, (b) a

complete PGA must be dccompllshed or tt.j pre-production prototype that most .'osely

"approxim•ates the expected procluctici configuration so that the program office can

establish a product baseline for future competiti'n, and (c) as part of the produ.ýton

contract, the first (or an early) production unit c. a CI from the rinning contractor Is

selected for a complete PCA.
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3. Case Three: If at some point after the Cl has entered production, a new

production contractor (other than the development contractor) is selected to produce

the Cl, or If an existing production line for the CI has been shut down for an extended

period of time, then a PCA may be required to be conducted on the first production

unit.

6.2.3.3 Role of the Confliuration Manager. Since the technical documentation that Is

approved at PCA will constitute the product baseline for the CIs/CSCIs, the

configuration manager must ensure that:

1. There is traceability between the CI/CSCI(s) requirements listed In the product

baseline and the previously established baselines.

2. The product design capabiities correlate to, and fulfill, all stated performance

requirements Identified In the Cl development/requirements and product specifications.

3. For hardware, the actual deliverable design matches the design referenced In

the product specification.

4. For CSCIs, the actual deliverable software matches the source Usting and data

structure contained/referenced in the product specification.

5. For CSCIs, the media (e.g., magnetic disk) which contain the software (data

and code) are correctly Identified (numbered) and controllable.

6. The contractor and program office concur that the product configuration

Identification Is complete and that the product baseline is ready to be established.
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7. CHANGE MANAGEMENT

Change management is the most visible aspect of configuration management

.e within a program office. In addition, It is the principal weapon in the program

manager's arsenal of ways to control any increases (or proposed Increases) to system

4= costs. As a part of the systems engineering process, the contractor uses an Iterative

approach to design and develop a product(s) or group of Items that meet a stated

requirement. At various times during this engineering process, the contractor presents

technical documentation (including documents, drawings, schematics, and any updates

to previously submitted documentation) at design reviews and/or configuration audits,

that describes the product's design capabilities/attributes that have been achieved to

date In the system development. At some of the reviews and audits, these documents

are then used to establish baselines (that is, they come under Government control).

As the system engineering process proceeds, increasingly detailed design

documentation Is basellned. But what happens to these baselines, or to the approved

technical documentation, when changes must be made? How are the contractor and

Government able to control (a) the configuration of the product, (b) any changes

(requested or approved) to the product and its documentation, or (c) any other aspects

of the contract not impacting the baseUned requirements?

The means by which this control is obtained, and maintained, Is through the

application of change management. Change management involves the evaluation,

"N coordination, and decision (acceptance or rejection) of all proposed changes. It Is also

concerned with monitoring the Implementation of any approved changes (in terms of

technical or other contractual concerns). Although this monitoring Is part of the status

accounting process (see Section 8), the program office uses change management to
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try to eliminate the submittal of unnecessary or Incomplete change proposals (thereby

helping to reduce overall program costs), to expedite the approval and Implementation

of changes deemed to be worthwhile, and to assure proper recording of these changes

to help facilitate current and future logistics support of the system/Cl.

Change management is composed of two parts - configuration control and change

control. This section will first describe configuration control and all its applications in

maintaining control over the submitted and approved technical documents constituting

the approved configuration Identification (baselines) of the program's configuration

Items. Next, this section will outline the role of change management to facilitate

control of the changes to the contract that will not Impact the baselined requirements.

The section will then go on to provide information pertaining to the Configuration

(Change) Control Board, that body of Individuals who regulate the change

management process for the program office. Finally, the section will briefly discuss a

final control concern for the program office, Interface control. While primarily a

systems engineering function, interface control is used by the program office when two

or more contractors for the program have contracts directly with the program office or

when two or more Government agencies are Involved In the system development.

These situations require special activities related to the configuration control process.

Configuration managers should be aware of, become Involved In, and help maintain

control over a program's Interface requirements.

7.1 Conftiuration Conptrol.

Once a program office has formally established the first (normally functional)

baseline, procedures must be put In place to regulate the flow of proposals, and to

implement any approved changes to the system and configuration Item documents
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constituting authenticated baselines. The accurate, current, and approved

configuration of the system (and Cis) must be known throughout the acquisition life

cycle of the system. Configuration control is that part of change management used by

configuration and/or program managers to provide regulation of all proposed and

"* approved technical changes. Formal control procedures for the documentation

associated with each program baseline must be implemented when that baseline Is

established. Government configuration control commences when the system

specification Is approved, authenticated, and placed on contract by the program office;

at that time, it must be placed under formal Government control as the program's

approved functional baseline. This marks the start of formal configuration control

within the program. Similarly, the technical documents (specifications and drawings)

associated with the allocated and product baselines are authenticated and placed

under tormal configuration control at the appropriate times (explained in Section 5)

during ,3ystem/Cl development

DOD policy requires the program office to provide the contractor with the maximum

degree of design latitude during the development process. However, as discussed In

Section 5, many requirements/constraints and some design Interfaces must be

baselined and controlled to provide sufficient contractual definition of the requirements

for the Item development. The program office must assure that all changes to these

baselined requirements, no matter lov small or seemingly insignificant, are reviewed

through an established and well-defined change control process. An effective

configuration control process (a) requires the contractor to Identify and document the

total Impact of any proposed change (including to program cost); (b) requires the

program office to assure the systematic evaluation, coordination, and timely processing
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of the proposed change for approval or disapproval; and (c) assures timely

implementation of all approved changes. Thus, configuration control allows the

program office to make informed and deliberate approval/disapproval decisions on

program changes.

For most programs, configuration control is applied to three types of changes

(engineering changes, deviations, and waivers) affecting the Government's interest in

the configuration of a baselined system and/or Its baselined CIs. All three will be

discussed In the following paragraphs.

7.1.1 Engineering Changes.

An engineering change is any alteration In the approved configuration identification

of a system or configuration Item after formal establishment of a baseline and Its

corresponding configuration Identification. Changes to the documentation which define

the baselines are formally controlled by the contractor up to the point in time where this

documentation Is baseined as a set of contractual requirements for the system or Cl.

After basellning, any changes to this contractual document will require the formal

approval of the program office via the configuration control process.

Configuration control of engineering changes Is administered to ensure (a) that

formal submittals are minImized through the use of precursor documents, (b) that If

unnecessary or Incomplete proposals are submitted, they are disapproved, and (c) that

only changes which are necessary or offer significant benefits are approved and

expeditiously processed. According to MIL-STD-4808, engineering changes are

deemed to be necessary and beneficial if they:

1. Correct known, or observed, deficiencies in the system design In order to meet

stated requirements.
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2. Add or modify Interface or interoperability requirements.

3. Make a significant change In the effectiveness of the system operational or

logistical support capabilities.

4. Will provide for substantial life cycle cost savings for the program.

"5. Will prevent, or allow, any desired slippage In an already approved production

schedule.

How are these engineering changes derived, and what configuration control

procedures must be in place to ensure that no change will be Implemented without

prior approval? Ideas leading to engineering changes can be suggested by anyone

working on the program for the Government, or for the contractor, who determines that

there may be a beneficial change to be made to the system. If the suggestion appears

to address a valid problem or opportunity, the remaining steps in the configuration

control process will be followed:

1. If the suggested change will affect a contractual baseline, the originator of the

desired change must establish the classification of the engineering change as either a

Class I or Class I1 change (see paragraph 7.1.1.1).

2. If the change Is classified as a Class I change, and It is further thought to be

routine In nature (see paragraph 7.1.1.2.5), then the program office should request the

submittal of an advanced change study notice (ACSN) from the originator of the

suggestion prior to the formal submittal of an ECP (see paragraph 7.1.1.3).

3. If the change is classified as a Class I change (and If it was routine in nature,

"Its precursor ACSN was approved), or In a select few cases Involving Class I1 changes,

the originator must prepare an Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) that describes the

change (see paragraph 7.1.1.2).
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4. The ECP is then submitted to the Government, (usually the plant representative

for Class !1 and the program office for Class I), for review.

5, If the change is a Class II change, the Government (i.e., the plant

representative, if one is assigned for the program) must concur/nonconcur with the

classification applied to the engineering change. If the change is a Class I change, the

Government (i.e., the program office) must either approve or disapprove the requested

engineering change. This Class I decision is normally made by the Configuration

(Change) Control Board (see paragraph 7.3).

6. Finally, the approved (or concurred with) engineering change must be

Incorporated Into the configuration Item and the appropriate technical documentation.

7.1.1.1 Classes of EnlIneerlnq Chanoes. Once it has been decided that an

engineering change Is required, the originator of the proposed change assigns an

appropriate classification. If a disagreement arises over the classification applied, the

program office, prime contractor, and originator (if not one of the two mentioned) need

to discuss the proposed change and all impacts of the change on the systom. The

final direction as to the classification to be applied to a proposed engineering change

will be provided by the program office, although the contractor Is entitled to file a claim

against the Government if they continue to disagree.

7.1.1.1.1 Class I EnQi~~lg.~Q Cha e,. Class I changes will prim y affect the

basellned physical and/or functional interchangeability of either a CI/CSCI or its support

elements, and will require program office approval and contractual incorporation prior

to their implementation. Engineering changes will be classified as Class I changes
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when any one (or more) of the following primary factors are affected [Note: A

complete list is given in MIL-STD-480]:

1. Any part of the functional or allocated configuration identification (such that a

page change must be Issued) is affected to the extent that performance, technical

* " (e.g., weight, balance, moment of inertia, reliability), or Interface characteristic

requirements would be outside specified limits or specified tolerances. Changes to

these identifications are always Class I, regardless of the other impacts of the change.

2. A change to the established product configuration Identification that affects the

functional or allocated configuration Identifications as described above. In addition a

change to the established product configuration Identification Will be considered a

Class I change If it Impacts one or more of the following:

a. the Involvement of Government furnished equipment.

b. safety.

c. deliverable operational, test, or maintenance computer software associated

with the CI or CSCI being changed.

d. compatibility or specified interoperability with Interfacing CIs/CSCIs, support

equipment/software, spares, trainers or training devices/equipmont'software.

e. product configurativ, to the extent that retrofit action Is required.

3. There are some non-technical contractual provisions that an engineering

change may affect that will also cause the change to be considered as a Class 1, even

though the remainder of the technica: impacts are Class I1. These are engineering

changes that impact contractor tees and incentives costs ihcurred by the Government

(although many progmirts establish a Class 11 doliarts thrsshoid to minimize the need
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for Class I ECPs merely for this reason), scheduled program/contractual milestones,

deliveries schedules, and any changes In contractual guarantees or warranties.

7.1.1.1.2 Class II Enaineedng Changes. Any engineering change that does not fall

into the definition of a Class I change Is considered a Class I1 change. It is Important

to remember that a change to any of the functional and/or allocated baselines (or

corresponding configuration Identifications) cannot be a Class II change. A Class II

change will only affect the product baseline (and product configuration identification)

and then only if there are no functional or physical Interchangeability impacts.

However, while a Class II engineering change should not affect the 'form, fit, or

function', it usually will Involve changes to engineering or manufacturing data or

documentation. Examples of this type of change Include: (a) changes In configuration

documentation only, such as the correction of typographical errors; correction to

software codes that do not affect logic, design, or mathematical formulation; or addition

of clarifying notes to the documents, or (b) a minor change (e.g., substitution of an

alternative material) to the hardware which will not affect any factor listed for a Class I

change,

7.1.1.2 En-glneorrin. Chan, 9 Proposals. Once the technical requirennts (either

functional and/or allocated) of a system. Cl, or CSCI have been baseltned. any

requested permanent change to these baselined technical requirements, and/or to the

corresponding referenced documentatton, must be proposed in a Class I Engineering
p-

Change Proposal (ECP). normally using the DD Form 1692. This is also true for many

requested changes to the product baseline, once it has been established. The ECP

forms require the contractor to provide sufficient information to the program office to
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completely describe, and justify, all the possible Impacts the suggested change will

have on all the elements of the systerm/CI. A single ECP must not cover unrelated

engineering changes; rather, If more than one unrelated engineering change idea Is

* being proposed, then a separate EC9 should be submitted for each engineering

; change/Idea.

The configuration manager needs to ensure that the originator of the ECP (whether

It Is the contractor or someone within the Covernment) prepares the documentation in

accordance with either MIL-STD-480 or MIL-STD-481. MIL-STD-480 is the preferred

document delineating the configuration control requirements for the approved

configuration Identification and providing Instructions for preparing and submitlIng

ECPs. MIL-STD-480 requires that the design activity provide all the informatlcn

required with the submitted ECP to describe all performance, interface, training, and

support effects, Including the exact changes required to be made to the functional,

allocated, and/or product configuration Identification. M!L-STD.480 should be levied on

contracts with the original design activity and on those subsequent production

contractors who can reasonably be expected to have the capability of analyzing and

providing the Government with the Infomation required on the DO Forms 1692 (see

paragraph 7.1.1.2.6). Examples might Include a competitive procurement In which the

winning contractor (not the development contractor) produces essentially all the

operational units. Contractors in a leader/foliower or co-poduction arrangement might

also be subjected to MIL-STD-480 requirements.

On the -Aher hand, the Government should not Impose an undue burden on the

contractor. Thus, MIL-STD-481 should be used to delneate configuration control°41

requirements and provide instructions for the preparation and submittals of ECPs using
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the DD Form 1693 when ",I ihe item Is being fabdcated to a detail design which was

not developed by the curtent contractor who ik c,,ereL % not familiar with the item's

design and support history, especialiy when significant quantities of operational units

have already been bought from another contractor, or (2) the Item being procured was

privately developed by the contractor but change control is still required by the

Government. When this standard is employed, the responsibility of analyzing the

"impact of the ECP on associated system elements (e.g., retrofit, technical manuals,

spares) Is transferred from the contractor to the program office.

7.1.1.2.1 Specification Chan-ge Notices. Since configuration control focuses on the

contractually controlled/basellned design documentation, any changes to these

approved baselines (and their contractually defined configuration Identification) will

nonnally require corroctions to be made to the content of the approved system/Cl/CSCI

speciflcatk.,ns. (NOTE: Some ECPs to the product configuration Identification do not

impact the specification content and therefore do not require Specification Change

Notices.] Therefore, the originator of a Class I ECP will submit a proposed

Specification Change Notice (SCN) as an enclosure to the ECP, although an SCN may

not be required for some ECPs which only affect (product baseline) drawings

referenced In the Product Specification. The proposed SON must Identify the exact

changes to the contents of the specification's sentences, paragraphs, figures, tables, or

any other part of Its content that must be distributed to holders of the specification If

the ECP and SON are approved. [NOTE: Only the original design activity (the agency

whGse CAGE Identification is on the document) or the Govemment can use the SCN.

Alts, nate sources must submit a Notice of Revision (see paragraph 7.1.1.2.2) with their

Class I ECP.]
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The proposed SCN is composed of two parts. The first is the SCN form (DD Form

1696) which Is used as a cover sheet and a letter of transmittal, and which includes a

list of the current proposed pages to be changed plus a historical record of all prior

* SCNs and changed pages to this specification revision. The second part of the SCN

S* submittal is the page change(s) associated with the SCN. This page(s), which

contains the actual incorporats! t "wording" changes for that particular specification

(paragraphs that are not affected by the change are not changed), is attached to the

SCN form and submitted with the ECP. Those portions of the page that are affected

aire Identified by some symbol on the right-hand side of the page. Each changed page

is Identified by marking the appropriate specification number (including revision letter, If

appropriate) and the date of approval of the SCN (date SCN form Is signed and

returned). The changed page Is numbered with the same page n-mber as the page it

replaces. If the wording change (addition) is so voluminous that more than one page

Is required to replace the original specification page, then the additional pages will

carry the same page number plus a suffix letter arranged in alphabetical order

beginning with the letter *a*. In this manner, the changed pages are suitable for direct

Incorporation into the specificatinn by removing the old ano inserting the new pages.

SONs ar.- assigned numbers In a sequence, beginning with 1, against the odginal.

or current, revision of a speification. Therefore, when a new specification Is first

aul:..;nticated, or whenever a new revision of that specification Is authenticated, the

SCN numbers begin with I again. In asddition, once a proposed SCN (required to be

Sprinted on colored paper) has been submitted to the program office with an E CP, the

number assigned to It will not be changed, altered, or reassFqned to any Other SGN.

SCNs submitted with ECPs may 6e reviewed and approved in any sequence. For
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example, SON #8 would be proposed before SON #11, but SON #8 might not be

approved before SCN #11, perhaps due to the complexity of the ECP. Before SON #8

can be approved and distributed, the "Summary of Previously Approved Changes"

section of the SCN must be revised to reflect the SON #11 Information. If this Is the

case, the number (#8) assigned to the SON will not change, but the "Summary of

Previously Approved Changes" section of the SON form will have SON #11 added, and

the contents of the change pages proposed with SCN #8 would also change if SON

#11 also affected them.

Once the SON is approved, the signed SON form Is transmitted from the

Government approving office (usually either the program office or the plant

representative) to the specification maintenance activity (usually the contractor). That

activity then makes the required copies of the SON/change page package and

distributes them according to the Contract Data Requirements Ust. Each recipient of

this latest approved SON form will insert it into the affected specification Immediately In

front of Section 1, while the prev!ously approved SON form In the specification Is

removed. The change page(s) will be Inserted Into the specification and the

superseded page(s) thrown out.

7.1.1.2.2 Notices of Revislon, If the originator of the ECP does not maintain the

master (original) specifications, engineering drawings, associated lists, computer

software listings, and other technical documents that comprise the approved

configuration Identification of the CI affected by the proposed change, then the

urdginator muwt submit a Notice of Revision (NOR) with the ECP. In these cases, the

oft,. tor of the ECP is not allowed to revise tht. technical documents nor can they

completely document the redesign. If the ECP Is approved, the NOR attached to the
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ECP allows the program office to direct the contractors who do maintain the technical

documents to make specific revisions In the affected documents.

A separate NOR, submitted to the Government using DD Form 1695, is used for

each specification, drawing, associated list, computer software listing, or other

technical document which will require a revision if the proposed engineering change Is

approved. The originator of the NOR enters (a) the number of the ECP that describes

the engineering change which requires that the technical document, covered by the

NOR, be revised, and (b) the assigned system designation (if one exists) and name

and type of the configuration Item to which the ECP applies [Note: this information

should be the same as provided in the appropriate blocks of the ECP].

The contractor preparing the NOR must describe the revision In detail (using a

"From" - "To" format), giving exact wording of sentences and paragraphs that are to be

revised, or describing exact fields/locatlons on the technical document that need to be

changed. All quantitative requirements (e.g., dimensions, tolerances) that are affected

must be addressed. The program office may then (a) tell the originator of a NOR

(and/or manufacturer of the affected Item If different) that they may proceed, using the

existing technical document as modified by the NOR (this requires a copy of the

signed, approved NOR to be provided to the originator and to the contractor

maintaining the affected technical document); or (b) tell the originator that It is not

authorized to Incorporate the change proposed by the submitted NOR until It receives

a copy of the revised technical document. If the contractor who maintains the

technical document was not furnished a distribution list to be used for all changes to

the affected Cl documentation, then the program office must provide instructions to the
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document maintenance contractor with each approved NOR Identifying who should

receive copies of the revised document.

7.1.1.2.3 Class I ECP Processing. Class I engineering changes may be processed in

either one of two basic ways. The originator of the ECP will first submit a precursor

document (such as an Advanced Change Study Notice (ACSN) or a preliminary ECP)

followed, upon approval of the precursor, by the submittal of a formal ECP, or the

originator may submit the formal ECP without using some form of precursor.

The first method allows the submission of preliminary information about the change

to the program office without having to Incur the expense of generating detailed

technical and cost information. This approach should be used when the proposed

engineering changes to either the basellned Ci/CSCI specifications or other baseined

documents are of a routine nature, rather than being urgent or emergency issues,

especially when an extensive system engineering analysis will be required as a part of

preparation of the ECP. This allows the program office to determine if the proposed

change Is worth the additional expenditures required to further develop the proposal,

or, If the originator is proposing more than one alternative, it allows the program office

to select the approach they favor. This method is commonly used with routine ECPs

and is strongly recommended once the product baseflne has been established. At that

point of the program's development, any required change could Impact a myriad of

support elements, and It will require a considerable amount of money to determine

those Impacts. Using the ACSN, it the program office decides that the proposed

change idea appears to be beneficial, the contractor is directed to generate the

additional information necessary to support the formal ECP, and the formal ECP,
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complete with SCN and change pages for the appropriate document, is submitted to

the program office.

Under the second method, the complete technical and cost Information Is submitted

Immediately (without a precursor) as a formal ECP. This ECP submittal provides

"enough engineering and other program Information, in sufficient detail, to support a

decision and contractual authorization to proceed. Generally, this type of approach

should be used when a change priorty of "Urgent" or "Emergency" is involved and

expeditious processing of the ECP Is required. It might also be used when a proposed

change is of a minor nature, such as filling in a "TBD" that is in a specification.

Under either processing approach, a desired engineering change for the basic Cl

affected may require related engineering changes In other items to maintain an

Interface match or compatibility. When this is the case, the complete Impact against all

Cis should be available with the ECP for the basic Cl, which means that all related

ECPs should be available for simultaneous review and decision. In order to maintain

traceability the basic ECP Is assigned its number, and all related ECPs are then

identified by this number plus a separate dash number. (SCNs for the related ECPs

would not use "dash numbers"; they would retain their position In the numerical

sequence of SCNs against their Cl specification.) The basic ECP will identify and

summarize all the rotated ECPs' cost Impact aalysis but will not repeat the detailed

technical information provided. The program office may then approve/disapprove the

. basic ECP and all related ECPs simultaneously knowing all the affects their decision

will have on system design. [NOTE: MIL-STD-480 cites alternative approaches to be

used when the related Cis are not controlled by the ECP preparing activity.]
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7.1.1.2.4 Class II ECP Processinq. Class II engineering changes usually are not

reviewed andcor approved by the program office. For most programs and changes, the

cognizant government plant representative will normally review te suggested Class II

change and provide concurrence/nonconcurrence with the classification assigne-! to

the change. A concurrence decision by the plant representative tells the contractor

that the Government agrees that none of the Class I criteria are Impacted by the

suggested change. With a nonconcurrence by the plant representative, the contractor

can resubmit or request a review by the program office. However, the program office

classification decision Is final (subject to filing a claim, as noted above in paragraph

7.1.1.1). Examples of cases where the program office might decide on Class II

changes Include plant representatives or contractors who lack the technical

sophistication to properly evaluate the classification of the changes; or a situation

where neither the contractor suggesting, nor the plant representative reviewing, the

change has custody (or control) of the product's master drawings. Alternatively, the

program office may insist on Class II changes being approved rather than using

concurrence action. However, thIs requires a special contractual provision and usually

incurs additional costs for the Government it Is therefore recommended that this

practice (approving Class II engineertng .changes) be used only in exceptional cases.

Basically, the approval decision is driven by a need to affirm the technical merit of a

change as well as its clac.slficatlon.

7.1.1.2.5 ECP Priorities. Each Class I ECP submitted to the program office shall be

assigned one of the following priorities by the originator. Unless the program office

requests that the contractor change the priority, this assigned priority will be used to
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determine the speed at which the proposed ECP is reviewed and decided upon. The

priority ranges for Class I ECPs are:

1. Emergency. This type of priority is assigned to an ECP if the proposed

engineering change affects operational characteristics which may compromise national

security if not Implemented without delay. In addition, this type of priority is used to

correct a "hazardous condition" which may result in either a fatal or serious Injury to

personnel or in extensive damage/destruction of equipment. With this type of serious

problem, the O1 is usually withdrawn from service temporarily, suspended from

operation, or development or testing is discontinued until the condition is resolved.

MIL-STD-480 sets a goal of 48 hours for the approvaVdisapproval decision to be

communicated to the contractor. Because of the extreme time pressure, the Initial

submittal is usually a brief preliminary ECP, either via facsimile or electronic message.

2. Urgent. This priority is assigned to an engineering change if; (a) mission

effectiveness may be compromised unless the change in an operational characteristic

Is accomplished quickly, (b) a potentially hazardous condition (one that compromises

safety and embodies risk, but within reasonable limits which permit continued use of

the affected equipment) needs to be corrected to avoid Injury to personnel or damage

to equipment, (c) an interface change must be effected to avoid a schedule slippage or

Increase cost, or (d) the expeditious processing of the proposed change Is a major

factor in realizing a significant net life cycle savings to the Government. The decision

on these changes should normally be officially communicated to the contractor within

30 days of receipt.
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3. Routine. If none of the above conditions are met, the ECP Is processed as

routine. Under this priority, the program office will usually have 90 days to review and

decide upon the ECP and officially communicate the decision to the contractor.

7.1.1.2.6 Content and Format. As the configuration Identification of the product

evolves, the amount of Information defined in the baselines and required to be

addressed In the ECP Increases. An ECP affecting the functional baseline would

mainly describe system specification wording changes and qualitative impacts of the

change on performance requirements or logistics support. On the other hand, an ECP

affecting the product baseline would have to include detailed impact Information about

changes in part design, changes to production line tooling, retrofit requirements for

already delivered units, and specific Impacts on logistics supportability (e.g., spares,

test software) of the system.

The DD Forms 1692 are normally the mandatory format to be used for proposing

all engineering changes. Although the contractor's format might be approved for use In

submitting ECPs, use of the DO Forms 1692 standardizes the format and content and

minimizes problems with communication about the change. Since word processing

software (e.g., Wordperfect) now has the ability to mix graphics (blocks/boxes on a

form) with textual material, a contractor's format that essentially matches the DO Forms

1692 Is usually acceptable. (it will also allow electronic transmittal of the ECPs,

speeding the review/approval process.) Depending upon the life-cycle phase of the

Cl's development, the submittal must Include various pages of the DO Forms 1692 as

required by Figure 1 (Life Cycle Applications of DO Form 1692) in MIL-STD-480. The

page usage for DD Form 1692 Is as follows: [Remember that the ECP is not required

until after the first baseline has been established for the system or top-level CI.]
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1. ECP DD Form 1692, Page 1, Cover Sheet: This page is required with every

Class I engineering change as the cover sheet to summarize the engineering change.

This page may be used for Class il engineering changes. However, when only

concurrence In classification is required, the contractor's format is normally used for

S* Class II engineering changes, as long as It Includes the part number and name of the

affected item, the next higher assembly, and a description of the change. However, If

the contract provisions call for approval/disapproval of the Class II changes, then Page

1 is required to be submitted to convey the description of the change to be approved.

Page 1, or DD Form 1692, Is used to Identify (a) the model and type designation of

the CI affected; (b) the CAGE code of the contractor submitting the ECP; (c) a system

or higher-level Cl designation (if there Is one and if It Is known); (d) the type of ECP

(preliminary or formal); and (e) the baseline document affected (e.g., systems/Cis

specifications, test plans, and drawings). This page also Includes a description of the

proposed change (phrased In definitive language such that It could be Incorporated into

the authorizing contractual document) to Include Identification of the exact part of the

system or Cl that would be changed. Also Included should be an explanation of the

need for the change (e.g., what defect, failure, or malfunction the change is being

proposed to correct).

2. ECP DD Form 1692-1, Page 2, Effects on Functional/Allocated Configuration

Identification: This page of DD Form 1692 Is used to describe proposed changes to

the functional or allocated configuration identification as defined by either the

appropriate Type A (System/System Segment) Specification and/or Type B

(Development or Requirements) Specifications depending upon which baseline(s) is

Impacted. In addition this page should:
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(1) for hardware Cis: (a) qualitatively describe impacts of the proposed change on

logistics, personnel, training, and operational/mission effectiveness (employment and

deployment), and (b) if the proposed engineering change requires any new prototypes,

significant redesign, additional design reviews, or tests to be reaccomplished then the

nature of these activities should be described in detail.

(2) for computer software CIs: (a) If applicable, it should Identify any required

changes to the data base parameters or values and any effects on computer operating

and cycle time utilization, and (b) if the ECP Is Initiated following completion of the

preliminary design of the 0SCI, then, the originator of the ECP must Include specific

Information to Identify significant requirements for computer software program redesign,

reassembly, recompiling, recording, retesting, changes to the requirements

specification data and source code listings, and any Impacts of CSCI changes on the

corresponding hardware requirements or on the existing schedules for completion of

development.

(3) quantitatively describe any proposed changes on performance parameters

contained In the development or requirements specifications. Once the product

baseline Is established, this page of DO Form 1692 Is not required unless: (a) the

proposed change to the product configuration Identification will Impact the system

specification(s), (b) the development/requirements specification will require up-dating

because of the change in the product configuration identification.

3. ECP DO Form 1692-Z Page 3, Effects on Product Configuration Identificationx:
p-

Prior to the establishment of the product baseline, If prototype test Items are

undergoing operational evaluation or some form of service tests, then the Impacts of

changes in the detail design of these existing prototypes which could affect initial
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support element planning/orders must be described on this page, even though the

Government does not yet control the detail design. Once the product baseline and

corresponding configuration identification is established, this page is always required.

It is used to describe the details of the effects the engineering change will have on the

product configuration identification, on the integrated logistics support elements, on the
.0

operational employment of the Cl, and other related factors. For the Integrated logistic

support considerations, this page provides updated logistic support analysis

Information, spares/manuals/test software which will be required for the support of the

new configuration, and/or retrofitting any previously delivered Items to the new

configuration. For the effects on operational employment, the contractor should look at

the quantitative Impacts of the change on safety, survivability, reliability, maintainability,

and service life. It will also include the details (work-hours per unit to install kits, work-

hours to conduct system tests after retrofit, and an estimate of the total time the unit

will be out of operational service) of the proposed retrofit for the Cl, if any.

For CSCIs, this page will not be used since the information that Is required to be

reported on this form Is either provided on the first two pages or does not apply to

computer software programs. Factors normally associated with engineering changes

affecting the use and operation of CSCIs depend more directly on the characteristics

detWi--u at the Type B (Requirements) Specification than at the product configuration level.

4. ECP DD Form 1692-3, Page 4, Estimated Net Total Cost Impact: Once the

product baseline is established, this page is required to tabulate the net cost Impacts

of the individual ECP for items already on contract or for work that must be added to

the current contract. (Savings to the Government are preceded by a minus sign.) All

cost/savings (production, retrofit, integrated logistics support, and others) to the
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Government resulting from this ECP, if approved, should be shown on this form.

However, if approving an ECP for one Ci on one program will result in a cost/savings

for a change which must also be made for another program/C1, this cost information

must be shown on the DD Form 1692-4. If the ECP describes a proposed change that

affects Items that are delivered to more than one service, then a separate page 4 (DD

Form 1692-3) should be filled out for the quantifies to be delivered to each service.

This page is not normally used with CSCI-only ECPs.

5. ECP DD Form 1692-4, Page 5, Estimated Cost/Savings Summary: This page

Is required only If there are two or more related ECPs (see paragraph 7.1.1.2.3) or if

new trainers or support equipment will be required as a result of the approval of the

proposed ECP. This page will summarize and total the net cost Impacts (either

increases or decreases) of all the individual related ECPs, and adds all related

Integrated logistics support costs (Including maintenance costs) which have not been

Included on the Individual ECPs. The prime contractor Is responsible for summarizing

all the related ECPs which are Its responsiblifty and, If there is no system Integrating

contractor, the prime contractor submitting the basic ECP may also be required to

Include the costs of all related ECPs being submitted by any other affected contractor.

6. ECP DO Form 1692-5, Page 6, Mdlestone Chart: Once a program enters full-

scale development, If the ECP will affect more than just the delivery schedule of the

subject Item of the ECP, this part of DD Form 1692 is required to summarize In

pictorial form 'he various Impacts on other program Implementation nriiestones. Thus,

complex scheduling Interrelationships, such as the avalablilty of logistics support

elements when new/retrofitted production units reach the field, can be more easily

analyzed. l the ECP will impact only production delivery schedulos, the
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analyzed. If the ECP will impact only production delivery schedules, the

Implementation schedule and interrelationships of the developmental activities can

usually be described in detail in the description of change section. Schedules for OSCI

and suppudtralning software changes and other developmental milestones for the

sof' ware should be Included on the appropriate lines of the DU Form 1692-5.

7.1.1.2.7 ECP Evaluation and Approval. The evaluation of the ECP should take into

account all impacts of the proposed change on ail elements in the system. Every

proposed engineering change to a systen/Cl's baseline (and configuration

identification) must b, evaluated against the alternative of retaining the cunrent design,

even it there is a deficiency. In other words, the evaluation of the ECP should include,

as an option, not proceeding with the proposed change.

According to AFR 14-1, the program office functionals (i.e., Directorates) should

review the proposed change documentation (in their area of expertise) to ensure that

all the Impacts of the change have been provided, The functionals should evaluate the

change to ensure:

1. Adequacy of the proposed ECP for translation Into a detailed design that Is

capable of producing either reliable hardware Cis, CSCls. or facllitfes.

2. T1ha the engineeting and scientific aspects of the proposed change are effective

and current in the Ught of current research and technology eobrts.

3. All interface effects on other parts of the system, subsystems, or facilties have

been included.

4. That the effects on system perfornance. compatibility, item production, and

Integrated logistics support. if applicable. are included and satisfactory,

5. Specification changes are provided and acceptable.
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6. Effects on occupational health, safety, ecology, and the environment have been

addressed.

7. The total impact on cost, including all aspects of cost growth and cost saving,

have been provided.

Once the ECPs have been reviewed, they are either approved or disapproved by

the program office's Configuration (Change) Control Board (see paragraph 7.3) and the

decislon documented in AFSC Form 318 - CCB Directive (see paragraph 7.3.2). Once

the board's documented decision, contained on AFSC Form 318, is provided to the

program office's contracting officer, then the decision Is provided by the contracting

officer to the contractor. Only upon receipt of an official contract modification

document, unless otherwise specified by the program office, should the contractor

proceed with work on the proposed change. The contractual authorization of the

change will reference the appropriate ECP by number, any revision, and date. If the

ECP Is disapproved, the program office must also notify the originator, In %nttng,

Including reasons as to why the change was disapproved.

7.1.1.3 ACSNs. The preparation of formal (fully pdced) ECPs and Contract (or Task)

Change Proposals (CCP/TCPs) (see paragraph 7.2 below) can be extremely expensive

and Is almost always charged to the program office. Also, as the number of ECP

packages submitted by the contractor Increases, the manhours available to review and

process each of these changes decreases, and this cdn also cause a reduction In the

manhours available to milonitor the basic development effort. The program office

should use Advance Change Study Notices (ACSNs) throughout the system acquisition

life cycle as a precursor to a submittal of any routine ECP or CCP/TCP. The ACSN

(AFSC Focm 223) is a useful tool that encourages early communication of a proposed
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change Idea, reduces the submittal of unacceptable ECPs and CCP/TCPs by validating

the need for the change, and avoids the unnecessary costs associated with

preparation of these unacceptable change proposals. Its use should be discussed in

the contractor's Configuration Management Plan and Included as a requirement in the

* "Statement of Work.

In addition to being a tool to reduce the costs associated with change

management, the ACSN can also be used to refine the scope of the change effort and

to ensure the coordination and integration of all companion or related ECPs and

CCP!TCPs prior to beginning the formal preparation of the proposals. The ACSN will

provide a bdfi description of the program deficiency or problem and then provide a

brief description of the change idea/solution (and known alternative solutions), Identify

the program documents affected, and estimate the scope of change effort required.

The ACSN may also provide an estimate (called a rough-order of magnitude, ROM) of

the proposed change's cost. (In situations where associate contractors are developing

various portions of the overall system, the ACSN originator should forward the ACSN

to other associate contractors so that their inputs about companion/related changes

can be consideied as a part of the ACSN review.)

Once the ACSN has been received (including any brief clarifying information

resulting trom the review), the program office must decide whether It will request the

originator/prime contractor to submIt a formal change (ECP or CCP) proposal. In

deciding that a formal change proposal is required, the program office should ensure

that the scope of the desired proposal has been adequately defined for the aiternative

a.pproach that has been selected and that the proposed change will be beneficial to the

program. Conversely, the program office may decide that the change is not beneficial,
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Inform the originator and all others Involved that no further work Is required, and

thereby avoid the high preparation costs associated with the formal change proposal.

7.1.2 Deviations.

While the ECP is used to document a request for a permanent change to a new

preferred design, the prime co,.tractor may also request relief from the preferred design

to a less-desirable design for an item. If the contractor determines, prior to the actual

assembly of the unit of an Item Involved, that there will be a discrepancy between the

item and the mandatory requirements of the documentation (i.e., the configuration

Identification), the contractor may request that a deviation be authorized. The

contractor must describe in detail the circumstances which have led to the discrepancy

and the exact nature of the proposed departure from the technical roquirements of the

approved configuration identification. The reasons which make It impossible (or

unreasonable) to comply with configuration Identification within the specified delivery

schedule should also be addressed, as well as a proposal of the consideration that will

be provided to the Government for accepting the deviation.

7.1.2.1 DeslQnation of Deviations, Section 4 (Quality Assurance Provisions) of the Ci

product fabrication specification will often contain a Classification of Defects (CD) list

Identifying certain defects (which may be detected In the components/assemblies of

the Ci) as criUcal, major, or minor. In determining the classification of each potential

defect, the definitions provided in MIL-STO-109 must be used. If a CD exists, then

each request for deviation must be designated by the originator as either inlnor, major,

or critical based on that CD. If a CD does not exist for the CI, MIL-STD-480 provides

additional criteria to be used In designating minor, major, and critical deviations.
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1. Critical Deviation: if the departure from a characteristic in the documentation

involves safety or if it involves a defect classified as critical in the CD.

2. Major Deviation: If the departure involves health, performance,

interchangeability, reliability, maintainability, effectiveness In use, weight, or

appearance factors, or if It Involves a defect classified as major In the CD, then the

deviation Is classified as major.

3. Minor Deviation: if a CD exists, and if the deviation involves a defect classified

as minor In the CD or if It does not fit the departures for critical or major, then it is

classified as a minor deviation.

7.1.2.2 Format. The prime contractor may submit a Request for Deviation using either

DD Form 1694, a form of Its own design, or a letter. If either of the last two methods

are used, the following Information must be included: (a) name and address of

contractor, (b) contract number, (c) name and identifying number of Item, (d) number of

specification, drawing(s), and/or other document(s) against which the deviation is

required, (e) description, and designation, of the deviation, (f) quantity of items

Involved, (g) If It Is a recurring deviation, and (h) effects on contract delivery schedule,

and logistics support material. As required by the Federal Acquisition Regulation

(FAR), each deviation must include a proposal of the consideration to be provided to

the Government if It accepts the Item with the deviation.

7.1.2.3 Submittal and Approval. Unless otherwise specified In the contract provisions,

critical and major deviations should be submitted In the same manner as a Class I

ECP. However, unless very unusual circumstances exist, the contractor should not

submit (nor should the program office approve) critical deviations. After review by the
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responsible functionals, a decision must be made. Often, this is accomplished by the

Configuration (Change) Control Board; at the very least, the CCB chairperson should

make the decision as the focal point for controlling the Ci's configuration. This

decision is then transmitted to the contractor, along with an acceptance or revision of

the consideration, by the program office's contracting officer. For a minor deviation,

the person having the authority to approve or concur with a Class 11 change Is also

normally authorized to approve a minor deviation and accept the consideration.

7.1.3 Waivers.

Whereas deviations are used for discrepancies found prior to the actual

manufacture/fabrication/assembly of the unit(s) involved, an item which Is found to be

discrepant and to not conform to the required configuration Identification either during

assembly or as a part of acceptance testing requires a waiver to be submitted to the

program office before the unit(s) can be accepted. In addition, the contractor should

describe what consideration will be provided to the Government if It accepts the

Request for Waiver.

7.1.3.1 Designation of Waivers. Each waiver must be designated as minor, major, or

critical based on the Impact of the defect involved. As with deviations, If a

classification of defects Is established for the CI, the definitions of MIL-STD-109 are

used to determine classify the defects. The contract may also specify an acceptable

quality level (AQL) for the acceptance or rejection of a lot of Items based on the

number of defects In the sample. MIL-STD-480 also provides other criteria besides

AQLs and CDs that can be used for designating the waiver as minor, major, or critical.
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1. Critical Waiver: need to accept a nonconforming item involving safety or

involving a defect classified as critical.

2. Major Waiver: need to accept a nonconforming item involving either (a) health,
.,4

(b) performance, effectivity in use, weight, reliability, maintainability, appearance, or

"* interchangeability factors or involving a defect classified as major.

3. Minor Waiver: need to accept a nonconforming item which Involves none of the

factors for major or critical waivers, or Involves a defect classified as mlnor'.

7.1.3.2 Format. The contractor may submit a Request for Waiver using either the DD

Form 1694, a form of their own design, or a ietter. If either of the last two methods are

used the contractor must submit the information listed in paragraph 7.1.2.2 above. In

addition, the waiver must Include the Identifying number of the inspection or test plan

which revealed the defect, the pre-delivery corrective action (repair) required, and a

proposal of the consideration to be provided to the Government if the Item is accepted

as is or with some repairs.

7.1.3.3 Submittal and Approval. Unless unusual circumstances exist, the contractor

should not submit critical waivers to the program office. Minor waivers should normally

be submitted to the contractor's Material Review Board (MRB) for disposition. The

program office or plant representative will normally have reviewed the contractor's

MRB to ensure It Is properly constituted and maintained. If so, then the MRB is

generally authorized to approve or disapprove the minor waiver. However, a major

waiver should normally be submitted In the same manner as a Class I ECP. After

review by the responsible functionals, a decision must be made. Often, this is

accompUshed by the Configuration (Change) Control Board; at the very least, the CCB
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chairperson should make the decision as the focal point for controlling the ClUs

configuration. The decision is then transmitted to the contractor, alOng with an

acceptance or revision of the consideration, by the program office's contracting officer.

7.2 Change CQntrol.

The second aspect of change management Is change control. Change control

Involves controlling and maintaining, as well as approving and impklmenting, any

proposed changes to contractual requirements (documents) that do not Impact the

baseline requirements (e.g., changes that do not require- the revision of approved

configuration identification). The documents used for change management are called

Contract (Task) Change Proposals (CCP/TCPs).

CCP/TCPs are primarily written against the requirements listed In the Statement of

Work (SOW) tasks, In contractually required delivered plans (e.g., test plans, System

Engineering Management Plan, and Saftwere Development Plan), and contract data

requirements list (CDRLs). The requirements for processing CCP/TCPs must be

Included in the SOW and the CDRL if these change control documents are to be used.

Likewise, the program office must plan tor reviewing and approving the CCP/TCPs

following procedures similcar to thA ones for Class I ECPs, Including use of the

Configuration (Change) Control Board to make the decisions.

While the Data Karm Description (DI-A-3020) for the CCP/TCP provides a standard

format that the picgram office can require the contractor to use to submit a CCP/TCP,

the exact detai of the proposal's content, and the kind of detailed Information required

to be submltt•d to the program office, needs to be worked out with the contractor. The

CCP/TCP form does prcvide some general guidance about the type of information that

should be included: (a) ocontractual documents affected (e.g., SOW, test plan, etc), (b)
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benefit of making, and impact of not making, the proposed change, (c) description of

the proposed change to include detailed description of the tasks involved (with details

of man-hours and special equipment required), (d) any alternatives to the proposed

change, including reasons for and against each and the estimated cost, (e) detailed

cost information for the tasks involved, (f) schedule for completing the work, and (g)

the priority of the change and the related decision need date.

As with ECPs, the cost associated with preparing and submitting formal CCP/TCPs

may be quite high. Therefore, the program office may request that the contractor use

an ACSN, as discussed in paragraph 7.1.1.3 above, as a precursor to routine

CCP/TCPs. If the ACSN is approved, the CCP/TCP Is submitted, reviewed, decided

upon at the CCB, and a COB Directive is provided to the contracting officer who

proceeds to negotiate a contract modification to authorize the contractor to proceed.

7.3 Configuration (Change) Control Board.

Fomlal corniuration control begins with the establishment of the functional

baseline and continues throughout the acquisition life cycle for a system and its

CI/CSCIs. Chanae control needs to be implemented immediately after the contract(s)

have been signed by the contractor and the Government. For both change control and

configuration control, there must be some focal point for making decisions on the

proposed changes.

The primary agency established by the program office to regulate the change

management process, and to be responsible for change decisions, is the Configuration

* (Change) Control Board (CCB). The CCB Is established at the system or at the top

"CVCSCI level, usually early in concept demonstration/validation, around the time of the

baselining of the functional configuration identification. Official administrative orders
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are Issued designating the membership of the CCB for the program and their roles.

The CCB receives a summary briefing about each change, deliberates about the major

Impacts of the change and its Implications, and provides advice to the chairperson who

makes the final decision about the change. While the program management

responsibility rests with the developing command (normally AFSC), the program

office's COB is the agency with official authority to act upon, and provide a disposition

for, each proposed change document (including ECPs, deviations, waivers, ACSNs,

and CCP/TCPs) submitted against the program.

The program manager responsible for the acquisition of the system is normally the

chairperson of the CCB. The chairperson is responsible for the final decision on all

proposed engineering and contract changes. In most instances, especially for larger

programs, the program manager needs to concentrate on other program functions. In

that case, the program manager will delegate the CCB chairmanship to the deputy

program manager or to a trusted functional manager; this delegation will be

accomplished through the COB orders. The configuration manager will normally be

designated on the orders as the COB's secretariat, to serve as the secretary at all COB

meetings. The secretariat duties require the configuration manager to be responsible

for scheduling, administering, and documenting the results of all CCBs.

Other members designated on the CCB orders will normally include the heads of

the directorates (or divisions) for each functional activity within the program office (e.g.,

engineering, logistics, manufacturing, test, contracting, configuration management) and

representatives from the training, supporting, and using commands associated with the

program. Alternate members are also included on the orders to allow for absences

(e.g., leave, TDY) of the primary members. These Individuals must represent their
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respective organizations and present their organization's official position on all matters

brought before the COB. The CCB orders should be reviewed, updated, or revised

periodically (AFR 14-1 requires the orders to be revised at least every six months) to

reflect and maintain current membership.

.- Depending on the type of change being proposed, the program office CCB may
4•

request support and/or advice from other sources such as Interface Control Working

Groups, software configuration sub-board, technical specialists, not-for-profit

contractors, or other Government agencies. The contractor (or subcontractors) may

sometimes be requested to attend a CCB meeting, as a non-member, to provide

additional Information/Insight Into a particular area of review.

In addition to these functions, since the COB has the responsibility for controlllnq

the baselines, some programs may want to use It to establish the baselines. This

could be accomplished by having the prime contractor submit the final draft

specification as an attachment to an ECP for authentication and contractual

Incorporation. The submittal would occur after the program personnel have had an

opportunity to review, comment on, and negotiate the contents of the draft

specification. The CCB would review and approve the ECP and provide direction to

authenticate and contractually Incorporate the specification.

7.3.1 Preparnc for the CCB.

The configuration management directorate Is responsible to the program manager

"to establish and maintain all change control procedures for the program office, to be an

active participant on the COB, and to provide a secretariat for the COB. When a

change proposal is received (whether It Is in the form of an ECP, ACSN, deviation,

waiver, or CCP/TCP), the configuration management directorate will usually assign it to
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a specific configuration manager who will ensure the change proposal is recorded and

* tracked as it progresses through the stages of review, coordination, deliberation,

approval/disapproval, contract authorizationr, and implementation. For this reason, the

configuration management directorate may want to design a "Change Log" that could

be used to give a real time status of, and historical information about, all changes

being, or which already have been, processed through the program office. However, it

should be recognized that, while the persons handling the changes are providing and

using the information, they are performing a status accounting tuictlon (see Section 8).

When a change proposal Is received at Vae program office, the configuration

management directorate (or that unit wKhin the program office performing this function)

should perform a preliminary review of the proposal. To maintain tight change

management (change and/or configuration control), the configuration manager

assigned should review the submittal to Insure that it Is authorized (e.g., being

submitted against a baselined or non-technical document that has been placed under

contractual control); that it has a Justifiable priority listed (this establishes target

processing times and suspense dates for coordination and decision); that It Includes

the necessary and essential Information to allow for an adequate review of the

technical, contractual, and cost Impacts to the program; and that the proposal Includes

a reasonable need date for implementation. If the proposal seems to be lacking In any

of these areas, the configuration manager should discuss the deficiency of the

proposal with the contractor. If these proposal deficiencies are not resolved through

this informal correspondence and discussions with the contractor, the change proposal

should be returned to the contractor, through the contracting officer, complete with

written notice of the deficiencies. If these discrepancies can be, or are being, resolved
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without the need for a revised proposal, then the proposal can be further processed so

as not to delay the boarding of the change unreasonably.

After the proposal Is "logged-In" by the configuration manager, it should be formally

distributed for coordination to all the functional directorates of the program office and

- all the other CCB-member agencies involved In the program, soliciting their position

and comments on the proposed change. (Since the contractor often Is required by the

CDRL to send the change proposal document directly to all the addressws on the

distribution list, the ccordination letter Is often sent out by itself referencing the

proposal document.) The coordination letter requests that the addresses provide any

comments about, and their organization's official position on (either acceptance or

rejection), the change to the configuration manager by a specific date. Copies of the

comments will also be provided to the appropriate project officer handling this change.

If comments recelval Involve corrections or changes to the proposal content, the

contractor's concurrence must (per AFR 14-1) be obtained, either verbally or preferably

In writing, prior to boarding the proposal, Incorporating ti ch&anges. As a part of thte

coordination letter, the configuration manager should provide a schedule of when (date,

time, and location) the proposed change will be discussed at the upcoming CCB all

the related date by which the comments should be provided.

Each functional activity should evaluate the change proposal to determine itf the

change affects: [Notes: The following lIst Is not all Inclusive, but gl',es the

configuration manager and other functionals a point for Initial deplure. In additic.,,

not every member of the CCB will be able to answer all of the following, but should

"zero4n" on those areas of their expertise.]
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1. The performance of the system or CI/CSC1 listed, and If there are any other

CI/CSCIs in the system that may be affected?

2. Any Cis that are used by other systems?

3. Any interface requirements external to the change originator's design ? If so, is

there an Interface Control Working Group established that the CCB may have to

Interact with over the proposed change?

4. Manufacturing tooling or software? if affected, can the change be implemented

by the contractor's manufacturing division as scheduled?

5. Drawings, speificatlons, software manuals, and/or test procedures? If so, has

the contractor provided the proposed changes with Ire proposal?

6. Delivery schedule, training devices, support equipment, testing (will some need

redone or will new additional tests need to be performed)?

7. Total program cost? If so, has the contractor provided complete cost

!nformation about utTrent contracts affected and supplementary life cycle cost

estimates (if required) for future costs/savings related to the change?

8. Stocks of parts for the production li•ie and In the fMeld? Will those In-plant have

to be scrapped? Will those that have almai 'been c0ilivered , eed tW be returned for

rework or retrofit?

9. Operational, test, or maintenance computer software? Will other computer

software (e g., dtgi• manuals) no•d to be modified?

7.3.2 Running. The C-B,

When a pfapcsod change (wheither it Is an ECP. deviathon, waiver, or CCP) is

presented to the CCB, a slngfri In4,vldual (commonly a project officer or the

configuration manager) will present th, change to the 1'oard members. The brieer
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should assure that functional (e.g., cost, engineering, logistics) experts are in

attendance to answer detailed questions; in some cases those experts will brief their

part of the change. The briefing should include all the Information the chairperson

needs to understand the change and to make a decision; pre-coordinating with the

chairperson about a standard briefing content/f mat will simptifv the conduct of the

CCB. In general, however, the presentation should Include at least (a) a discussion of

the CI/CSCI and its configuration identification affected, (b) why the change is needed,

(c) what are the significant impacts to the program if the change is approved? If it is

disapproved?, (d) cost and price of the proposed change, if known, or a rough-order of

magnitude if the actual cost Is not known. (e) pre-CCB comments and zoordlnation

positions (fir or against) by eaci! of the responding organizations, and (f) the

recommenoation of the presenter on the proposed change. Atar the presentation, the

cohairperson may discuss the change and ask questions of the CCB members and

functional experts in order to understand the change's importancobenefit to the

program. During the discussions and decidson making of the CC8, ths configuration

manager (or appointed assistant) must maintain adequate minutes of the proceedings.

While they don't have to be a verbatim record of all discussions, the minutes should

lnctute at least the key points of the discussion for each change proposal, the CCB

decision, and the Identification of the affected CI/CSCI(s).

When the presentation and discussions are over, the board may then decIde to,

(1) approve the change as written, (2) disapprove, with the appropriate reasons

provided, (3) approve the proposed changes, but with specific comments or

adjustments to the proposal as written 'NOTE: If any additional changes are requireWi

tley must also be coordinated with the contractor before the CCBD is sent to the
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contracting officer], (4) defer any action on the proposal until some further Information,

usually requested in the form of an additional study, is acquired (the board will assign

a specific due date for this information to be provided), or (5) refer the proposal to the

next higher authority, with appropriate recommendations and comments, when

approval is outside the jurisdiction of the program manager. Whichever decision is

made, it should be documented on a CCB Directive (CCBD) (AFSC Form 318), or an

equivalent form, which becomes the official record of the board's decision. The CCBD

will include a record of the concurrence/nonconcurrence of each board member with

the decision of the CCB chairperson. Additionally, the CCBD should contain a

suggested Implementation date for the approved change (If it Is different from the

"need date" specified in the proposal) and may Include a recommendation for the use

of contract change order, If immediate implementation Is required. The chairperson's

signature establishes the CCBD as the official direction for the proposal.

After assuring that the CCBD Is adequately filled in (Including the chairperson's

decision and the other COB members' concurrence or nonconcurrence), the

configuration manager becomes responsible for the dIstribution of the CCBD to the

contracting officer and the other Involved agencies (but NOT the contractor) to serve

as official notification of the board's decision for a proposal. For the other Involved

agencies, the CCBD provides the program office's approval decisions to those

agencies; as a result, those agencies will undertake whatever action may be required

of them for the change to be completely Implemented.

7.3.3 Contractually Implementing the CCB Decision.

For the contracting -officer, the CCBD provides direction to prepare and issue a

contractual Instrument to Implement the change. The contracting officer is not allowed
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to alter the decision of the CCB as documented on the CCBD unless an official

amended CCBD Is received. The contractor is not authorized to implement an

approved change without first receiving official contractuai authorization from the

program's contracting officer. In most instances, this contractual authorization will be

-. in the form of a negotiated bilateral, fully-priced contract modification (termed a

supplemental agreement) between the Government and the contractor. It will include

the fully negotiated price adjustments to the affected contracts. Prior to the Issuance

of this authorization, the program office will conduct a fact finding investigation and

detailed negotiations about the required work effort for ihe proposed change. This

investigation is performed to review the contractor's proposed work tasks and the

associated costs, to insure that the proposed price, work tasks, and the time required

to perform the work as stated In the proposal Is adequate and necessary.

In some cases, the approved change is urgent and requires more expeditious

Implementation than Is possible using a supplemental agreement. In order to provide

the contractor with almost Immediate authorization to proceed, the program office may

Issue a unilateral, unpriced, contract modification (termed a change order) which will

include a not-to-exceed (NTE) nost limiting the Government's monetary liability until a

supplemental agreement Is Issued. The use of the change order is subject to

considerable scrutiny and control, so It should only be used when It Is critical for the

work to commence In order to minimize delays In the program schedule and/or to

minimize cost growth.

7.3.4 M.tgalning Chanqe Files.

As the program office's focal point for change management, the configuration

management directorate must maintain accurate and precise records for all change
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proposals. In addition to the "logging-in" of each proposal, another successful

approach is to maintain a permanent, separate file for each proposal received. This

file should record all the activities associated with the proposed change. The file

should contain at least a copy of: (1) the precursor document (e.g., ACSN), If one was

submitted; (2) the change proposal; (3) the responses from all coordinating activities

required to review the change; (4) the minhutes from each CC8 that discussed the

change; (5) the CCBD Including concurrence/nonconcurrence of board members; and

(6) the contractual instrument (change order and/or supplemental agreement) used to

Implement the change.

7.4 Interface Control.

Interface control is the final area of, control that the program office needs to be

Involved in during a product's development. Interface definition and control are an

Integral part of the systems engineering effort. In addition to Identifying the system/Cl

functional elements and performance allocations, system engineering Is concerned with

the documentation and corAroi of all physical and functional interfaces of the system,

equipment (Inciuding support equIpment). coMputer software, and facilities. Since the

contractor usually conducts the syvtems en hlivlng tffort, the Interface definition,

generatior of the ;nterface documentAtion, and oontrol of those fnterfaxes Is pdnmiry a

contractor reponsibly. However, some of those Interfaces wil be controlled by the

Government throurp requirements spe,-fied in System, System Segment, Prime item

Development, Saftware Requimrents, and hIterface Requir.4ments .pecifi*otlons.

Control of those specified interfaces !.• exer-sed throutgh configuraticn controliECPs as

the •t~rfaoe iqulmertts re baseInet.
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For some programs with very complex Interfaces, the program office may want to

Implement more in-depth interface control procedures. This might be needed If the

program office feels that the Interfaces of the affected Items (developed by different

contractors and/or controlled by different program offices) need to be precisely defined

and controlled to assure successful product development. In this case, the program

office would use the same specifications to define detailed Interface (functional and/or

physical) requirements to a deeper level within the CI/CSCIs. The program office will

specify these critical interface requirements (by referencing the Interface control

drawings/documents developed by the affected contractor(s)) in the system/system

segment specifications and development (Type B) specifications; In appendices to

these specifications; or as in the case for CSCIs, In the software requirements or

sometimes In a separate Interface specification. These Interface requirements/

documents are placed under Government control as the related baselines are

established and require the submittal of engineering change proposals to make any

alterations to an already basellned Interface. The risk with this approach Is that many

details of the design are being *locked down" very early In the development process

and that many times (In fact In almost every case) the evolving design will continue to

-*• change as It progresses towards Its product baseline. Every time a change to a

controlled Interface is required, the Interface change must go through the formal ECP

process. This can result In longer schedule times and higher program costs.

"The following paragraphs will address Interface control procedures that may be
*

required to supplement the contractor's, and Government's. formal interface (baseline)

control practices. In cases where complex contractual or management arrangements

affect the system or item being developed (such as when two or more Government
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(associate) contractors, or Government agencies, are Involved In developing and

managing Items whose Individual configurations may affect/impact one another),

specialized Interface control practices may be required to ensure that the system/item's

characteristics that interface with related systems, components, and support equipment

(hardware and/or computer software) are carefully defined, monitored, and Informally

controlled during the system (and Cl) development. Interface control is that part of the

system design effort that will both generate and administer technical agreements

between two or more affected agencies. It requires a technical effort to arrive at these

agreements and supporting documents, and a continuing technical/administrative effort

to control the derived agreements and documents.

Although Interface control Is considered a part of the systems engineering process,

the program office's CM personnel should be knowledgeable of the Interface control

process being used during development. Configuration management personnel will be

very familiar with the configuration control of high-level Interface requirements In the

specifications. However, In order to promote design flexibility for the contractor,

program offices normally delay formal Government control of the lower-level Interfaces

(functional and physical) until the establishment of a CI/CSCI's product baseline and

product configuration identification. During development, the contractor Is responsible

for defining, controlling, and Integrating all lower-level Interfaces being designed by its

personnel or by Its vendors and subcontractors.

For some very large systems, however, the Government decides to contract

directly with designers of major pieces of the system. They are called associate

contractors. In this case, the prime contractor no longer deals directly (contractually)

with these associates, and the Government usually then tasks (and pays) the
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associate contractors to establish management (including interface) communications.

Under this approach, the Government tasks the prime contractor to establish an

Interface Control Working Group (ICWG) (see paragraph 7.4.2 below) and prepare

Interface control drawings/documents (ICDs) (see paragraph 7.4.1 below) to define and

* control the proposed Interfaces. The ICD defines an Interface agreement established

between the participants by the ICWG as to the lower-level Interface requirements for

the system/CIs. With the exceptions noted earlier in the section, the ICD(s) is not

subject to Government control during development. Similar procedures may be used

among multiple Government agencies Involved in the development of a new

item/system. This type of ICWG would define and control the Interfaces between the

item under development and the using (hosting) systems controlled by the agencies.

If an associate contractor ICWG Is Involved, the program office must maintain

some awareness of what is happening with those tower-level Interfaces. A

Government representative will normally attend the ICWG meetings as an observer.

The individuals responsible for monitoring and managing the contractor's systems

engineering effort will normally be ihe program office's focal points for this ICWG and

ICD activity to ensure that the appropriate procedures are being followed and that the

Government-controlled Interface requirements are not being affected.

As long as the contractors (or the other agencies) Involved in the Interface

development agree on the characteristics required of each for the Interface, and the

definition Is otherwise consistent with all contractual Interface requirements, the

program office allows the ICWG to control the ICD and implement any changes. The

advantage is that no contract changes are required to revise the ICD (so delays and

higher costs are avoided), and the contractors are given the flexibility to design a
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system that meets the specified interface requirements. However, once the final

production design has been generated and the item's product configuration

Identification is ready to be baselined, the program office Implements formal change

control procedures over the detailed design, including all the interfaces.

7.4.1 Interface Control DrawtnWDocument (lCD).

According to DOD-STD-100, ICDs are used to depict the functional and/or physical

Interface requirements of a configuration Item or component which must be addressed

as a part of the design and/or operation of both this item and some other item(s).

ICDs are often referenced in specifications as the means of contractually defining the

Interface requirements. ICDs are also used by the ICWG as a means of recording

design agreements among all the participants. They provide a means to measure,

evaluate, and informally control the interface design parameters (hardware, computer

software, and equipment) required of each participant. As design control documents,

ICDs ensure that Interface characteristics, and requirements, are delineated such that

(a) compatiblity of all affected Items is established and maintained, (b) control is

established to prevent changes to requirements that would affect the compatibility of

these Items, and (c) design decisions and changes are communicated to all

participants.

7.4.2 Interface Control Working GmuQp (ICWG).

If more than one associate contractor or Government agency Is involved in the

development of Items whose Individual configurations may impact one another and

thereby affect system performance, an ICWG may be established. The ICWG will

serve as the official communications link among the participants and will provide them
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with the means to establish and document the agreement on Interfaces among the

Items, resolve any Interface problems that arise, and coordinate all engineering

changes to the Items that will Impact the interface requirements. The members of the

associate contractor ICWG should include at least one member from each associate

m ,contractor plus an observer from the Government. The members of an

intergovernmental agency ICWG should include at least one member from each

Governmental agency plus an observer from the contractor. The members must have

been given the approval authority to commit their respective organizations to technical

agreements. The chairperson of the ICWG, established through some type of formal

agreement, Is provided from either the program office, prime contractor, or integrating

contractor (if one Is Involved In the program). The chairperson, or appointed alternate,

Is responsiLle for preparing an agenda for each meeting and ensuring that minutes of

the proceedings are kept. Similar to the case with the program office's CCB, a roster

of the members and their alternates may be officially recorded in a contractual letter or

order.

7.4.2.1 ICD Processing. Any member contractor who sees a need to establish or

modify an Interface may submit a draft ICD to the ICWG. The ICWG chairperson, or

secretary, distributes the ICD to all affected parties (contractors and Government

agency) for review and requests that they submit their recommendations to the ICWG

chairperson, After all the members have reviewed the proposal, the ICD will be

considered at the next scheduled ICWG meeting and either approved or disapproved.

If an Informally controlled ICD Is approved, the change Is implemented. However, if

the Interface or ICD Involved Is under Government control, it Is passed on to the

program office for review and direction Is given to prepare an ECP. If the ICWG
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unanimously disapproves the ICD, then it is returned, with comments, to the originator.

If disagreement exists within the ICWG, such that the ICD cannot be either

unanimously approved or disapproved, the ICD is submitted by the ICWG chairperson

(with recommendations) to the program office for resolution.

7.4.2.2 Need For Engineering Chancae Proposals. When the ICWG (or program office,

if a unanimous decision has not been reached within the ICWG) approves a change to

an interface or ICD that is under Government control, an ECP must be generated.

Once the program office decides an ECP is needed, the ICD is returned to the Initiator

with direction that an ECP should be prepared. (In this application, the ICD serves the

purpose of an ACSN.) If more than one contractor's Interface is affected, each

affected contractor must be directed to prepare and submit a related ECP. This ECP

is then submitted, with the ICD, to the program office and to the ICWG members so

that all member contractors may review the proposal. Upon their final review, the

members provide their recommendations to the ICWG, which provides a group

recommendation to the ICWG chairperson. The ICWG chairperson will then pass on

to the program office's CCB, the recommendation (approval or disapproval) of the

ICWG on the ECP. The program office CCB will then make their decision as to either

approve or disapprove the ECP.
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8. CONFIGURATION STATUS ACCOUNTING

From the first three functions of configuration management, the program office is

able to establish the technical baselines and related functional, allocated, and product

configuration identificstions; to verify and validate the development effort and technical

documentation of the resultant design; and to ensure that procedures are established

for the review and approval/disapproval of any proposed change (to a baseline or

contract document) prior to the change's implementation. Theso three CM processes

(configuration Identification, configuration audits, and change management) provide the

means by which the rigor and integrity of the system's technical development is

maintained throughout Its acquisition life cycle. However, to successfully Implement

and maintain these processes, considerable amounts of management Information must

be available. Otherwise, how does the program office know where It has been, where

It Is, and how It Is doing In the system development or the system operation? The

answers are provided through the Implementation of the last CM process available to a

product's program and/or configuration managers. This process Is referred to as

configuration status accounting.

This section will discuss the aspects of the configuration status accounting process.

First, the notion of status accounting as a management Information system will be

addressed. This is followed by a brief outline of the status accounting responsibilities

for each of the participants Involved In the product's development. The relationship,

and Interweaving, of the configuration status accounting functions to the other three

CM processes is discussed. This section. will also address the role, and importance, of

configuration status accounting as the pioduct progresses through the system
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acquisition life cycle. Finally, Ideas of the types of logical groupings of information

required for certain Important management functions will be addressed and presented.

8.1 As A Managiement Information System.

Configuration status accounting (CSA), in its simplest form, is a management

information system that establishes and provides a configuration-related Information

data base that assures a lifelong traceability of the system, its configuration Items, and

their related documentation. The management Information system should be flexible,

be able to meet stated requirements, be tailored to the program's size and needs, and,

if possible, be provided using existing contractor and Government systems. It should

tie together the other CM functions (processes) and provide both current and historical

information to the program office, the proposed using agency, the supporting agency,

the contractor, and any other Governmental agency Involved In the system's

development or operational use. Configuration status accounting provides the

traceability of the activities resulting from the other three CM processes. Configuration

status accounting is intertwined with these other CM functions/processes. It is the way

by which the outputs from these oiher processes are recorded, maintained In a data

base, and accessed for various management purposes.

The CSA system must record (either manually or using some automated method)

Information about the configuration Identification documentation, about the Identification

numbers for the CIs and their component elements, about proposed changes being

considered, about approved changes being Implemented, and about the

configuration(s) of delivered units. It may also be used to record information about

events oi significance (e.g., establishment of a baseline, approval of a FCA minutes)

concerning the system's development. Such a record should Include a description of
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the event and the date of the event. The details of the information to be tracked by the

contractor should be agreed upon by the contractor and program office and included in

the contractor's prepared Configuration Management Plan (CMP). As the configuration

manager in the program office, if there Is any doubt as to whether any particular piece

of Information should be stored or not, capture it and record it in the data base.

In addition to the CSA Information provided/stored by the contractor, there Is also

CSA information that needs to be provided/stored by Government participants. The

CSA system must be able to record/store contractual information (usually provided by

the program office) about each CI, primarily the contract numbers and number of units

on order with each contract. The CSA system must also Include Information (usually

provided by the program office) about the processing of changes to the C1 and keep

track of all activity associated with the change (e.g., processing events, CCB

decisions) until it Is disapproved or Incorporated Into the contract. Finally, the

Government (normally AFLC or its responsible Air Logistic Center) should also provide

detailed Information about the purchasing of spares and the status of maintenance and

retrofit changes for field unit configurations.

In Its data maintenance function, CSA should organize and store everything that

was recorded, Including updates to that Information, in an indexed, easily accessible

location. It must provide for a complete and organized data base of all required

Information that Is captured during the system development/acquisition life cycle.

Finally, as a management tool, CSA will provide the focus for communication about

the technlcai status of the program among the program office, contractor(s), and

supporting and using agencies. The aata base will be used to generate scheduled

CSA submittals or will provide the source data used in an Interactive customer
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information system. (The system must include guides/keys to help users interpret and

understand the Information being viewed.) Additionally, the data base provides a

history of the development process as a basis for post-development analysis and for

future project estimates. To provide this enhancement to the management of the

program, status accounting should be recording:

1. Configuration identification information such as name, number, revision, and

Issue date of each specification, drawing, and computer software listing that is part of

the Ci's various baselines. Additionally, the date that each CI baseline was

established should also be rmcorded.

2. Configuration Item data such as the nomenclature, serial number, part numbef,

and any other identifying number of each Cl and that of the next higher leve! Cl. if

tbere is one, of which each Cl Is a part

3. The receipt and timely processing of change proposals. Status accounting

should be recording the (1 nomenclaure, title, number, and the priorty of the change

submitted. The proposal processing route Is identified, with suspense dates for

required responses vecorded.

4. Information to Identify and monitor the Implemontation of all approved changes

to the configuration of the system and its parts. This requires the change itself to be

Identifiable by type of change (technical or contractual) and affected contract, the

configuration Identification documentation affected to be recorded, and Identification of

any changes to the configuration items themselves.

5. The actual delivered configuration of operational units and changes due to

maintenance and/or retrofit activity.
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While we are concerned about CSA functions in this section, many of the C.SA

functions are integral to the other three CM functions. For example, tracking current

revisloniSON leve•s of a specification is often thought to be a configuration

identification function, and it would probably be accomplished by that functional riroup,

but it Is basically a CSA function. Ukewlse, tracking the status of an ECP under

review Is a CSA function, not configuration control. Configuration status accounting

provides the intormation data base that allows the other CM functions to operate

effectively. However, It must be responsive to the information needs of all users (not

just CM users), both In terms of standard data/data base analysis products

Immediately available to the user and in terms of rapid response to *ad hoc"

requirements (provided in response to a special inquiry by one of the project

participants).

8.2 Relationship With the Other CM Functions.

Configuration status accounting Is the management Infomiation system that records

and reports the results of the configuration Identification process, the results of the

design reviews and configuration audits process, and the results of the change

management process for each configuration item and its component parts.

8-2.1 RelatlonPhlp With Confiqur.tion Identifitfatton,

The CSA process must start with the establishment of the functional baseUne.

When that baseline Is establlshd, status accounting ,ust establish a record

__ containing the date on which the baseline Is established and the identification number.

title, and issue date of the system specitcation. From then on, it must keep track of all

SCNs/revisions and their applicabl3 dates. The initial focus of status accounting on
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the functional configuration identification is expanded as further baselines are

established and as operational units are produced in a specific configuration and

del!vered to the using command. As with the functional baseline, information about

each spocification used to establish a baseline must be recorded and maintained. For

the product configuration identification, intormation about the detailed documentation

(e.g., drawings, or computer software listings) that define the exact design for each

hardware and computer software configuration item must be recorded and maintained

from the time they are Initially released by tle contractar, even though the Government

does not take control of that identification until much later, when the product baseline

is established. Identifying the technical documents and items Is a part of the

configuration identification process, but the actual recording and reporting of this

information is a part of the CSA process.

In addition to maintaining this up-to-date record of, and historical date about, the

technical documentation that describes the iystem and its configuration Items, status

accounting ensures that the data associated with configuration Identification numbering

'is also gathered and recorded. The types of Information to be recorded usually

Includes the configuration Item Identification number, configuration Item nomenclature,

part numbers, computer program identification numbers, national stock numbers, and

other slml;ar identification numbers for the system, configuration Items, and component

parts. Some of this Information will be handled by the contractor, but much of it will be

the responsibility of Gove, ment activities. Status accounting onsures that this

Information Is available to support various processes (e.g., physical configuration audit,

ECP review) in an understandable and useful format, and especially to support

competitive spares ordering. This Identification numbering data, as well as the
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technical documentation describing the configuration Identification, must be recorded,

maintained, and updated (as required) so that current and historical information is

always available as the system progresses through the acquisition life cycle.

Finally, CSA ensures that the Information required to Identify the exact

configuration of delivered units Is provided, and CSA maintains traceability of the unit's

"exact configuration while It Is operated. The contractor provides the CSA Information

necessary to Identify the configuration of all parts, to the lowest repairable level,

installed In each delivered unit. Once the unit Is delivered and placed in operational

use the supporting and using commands are responsible for maintaining an Information

data base that tracks the exact configuration of each unit In operation, especially as

the unit undergoes modification, maintenance, or retrofit activities. This information

data base must be mainudned until the system/unlt Is declared surplus, removed from

the Government's inventory, and Its raw materials recycled.

8.2.1.1 Stat Accounting of Specifl•ations, The program office should require the

contractor to maintain a record of the most current approved status of all specifications

that have been placed under Government control. In addition, during full-scale

development the contractor should maintain the status of other Important documents

(such as the .rawings and the elements of a CSCI's developmental configuration)

which may not currently require official Governiment control but which are Important to

system development. The records being maintained for each specification should

provide a history from the initial authentication of the specification, including a listing of

"all approved specification change notices and revisions made to the specification with

the effective date of the change.
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For each revision of a specification, the most readily available source for this

information Is the Specification Change Notice (SON) form (DD Form 1696). An

updated version of the SCN is inserted in the front of the affected specification when

the change pages resulting from an approved engineering change are Inserted Into the

specification (see paragraph 7.1.1.2.1). The SCN allows all holders of the specification

to determine the most current approved status of that specification. The SCN lists

information about the latest change to the specification, but It also provides a historical

summary of previously approved changes to the specification.

For some programs, especially in the early acquisition phases, the SCN form may

provide an adequate configuration Identification data base. However, as the data base

is expanded (and computerized) to Incorporate the detail design documentation, that

data base should Include the specification Information, too. The source of this data

(usually the contractor) should be able to provide complete historical information on the

changes (SCNs) to all revisions of all program specifications and to show the

relationship between the engineering change proposals and the SCNs. It should list

each revision of the specification, the approval dates for the revisions, and the dates

for each approved ECP and SCN.

8.2.1.2 Status Accounting of Drawings. As with specifications, the contractor's

drawings used to assemble the Individual parts of the overall d.slgn undergo revisions

during system development. Information about those drawings should be recorded and

maintained beginning with the initial release, even though the Government may not

control them for months or years. The data base should provide the most current

approved status, as well as a historical record, of all of the different types of drawings

required to manufacture the individual parts arnd the total assemblies. This information
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will allow the system designers to determine the most current design from which they

can address any developing changes to the design. In addition, this information would

-allow program participants to Identify the drawings they should use, for example, in

placing (or competing) a spare parts order or In Inspecting a unit being presented for

acceptance.

8.2.1.3 Status Accounting of Computer Software. One of the most difficult tasks

associated with the development of a product is maintaining control of the computer

software being developed. Because of its nature, a computer software program is

easily changed. For this reason, the program office must Insure that the coitractor has

an Internal status accounting program in place that will establish and maintain a record

of the current approved status of the software code/documentation, and a historical

record of its development, for each computer software program developed and

maintained for use In either the design of, testing of, servicing of, or manufacturing of

elements/Cls of the overall system.

As with the other fomis of technical documentation associated with a configuration

item's identification, the record keeping with these computer software Items should

include current, and historical, information concerning the revision process, release

date of each version/change, a cross-reference to any related engineering change

proposal, and a listing of the technical documents' Identification numbers, titles, and

approval/authentication dates.

*- 8.2.1.4 Status Accounting of the Overall System For each Cl produced and delivered

to the Government, the information system should be able to provide a listing of the

exact configuration of all parts that are installed/used in the Cl. This listing does not
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have to be down to the lowest-level Individual components in the system design, but it

should be able to identify the lowest-level repairable items/assemblies.

One approach used to provide this information is the hierarchical tree diagram for

the overall CI/system (see Figure 8). (A similar depiction can be provided using an

Indentured listing of the documents for the overall Cl/system.) At the top level blocks

of the tree is the top-level Cl/system identification, along with the corresponding

current approved specification number/revision and perhaps the top-assembly

drawing. The second level blocks of the tree identify the major subsystems (usually

the major CIs or system segments) and the approved specifications which establish

the allocated and product baselines for these subsystems and the top assembly

drawing. The tree continues from level to level identifying the assemblies and

components at that level and the related specifications and/or drawings for those

components to completely define the top-level documents controlling each level of

assembly. This Information will provide an accurate record of the configuration

currently being manufactured, accepted, and delivered.

8.2.1.5 Status Accyuntino of O-erational Units. Once the product baselines have

been established for the various CIs, and production units of these Cis have started

being delivered, another very Important aspect of CSA is begun. The information data

base, In order to assist the supporting and using commands, must record and maintain

information about the exact (part number) configuration of each delivered unit in the

Government Inventory. For each unit, the CSA process begins with an as-

bult/deUvered record of the cowniguratlon of the unit For the remainder of the
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operational life of that unit, the data base must maintain that information for each

individual operational unit as any factory or field retrofit Is accomplished.

Additionally, the status accounting information should be able to record the removal

and replacement of components during maintenance actions. In this role, the process

must be able to track part numbers, serial numbers, and, for time sensitive

components, the hours of operation for components installed/being Installed in a

configuration Item or system. Configuration status accounting should be able to

provide the supporting and using commands with complete information about the

differences In the configurations of similar units in use, and about the number of units

with each different configuration. Such information will enhance spares procurement

and required modification/maintenance actions. If it doesn't provide this information,

the logistics support of the system will be Impaired due to the time lost determining the

configuration of the unit, trying to locate/order the correct spares, and then locating the

correct documentation to use for the modification (Including retrofit) or maintenance

action.

8.2.2 Relationship With Conf.quration Audits.

Configuration status accounting processes, as defined over the years in various

regulations, manuals, and standards, have never formally Included responsiblUtles for

audit Information. However, there Is a considerable amount of information related to

the preparation for, and the folow-up after, the audits which can be considered a part

of the status accounting data base. The CSA data base can help to ensure that the

configuration audits are scheduled appropriately and are accompUshed in a timely

manner. As program office and contractor personnel prepare for and conduct the
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audit, the existing configuration identification Information In the data base will be used

to ensure that the design being audited Is the most current approved configuration.

The data base will also record the scheduled and actual dates for each audit. Any

action Items generated at the audits must be acted upon and closed out. The status

. accounting data base can be used to record brief Information (e.g., Identifying number

and descriptive title) about the action item, track the action item's progress against

interim milestones, and record the successful closeout of the action Item as scheduled.

Thus, the Information data base will help the participants to remain aware of open

problem areas and to focus management attention on those which are not being

resolved In a timely manner. It will help to ensure that the audit is successfully

completed and closed out expeditiously. (NOTE: A similar data base and action Item

tracking system would be needed by the engineers for the design reviews.]

8.2.3 Rleatonsh!D With Chang-e Ranagement.

Recording and updating information about changes to the Cis and the program is

the most dynamic part of the CSA data base. The data base must provide current,

accurate Information about the processing status of both technical changes (ECPs.

deviations, waivers, ACSNs) and contractual changes (CCPs/TCPs, ACSNs) which

occur during program development As an aid to the process of configuration control

of the baseUned documentation, the status accounting data base must record and

maintain Information about all changes requested to the configuration item

Identification. The data base may also be required to record and maintain Information

about all change requests affecting contractual information (e.g., Statement of Work

"tasks, Contract Data Requirements List) about the program. Thus, CSA is responsible
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for tracking any change to any of the stated program requirements, whether they are

technical or contractual.

For both technical and contractual change management, CSA begins providing

traceability of all change proposals from the time the change idea is first officially

received and recorded, whether In the form of an ECP, CCP/TCP, ACSN, deviation,

waiver, contractor letter, or any other agreed upon document. This traceability

associated with change management Is maintained and recorded until the change is

disapproved or approved, officially incorporated into the contract documentation, and

completely Implemented as described in the proposal. The primary concerns of status

accounting during system development are to expedite the review and processing of

the change, to assure that the change is not lost while In review, and to reduce or

eliminate any delays which might impact meeting the contractor's stated need date.

Once the product baseline has been established and operational units have been

delivered, the primary concern of status accounting Is to monitor the incorporation of

approved changes Into the delivered units and the related logistics elements (e.g.,

spares, manuals, test software) to assure continued supportability of the new

configuration in the field.

In each proposea change, the contractor provides a decision need date after which

the proposal Is no longer valid. This need date establishes the period of time during

which the program office must review the change, make a decision, and officially direct

the contractor to desist or proceed. Thus, the information data base for any proposed

change must record the date of receipt of that change, the proposal number and title,

the Identification number(s) of the configuration item(s) affected, the affected

contract(s), the stated priorty of the change, and the stated need date. [Also see
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paragraph 7.1.1.2.] The data base must reflect the date the change document and/or

coordination letter was distributed to the members of the program office's CCB for

review and comments, the scheduled date for the CCB (and any pre-CCBs), and the

suspense date for the return of the coordination/comments. The data base provides a

* tool for managing the review of the change and provides an audit trail of the change

during its review cycle in the program office. By recording the distribution of the

change to the CCB members and the return of their comments and recommendations,

the data base will allow the change manager to identify those organizations who have

missed the suspense and who might need an additional reminder to complete their

review.

Once the CCB decision is made, the data base should record the decision, the

CCB Directive identification (with an Identifying number and date), the date the CCBD

is sent to the contracting officer, and the date that the official contractual authorization

(or disapproval) is sent to the change's originator. If the proposed change was

disapproved then upon the transmittal of the contractual letter explaining why the

proposal was disapproved, tie need for further tracking and updating of status

information about that change ends, even thoug~h the Information will be retained In tile

data base for historical purposes.

On the other hand, if the change proposal was approved, the data base must

actively record and reflect the status of the change implementation activities. When

the contractor submits the change proposal, it identifies all the impacis to the program

i documentation and provides a schedule fo. trhe accomplishment of the related

activities. If the program Is in the full-scale development phase, implementation may

just involve distribution of the SCN. However, if the program is in the production phase
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and the product baseline has been established and units have been placed in

operational use, the implementation will be much more Involved. Then, the data base

must provide information to allow verification that the change is incorporated into the

production line at the required date on the required unit. The data base must also

record and provide Information relating to updates to the various elements of the

logistic support system. For example, this could Include distribution of updated support

software, delivery of new spares, and distribution of change pages for the technical

manuals. If the change Involves retrofit, the Information would cover preparation of

Time Compliance Technical Orders, actual delivery of the retrofit kits, and the rework

of the units. Status accounting provides the means to track the accomplishment of the

required actions to verify that they are perfo;med as approved and scheduled, or to

reflect/highlight any potential or actual problems for management action, in order to

minimize any possible disruption of the system's operational/logistics capabilities.

8.3 Responsibl!!ties of Partictvpnts.

8.3.1 Government.

The CSA responslblUtles required of the Government are levied upon the

Implementing command, the supporting command, and the using command. The

detenrmination of which has primary responsibility, and of the information that each Is

required to provide depends on the phase of the acquisition Uife cycle.

8.3.1.1 Implementing command. As directed by AFR 14-1. the implementing

command (usually AFSC) is given the primary responsibility for CSA until Program

Management Responsibility Transfer (PMRT) occurs. With the advice and concurrence

of the supporting and using commands, the Implementing commnand must seLect the
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specific data elements, identify the data and the data analysis formats to be available,

and the method(s) of record keeping. These must fill the needs of all the participants

throughout the entire life of the system. These decisions are impacted by, and must
2$

"consider the impact of, the number of Cis (hardware and computer software) selected

Sfor the product. Through the selection of these Cis, the program office influences the

magnitude of the management effort which drives the size and the cost of the data

base. In order to effectively select the data elements and data analysis capabilities, to

be sure It will meet the needs of the Cl/component managers throughout the life of the

system, the program office must Include the support activity (usually Air Force Logistics

Command (AFLC)) in the process. This ensures that information required after PMRT

is Included, and prepared for, early in the generation of the status accounting data

base capabilites. To minimize costs and data base proliferation, any existing

contractor (or Government) systems that are already available and known to function

correctly, should be utilized to the maximum extent possible. However, the resulting

data base design and capablities must ensure that the data base provided to AFLC is

compatible with their management needs.

During the product's development, as the design evolves and expands from a

concept to deployment and use as an operational system, the amount of CSA

infornation that must be recorded and maintained Increases. Initially, the Government

may record and monitor the status accounting informnIon by itself. As the detai

degn evolves, the amount of related data vastly increases. Then, the program office

" will often ,tsslgn responslbi[ity for recording and maintaining a significant part of data to

the contractor. The CM personnel are required to review, and oversee, the

contractor's data base to insure that the required infomiation is available. However,
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the Government activities will generate, record, and maintain a significant portion of the

CSA data base with no contractor Involvement (e.g., the tracking of the ECP review

and approval process In the program office).

8.3.1.2 Supporting Command. The supporting command (usually AFLC) is normally

given the primary responsibility for all GSA after PMRT. This responsibility is given to

the Air Logistics Ce;fter (ALC) assigned the management/support responsibility for the

system once it Is in the operational Inventory. AFLC has established partial CSA

procedures and data bases to record and report maintenance and retrofit/modification

actions as a part of the logistics support of the system. However, the existing CSA

capabilities must be supplemented to provide continued availability of a comprehensive

CSA data base throughout the operational life of the system, as required by AFR 14-1.

Depending upon the system being developed (e.g., aircraft, multi-application

cc •nrodity, engine), AFLC has already developed mechanized CSA systems, designed

with varying capabilities, that account for the current exact coniguration of deUvered

products and/or equipment. By bringing the AFLC System Manager on board ear! " to

help In the selection of CSA data eani.nts ,and -na"ly.s capabilities, the ptogram

oftice can avoid duplication of effort which wouk, reuit If data available from AFLC

were ordered from the contractor. AFLQ must advise the program office about typical

data. rwords, and reports it marntains once the system Is placed In operation. The

program office should use these inputs to ensure that the Information ordered from the

contractor will provide the iecess<,ry current and historical information needed to

spplement the required status accounting information Maintained by the supporting

command,
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As the program prom-eeds through the production/deployment subphase and enters

the operational support subphase of the system acquisition life cycle, the supporting

command must eventually assume the GSA responsibilitio, fuf maintaining the data

base. Initially in the production phase, they will have to provide their normal elements

S- .of the Information data base while also reviewing, and providing feedback to the

program office, about the Information in the contractor's data bab. For as long as

there are production contracts in effect and production deliveries being made, the

contractor is usually required to provide current and historical data relating to

configuration documentation, to item Identification numbers, and to the status of

approved change proposal Implementation. For each delivered unit, the contractor

must provide an accurate listing of the exact delivered configuration. The supporting

command (or the using command) must input and maintain the Information about the

current configuration, and location, of c¢h operational unit and the status of

maintenance (and other logistics support actions) against those units. But as the

"production phase concludes and deliveries are completed, the contractor is no longer

required to Input and maintain this data. The supporting and using commands must

pick up the responsibility for naintaining the data formerly handled by the contractor as

well as continuing to Input and maintain the infomiation about the current configuration,

•.* and location, of each operational unit and the status of maintenance (and other

logistics support actions) against those units.

8.3.2 Contrgctor.

During system development and production, the prime contractor (or integrating

p, contractor, if one has been assigned) is responsible for recording and maintairnng the

contractually-required Information and for making the information availabie via the
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contractually required medium. During the time that the contractor(s) are involved with

the program, they will typically be required to record and m-i ntain information that (1)

provides trace',blllty of the specifications and other configuration documentation, (2)

tracks all Internal design documents (even those that are not (or not yet) formally

placed under Government control), (3) provides traceability- of Item Identification

numbers; (4) maintains a record of all approved change proposals (separated into

those that are technically oriented and those that are contractual In nature), (5) tracks

the implementation of all approved changes to ensure that the required actions are

accomplished In a timely manner, and (6) provides and maintains an accurate listing of

the exact confipuration of each test prototype and each deliverable production unit.

The c..ntiaouh' should provid,. ý.tatus accounting information In a format that is

understanaaLd and usable and that can be Integrated with other Information systems.

8.4 Depth Of Status Accounting Information Recorded.

The accuracy and currency of the CSA Information, and the availablUty of related

management capabilities, are major factors In the effectiveness of a program office's

developed configuration management system. Initially, status accounting will record

the establishment of configuration baselines (beginning with the functional baseline)

and maintain Information about the baselined documents. As the program proceeds

through Its development, status accounting must record information about the status of

the processing of proposed changes to each CI/CSCI and about the implementation

status of approved changes. Prior wo the establishment of a product baseline, the

status accounting information Is focused almost exclusively on documentation

describing, and activities Involving, the Individual CI/CSCIs. After the product baseline

has been established, the status accounting Information will continue to address the
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"CI/CSCIs, but It will focus more on recording and maintaining information about

individual units of the CI/CSCIs and about their constituent parts.

8.4.1 Prior to the Product Baseline.

During the early stages of systems design, status accounting Information must

includo a record of the progression of development of each CI/CSCI. The data base

should provide (a) the current status of each configuration item's development and of

its specifications and/or other technical documents, and (b) the status of program

actions (e.g., approved changes) to the documents that are used to identify the

configuration of each of the hardware and computer software items.

8.4.2 After Product Baseline.

Once the program office establishes the product baseline and the product

configuration Identification, the CSA records and reports begin addressing the

configuration of the entire system. The program office, usually be levying the

requirement on the contractor, is responsible for maintaining the status accounting

records for (a) the configuration Identification for the Items that comprise the total

system, (b) the approved change proposals that have been authorized for incorporation

Into the Cis, and (c) tracking the status of the Implementation of all approved changes

* -listed In (b), such as the status of TCTO preparation, of the release of revised

drawings, of the availability of new spares, of updated pages for the manuals, and of

revised automatic test software. After PMRT has occurred, the responsibility of making

sure this information is available is passed on to the supporting agency, although the

contractor will usually continue to be the source of the Information until the production

deliveries are completed.
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Again the exact format of the documents that report this information is left for the

program office and contractor to produce. Yet, it should be noted that once the

product baseline has been established, the CSA process will normally utilize a

computerized management Information system data base. This data base should be

detailed enough to allow the Implementing command program manager, or support

command system manager, to produce various forms of status reports (e.g., retrofit kit

availability status, active changes status, specification and drawing revision status,

spares purchasing and distribution, and modification accomplishment).
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9. APPLYING CM FOR FULL-SCALE DEVELOPMENT

Sections 4 through 8 have described the role of configuration management in the

. development of a product as It progresses through the system acquisition life cycle,

and they discussed the four processes that comprise this combined technical and

managerial discipline. The following paragraphs will discuss those actions, and

responsibilities, that a configuration manager can perform for the program office during

full-scale development to provide a successful configuration management program. To

provide a successful CM program, the configuration managers must require that some

of the requirements associated with the principles of the four CM processes be

"performed or monitored for the program manager by the program office's CM

personnel, some will be performedimonitored by other program office functional

personnel, and many of the CM requirements will be perf-rmed by the contractor.

This section will first address those responsibilities that CM personnel can perform

within the program office to help the program manager successfully acquisition the

required weapon system. This will Include outlining the requirements that are Included

in program management plans and providing outlInes of specific Operating Instructions

that can be used In the program office to describe what configuration management

personnel (as well as other program office functional personnel and program

participants) should be doing to accomplish the CM portion of system development.

Afterwards, suggestions will be provided as to what types of CM requirements should

be levied upon the contractor through the use of Statement of Work tasking

paragraphs. [NOTE: Throughout this section, there will be places where (1)

suggestions will be provided to the configuration managers to help them decide on

which alternatives to take, and (2) the configuration managers need only fill In specific
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program information for their program office. These places are set aside through the

use of angle brackets (< >). In addition, various amplifying comments, Intended to

guide the generation of the wording rather than providing a wording example, are set

aside In square brackets ([1 ).]

9.1 CM Within the Program Office.

If the program office's configuration management process is developed, and

maintained, correctly, It can be the most beneficial technical management control tool

at the disposal of the program manager. As the program enters, and proceeds

through, full-scale development, configuration management should provide the program

manager with (1) the Identification of the functional baseline and its associated

technical documentation; (2) the means to verify and validate that the requirements are

appropriately allocated from the system to its configuration Items prior to establishment

of the allocated baselines; (3) the assurance that the baselined technical documents

that define the system and the CIs are maintained and controlled, unchanged, unless

the Government approves the changes; (4) the traceability of the system requirements

from the functional baseline, through the allocated baseline, to the product baseline;

and (5) the traceability of any program change actions taken against these baselines.

To provide these functions for the program office as it enters, and accomplishes, the

full-scale development effort, configuration managers should provide inputs to program

management plans that will describe the CM activities/support required of the various

participants on the program (including those for the functional activities within the

program office and those for other commands/agencies); and they should also

generate Operating Instructions (Ols) for the program (and for other program
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participants) that describe the responsibilities that configuration management (through

actions by the appropriate personnel) will perform for the program.

9.1.1 Program Management Plan (PMP1.

The PMP Is the principal document by which the program manager defines and

obtains agreements about the management responsibilities of the functional offices and

the participating commands/agencies Involved in the program. It Is developed (using

Inputs from program office functionals and other program participants), approved, and

issued by the program manager to show the integrated, time-phased tasks and

resources required to accomplish the tasks specified in the Program Management

Directive (PMD) and the command supplements to the PMD. [According to AFR 800-2

(dated 16 September 1985), a PMP is not required for programs that include basic

research, exploratory research, or advanced technology programs In laboratory

environments.] When completed and signed, it is furnished to higher authorities by the

program manager to provide them Information on the program.

The PMP must clearly and explicitly state the program objectives, schedules, tasks,

risks, participants and their Interrelationships, resources required, and an overall

strategy. It is developed as a unified plan to help the program office, supporting

command, and operating command personnel work toward a common goal. It should

define the support required of all participating organizations.

9.1.1.1 Conflauraton Management's Portion. The configuration manager's portion of

the PMP establishes the program office's Internal configuration management plan for

establishing and maintaining a viable CM progr im during the development of the

weapon system. It should outline all of the participating agencies (especially the ones
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responsible for accomplishing or supporting portions of the CM function) and their

roles. Usually, the configuration management Input is a sub-part of Section 4 (which

also includes system engineering).

[NOTE: The sections providing this Information should be written in relatively

general terms such that the PMP will not require revision every time the program office

decides to make a minor change to the CM practices. The CM organization should

use the Ols as the means to provide the specific guidance for the program for each

area covered In the PMP.] For full-scale development, the CM portion should describe:

(1) how, and when, the CM functions will be Implemented and accomplished; (2) what

tools CM personnel will use to apply the principles of configuration management; (3)

the CM directorate's organization [to Include the program office Configuratlon (Change)

Control Board and/or Software Configuration Control Sub-board' In terms of division of

personnel resources to accomplish the different CM functions; (4) the current, and

future, specifications required for the program; (5) what other documentation will be

baseUned for change management; and (6) If any Interface control requirements exist

for the program, what the program office's role (with respect to configuration

management) should/will be In this Interface environment.

9.1.1.2 Suggested Inputs for Full-Scale Development. The following paragraphs

contain suggested Information that a configuration manager, or configuration

management directorate, might want to Include In the PMP for a program entering full-

scale development. [NOTE: The wording provided can be used almost "as written" In

the following paragraphs when preparing the CM portion of the PMP. The use of

these, and other, paragraphs should be decided upon based on the acquisition

strategy being sought by the program manager for each particular program.]
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a. Overview - Configuration management is responsible for identifying

(documenting) the configuration of the <weapon> system and its configuration items

(Cis); conducting configuration audits to verify and validate the configuration of each

Cl; controlling any changes to the <weapon> system and/or Cis through the

. Configuration (Change) Control Board; and maintaining the status of all engineering

changes [to include engineering change proposals (ECPs), deviations, waivers, and

advanced change study notices (ACSNs)] through some form of management

Information system.

b. Organization - The <weapon> Directorate for Configuration Management has

the overall responsibiUty for the Identification, audit, change management, and status

reporting necessary to manage the hardware and software configuration Items

(CVCSCIs) and associated technical documentation for the <weapon> system, its Cis,

and any support equipment.

The Directorate of Configuration Management may be aligned into separate

divisions/branches to accomplish the tasks associated with the requirements of each

CM process. For most programs entering full-scale development, It seems that the

change management/change proposal processing responsibilities of CM are such that

this process should be broken out into its own division/branch. In addition, as the

progrtmn frogresses through full-scale development, the audit function will begin to

Increase in Importance. It would be beneficial to also separate this CM function Into Its

own divislon/branch to take care of the audit tasks for each of the developing

CVCSCls. The other requirements (configuration identification and configuiatlon status

accounting) are such that tie tasks associated with their portions of the CM process
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could be performed throughout full-scale development by personnel In a consolidated

CM dividon/branch.

c. Procedures - To accomplish Its tasks, the <CM organization> will implement the

current procedures outlined In [NOTE: find the latest/most current version of each]

AFR 14-1, AFR 800-14, MIL-STD-480 (or MIL-STD-481, If applicable), MIL-STD-482

[NOTE: This document may be rescinded in the future. As It is now, many programs

have followed its basic information but have allowed the contractors to deviate and

provide their own formats, as long as they are able +o Interrelate these formats with

other Government Information systems.], MIL-STD-483, MIL-STD-490, MIL-STD-1521,

and, If required, DOD-STD-2167. In addition, the <CM organization> will also ensure

the procedurec outlined in the contractor's Configuration Management Plan <if one Is

required/prepared for the program> are Implemented.

d. Management principles:

1. Configuration identification: The <CM organization> will manage the

specifications, drawings, arnd other technical documents that Identify the system and its

CIs. The functional baseline of the <weapon> system has been established

<assu=ning that the functional baseline has been established and the corresponding

functional configuration Identification noted> using the <weapon> system specification.

The allocated baselines of the Cis and support equipment will be established using the

appropriate development and product specifications (either as separate documents or

as Two-Part Specifications). The <engineering function> will assist In the review of the

contractor's draft specificatbons,

The development specifications for hardNare Cis will be approved at the System

Design Review(s) <or not later than the Cis' Preliminary Design Review(s)>. <If the
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program Includes computer software Cis (CSCIs)> The Requirements (and, if required,

Interface) Specifhcations for the CSCIs will be approved at the Software Specification

Review (if one Is conducted) but no later than the Preliminary Design Review for each

CSC0. The product specifications will be approved at the Physical Configuration

Audit(s). [NOTE: The PCAs are often accomplished for computer software during full-

scale development and for hardware during production, so procedures for software

PCAs should be Included in the PMP. If the Physical Configuration Audit is to be a

production phase activity, this type of statement may be omitted until the PMP Is

updated for the production/deployment phase.]

2. Design reviews and configuration audits: The <CM organization> will assist

the program manager In establishing contractual configuration baselines at the

appropriate program design reviews; validating the development of the Cis (and the

system) at the Functional Configuration Audit(s) <and, itf needed, at a Functional

System Audit>; and establishing product baselines at the Physical Configuration

Audit(s). The configuration managers will conduct the audits and assist/monitor the

systems engineers for the design reviews.

3. Change (configuration and change control) management: The <CM

organization> will establish change control procedures (in accordance with AFR 14-1

and MIL-STD-480 or MIL-STD-481) to manage changes (engineering changes) to

formally estabUl,;ted technical baselines and changes (task/contract changes) to other

contractual (non-technical) documents. The functional baseline is defined by the0'

<weapon> Syst6m Specification(s). The allocated baseline(s) will be defined by the

corresponding development (or requirements for computer software Cis)

specification(s). [NOTE: if the acquisition strategy being p'irsued is to conduct
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Physical Configuration Audit(s) during full-scale development, then Include a statement

that also states that the product baseline(s) will be defined by the appropriate product

specification(s).] Changes to these baselines, (and changes to the contract) will be

controlled through the approval of an Engineering Change Proposal (or a

Contract/Task Change Proposal) by the <weapon> Program Office Configuration

(Change) Control Board (CCB). The <CM organization> will provide technical and

administrative information/assistance to the CCB Chairperson.

[NOTE: Another aspect of change management that may have to be discussed is

the possibility of allowing the establishment of a lower-level Cl's allocated baseline to

be delayed until the c'Ws Functional Configuration Audit is performed. If this type of

development strategy Is pursued by the program office, it allows the contractor

flexlbillty In developing, and altering the requirements In the tentatively approved

specifications for those lower-level Cis. However, even If this approach Is acceptable,

those higher-lovel CI specifications that incorporate the requirements being passed on

to these lower-level Cis must be baseilned and controlled to provide some

managerial/programmatic control of the overall systemnCl design.]

4. Configuration status accounting: The <CM organization> will ensure that

the program's configuration status accounting Information system provides, at a

minimum, the configuration of each Cl and its related documentation from the point in

time when it was created or baseUned through Its current state. The Information

system will also tdentify proposed change actions to the system and Individual Cis; the

status of proposed actions on the changes; the status of approved changes not yet

completely Implemented; and highlight any delinquent actions in implementing
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approved changes with the reasons for the delinquency. The information system will

provide data about the current configuration of oach test unit.

e. Interface control (if required) - The overall interface requirements for the
.t

<weapon system> are contained in the <weapon> System Specification, the Prime

Item Development Specifications, and the Software and Interface Requirements

Specifications. They deflue the contractually binding functional and physical Interface

requirements for the program. Any interface control between associate contractors,

below the level of the specified interfaces, will be managed through Interface Control

Drawings/Documents (ICDs) and an Interface Control Working Group (ICWG). (NOTE:

If the Interfaces are of a very complex nature, the program c1¶ce may consider

Incorporating more of the Interface requirements/documents in the established

baselinos under Government control. If this is the case, there will be fewer non-

contractual lODs under the control of the associate contractor members of the ICWG.]

f. Plans - The <CM organization> will maintain control of the contractor(s)

configuration management program by requiring the submIttal of a Configuration

Management Plan for approval. The contractor will be required to describe in detail

the Internal organization and procedures that will be used to implement CM throughout

the program. This plan will also be required to outline the working relationships

between the program office and the contractor to ensure that all CM activitlos are

effectively conducted. However, the plan normally will not be Incorporated Into the

contract as a set of contractually binding tasks. It should be included as a contractual

deliverable with a corresponding Contract Data Requirements Ust enclosure to the

Statement of Work tasking paragraph.
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9.1.2 Computer Resources Lifecycle Management Plan (CRLCMP).

In addition to the PMP, the configuration manager needs to investigate the

possibility that the program is using a CRLCMP. The CRLCMP (which Is a

Government-developed plan) documents ths development strategy being undertaken

by the program office for the program's computer resources and especially for the

future support of the software. If there is a CRLCMP, If It plans the use of a Software

Configuration (Change) Control Sub-board for computer software engineering changes

that do not affect any other hardware Cis, then the configuration manager must ensure

that this practice is Included In the configuration control portion of the PMP (along with

any other restrictions for computer software CIs). The CRLCMP must be approved

prior to the release of the full-scale development request-for-proposal.

9.1.3 Operating Instructions.

The PMP Includes the program office's internal CM program, described in general

terms, that will be conducted by the assigned CM personnel. To provide specific

direction on the tasks and policles to CM personne, as well as to other members of

the program office and/or other program parbcipants, the CM organization will normally

prepare Operating Instructions (Os) and submit them to the program manager for

approval and Issue. These Ols will document the detailed application of the CM

processes for the product (program) under development. The following paragraphs

discuss typical Ols that should be prepared for a program entering full-scale

development by the CM organization for approval by the program manager. fin some

programs, the following Ols may have been initially prepared during the concept

demonstration/validation phase of the system acquisition life cycle. If this is the case.
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then the Ols need to be reviewed for their adequacy as the program enters full-scale

dAvelopment. If not, then the Ols may have to be prepared as discusoed below.]

, 9.1.3.1 Specification Management 01. The principle of configuration identification for

the program office dictates that the CM organization manage the program's

specifications. This 01 should Indicate that, with technical assistance from other

program participants, the program office's CM organization will administer the review,

processing, coordinating, baselning, and controlling of all specifications submitted to

the program office. For most major programs under development, the program office

will have authenticated the System Specification during the concept

demonstrationWalldation phase of the system acquisition life cycle. In any case, the

specification management 01 prepared should Include provisions to contro.' and update

those specifications that are already approved and authenticated, as well as the ones

that will be authenticated during this phase. The specification management O should

reference the Change Management 0 to address requirements for processing

changes to those specifications that are airearOy :eproved and authenticated.

Most full-scale development programs have prepared some form of this 01 for the

pr'ogram office. The following paragraphs provide suggested sections that can be

included in a specfication management 01. These paragraphs need not be used by

every progran office, but they should be reviewed as suggested Inputs for an 01. The

specific content of this type of 01 will differ for each program depending upon the

acquisitioxi strategy being pursued on, and the current state of development of, the

system under design.

"a. Overview - Provide an overview that states that the intent of the O0 is to

prescribe the policies, procedures, and responsiblilties of the <weapon system>
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program office organizations for processing, reviewing, and controlling contractor

prepared specifications applicable to the <weapon system>.

b. References - If there are any other program office Ois that may interrelate with

this 01, list them here. Some examples would be a Configuration (Change) Control

Board 01, or a Change Management (Change Proposal Processing) 01. Also, list

those regulations, standards, and pamphlets which this 01 is supplementing.

c. Definitions - A separate section can be Included to provide definitions of the

different types/forms of specifications that may be encountered by personnel

associated with the program.

d. General Policy - Provide a paragraph that defines the basic Interretatloriships

among the different program office functions concerning speclfication management.

This usually includes a statement of the requirement that the <weapon system>

Directorate of Configuration Management is responsible for Identifying and controlling

the specification type, format, and mahitenance. In addition, the authority for

recommending appwoval for authentication Is normally vested In the CM organization as

well. However, the technical content (to include qualification and acceptance test

requirements) should be approved by the engineering function within the guidelines

specified In this 01. in some cases, when conflicts arise concerning the approvaV

disapproval of a submitted specification, there may be a need to Include a statement

concerning the use of a Speciftcation Review Board (similar to the CCB, If riot the

same body) to resolve these conflicts. Once specifications have been submitted and

authenticated, require that any changes to these specifications caused by some related

Engineering Clhange Proposal (ECP) will be acted upon concurrently with the ECP in

accordant* wth the policy listed in the Change Proposal Processing 01.
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e. Specific Policy - [This section should discuss the specific approach

(approaches) being pursued by the program office In establishing specifications. Some

Issues that the configuration manager should consider addressing (including

statements describing the specification activities associated with these Issues) are]:

1. Prior to developing subsystem or end item CVCSCI development/

requirements specifications, the contractor for the program will be required to submit a

specification tree (hierarchical form) that describes the recommended specification

approach. [NOTE: In most instances, the contractor will have submitted this tree

during the concept demonstration/v311dation phase of the aystem acquisition life cycle

when tho program went through its System Design Reviews.] This tree should Identify

the speelfication number, the related CI or CSCI, and the type and form of

specifications to be used to document the requirements. Upon receipt of this

specification tree, the CM organization shcu',d convene a meeting with the program

manager and all affected functionals to reach an agreement on the specifica'.ion

approach. After the program manager makes the final determnination of tWe

specification approach that will be followed, the approved specification tree should be

Included In the appropriate required deliverable document (normally, the Configuration

Ma'nagement Plan and possibly the System Specification).

2. State what specifications will be prepared, processed, and maintained for

the newly Identified system segments, Cis, and/or CSCIs in accordance with the

provisions of MIL-STD-490 (with any tailoring provided with the contract data

requirements list, CDRL). If required, discuss the approval process required for

contractor equivalent formats.
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3. A statement should be Included as to the requirements for maintaining

documentation related to any previously developed systems, subsystems, CI/CSCIs,

Government furnished equipment, or end Items being used. Generally, if a previously

developed component requires modification before it can be used by the program, the

process for developing addendums or appendices to previously approved

specifications should be discussed. [Try to require the development of new

spaclfications only when there are substantial differences in design criteria and

performance requirements between the end Items. The CM organization, based on

recommendations from the affected functionals, should make the determination.]

4. State how the specifications being developed for the program will be

controlled. The approach normally followed Is for contractor Internal control prior to

authentication, and for MIL-STD-480 ECP control after authentication.

5. State who has signature authority for specification authentication. This

authority is generally given to the program office's chief engineer, but It must be

delegated officially by the procuring contracting officer.

6. Discuss the time frame when the different specifications should be

submitted, approved, and authenticated. By when are the development and

requirements (and Intarface, If required) specifications required to be authenticated <in

most Instances for the top-level Cis, this should be accomplished after the SDR and no

later than the Cl's Preliminary Design Review. For those lower-level Cis, these

specifications may be authenticated at the same time or they may be tentatively

approved no later than PDR and authenticated at the Cl's Functional Configuration

Audit>. Since draft pfoduct specifications are required on the program during full-scale

development, discuss the required activities <normally submittal and review of drafts>.
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f. Procedures/Responsibilities - The 01 should also discuss the procedures and

responsibilities required of each of the functionals within the program office for

specification management. These Include:

1. Directorate of Configuration Management: Some of their responsibilities

are: (a) to manage and direct the review and authentication of draft specifications with

the coordination of other appropriate functional areas; (b) verify that the format and

content of the specifications are In accordance with MIL-STD-490; (c) make sure that a

technical coordinator Is designated to incorporate all agreed upon comments during the

review of the draft specification <this individual should also be the one used later when

changes are submitted against the specification, as discussed In the change

management operating Instruction>; (d) ensure specifications are presented to a

Specification Review Board (or CCB), If required; (e) document the actions of the

board and record these results on a Configuration Control Board Directive (AFSC Form

318) <a change control task that is usually also Included in a change management

operating Instruction>; (f) prepare contract's letter that transmits the authenticated

specification and directs the contractor to distribute It <in accordance with the CDRL>

and to add the specification to the specification list; (g) maintain specifications current

with any approved changes; (h) maintain status accounting Information of all

specifications and changes to these specifications; and, If requested, (I) issue status

reports.

2. Directorate of Engineering: This directorate is normally required to: (a)

designate a technical coordinator for each specification who Is responsible for

Integrating comments from all respondents into a consolidated set of

requirements/changes; (b) coordinate with the CM organization to maintain all schedule
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requirements for review of the proposed specification; and (c) authenticate the

specification for contractual incorporation.

3. Directorate of Manufacturing and Quality Assurance: This directorate is

normal!y required to: (a) verify Section 4 quality assurance provisions -especially as

they relate to acceptance tests, classifications of defects, and sampling> are sufficient;

(b) review for appropriate packaging and handling requirements; (c) provide comments

to the technical coordinator; and (d) coordinate on the final specification authentication

correspondence.

4. Directorate of Integrated Logistics Support: This directorate should: (a)

review the specification to ensure logistics requirements, listed In paragraph 3.5 (and

logistics-related requirements, Including reliability and maintainability), are acceptable;

(b) obtain any AFLC or Air Logistics Center comments required; (c) provide comments

to the technical coordinator; and (d) coordinate on the final specification authentication

correspondence.

5. Program Manager/Project Manager: This person should: (a) review the

spedfication for compliance with program requirements; and (b) coordinate on all

specification correspondence to the contractor.

6. Directorate of Contracting: This directorate should usually: (a) be

responsible for contractual wording requirements; and (b) signing and releasing/issuing

all direction to the contractor relating to the contractual status of the specification.

7. All remaining directorates within the program office are responsible for

soliciting remarks and comments from their supporting agencies, combining their

comments with those of their supporting agencies, and providing these comments to
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the technical coordinator. They should also coordinate on all correspondence being

sent to the contractor.

9.1.3.2 Conflguration Audits 01. Another way in which the CM organization can help

the program manager during fu!-scale development is through the use of the

4 configuration audit process. The CM organization assists the program manager to: (1)

validate the development of the CVCSCIs (validate that their actual developed

performance complies with the development/requirements specifications) by conducting

a Functional Configuration Audit (FCA) for each CI/CSCI and, if needed, by conducting

Functional System Audits (FSAs) <in those cases where system level audits are

required to verity complex system-level performance requirements have been met>;

and (2) verify that the "as-built" configuration of each CI/CSCI <by ensuring that the

CI/CSCI reflects the design cited in its product specificat1on before establishing its

product baseline> by conducting a Physical Configuration Audit (PCA) for each

CVCSCI.

In the past, most programs In full-scale development conducted FCAs on CVCSCIs

sometime during that phase of the system acquisition Ufe cycle. On most major

programs, where the contractor performing system development has been awarded

system production, the FCAs and FSAs have not always been completed before at

least limited production is authorized. Some programnr. %il require that partial FCAs be

accomplished for key elements (Cis) of the system before such Umited production Is

authorized. Most programs will conduct the final FCAs (and PCAs) first on the lower-

level Cis before conducting them for the higher-level Cis. For the FCAs. this permits

"the results (and action items) from the lower-level audits to focus the correction of the

problems on thehf source Cl. Similarly for PCAs. audits of the lower-level Cl detail
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design documents reduces the need for complete disassemoly at the top-level PCA.

For this reason, the following suggested paragraphs will primarily address the issue of

FCA during full-scale development, but they will also Include possible PCA actions that

the CM organization may want to Include <depending upon the acquisition strategy

being pursued by the program office>.

a. Overview - Provide an overview that states that the Intent of the 01 Is to

establish policies, procedures, and responsibilities for the FOAs and, if needed, FSAs;

<and, If applicable to this phase PCAs for each CI/CSCI>. [NOTE: Since this Is a

program 01, It may be well to establish the procedures for all three audits, even though

the PCAs usually won't be conducted until the production phase. If adjustments to the

PCA procedures are required later In the program, the 01 can be changed later and

reissued.] The stated policies, procedures, and responsibilities should ensure that the

audits will be accomplished In an efficient and effective manner. If appropriate, the 01

may Include requirements for support from additional contractors (e.g., Independent

verification and validation), participating activities, and other systems which, although

not directly responsible tor the actual conduct of the audit, will assist In the

accomplishment of the audit. This section should list any regulations, standards, or

pamphlets that this Oil s supplementing.

b. Definitions - A separate section can be Included to provide the program office

definitions of what each audit will be used for.

c. Policy - This section should describe the program's policies regarding the

accomplishment of each CI/CSCI audit. It should also state who will chair the audit

and thle responsibilities of the participants. (In most instances, this Is a statement that

the Directorate of Configuration Management will chair and conduct each audit for the
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<weapon system> program office. However, In the case of an audit of a

subcont(actor's CI, the contractor will often chair the audit (for the Governmant), and

the Government participatory roles will have to be defined.] Some other issues that

are normally addressed in this area are:

1. State the Intent of the FCA [Usually, this Is a determination that the item's

performance requirements have been met and that the Item has been successfully

qualified.]

2. If PCAs are Included, state the overall policy for the PCA. [Usually, this is a

determination that the assembled configuration of the unit of the CI matches Its product

baseline documentation.]

3. Summarize the requirements and audit procedures described In MIL-STD-

1521 which are being adhered to and cite the specific tailoring that applies to the

audits.

4. Include an audit checklist that will be used at each CI/CSCi audit <NOTE:

Some sample checklists are provided in the appendices of MIL-STD-1521.>

5. Include or reference the certification materials to be used <normally it Is a

slgr.ud certificate or set of such certificates similar to Figures 3 and 4 in MIL-STD-

1521> to certify completion of the audit. Identify the functions/organtzations delegated

the responsibility for certifying completion of various parts of the audit. Identify the

organization for certifying urmpletion of an audit for a subcontractor Cl.

6. Include a statement that requirements for the generation of unique data

should be kept at a ninimum. [It is normally a policy to minimize additional specialized

* data, or contractor effort, over and above the requirements of MIL-STD-1 521 for the

sole purpose of the audit.]
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7. Discuss the program office plan for combining audits for smaller Cis or for

Incremental audits for large/complex Cis. Will there be one for each Cl/CSCI? Will the

program office try to combine some of the audits together?

8. State the requirement for maintaining Information on the status of Cl/CSCI

specifications prior to the start of an audit. If the plan is to delay authentication of the

specifications for lower-level Cis, do the development specifications have to be

authenticated and under Government control prior to FCA?

d. Procedures - What procedures will be followed for the conduct of the audits?

1. Is the contractor required to forward planning data Identifying Cls (or groups

of Cis) to be aur'ied; their time phasing, Including the recommended date(s) for the

audit(s); and the specific actions to be performed? How many days prior to the start of

the audit should the planning cycle be started? According to the CDRL, when should

the final agenda be distributed to the program participants?

2. What tasks will the CM organization perform prior to actually convening the

audit(s) on the agreed-to date(s)? Will a pro-audit meeting be conducted (prior to or at

the start of the audit) with the affected program participants to discuss: (a) orders.

travel arrangements, and hotel accommodations; (b) the planned conduct of the audit;

(c) the responsbilities of each participant (especially of team leaders and members of

the Government Executive Panel); (d) any known or suspected (potential) problem

areas; and (e) th, understanding that any changes to an established Government

position concerning the audit will not be discussed In front of the contractor, but will

first be addressed In a "Government-orrly meeting."

3. Conduct of the audit. How will the audit begin? Will there be an in-briefing

by contractor to discuss the audit agenda and proceedings? After an in-briefing, if
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used, the audit process usually followed is: (a) contractor chaii, rson should

Introduce the contractor's team and give the latest Information pertaining to the Cl; (b)

program office chairperson of the audit team (usually a CM organization Individual)

should introduce the Government team, and review the purpose, scope, and objectives

of the audit; (c) a combined contractor-Government meeting to logically divide both

teams into groups to accomplish certain audit tasks; (d) begin the audit, each team

should record discrepancies on worksheets and submit them to the Government audit

chairperson; (e) Government Executive Panel will determine the applicability of the

discrepancy and reject It or submit it to the contractor, (g) contractor provides response

to the discrepancy; (h) Government evaluates the contractor response; (I) contractor

and Government discuss and agree on the status of the discrepancy and any residual

actions (action Items) required; 0) the team leaders and/or audit chairpersons should

sign the certificate(s); and (k) chairpersons should review and sign the minutes of tho

audit, making sure the minutes contain a "Discialmer" stating that only a contractual

letter from the procuring contracting officer will estabUsh any baselines (for PCA) or

provide any changes In contractual direction.

4. What post-audit actions will be performed? Is the contractor required, by a

Contract Data Requirements Ust (CDRL) tasking, to distribute minutes of the audit? If

so, what should be found alonig with the basic minutes (e.g.. agenda. list of

participants, copies of presentations, team worksheets, certificates).

5. Who Is designated to monitor actvlty on/closeout of the action items?
H

"S..
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e. Responsibilities - The 01 chould also discuss the responsibilities required of

each of the functionals within the program office for the conduct of the audits. These

include:

1. Directorate of Configuration Management: Some of this directorate's "

responsibilities Include: (a) providing or delegating an audit chairperson; (b) monitoring

overall contractor support and specific management/approval of all formal configuration

audits; (c) Identifying the Cl(s) to be audited; (d) providing information about the

approved configuration Identification which 4s to be the basis for each audit; (e)

organize Government team and assign their responsibilities; (f) notify contractor of final

approved audit date; and (g) for PCA, ensure that CVCSCI product spelftication(s)

have been reciv-ed, and reviewed, prior to the start of the audit,

2. Program/Project Manager: This person is ultimately resporvslble for the

overall conduct of all assigned protects within the program. The program manager

should: (a) ensure that provi•sons are Incorporated Into the contract for the conduct of

audits; (b) ensure that the contractor has provided required resources for the audits; (c)

ensure configuration audit milestones are included In contractual schedules and are

being tracked; and (d) coordinate on formal notification to contractor of audit

accomplishment

3. Directorate of Engineering: -'Nhs directorate Is nornially required to: (a)

provide technical support to the CM organization for the audits; (b) review

specifications. drawings, computer code, test procedures, test reports,

quaUflcation/acceptance testing data, and other docoments to ensure that the CI/CSCI

has met its specified requirements; (c) for PCAs. ensure that 'as-bult" configuration
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matches the was-documented" configuration and that any differences are documented;

and (d) coordinating on all decisions and contractual letters.

4. Directorate of Manufacturing and Quality Assurance: This directorate will

provide support primarily for the PCA; It often works In concert with the plant

reprsentative personnel to support the PCA. if PCA procedures are being included In

the 01, it should be Included. Some of Its responsibilities include: (a) inspecting the

DD Form 250 for accuracy; (b) reviewing contractor's manufacturing control and

engineering release system; (c) identifying producibility improvements in support of

audits; (d) assisting In verification that the "as-bullt' configuration of the CVCSCIs

conform to their documents; and (e) coordinating on all decisions and contractual

letters.

5. Directorate of Integrated Logistics Support: This directorate responsibilities

include: (a) reviewing the test results and providing inputs as to whether the actual

logistics capablUties of the Cl meet the logistics requirements/constraints listed in the

deveiopmentfrequirements specifications; and (b) coordinating on all decions and

contractual letters.

6. Directorate of Contracting: This directorate would usually have no direct

responsibilities involving thle audits, but they shouW usually be responsible for signing

and Issuing all direction (to Include establishment of the product baseline after each

PCA) to the contractor.

7. All remailnng directorates with the program office should be responsible for

"providing comments, and coordinating on. alH contractual letters.

9.1.3.3 Pro-gram Review Boards., As the system/Cl undergoes development, the

program manager may require that different types of program-related decisions be
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made. Decisions must be made regarding proposed changes to currently approved

technical (those that identify established baselines) and/or contractual (those that

establish required taskings) document3. Other decisions involve the review of the

results of work accomplished by the contractor, in response to action items established

at a review or audit, In order to determine whether the contractor has successfully

completed that actlon.

To assist in making decisions about changes to current, approved technical

documentation, the program manager will usually require the expertise provided by the

program office's Configuration (Change) Control Board (CCB). Every program office

managing the development of a weapon system must have a CCB that Is responsible

for regulating the change management process and for making change decisions (see

paragraph 9.1.3.3.1). Configuration (Change) Control Board activities may also include

Inputs from a second type of program review board, the Software Configuration

(Change) Control Sub-board (SCCSB). The SCCSB may be employed If the system

under development consists of large numbers of CSCIs which might be impacted by

ECPs that affect only the CSCIs (see paragraph 9.1.3.3.2).

Other decisions Involve sending a request to the contractor, often using an

Advanced Change Study Notlce (ACSN) or contracting officer letter, to provide some

additional planning/impact Information to allow the program manager to decide If there

Is ortough value in the change to warrant preparation of a formal proposal to be

addressed by the COB. To assist the program manager In making these types of

declslnis, the program office may use a third type of board. This board is referred to

as a !.,e-CCD type board (in some current program offices these are called Program

Event Review Boards or Business Management Boards) and is comprised of functional
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representatives who can be subordinates o•f the COB membe-s. [ThiGs wll depend

upon the program office. Some program offices will consider the pre-CCB board as

being the "worker-level" board, while others will the full CCB tor this function.] These

boards may also take a preliminary look at the results ci the LtCP/CCB review before it

is presented to the CCB.

Another decision process will involve the review and evaluation of the contractor's

response and compliance to action items (events) required as a result of design

reviews and/or configurationi audits. A Program Event Review Board may be used to

determine whether the necessary actions have been satisfactorily completed. If the

contractor's compliance is deemed unsatisfaotory or !ncomplete as a result of the

review, the additional work requirad to satisfactorily complete the action will be

documented ar v .. 1tored by the boacd until the reqiired action haa been completed.

The disposition of each Item considered during the board's review will be documented

to clearly delineate agreements reached and/or further actions required.

Although there could be three types of boards that program managers might use to

assist them In making programmatic decisions, In reality some of these functions can

be accomplished by the same board. On some programs, the membership on each of

these boards consists of the same Individuals. [in most cases, the pre-CCB is not

comprised of the same Individuals as the full CCB. In fact, the members of the pre-

CCB are usually those functional expers who are most knowledgeable about the

proposed change. However, in most of the program offices now functioning in

Aeronautical Systems Division, the CCB, SCCSB (if required), and a Program Event

Review Board (different than a pre-CCB) are composed of the same members.J Each

program office will have many opportunities to use these various board functions
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"during its system development. However, if the membership of the board is identical, a

board may consider different agenda items during a single meeting that are associated

with each of th-9 three areas. (For example, the CCB may first consider ECP/CCP

agenda items, then change roles to handle some PDR or CDR problems.] The

following paragmaphs provide Ols that relate to three boaras. Some program offices

may consider using all three; while others may consider preparing only one 01 that

Incorporates the needed aspects of all three functions. The CM organization, with

Inputs from the program manager, will need to determine the approach based on their

own specific program.

9.1.3.3.1 Confl-guration (Chan-ge) Control Board (CCB) 01. The CCB Is the primary

agency established by the program office to regulate the change management process

and to be responsible for change decisions. The program office's CM organization is

responsible for maintalnlng the CCB structure. Thus, every CM organization should

provide their program office a CCB 01 that describes the composition, functions, and

authority of the CCB. The following paragraphs provide suggestions as to the contents

o: such an 01.

a. Overview - Provide a generic statement that describes the Intent of the 01, In

most cases, this states that the 01 will define the composition, function, and authority

of the <weapon system> CCB.

b. References - If there are any other program office Ols that may Interrelate with

this 01, list them here. Some examples would be any Change Management (Change

Proposal Processing) and Specification Management Ols. Also, what regulations,

standards, and pamphlets will this Cl supplement?
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c. Definitions - A separate section should be Included that describes the different

terms associated with the CCB. Some of these terms would include engineering

cnange proposal (ECP), advanced change study notice (ACSN), contract change

proposal (C0P), Requests for Deviations (RFDs), and Requests for Waivers (RFWs).

d Policy - Provide a section that describes the program office's policies for the

<weapon system> CCB. Some Issues that are usually discussed are:

1. Scope: That the CCB is the official [usually non-voting] board formally

estv'blistied by the <weapon system> program manager. It exercises complete control

over all proposed changes to baselined documents that pertain to the configuration of

all CI/CSCIs.

2. Authority: That the CCB membership Is initially established, and will be

subsequently chanred, only through formal orders Issued by administrative authorities

at we base where the program office Is located, and then only at the request of the

program manager. The chcirpefron has tho official approval or disapproval authority

for the program for aei changos brought bgfere the CCB. Each member of the CCM3 will

certify the official position of their "wganization by Indicating either concurrence or

nonconcuirence with the chairperson's delJstun as recorded on the CCB Directive

(AFSC Form 318). Any nc; iconcurrence is *stsally required to be sL:pported in writing.

3. Responding to Change: Discurs the program office's tlm!r,, requirements

for emergency, urgent, and routine changes. Within how many calendar days must

these changes be brought before a bnard and resolved? [This type of information Is

"also provided hi a Change Management 01. However, it should be provided In this O0

also so that anybody within the program office who is preparing for a CCU: will be able"3..

to obtain scheduling Information in tne same source that -provides information
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concerning the function of the board. This makes It easier for program office personnel

to know what is going on.]

4. Criteria for Change Approval: Discuss the program criteria for approval of

change proposals. Normally, this would follow AFR 14-1, which states that changes

should only be approved If they: (a) correct a deficiency; (b) make a significant

effectiveness change in operational or logistics support requirements; (c) effect life-

cycle cost savings or avoidance; (d) prevent slippage in approved program schedule;

and (e) correct administrative errors In contractual documents.

e. Procedures - Discuss the procedures that are associated with the running of the

program office's CCB. Some areas that are normally discussed are:

1. Administrative: State that the CM organization Is responsible for

administering the CCB. That Is, they will schedule all change proposals for the board;

call the CCB meetings as required; publish agendas to inform members of the date,

time, and place of the meetings; provide a secretariat for the CCB; and document the

results of the CCB in official minutes.

2. Agenda: Specify how many days before the meeting a formal agenda must

be prepared and distributed. The agenda should list the changes to be reviewed, and

tho tentative order of their presentation at the CCB.

3. Meetings: Specify the normal meeting day or general plan to be followed in

scheduling CCB meetings. [Usually, even if the CCB schedule is on some set time

table, the CCB chairperson is given the authority to call emergency meetings for time-

critical program requirements. All members, or alternates for those members, must be

present at each CCB meeting, so regularly scheduled meetings will facilitate the ability

to attend. If, for some reason, neither the member or alternate is available, then the
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CCB can be held but officially a decision cannot be made. Given that the change

proposal, or the CCB, can not be held until all members or their alternate are available,

the program office may take one of two actions. The first (and probably the best

approach) would be to have new orders issued Identifying a member from the

organization who can be present as a CCB member. The second approach (not

recommended If the first approach is available), Is to have the board make a decision

with the member, and alternate, absent, and have one or the other sign the CCB

Directive when they arrive back in the program office and are briefed about the board

deliberations.]

4. COB Presentation: Discuss the requirements for information that should be

included in presenting change briefings before the CCB. [NOTE: Usually, the change

request Is presented by either the project manager assigned (called a change monitor)

to the change, or by a CM organization assigned resource.]. The 01 should Include (a)

standard briefing chart formats, If any, that should be used (if so, attach copies of

these to the back of the 01.); and (b) what Information needs to be presented to the

board (a listing of the type of information should also be attached to the back of the

01).

5. Disposition of Proposed Changes: The 01 should discuss the options

available to the CCB chairperson for each change proposal presented. It should also

require the CCB chairperson's final decision to be documented on the CCB Directive

(CCBD), and each board member (or alternate) to sign the CCBD to show concurrence

or nonconcurrence with the decision. The CCB chairperson Is normally required to:

(a) approve the proposal as written; (b) disapprove the proposal with reasons clearly

stated on the CCBD; (c) approve the proposal with specific changes (it is then returned
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to the contractor for corrections or revision before being finally approved and sent to

the contracting officer); (d) defer action until further investigation (assigned to a specific

member) is performed; and (e) defer action for changes which affect program

parameters beyond the authority of the program manager (these type of changes must

be referred to higher authorities for action).

6. Disposition of Decision: Define the actions to occur after the decision is

made. [in most Instances, the program office's CM organization is responsible for the

timely forwarding of the CCBD to the contracting directorate. Discuss what should be

done with the CCBD. The CCBD provides direction to the procuring contracting officer

that must be passed on to the contractor.] This paragraph should also provide

direction that no change shall be negotiated at a price that is in excess of the amount

authorized by the CCBD. If any significant changes are made to the price or technical

content of the approved proposal as a result of negotiations, an officially amended

CCBD must be Issued before the contractor can be authorized to proceed.

f. Membership - Discuss what offices will be required (through the issuance of

official orders) to provide a member (and alternate) to the CCB. [In most cases, the

program manager (or the deputy program manager or the head of projects or the

engineering organization) is designated as the CCB chairperson, and each program

office directorate is provided a permanent seat on the CCB. If there are any outside

agencies (but not the contractor) associated with the program (e.g., supporting and

using commands, safety organization, other services), they may also be provided

membership on the CCB. In addition, the CM organization will normally provide a

secretariat to the CCB.] Finally, discuss how changes in membership are

accomplished.
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g. Responsibilities - The 01 should also discuss the responsibilities of each of the

functionals within the program office for the conduct of the COB. [The following

paragraphs provide a suggested way to distribute the responsibilities associated with

the program office's CCB.]

1. Program Manager: This person should: (a) designate the CCB

chairperson, an alternate chairperson, and the CCB secretariat; and (b) provide the

final resolution of, and decision on, any disputes over CCB decisions.

2. CGB Chairperson: This person should: (a) review all change proposals

prior to CCB review; (b) preside over all COB meetings; and (c) decide on the

disposition of all changes presented to the CCB.

3. Directorate of Configuration Management: Some of the responsibilities of

this organization are to: (a) assign a change manager/monitor for each proposed

(ACSN/ECP/CCP) change; (b) provide a secretariat for the CCB; and (c) maintain the

CCB file (e.g., copies of the change proposal and of the CCBD).

4. Change Manager/Monitor: This person should be responsible for: (a)

providing support to the Directorate of Configuration Management on all assigned

change pfoposals; (b) obtaining technical and/or contractual assistance, as required, to

evaluate and process assigned proposals; (c) verifying availability of needed functional

specialists for the change proposal prior to scheduling a COB date; (d) conducting pre-

CCB moeting (if required) and assudrn comments are resolved; (e) briefing the COB

on how and why the change was generated, and all change effects; (f) providing the

CCB secretariat with copies of presentation materials; (g) obtaining all "official"

amendments to correct incomplete or Inaccurate proposals; (h) participating in

negotiations on proposals; and (I) reviewing draft minutes of COB action.
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5. CCB Secretariat: This person should: (a) receive and distribute copies of

all change proposals and any amendments to the proposal; (b) distribute the CCB

agenda; (c) maintain permanent record of all change proposal activity; (d) prepare COB

minutes; (e) prepare COB Directive (CCBD); (f) forward to program manager all

disputed CCBDs along with member's corresponding nonconcurrence report; and (g)

provide the contracting officer the applicable CCBD for contractual Incorporation.

6. Directorate of Engineering: This directorate should: (a) review the proposal

for adequacy and accuracy of technical content; (b) possibly brief (if requested by

change manager/monitor) and recommend a course of action to the CCB; and (c)

provide the COB secretariat with a copy of any presentation material.

7. All directorates should: (a) review and comment on change proposals when

appropriate; and (b) designate a permanent, and alternate, member to the CCB.

9.1.3.3.2 Software Configuration (Chanae) Control Sub-board (SCCSB) 01, This type

of program management board may operate as a separate entity on programs that

Include large number of computer software Cls, especially where the CSCI design (and

changes) does not Impact hardware CIs. Usually this board operates as an extension

of the CCB, advising them (if the members of the SCCSB are different than those of

the CCB) of the software impacts of changes affecting both hardware and software. If

the program office uses the SCCSB, then the following could be Included in an 01 that

describes the functioning of such a board.

a. Overview - Provide a statement that describes the Intent of the 01. Describe

the composition, function, authority, and procedures of the SCCSB and Its relation to

the program's COB.
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b. References - If there are any other program office Ols that may interrelate with

this 01, list them here. Some examples may be either a Change Management

(Change Proposal Processing) or Configuration (Change) Control Board 01. Ust the

regulations, standards, and pamphlets that this 0I supplements.

c. Definitions - A separate section may be included that describes the different

terms that may be encountered by program office individuals associated with CSCIs

and proposed changes to these CSCIs.

d. Policy - Provide a section that describes the program office's policies for the

Inclusion of a SCCSB. This policy section should state that the SCCSB will be able to

act Independent of the CCB only for proposed engineering changes that Impact CSCIs

only (and do not Impact any hardware Cl requirements). If hardware CIs are impacted,

then define the role of the SCCSB In providing software expertise to the CCB decision-

making process <and the other organizations that may be requested to provide

additional Inputs>. Other topics that can be discussed are:

1. Scope: Define the role and membership of the SCCSB In retation to the

CCB. If it operates, then a SCCSB is usually referred to (as was the CCB) as an

official, non-voting, board formally established by the <weapon system> program

manager.

2. Authority: Specify the authority the Sub-board chairperson has for official

approval or disapproval authority of software-only change proposals brought before the

SCCSB. Specify the responsibility of each member of the SCCSB in providing their

organization's official position and functional area evaluation on each change. [The

members certify their official position by concurring or nonconcurring with the

chairperson's decision recorded on the CCBD.]
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3. Submittals: Identify the format for software-only ECPs to be submitted for

action by the SCCSB. [Many program offices that use SCCSBs require that the

contractor submit a shortened form of ECP as described in MIL-STD-481. The other

alternative is to follow the format of MIL-STD-480, Appendix F. If this is acceptable,

then a statement should be included in the 01 that states this.]

4. Responding to Change: Discuss the processing (time) requirements for

software change proposals that are submitted as urgent, routine (work stoppage), or

routine (improvements).

e. Procedures - Discuss the procedures associated with a program's SCCSB.

Areas that may be discussed In this section include:

1. Administrative: Who is responsible for administering the SCCSB? Usually,

the CM organization must schedule all change actions for review; call the SCCSB

meetings as required; publish agendas to inform members of the date, time, and place

of the meetings; provide a secretariat for the SCCSB; and publish minutes of the

meeting.

2. Agenda: Is a formal agenda required? It an agenda is required, it should

list which Items will be reviewed and provide a listing of the tentative order in which the

proposed changes will We reviewed and discussed.

3. Meetings: When will the SCCSBs be held? Will they be a part of

previously scheduled 0C0s (the normal approach)? Or, will they be Independently

scheduled when CSCI-only proposed changes are received? As with the CCB, the

SCCSB chairperson is normally authorized to convene the board at any time.
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4. SCCSB Presentation: Discuss (a) what Information should be provided in

presenting the change to the board; and (b) if there are standard briefing chart formats

that should be used (If so, attach copies of these to the back of the 01.).

5. Disposition of Proposed Changes: The 01 should discuss the options

available to the SCCSB chairperson for each change proposal presented to the

SCCSB. The chairperson's final decision should be documented on a CCBD, which is

then signed (either concurred or nonconcurred) by each board member. The

chairperson can decide to: (a) approve the proposal as written; (b) disapprove the

proposal with reasons clearly stated on the CCBD; (c) approve the pruposal with

specific changes (these are stated on the CCBD); (d) defer action until further

Investigation is performed; and (e) defer action for proposed changes which affect

areas beyond just the software (these type of changes must be referred to the CCB for

action).

6. Disposition of Decision: Discuss what happens after the decision is made.

As In the CCB case, the CM organization often distributes the coordinated CCBD to all

affected Government agencies. The CCBD Is then used by the procuring contracting

officer to Issue direction to proceed, to the contractor.

f. Membership - Who should be a member of the SCCSB? Are they the same

members as with the CCB?

g. Responsibilties - The 01 should also discuss the responsibifities of each of the

functionals within the program office for the conduct of the SCCSB. These include:

1. Program Manager: This person should designate a SCCSB chairperson

and alternate, a SCCSB secretariat, and provide final resolution of problems relating to

decisions made by the SCCSB.
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2. SCCSB Chairperson: This person should: (a) review all CSQI change

proposals prior to the SCCSB review; (b) preside over all SCCSB meetings; and (c)

decide in the disposition of all changes presented to the SCCSB.

3. Directorate of Configuration Management: Some of the responsibilities of

this organization are to: (a) assign a change manager/monitor for each CSCI change

proposal; (b) provide a ser etarlat for the SCCSB; and (c) mahitain the SCCSB file.

4. Change Manager/Monitor: This person should be responsible for: (a)

providing support to the Directorate of Configuration Management on all assigned

CSGI -.hange proposals; (b) obtaining technical and/or contractual assistance, as

reqiired, ,o evaluate the change and to determine the impacts, if any, of the proposed

CSCI change on the hardware CI requirements; (c) processing the CSCI proposal; (d)

verifying availability of any assigned project managers or engineers for the CSCI

change proposal prior to scheduling a SCCSB date; (e) briefing the SCCSB on how

and why the change was generated, and all change effects; (f) providing the SCCSB

secretariat with copies of all presentation matedals; (g) participating in negotiations on

proposals; and (h) reviewing the draft minutes of SCCS8 action.

5. SCCSB Secretariat: This person should: (a) receive and distribute copies

of all change proposals and any amendments to the proposal; (b) distribute tle

SCCSB agenda; (c) maintain permanent record of all change proposal activity; (d)

prepare SCCSB minutes; (e) prepare CCBD; (f) forward to CCB chairperson all

disputed CCBDs along with member's corresponding nonconcurrence report; and (g)

provide the contracting officer the appicable CCBD f.•r contractual incorporation.

6. Directorate of Engineering: This directorate should: (a) review the GSCI
.4

change proposal for adequacy, for accuracy of technical content, and for any affects
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on hardware Cl requirements; (b) possibly brief (If requested by change manager/

monitor) and recommend a course of action to the SCCSB; and (c) provide the SCCSB

secretariat with a copy of any presentation material.

7. All directorates should: (a) review and comment on CSCI change proposals

when appropriate; and (b) designate a permanent, and alternate, member to the

SCCSB.

9.1.3.3.3 Pre-CCB 01. This 0l is used to describe the policies and procedures that

may be followed by the program office In obtaining agreement to request formal

eng!neerdng, or contract/task change proposals from the contractor. As the system/CIs

are under development (or in production), either a contractor or Government employee

might come up with an Idea for some additional work that could improve the technical

capabilities of the CI and/or enhance the overall accomplist~ment of the program tasks.

This type of Idea would first be documented in an advanced change study notice

(ACSN) which addresses the additional requirements or work. The pe-CCB would

review the results of the progfarn office review of the ACSN. If it dec-Ides to approve

the ACSN, it will be authorizing the contractor to spend money to prepare a formal

proposal (technical and pricing Information) that describes In detail the ;equested

change and its Impacts.

Most programs include a process by which they also use the pre-CC8 to review

the results of the coordination of routine formal ECPs and CCPrl CPs to make sure

they are ieady for the CCB. The pre-CCB is also used by some program offices to

review and evaluate the contractor's response to action items produced at the end of

"design reviews and/or configuration audits. The board determines whether the

necessary actions have been satisfactorily completed. The following paragraphs
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describe sections of z:' ,., that can be used to discuss requirements for a pre-CCB

review board.

a. Overview - State the intei it of this pro-COB process 01 <to establish policies

and procedures to be followed in obtaining program office approval to request technical

and pricing proposals from the contractor for contract work changes>, <to be used as a

"dry-run" board for routine changes being prepared for COB discussion>, and <to

review and approve/disapprove the contractor's compliance with action items assigned

at elther design reviews or configuration audits>.

b. References - If there are any other program office Ols that may Interrelate with

the 01, list them hr-. An example might be the CCLJ 01. Also, Identify the

regulations, st4..Jarics, and pamphlets this OI is supplementing.

c. D( Initions - Define any terms relating to the pre-CCB that need to be described

for the program office.

d. Policy - State the pnurpose(s) the program manager and program office are

trying to accomplish using the pre-CCB. Some areas that may be discussed are:

1. State how the pre-CCB will te used as an extension of the COB to preview

routine changes and approve the!; reac. tess to be presented to the COB.

2. State how the board, for ACSNs, will be approving the need for obtaining

the additional Information; the adequacy of the description of the change required; and

the schedule for submittal for the formal proposal.

3. State how the board will be reviewing the contractor's response to action

Items assigned at design reviews and/or configuration audits to determine whether the

c3ntractor has successfully completed the work or to define additional work ;equired to

satisfactorily complete the requested action.
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e. Procedures - What procedures should be followed to accomplish a pre-CCB?

Some areas that may be addressed are:

1. Administrative: Is the CM organization responsible for administering the

board? Do they schedule all activities for the rev!ew?

2. Agenda: Is a formal agenda -'equired? If an agenda is required, it should

list which Items will be reviewed rrd p,-ovide a listing of the tentative order in which the

proposed changes will be reviewed and discussed.

3. Meetings: When will the pre-CCB be held? Will it be a separately

scheduled meeting, or will it be a part of a previously scheduled CCB?

4. Presentation: Normally, at the pre-CCB for ACSNs, the project manager

assigned to the proposed change should provide information resulting from the

program office review of the ACSN and a plan for accomplishing the r.-quested new

and additional work. [NOTE: This usually requires the project manager to have held

preliminary discussions with the contractor on the proposal.] For fomial proposals, the

project manager would present the briefing Intended to be presented to the CCB. For

reviewing the contractor's compUance to action items, the background, concerns, and

contractor's responses are presented to the board.

5. Dispo:ItIon: What happens If the ACSN Is approved? Where does the

ACSN go after the pre-CCB? in most cases, the board's decision, with a copy of the

ACSN. lo given to the procuring contracting officer who transmits a contract letter

requesting the contrac•ar to prepare a technical and cost proposal. For review/audit

action Items, what happens ti the contractor's response to the action Item is deemed

unsatistactory or incomplete?

f. Membership - Who are the members oi tfie pre-CCB?
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g. Responsibilities - The 01 should also discuss the responsibilities of each of the

functionals within the program office for the conduct of a pre-CCB. Some of these

responsibilities should include:

1. Program Manager: This person should: (a) designate a chairperson for the

pre-CCB, an alternate chairperson, and a secretariat.

2. Pre-CCB Chairperson: This person should: (a) review the ACSN, or the

contractor's response to an action Item, prior to the pre-CCB review; (b) preside over

all pre-CCB meetings; and (c) decide on the disposition of all ACSNs, or action item

responses presented to the pre-CCB for review.

3. Directorate of Configuration Management: Some of the responsibilities of

this organization are: (a) assign a review coordinator for the ACSNs and/or action

Items to be reviewed by the pre-CCB; (b) provide a secretariat for the pre-CCB; and (c)

maintain the pre-CCB file.

4. Review Coordinator; This person should: (a) act as the focal point for all

matters pertaining to the ACSN or contractor's response to action item; (b) obtain

technical and/or contractual assistance, as required, to evaluate ACSNs and

contractor's responses; (c) conduct the meeting of the pre-CC8; (d) brief the pre-COB

on the ACSN or the contractor's response to an action Item; (e) provide the secretariat

with copies of presentation materials; and (Q) review draft minutes of pre-CCB actions.

5. Directorate of Engineering: This directorate should: (a) review ACSN, or

contractor's response to action item. for adeauacy and accuracy of technical content;

(b) provide review coordinator for contractor's response to design review action items;

n qs:) • bly brief the pre-CCB and feomrniend a cours ot ac.tion; and (d) provide

sacret•risat with a copy of all presentation material,
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6. All directorates should: (a) review and comment on the ACSN or

contractor's response to action item; and (b) designate a permanent, and alternate,

member to the pre-CCB.

9.1.3.4 Change Management (Change Proposal Processing) 01. During the full-scale

development phase, system and Cl designs continue to evolve, and their baselines are

established at the appropriate points. The program office must monitor and control an

increasing amount of technical documentation. The CM organization can help the

program office maintain control over these established baselines and evolving

systern/Cl designs by developing and maintaining a complete change management

(change proposal processing) system. The CM organization can define Its change

management system, describe what it will do for the program office, and delineate the

change control responsibilities for all participants through the development of a Change

Management 01. The following paragraphs provide suggested Inputs that a CM

organization may want to Include in It Change Management (Change Proposal

Processing) 01.

a. Overview - Provide an overview that describes the Intent of the 01. Normally,

this type of 0i has been used to establish the policies, responsibilities, and procedures

to control change proposals. This Includes providing information on the Initiation and

processing ot ACSNs, FCPs, contract change proposals (CCPs), and (it required)

deviations and waivers.

b. References - If there are any other program office Ols that may Interrelate with

this 01, list them here. One 01 that must be referenced Is the CCB 0t. [NOTE:

"Remember the CCB is an integral part of the program office's change management

structure.] Identify any military standards which this Ol Is supplementing.
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c. Definitions - include a section that provides working definitions for program

office personnel on the parts of the change management system. This section should

include definitions of each of the different types of change proposals, including the

difference in the types of ECPs.

d. Policy - Describe all the activities being pursued by the program office to

maintain control of the established baselines. Some suggested items, which may also

have been discussed In other Ols, are:

1. A general initial statement that declares that all change proposals brought to

the program office will be assessed against the current program needs/deficiencies.

2. While most change proposals submitted to the program office will eventually

be boarded at a CCB or pre-CCB, Identify any circumstances established to allow for a

proposal (e.g., a proposal that Is administrative In nature) to be "handcarded" through

the system.

3. Explain special applications and uses of the different types of proposals for

this program, and the kind of Information they should contain.

4. Define the established approval criteria from AFR 14-1 that need followed

by the program. Include a change proposal content checklist that should be used to

help evaluate each change, If the program office decides to use a standard evaluation

checklist, this checklist should be attached to the 01.

5. Finally, the 01 should identify the procedures for tracking and maintaining

the status of all proposed changes received by the program office. Most program

offices have developed internal data bases that are responsible for tracking all change

proposals. Many have both a handwritten log and a computerized version. This

section of the policy guidelines should address the Information that will be maintained.
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[A suggested list (not all inclusive, as each program may want to add or subtract from

this list to develop its own list of "milestones") of information to include in this system

is: (a) proposal number and title; (b) the Idea's originator (contractor or Government);

(c) date of submittal; (d) the change monitor (usually a program office functional expert

or the configuration manager assigned responsibility to oversee the change proposal);

(e) all reviews and technical evaluation milestones; (f) when the CCB (if required) is

scheduled; (g) the result of the CCB; (h) completion date of the CCBD; and (I) date the

CCBD was sent to the procuring contracting officer; and (J) date the official

authorization was communicated to the contractor.]

e. Procedures - Provide information as to what steps should be performed for

change proposals to be submitted through the program office. Usually this should

include information about the review of routine, urgent, and emergency change

proposals.

1. Somewhere early in the Identification of a proposed need or deficiency, a

change monitor should be assigned. The change monitor will become the focal point

for processing the change within the program office.

"2. This 01 should discuss whether ACSNs are required and what should be

Included in the ACSN process. [In most instances, proposed changes will be routine In

nature. To help eliminate the submittal of needless changes, most program offices

have required the use of ACSNs before routine change proposals are submitted.

These ACSNs may be prepared by either program office or contractor personnel, This

01 should discuss what should be Included in the ACSN process. In some cases,

technical Interchange meetings between the program office and the contractor may be
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used to allow the change monlit'r to gahrfundamental information about the change

Idea.]

3. Ust the steps that must be accomplished, either aftet receipt of a contractor

ACSN at the program office or to complete processing of a program office ACS-I

(idea), before the ACSN can be approved/disapprwved.

4. Similarly, when an ECP, CCP, deviation, or waiver is received by the

program office, list the activities that the change monitor accomplish before, and after,

the proposal Is reviewed by the CCB.

f. Responsibilities - Discuss the responsibilities of the program participants who

must contribute to the change management process. Some suggestions to consider

are:

1. Government Plant Representative: This agency should (a) have the

responsibility for concurring or nonconcurring with all engineering changes classified as

Class II; and (b) review all ACSNs, and resulting change proposals, and forward

comments to the program office in time for the COB.

2. Program Manager: Designate appropriate program participants to be

members of the CCB and provide decisions on proposed changes, affecting program

work tasks and basellnes.

3. Directorate of Configuration Management: This directorate is the office of

primary responsibility and aids the change monitor in maintaining control of the change

proposal's flow through the program office. Some examples of its responsibilities are:

(a) to develop a change tracking system to provide the program office the traceability

of all change proposals; (b) to process and submit to the contractor all program office

requests (ACSNs) for change proposals; (c) assign a change monitor to all proposed
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changes; (d) to assist the change monitor in establishing a schedule of events for the

timely review of change proposals; (e) to receive change proposals, establish and

maintain change tracking Information, and coordinate the proposal for the change

monitor; (f) to monitor and maintain control of the internal review processes to ensure

efficient change proposal processing and coordination; (g) to ensure that all Information

required to evaluate the change proposals is available and to assist In acquiring any

missing information; (h) to schedul,• and convene a CCB for each change proposal;

and (i) to record CCB results on the CCBD and provide the contracting organization

with the instructions that must be passed on to the contractor.

4. Change Monitor: This person should be the program office's focal point for

the evaluation of the proposed change. Normally, the change monitor Is assigned from

either the projects or the engineering directorate, but the configuration manager may

also act as the change monitor. This individual must work closely with the CM

organization to make sure that adequate information has been provided and that a

complete review has been accomplished. Some tasks that neel accomplished

Include: (a) review change documentation for content and format; (b) evaluate the

problem and proposed solutions arid the coordination inputs from participating

functional activities to determine Impacts on system performance, program cost and

schedule, technical data, established baselines, and testing procedures; (c) ensure that

necessary funding is available; (d) participate at all meetings concerning the proposed

change; (e) present the change proposal briefing at the CCB; and (f) participate In fact-

finding and negotiations leading to contractual authorization.

5. Directorate of Engineering: This group should (a) evaluate the change

proposal and provide technical recommendations to the change monitor and CM
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organization; (b) participate In technical Information meetings and CCBs that discuss

the proposal; and (c) recommend either approval or disapproval of the change.

6. Directorate of Contracting: This group should (a) review the change

proposal for contractual impacts and any in-scope/out-of-scope determinations; (b)

determine appropriate contract Instrument (usually a supplemental agreement or

change order) to Implement the approvod change in time to meet the established need

date; (c) ensure negotiators are aware of comments on CCBD; and (d) contractuaily

Implement all CCB decisions.

7. Directorate of Program Control: This group should provide the change

monitor with Information on the cost breakdown associated with the proposed change.

They should also review the change for impact on contract cost and schedule and

verify funds availability.

8. All program participants should review the proposals for Impacts in their

areas of expertise and recommend whether the proposal should be approved or

disapproved.

9.2 CM Requirements for the Contractor.

In addition to the activities being pursued by the CM organization within the

program office, another aspect of a successful CM program Is contractually requiring

the contractor to perform needed CM activities. To ensure that the contractor Is aware

of those actions being required, the CM personnel incorporate tasking paragraphs into

the Statement of Work (SOW) addressing those actions It Is requiring. The following A

paragraphs address those areas of CM, for a program entering full-scale development,

where the contractor is normally required to perform some type of task. As with Ols,

not all programs will find it necessary to use all of these suggested tasking paragraphs.
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However, because of a particular program's circumstances, It may be required to

provide tasking paragraphs not addressed below. However, thr• following should be

reviewed as a starting point from which the configuration managers could make

dec, ,on;, about the tasks to include In the SOW. [NOTE: AFSCP 800-6 requires the

* use of an Interactive SOW generator, such as the Computer Generated Acquisition

Document System (CGADS), in developing the SOW. The CM organization should

access the CM portion of CGADS in addition to using this handbook.]

This SOW is used to define the work efforts required from the contractor to support

the program durinp the full-scale development portion of the system acquisition life

cycle. A clear statement of contract work tasks Is a prerequisite for defining and

achieving program goals and objectives. The SOW provides the basic framework for

this effort. It must be prepared to specify basic management responsibilities and

minimum program requiremants. For full-scale development, the CM portion of the

SOW is used to define specific technical management activities required of the

contractor. In particular, the SOW paragraphs used should provide for the

Implementation of a CM program by the contractor (tailored to the scope of the specific

program) that finalizes detailed specifications and exercises configuration control over

the established functional baseline and provides for configuration control over each

allocated baseline as It is established.

The SOW requires tasks to be performed. Sometimes. as a result of the work

task, information/data/documents may be generated. in order to contractually require

delivery of plans, reports, or other Information, the SOW paragraph must be

complemented by a Contract Data Requirements List (CDRL) Item. The CDRL

Identifies the data items that a contractor must deliver and references the Data Item
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Descriptions (DIDs) that define the data item contents and formats. The CDRL will

also establish submission dates, numbers of copies, distribution, inspection and

acceptance criteria, and other related information. <NOTE: Given today's

requirements to minimize data costs, the person requesting the data should review the

applicable DID content to specifically tailor out data not required for this program.>

The following paragraphs describe and outline typical SOW paragraphs (with the

appropriate DID number provided) that should be considered by configuration

managers for Inclusion in the full-scale development SOW. These paragraphs are only

suggestions. Each program -hould review and tailor these for their own application.

9.2.1 Configuration Manaqement Plan (CMP).

The CMP should be required as a contractually deliverable data Item and as a

general guideline for the contractor's CM practices, but it usually should not be

Incorporated into the contract as a contractually binding document. The difference

between these two approaches is that, as a contractual document, anytime the specific

information/practices called for by the CMP need revision, a formal (sometimes costly)

contract change will be required. As a guidance document, the practices cited In the

CMP may be revised through a resubmission to the program office without requiring a

formal contract change; while not specifically contractual in nature, these practices still

provide firm guideilnes for the contractor's CM effort.

The CMP should describe the contractor's organizational responsibilities and

procedures to be used for implementing the CM requirements stated in the contract. It

may be used by the program office during source selection to evaluate the contractor's

approach and methods, and then, after contract award, it can be used to monitor and

evaluate the contractor's CM performance. To facilitate the development of a CMP,
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the program office will normally require that MIL-STD-483 (Appendix I) be placed on

contract, tailored for their particular program. The CMP for full-scale development may

be a revision to the document prepared during concept demonstration/validation, or it

may be a newly prepared document.

However, prior to the contractor preparing a deliverable CMP, the program

manager (based on inputs from the CM organization, as well as from other affected

functionals) must decide If such a document should be required to be submitted. For

many programs, this decision may be driven by the use of the CMP during the

previous phase of the system acquisition life cycle. If so, then unless a major change

has occurred In the program's acquisition strategy, the CMP will probably be used (not

used) as it was in the epadler phase. But, If the program Is directly entering full-scale

development, if major changes In the acqulietion strategy have been directed, or if the

initial decision to require/not require a CMP was postponed, then the program office

will have to decide whether or not to require the contractor to prepare a deliverable

CMP. Important considerations In the decision are the contractor's previous

experience with Government programs and the technical complexity of the current

program. [For those contractors who have designed, developed, and managed

acquisition programs in the past and who have maintained a successful CM program, It

might be cost effective to require the contractor to use its own Internal-developed CM

program without requiring a deliverable CMP, unless the technical complexity of the

current program is rated as high. On the other hand, If the contractor selected for the

dovelopment program Is relatively new to the Government system acquisition process.

then if the technical complexity of the proposed system development Is only moderate,

it may be advisable to require the contractor to submit a deliverable CMP to insure that
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the correct procedures will be Ir place to establish and maintain a configuration

management program.]

If It is decided to require the contractor to prepare and submit a deliverable CMP,

another decision that the program office must decide is whether or not they will want

the contractor to prepare a separate Software CMP In addition to a Hardware CMP.

(This course of action should only be followed in extreme cases, and only with those 0

programs that are compo.ed almost entirely of technically complex CSCIs and a low

number of hardware Cis. Otherwise, It is more economical for the program office to

request Its contractors to include their CM practices for the CSCIs as a part of its

overall CMP and/or to include their software CM practices In the Software

Development Plan (SDP). The SDP describes the contractor's overall plan for

developing software and supporting documentation, and it also provides the

procedures for managing and controlling the software development process.]

The following paragraphs suggest SOW taskIngs to deliver a CMP as either a new

submittal or a revision to a deliverable item from the previous system acquisition life

cycle phases.

a. Typical SOW Paragraph (new tasking) - The contractor shall identify, withn its

program management structure, a configuration management organizatior responsible

for performing the requirements of the CM processes of configuration Identification,

confguration audits, change management, and configuration status acoounting during

the full-scale development phase of system development. The contractor shall

separatuly document the CM pracUces to be utilized for this program. The CMP. as

approved by the acquiring agency, shall be used as a guide in determniNng

compliance-
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b. Typical SOW Paragraph (revision of CMP) - The contractor shall continue the

CM program established during concept demonstration/validation. The contractor shall

maintain and update Its CMP as required to Include any new procedures/requirements

that arise during full-scale development.

c. DIDs - The current DID for a deliverable CMP Is DI-CMAN-80405 (replacing DI-

E-3108).

9.2.2 Configuration Identification Reguirements.

In addition to being tasked to establish the overall CM policies, plans, and

procedures within Its organization to meet its CM requirements, the contractor is also

normally tasked tc meet specific requiroments for each of the CM sub-processes. With

regards to configuration Identification, the contractor Is to assist the program office in

the estabUsil ment of baselines, the pfeparation and submittal of technical

documentation (e.g., specifications and drawings), and the naming and Identificatior

numbering of the system, segments, and CI/CSCis.

[For most major programs entering full-scale development, the contractor should

already have prepared and submitted (and the program office authenticated) the

System Specification as a part of the successful completion of the System

Requirements Review(s), estabtishing the functional baseline. In this case, the SOW

will contain tasking paraaraph.s requiring the contractor to maintain and comply with

this previousty established baseline. However, In some instances (not the normal case

for most major programs), the program office may not have established a functional

baseline prior to entering kUlt-scale development. If this occurs, then the CM

"I organization must include a tasking paragraph for the contractor that requires the

submittal of a final draft System Specification for authentication and establishment as
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the funciional baseline. Both of these cases are provided for in the paragraphs that

follow. If the functional baseline (and the System Specification) has already been

"established, then the program office may want to include paragraph 9.2.2.1. Or, If the

functional baseline has not already been established, then the program office may also

want to Include paragraph 9.2.2.2.]

The following paragraphs describe various SOW taskings that may be required of

the contractor to accomplish the configuration Identification function. (With the

exception of the alternatives for the functional baseline just discussed, these

paragraphs have been used in some form or another by most programs entering full-

-scale development.]

9.2.2.1 Previously Established Functional Baseline. If the program office has already

established the functional baseline (and authenticated the System Specifcatlon) prior

to the program entering full-scale development, then the following paragraph may be

used in the SOW.

a. Typical SOW Paragraph - The ,;weapon system> functional baseline Is as

documented In the <weapon system> Spcclficatlon <provide the specification number

and authentication date>. The <weapon system> Specification shall be updated and

shall incorporate a specification tree Identifying all hardware and computer software

configuration Items. The updated <weapon system> Specification shall be reviewed

and approved by the procuring activity. After approval of the procuring activity is

granted, the new specification shall supersede the <weapon system-> Specification and

will be noted In <tfie appropriate section of the contract>.

b. DID and Rationale for Use - The current DID for the deliverable Systerm/Systom

Segment Specification (SSS) is D0-CMAN-80008A (which has replaced Di-E-3101 uwed
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* on older contracts). The SSS specifies the functional, performance, and interface

Srequirements for a system or for a segment of the system. As the functional baseline,

the SSS provides the Government with a vehicle for conveying system requirements to

the contractor, and it provides an overview of the system to trainers, maintainers,

* users, and supporters of the system.

9.2,2.2 Establishing the Functional Baseline. If the program has not established a

functional baseUine prior to starting full-scale development, the configuration manager

may want to use a SOW tasking similar to the following. [The SOW should probably

also Include the previous SOW tasking paragraph to allow updates to the specification

* once It is authenticated]

a. Typical SOW Paragraph - The contractor shall prepare the <weapon system>

i Specification In accordance with MIL-STD-490, Appendix I. The <weapon system>

Specification shall be updated and shall incorporate a specification tree Identifying all

hardware and computer software configuration Items. The functional baseline shall be

established after authentication of the <weapon systsm> Specification by the procuring

activity.

b. DID and Rationale for Use - The current DID for the deliverable System/System

Segment Specification (SSS) Is DI-CMAN-80008A (which has replaced DI-E-3101 used

on older contracts). The SSS specifies the functional, performance, and Interface

requirements for a system or for a segment of the system. As the functional baseline,

the SSS provides the Government with a vehicle for conveying system requirements to

the contractor, and it provides an overview of the system to trainers, maintainers,

", users, and supporters of the system.
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9.2.2.3 Allocated Baseline(s). As the program progresses Into full-scale development,

the contractor will be allocating the system requirements to the system's CI/CSCIs.

The SOW should contain a tasking paragraph that requires the contractor to establish

the allocated baseline for each CI/CSCI at the appropriate times. This requires the

contractor to submit the Type B Specifications to the program office for authentication.

The following SOW paragraph may be used to request these specifications, and,

through them allow establishment of the allocated baseline(s) for the CI/CSCIs of the

system. A paragraph of this type should be Included In all full-scale development

SOWs. [The CM organization must make sure It understands the acquisition strategy

of the program. If the program is using a two-part specification, then the suggested

changes discussed In the paragraph may have to be used.]

a. Typical SOW Paragraph - For each hardware configuration Item (HWCI) and

computer software configuration Item (CSCl) to be developed, the contractor shall

document the requirements in accordance with MIL-STD-490, Appendices 11, i1l, IV, V,

and VI <the use of the Appendices is tailored based upon the type of program being

developed>,. Upon satisfactory completion of a Joint Government/contractor

specification review for each draft specification, which will occur as soon as possible

after Government comments are forwarded to the contractor, the Government will

authenticate the specification and establish the allocated baseline for that Ci.

(Alternative 1: If the program office has decided that phased baseilning will be

used, then the SOW and CDRL should read such that the higher-level Cis (a listing of

which has been agreed upon by both the contractor and the Government) shall be

authenticated prior to PDR. The lower-level Cl specifications shall not be

authenticated or baseUned until the CI/CSCI's Functional Configuration AudiL]
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[Alternative 2: The program office may also want to use a two-part specification

approach. If this is the planned approach, then the wording of this paragraph may be

altered such that after discussing the Appendices of MIL-STD-490, the SOW paragraph

should continue as: The development/requirements specifications shall be prepared as

Part I of a two-part specification as discussed in MIL-STD-490 (paragraph 3.1.4).]

b. DIDs and Rationale for Their Use - The following paragraphs provide the DID

numbers and rationale for each type of specification that can be used for establishing

the allocated baseline for a Cl or CSCI. The use of any, or all, of these specifications

Is dependent upon the Individual program.

(1) Configuration Item Development Specification: The current DID for this

deliverable specification is DI-E-3102A. This DID provides for the delivery of Prime

Item, Critical Item, and Non-Complex Item Development Specifications that allow for

the establishment of all performance, design, development, and test requirements for

all Cis developed under the contract. The Government and contractor will use these

specifications as the contractual source of the requirements which the Cis must meet.

Without these specification, there might not be any contractual basis for the

development of the Cis.

(2) Software Requirements Specification: The current DID for this deliverable

specification Is DI-MCCR-80025A (wHch replaced DI-E-30113). This DID should be

required for all procurement programs with any CSCIs Identified. The DID provides for

the delivery of a specification that establishes the functional, performance, and quality

assurance requirements for each CSCI. The contractor will use this specification as

the basis for the development and formal testing of the CSCI.
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(3) Interface Requirements Specification: The current DID for this deliverable

specification is DI-MCCR-80026A. [This DID should not be used on every program.

When the system under design contains only a few interfaces between HWCIs and

CSCls, it is more beneficial (cost and programmatically) to Include the Interface

requirements as a part of the Software Requirements Specification.] The DID allows

for the delivery of a specification that provides the description of the specific

requirements for the interfaces between the HWCIs and CSCIs.

9.2.2.4 Product Baseline(s), Some programs may be able to establish the product

baseline(s) of the software Cis and of some of the lower-level Cis during full-scale

development. Or, depending upon the technical simplicity of the proposed design, or if

the production contract is to be competed, the program office may want to also have

some of Its higher-level Cis product baselines established during full-scale

development. If this Is the strategy being pursued by the program office, then the CM

organization should make sure that an appropriate SOW tasking paragraph is Included

to allow for this contingency. The following suggested paragraphs would provide for

the establishment of some, or all, of the product baselines.

a. Typical SOW Paragraph - For each hardware configuration Item (HWCI) and

computer software configurntion item (CSCI) that is to be developed and produced as

a part of <weapon system>, the contractor shall document the detail design

requirements In accordance with MIL-STD-490, Appendices VII, VIII, IX, X, XI, XII, and

XIII <the use of the Appendices Is tailored based upon the type of program being

developed>. Upon satisfactory completion of a physical configuration audit for each

draft specification, the Government will authenticate the specification. Process and
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Materials Specifications shall be prepared in accordance with MIL-STD-490,

Appendices XIV and XV.

[Alternative: If the program office is pursuing the two-part specification, then the

above SOW tasking paragraph should be altered such that after discussing the MIL-

STD-490 Appendices with the Type C Specifications, the paragraph should continue

as: The product specification shall be prepared as Part I! of a two-part specification in

accordance with MIL-STD-490, paragraph 3.1.4.]

b. DIDs and Rationale for Their Use - The following paragraphs provide the DID

numbers and rationale for each type of specification that can be used for establishing

the product baseline for a CI/CSCI. The use of any, or all, of these specifications Is

dependent upon the Individual program.

(1) Configuration Item Product Fabrication Specification: The current DID for

this deliverable specification is DI-E-3103A. This DID orders a specification that

provides the detailed design, test, manufacturing, and acceptance requirements for all

Cls developed under the contract.

(2) Configuration Item Product Function Specification: The current DID for this

deliverable specification Is DI-E-3132, It orders a specification that establishes the

requirements for major Items of commercial equipment acquired under the contract.

(3) Inventory Item Specification: The current DID for this deliverable

specification Is DI-E-3105. It Is used to order a specification that covers the

requirements for Inventory items available to the Government. The specification Is

required to Identify Government furnished equipment, and modifications to this

equipment
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(4) Software Product Specification: The current DID for this deliverable

specification is DI-MCCR-80029A. This DID orders a specification that provides the

detailed technical description of the CSCI, and Includes the Software Design Document

(called for by DI-MCCR-80012) and the CSCI's source code ls'ings.

(5) Process Specification: The current DID for this dcilverable specification is

DI-E-3130. This DID orders a specification that will define the details of a peculiar

treatment or process that Is critical to the manufacture of tre systeqm under

development.

(6) Material Specification: The current DID for this deliverable specification is

DI-E-3131. This DID orders a specification that will define the details of the raw

materials that are critical to the fabrication of the system.

9.2.2.5 Specification Maintenance. Once a baseline Is established, the program office

must ensure that the contractor is properly controlling and maintaining those

specifications for which It Is responsible. This requirement Is levied upon the

contractor regardless of which baselne(s) has been established. The following

paragraph is suggested to task the contractor to perform this activity.

a. Typical SOW Parajjraph - Once baellned, all specifications shall be maintained

under the contractor's configuration management procedures. The contractor shall

maintain all apecifications for the Gystem, and Its configuration items, that are Identified

on the speclficaic n tree In the <weapon system> System Specification. Maintenance

of specificatios pertains to specification change notices, specification change pages,

and specificasion revisions. All specifications which Identify and document the

functional and allocated configuration Identifications shall be maintained by the
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contractor in accordance with MIL-STD-480, MIL-STD-490, and <if applicable> DOD-

STD-2167 as guidelines.

b. DID and Rationale for Use - These is no DID for this tasking since there Is no

requested deliverable specifically asked for from the contractor concerning this task.

The DID that covers the delivery of specification change notices and engineering
'p.

change proposals is included in the Change Management section of the SOW.

[NOTE: There was a DID (DI-E-3106) associated with this task, but it has been

canceled.] The basic DID for each major type of specification would be used to obtain

revisions.

9.2.2.6 Enaineering Drawings and Associated Lists. In addition to providing

specifications that describe the configuration identification requirements of each

CI/OSCI, the contractor must be required to provide a technical data package that

includes engineering drawings and associated lists. The individual in the program

office who Is normally responsible for managing the acquisition and documentation of

the engineering drawings and associated lists Is the engineering data management

officer (EDMO). [Many times the EDMO responsibilities are fulfilled by a configuration

manager/specialist. For this reason, the configuration manager should be aware of the

requirement to task the contractor in this area.] The EDMO must review MIL-T-31 000

and DOD-STD-100 to determine what kind of technical data package, and which type

of drawings and associated lists, should be included in the tasking. This Individual

46 must also Insure that the engineering data requirements are specified in the SOW,

CDRL, and, if required, in any special povisions of the contract. The following SOW

"paragraph Is suggested to start this process, but the actual wording of each program's
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SOW paragraph (and DID requirements) should be written by (or at the very least,

coordinated by) the program office's EDMO.

a. Typical SOW Paragraph - The contractor, and all appropriate subcontractors

and vendors, shall document the engineering design for the <weapon system> and all

its support equipment. The contractor shall assemble the engineering data into

<NOTE: Here is where the program office must decide which level of technical data

package, from MIL-T-31000, should be required.> a complete technical data package

and maintain that package to the current configuration being tested. Engineering

drawings required shall be as specified in DOD-STD-100. The contractor shall

maintain a master set. The master set is the property of the Government and shall be

released to the Government upon the contractor receiving direction from the procuring

contracting officer (PCO).

b. DIDs and Rationale for Their Use - The current DIDs for these deliverable Items

are DI-DRPR-81001 (Conceptual Design Drawings and Associated Lists), DI-DRPR-

81002 (Developmental Design Drawings and Associated Usts), DI-DRPR-81000

(Product Drawings and Associated Lists), and others (that discuss the remaining types

of technical data packages); all are listed in Section 6.3 of MIL-T-31 000. They allow

for the Government to obtain the engineering data required to perform management,

engineering, test, maintenance, modification, competitive reprocurement of spares, and

other logistics functions. The level of drawing available is also partly dependent on the

phase of the system acquisition life cycle the program is entering. Although the

complete package is not normally delivered dudng full-scale development, the program

office will normally take deflvery of samples for use in "In-Process Reviews" of the

drawings.
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9.2.2.7 Request for Nomenclature. The contractor must be required to request

nomenclature assignment for each now developed system, Cl, and CSCi under the

contract. MIL-STD-490 requires that nomenclature be used on all specification covers;

on all drawings; and on all maintenance, user, diagnostic, and operator's manuals.

The DD Form 61 is used to request an assignment, cancellation, revision, or

reinstatement of nomenclature. The following paragraph provides a suggested SOW

tasking paragraph.

a. Typical SOW Paragraph - The contractor shall request the assignment of

nomenclature for newly designed configuration Items in accordance with MIL-N-7513

and MIL-STD-1661. The assigned nomenclature shall be applied to the configuration

item nameplate, specifications, drawings, and other applicable data pertaining to the

nomenclatured item. The contractor shall not privately assign nomenclature

descriptions; oniy official nomenclatures shall be used. At a minimum, those items

listed on the specification tree shall be provided with nomenclature assignments.

b. DID and Rationale for Use - The current DID for this deliverable Item is DI-E-

7194. As stated above, nomenclature Is required on all documentation that identifies a

configuration Item.

9.2.2.8 Computer Program Identification Number (CPIN). This Is required to Identify

the CSCI before and after the system becomes operational. The contractor requests

and obtains the CPIN from the procuring activity, who In turn has received the CPIN

4' from the Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center. The CPIN tasking must be required of

any contractor that Is developing, and delivering, a CSCI with the system.

4 a. Typical SOW Paragraph - For each CSCI, or version of a CSCI that is being

developed under this contract, the contractor shall obtain from the procuring activity a
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Computer Program Identification Number (CPIN). All CSCIs and the associated

documentation will be numbered using the CPIN system.

b. DID and Pationale for Use - The current DID for this contract deliverable item is

DI-E-3162B. This DID allows for an Air Force number to be used on all CSCi media

and on the title pages of related documentation and technical manuals.

9.2.2.9 Identification and Numbering of Hardware and Documentation. The contractor

must also be required to identif, number, and mark NIl hardware CIs, and their

components and associated docomentation which will require cortfiguration control or

will require a follow-on spares pr=L::vem•)nt etfort, This identlficat~oln is u~sed to provide

the program office visibility of the affected hardware CIs (and their components)

developed by the contractor, subcontractors, vendors, and/or suppliers. The following

paragraph Is suggested to task the contractor to perform this Identification requirement.

a. Typical SOW Paragraph - The contractor shall Identify documentation (e.g.,

specifications and drawings), configuration Items, and their component parts to be

delivered under this contract in accordance with the requirements of MIL-STD-483,

Appendix IX.

b. DID and Rationale for Use - Unlike the CPIN requirement, there is no DID for

this tasking since the deliverable Items are requested in the respective specification

and engineering drawing paragraphs.

"9.2.3 Configuration Audits Requirements.

Similar to requiring configuration identification taskings of the contractor, the

program office must also require taskings for contractor support of the configuration

audit sub-process. In this area, for full-scale development, the contractor Is normally
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requested to assist the program office with the functional configuration audit(s) for each

CI/CSCI under development. Another audit that the program office may need to

employ Is the functional system audit. This would be used to ensure that the system

requirements, not verified as each CI/CSCI FCA was accomplished, have been met.

In addition, depending upon the acquisition strategy being pursued by the program

office, they may also want to begin (or In some Instances, complete) physical

configuration audits (PCAs) on some (or all) of the system's CI/CSCIs and tbieir

components. (Most programs use the same contractor for the full-scale development

and production efforts. In this Instance, the PCAs are conducted on an operational unit

during the production phase oi the system acquisition life cycle. However, in some

cases, the program office may have decided that the production contract will be

competed. If this occurs, tlhen during full-scale development, a PCA will need to be

performed on prototype units for each CI/C;Ci, and a PCA will also be performed later

during the production phase on an nperational unit produced by the appropriate

contractor. Due to their development cycle, CSCIs may have a PCA performed during

full-scale development regardless of the acquisition strategy.] Whatever audits are

required as a part of the futl-scale development effort, they must be reflected In the

SOW tasking paragraph.

9.2.3.1 Functional Configuration Audit. The following SOW paragraph is suggested for

the program that will perform a FCA on one (or, In some Instances, more than one)

: configuration Item as It is ready to have Its development process validated.

a. Typical SOW Paragraph - A FCA shall be accomplished to validate the

4" development of each CI/CSC4 of the <weapon> system. The contractor shall schedule

and support the Goverr-nent in conducting a FCA on each new or modified
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configuration item In accordance with MIL-STC1-1 521, Appendix G. The FCA shall be

conducted jointly by both the procuring agency and the contractor. Planning for each

audit, and the activities during each audit, shall be documented by the contractor.

b. DIDs and Rationale for Their Use - The current DIDs thai are applicable for this

tasking are DI-A-7088 and DI-A-7089. These are the DIDs for conference agenda and

conference mintages, respectively. These will allow for planning prior to the audit and

for the documentation of discussions which took place, and decisions which were

reached, as a result of the audit. [NOTE: If other audits, or design reviews, are

accomplished during this phase, these data Items need only be ordered once in the

C DRL]

9.2.3.2 Functional System Audit. The functional system audit (FSA), iH required, Is

normally a full-scale devolopment task. If the program office wants to include a FSA at

the conclusion oi the FCAs to ensure that the sysarem, when all its parts are combined,

meets all of I's spoAiz3ed requirements, this Is usually included as a part of tohe full-

scale development SOW, even viough the• FSA may be conducted after the program

hbas entered the productlon/deployrnent anti operational suppedrt phase of the system

acquisition life cycle. In oder for the prograti office to ii,,;iude such a iask In Its full-

scale development SOW, tMe following paragraph is sugge,9,od.

a. Typical SOW Paragraph - After completion of the FCAs, the contractor shall

also schedula and support the GC ,emmnent in conducting a functional system audit

(FSA) In accordance with MIL-ST -1521, Appendix I. The FSA will be conducted to

validate thc:ýe ,•wstem requlremenfts that could not be vafd-tted through the

accomplishment ot the ClC. CI FCAs. Planning for the audit, and activities during the

audit, shall be documented uy the contractor.
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b. DIDs and Rationale for Their Use - The current DIDs that are applicable for this

tasking are DI-A-7088 and DI-A-7089. These are the DODs for conferernce agenda and

conference minutes, respectively. These will allow for planning prior to the audit and

for the documentation of discussions which took place, and decisions which were

reached, as a result of the audit

9.2.3.3 Physicai Confliuration Audit. Normally, the PCA(s) Is conducted dudng the

production phase of the system acquisition life cycle, not during full-scale development.

However, if the program Is pursuing an acquisltlool strategy that will require a PCA to

be perforned during full-scale development (eitlier for its CSCIs or on prototype units

when the production contractor h;s not yet been selected), then the following

p.aragraph Is provided as a suggested approach to task the cont.ractoi,

a. "Typlcal SOW Paragraph - The contractor shall schedule and assist the

procuring agency conduct a physicat configuration audit (PCA) <en a prototype unit for

each new or modified hardware configuration Item> <on the Virst deliverable program of

the CSCI> In accordance with MIL-STO.1521, Appendix H. The PCA shall be

conducted Jointly by both the procurinj agency and the contractor to verify that the CI's

<CSCI's> documentation a ctually represents the 'as-built" <*as-coded,-, configuration.

After successful conietlon of this audit, the product baseline shall be established.

Planning for each audit, and the activites during each audit, shall be documentad by

the contractor.

b. DIDs and Rationale for Their Use - The curretit Dvs that are applicabte for this

tasking are DI-A-7088 and DI-A-7089. These are the DIDs for conference agenda and

"41 conference minutes. respectively. These w4il allow for the docunmertation of
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discussionas which took place, and decisions which were reached, as a result of tha

audit.

9.2.4 Change Manaaement.

Once a baseline has been established the program office must ensure that the

contractor is indeed controlling these baselinis. In aodltlon, after the contract has

been approved, and signed, by the contractor and the program office, this "baselined"

contractual document must also be controlled. To ensure that no changes are made to

either the technical or contractual documentation associated with the program without

the approval of the program office, the following tasking paragraphs should be included

in the full-scale development SOW.

9.2.4.1 Advanced Change Study Notices, During the development phase, if the

program office wants to use tho generation of ACSNs prior to the submittal of any

routine change [and all programs should consider this approach as almost mandatory],

the contractor must be tasked to perfomrduse this management approach. The

following paragraph suggests a way to implement this requirement In the SOW.

a. Typical SOW Paragraph - Prior to starting any work or effort on a proposed

routine engineering or contract change proposal, the contractor shall first Initiate an

Advanced Change Study Notice (ACSN) to obtain the Government's agreement that

the proposal should ba processed. The ACSN must be approved to Initiate the

detailed change preparation. An ACSN is not required for proposals that are

considered urgent or emergency.

b. DID and Rationale for Use - The current DID for this requirement is DI-E-3127A.

It is used to assist the program manager maintaln!ng cost control of contractor efforts
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relative to ihe generation of engineering and contract change proposals. It is a way to

avoid excessive preparation costs for undesirable changes.

9.2.4.2 Enlneerlna Ch. le Proposals, Notices of Revision, and Specification Chan-qe

Notices. Once the functional baseline has been established, and as each CI/CSCI's

allocated and product baselines are established, the contractor must be responsible to

maintaining control of these baselines and the technical documentation that comprise

the corresponding configuration identification. The following paragraph suggests a way

to task the contractor to maintain this require" control.

a. Typical SOW Paragraph - All baselines that have been established during

earlier contracts, or that will be established during the existence of this contract, shall

be controlled in accordance with MIL-STD-480. Any changes requested to be made to

these baselines should be documented, and controlled, using a Class I Engineering

Change Proposal (ECP). For routine Class I ECPs, tho contractor shail first obtain the

procuring agency's authorization to prepare the proposal using an ACSN describing the

pmposed change. The contractor shall submit cost (consistent with contract type) and

other affected program Information, as a part of the ECP. All Class I ECPs shall be

submitted to the procuring agency for review and approval. The contractor shajI

document the Impacts to the baselined specification in Specification Change Nottce(It),

Including change pages In the samr form and format of the affected document/

specflcation. In those cases where the ECP will affect a specification that is not

maintained b- the submitting contractor, then the contractor must document the

impacts on a Notice of Revision.

Sb. OlDs and Rationale for Their Use - The current approved DIDs that affect the

ECP process are DI-CMAN-80639 (ECPs), DI-CMAN-860643 (SGNs). and DI-CMAN-
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80642 (NORs). The ECP DID Is used by the program office to ensure that the data

required to analyze performance, time, and cost benefits of proposed changes Is

provided with the ECP. The SCN DID Is used to allow the program office to ensure

that the contractor Is addressing all the Impacts of proposed changes to the

specifications after the baselines are established. Finally, the NOR DID Is used to

ensure the program office that the contractor will Include changes to specifications

outside of Its control when proposing engineering changes.

9.2.4.3 Deviations, and Waivers. The program office must also prov!de tasking to the

contractor that provides direction on the use of deviations and/or waivers, If required,

during the development of the system or Its configuration items. [Deviations and

waivers are primadity associated with production units delivered as a part of a

production contract. However, there are in.tances where prototypes with known

deficiencies are accepted using deviations.] The foflowing Is a suggested SOW

peragraph to accompltsi this tasking.

a. Typical SOW Prawgraph - The contractor shall initiate foquests for deviations

and walvers In accordance with MIL-STD.480. Minor deviations and waivers shall be

Ssubmitted to the Government plant representwve for oncunrance or nonconcurrence

with the assIgr,*J ctlaas tlon wtegory. Major deviations and waivers shall be

lubnltted to tVe procunu agency lor review and apprmoal.

-b. DID and Rationale fof Use.. The current approved DID for this SOW tasking is

DI-CMAN-.G_.O*4. This ViD wiUl albow the contractot' the option to obtaln authozlzation

tW dpart from a partlcu.ar pdormonwc or design requirement of a specification.
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9.2.4.4 Contract/Task Change Proposal. In addition to allowing for the tasking of the

contractor to control the technical baselined documents, the program office must also

be prepared to task the contractor to control other non-technical contractual

documents. The following is a suggested SOW paragraph to meet this requirement.

a. Typical SOW Paragraph - The contractor shall process (after receiving approval

of an ACSN) a Contract/Task Change Proposal (CCP/TCP) In accordance with MIL-

STD-483, paragraph 3.14, whenever a non-engineedng contract change Is being

proposed. Each CCP/TCP shall include a firm price proposal impact to the contract

price.

b. DID and Rationale for Use - The current DID that provides for this tasking Is DI-

A-3020B. This DID allows the contractor to submit proposed changes to the contract

in areas other than those Impacting the technical baselines.

925 Conficuratlon Status Accountlng.

finalty, the contractor must be required to develop and maintain an Information

data base that will provide the -needed Information about all CI/CSCIs designed,

developed, and delivered to the procuring agency. This data base should provide, at a

minimum, the configuration documentation and Identification numbering Information

and Information about the Implementation of approved changes to the technical

documents. The following is a suggested SOW paragraph that can be used to task the

contractor.

4 a. Typical SOW Paragraph - The contractor shall develop and maintain an

Information data base that is c:apaLle of: (1) describing the technical documentation

that comprises the appropriate conforaton identifications; (2) providing all essential

Cl and CS'-C identificabon nrimhbeinig Iatd; (3) descrNbng all contractual (non-technical)
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documentation; (4) providing a listing of all proposed changes, and the status of

approved changes not yet completely Implemented, to all program documentation; and

(5) documenting the specific configuration of all items that are used during testing

activities.

b. DID and Rationale for Use - The current approved DID for this tasking

paragraph is DI-E-3133. This DID provides the means by which the Government can

obtain configuration status accounting records and Information from the contractor on

various program management concerns.
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